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1 Basic English Grammar remains a developmental skills text for students of English as a 
second or foreign language. Serving as both a reference and a workbook, it inaoduces 
students to the form, meaning, and usage of basic structures in English. It provides ample 
opportunities for practice through extensive and varied exercises leading to 
communicative activities. Although it focuses on grammar, it promotes the development 
of all language skills. 

This second edition has a greatly expanded range of contents to provide a solid core 
I I of basic English grammar for lower-level or beginning students. It includes numerous 

new exercises with, at the end of each chapter, cumulative review exercises that include 
additional communicative and interactive student-centered tasks. 

Also available are an Answer Key, with answers only, and a Teacher's Guide, with 
teaching suggestions as well as the answers to the exercises. 
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Writing English grammar texts is a pleasure for me. In this pursuit, I am helped by many 
wonderful people: dedicated teachers who give presentations at conferences and write 
articles for regional newsletters or international journals; researchers who explore the 
hows and whys of second language acquisition; grammarians who present their 
observa%ions clearly and convincingly; past and present authors of other E S L W  
grammar materials who show creative and sound approaches to helping students gain 
understanding and usage ability of English; colleagues who give me valuable feedback and 
share their pedagogical insights; and publishing professionals who know how to mold and 
market educational materials. We all rely on one another. 

Above all, I am indebted to my students, who have taught me a great deal about the 
language acquisition process by openly sharing with me their learning experiences and 
practical needs. 

In sum, I am indebted to the ESL/EFL community of teachers, researchers, authors, 
publishers, and students. 

In particular, I thank Tina Carver, Janet Johnston, and Shelley Hartle for their 
invaluable professionalism as well as friendship. I also wish to thank Barbara Matthies, 
Irene Juzkiw, Stacy Hagen, Nancy Price, Lawrence Ciaar, Don Martinetti, Lizette Reyes, 
Stella Reilly, Marita Froimson, Joy Edwards, R.T. Steltz, Sue Van Etten, Ken Kortlever, 
Generessa Arielle, and Chelsea Azar. My gratitude goes also to the many wonderful 
teachers and publishers I met in Korea, Japan, and Taiwan on my trip to Asia in 1994. 
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C H A P T E R  - 

EXERCISE 1 : Learn the names of your classmates and teacher. Write their names in the spaces 
below. 
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1-1  NOUN + IS + NOUN: SINGULAR 

NOUN + IS + NOUN 

(a) Canada is a counhy. 

"Smgular" means "one, not two or more." . ;$ 4% 
In (a): Canada = a singular noun I ,,< 

. , . ~  . 
is = a singular verb - - 
countly = a singular noun 

(b) Mexico is a counny. 

(c) A cat is an animal. 

A frequently comes in front of singular nouns. 
In (b): a comes in front of the singular noun carntly. A is called "an 
article." 

A and an have the same meaning. They are both articles. 
A is used in front of words that begin with consonants: b, c, d, f; g, h, 
j, k, etc. Examples: a bed, a cat, a dog, afriend, a girl 
An is used in front of words that begin with a, e, i, and o.* 

Examples: an animal, an ear, an island, an o f i e  

*An is also sometimes used in h n t  of words that begm with u. See Chaa 4-7. 
The letters a, e, i, o, and u are called ''vowe18." 
All of the other letters in the alphabet are called "consonants." 

W EXERCISE 2: Complete the sentences. Use an ARTICLE, a or an. 

1. A horse is Qn animal. 

2. English is language. 

3. Chicago is ' '- 'city. 

4. Korea is country. 

5. Europe is continent. 

6. dictionary is book. 

7. hotel is building. 

8. bear is animal. 

9. bee is insect. 

10. ant is insect. 
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EXERCISE 3: Complete the sentences. Use an ARTICLE (a or an) and the words in the list. 

animal continent insect 
city country language 

1. Arabic is a l a n g ~ ~ g e  9. A bee is 

2. Rome is a citv . 10. South America is 

3. A cat is an animal . 11. A dog is 

4. Asia is 12. China is 

5. Tokyo is . 13. Russian is 

6. Spanish is . 14. A cow is 

7. Mexico is . 15.Aflyis 

8. London is A ,  . *  

EXERCISE 4-ORAL: Complete the sentences with your own words. T h i i  of more than 
one possible completion. 

1. . . . is a language. 
+ English is a language. 
-* Spanish is a language. 
-* Arabic is a language. 
+ Etc. 

is a country. 

3. . . . is a city. 

4. . . . is a continent. 

5. . . . is an animal. 

6 .  . . . is an insect. 
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1-2 NOUN + ARE + NOUN: PLURAL 

1.- + ARE -. ..-LR*I 

(a )  Caw a animals. 

(b)  SINGULAR: a cat, an animal. 
PLURAL: u14animab 

'! t n r r  

( C)  SINGULAR: a city, a country. 

NOUN and NOUN + ARE + NOUN 

(d) Canada and. China are countrks. 

(e )  Dops and cats are animals. 
- 

"Plural" means "two, three, or more." 
Cats = a plural noun 
are = a plural verb 
animals = a plural noun 

Plural nouns end in -8. 

A and an are used only with singular nouns. 

Some singular nouns that end in -y have a special 
plural form: They omit the -y and add -ies.* 

Two nouns connected by and are followed by aro. 
In (d): Canada is a singular noun. China is a 
singular noun. They are connected by and. 
Together they are plural, i.e., "more than one." 

*See Chan 2-6 for more information about sddinr 18 to words that end in -y. 

EXERCISE 5: Change the singular sentences to plural sentences. 

SINGULAR 

1. An ant is an insect. 

2. A computer is a machine. 

3. A dictionary is a book. 

4. A chicken is a bird. 

5. A rose is a flower. 

, . :; j; 6. A carrot is a vegetable. 

7. A rabbit is an animal. 

Ants are insects. 
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EXERCISE 6: Complete the sentences with is or are and one of the nouns in the list. Use the 
correct singular form of the noun (using a or an) or the correct plural form. 

animal country laWage 
city insect machine 
continent 

1.  dog ix an m a 1  

2. DOES are animals 

3. Spanish 

7. Thailand and Viet Nam 

8. Thailand 
,<, 

9. Butterflies , , 

t. 'A . ' 
10. A butterfly , 

11. An automobile 

12. Automobiles 

13. London !I 

, . . I .',I, 

,.,. . . 14. London and Baghdad f : ,  .. 

, , 

EXERCISE 7-ORAL: Complete the sentences with your own words. 

Example: . . . a country. 
Response: (Brazil is) a country. 

..)%.l.Z , & ,.,, , , , . !  .'. '' ." ' " ' ' 
" . . , .  ' ... 

1. . . . a country. 6. . . . cities. 1 1. . . . countries in Asia. 
2. . . . countries. 7. . . . animals. 12. . . . a city in Europe. 
3. ... languages. 8. . . . an insect. 13. . . . a plant. 
4. . . . a language. 9. . . . a peninsula. 14. . . . a vegetable. 
* 

I .  ... a city. 10. . . . streets in this city. 15. . . . a season. 
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EXERCISE 8-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): What are the following things? 

Example: Cows 
Response: Cows are animals. 

1. English 8. Russian and Arabic 
2. England 9. Spring 
3. Butterflies 10. Japan andVenezuela 
4. Chickens 1 1. A computer 
5. Europe 12. A bear 
6. Roses 13. Bees 
7. A carrot 14. An ant 

15. Winter and summer 
16. September and October 
17. A dictionary 
18. Typewriters 
19. A Honda 
20. (names of cars, cities, countries, 

continents, animals, insects) 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

PRONOUN + BE + NOUN PRONOUN + BE + NOUN 

am a student. ( f )  We are students. 
are a student ( g )  You are students. I 

a student ( h )  They are students. 
a student 
a counny. 

she 
he 
it 
we 
ther I = pronouns 

r } = f o m s d ,  
are 

( i ) Rita is in my class. She is a student. Pronouns refer to nouns. 
( i ) Tom is in my class. H e  is a student. In (i): she (feminine) = Rita 
(k) Rita and Tom are in my class. They are students. In (j): he (masculine) = Tom 

In (k): they =Rita and Tom 

EXERCISE 9: Complete the sentences. Use a VERB: am, is, or are. Use a NOUN: a student 
or students. 

i . w e  arestudents 

2. I 

3. Rita goes to school. She 

4. Rita and Tom go to school. They 

5. You (one person) 

6. You (two persons) 
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EXERCISE 10-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Complete the sentences with a form of be + a 
studentlshrdents. Indicate the subject or subjects with your hand. 

Example: ( . . . ) (The t e a c h  supplies the name of a student.) 
Response: (Yoko) is a student. (The responding student indicates Yoko.) 

1. ( . . . )  6. ( . . . )  
2. ( . . . ) a n d ( . . . )  7. ( . . . ) a n d ( . . . )  
3. I 8. They 
4. ( . . . ) a n d 1  9. You 
5. We lo. ( . . . ) a n d ( . . . ) a n d ( . . . )  

Now identify the given people as students and, in addition, tell what country or 
continent they are from. 

11 .  ( . . . )  
+ (Yoko) is a student. She i s h m  Japan. 

12. ( . . . ) a n d ( . . , )  
4 (Luis) and (Pablo) are students. They are from South America. 

13. ( . . . )  
14. ( . . . ) a n d ( . . . )  
15. Etc. 

ARE 

- 
NOTE 

PRONOUN + BE + CONTRACTION When people speak, they often 
I + am -+ I'm (a )  I'm a student. push two words together. A 

contraction = two words that 

she + is + she's (b) She's a student. are pushed together. 

he + is + he's (c )  He's a student. 
it + is -+ it's (d) It's a city. Contractions of a subject 

pronoun + be are used in both 
speaking and writing. 

YOU + are -+ you're ( e )  You'rea student. 
we + are + we're You're students. PUNCTUATION: The mark in 
they + are + they're ( f )  We're students. the middle of a contraction is 

(g)  me.'^ smdents. called an "aposnophe" ('). 

WriE an apostrophe above the line. Do not write an apostrophe on the line. 

CORRECT: /;* u ~&&t 

USING BEAND HAM . 7 



EXERCISE 1 1 : Complete the sentences. Use CONTRACTIONS (pronoun + be). 

1 .  Sam is a student. I in my class. 

2 .  Jim is a student. in my class. 

3. I have one h ther .  twenty years old. 

4. I have two sisters. students. 

5. I have a dictionary. on my desk. 

6. I like my classmates. friendly. 

7. I have three books. on my desk. 

8. My bro& is twenty-six years old. married. 

9. My sister is twenty-one years old. single. 

10. Yoko andAli are students. in my class. 

11. Ilikemybwks. interesting. 

12. I like grammar. easy. 

13. Kate and I live in an apartment. roommates. 

14. We live in an apartment. on Pine Street. 

15. I go to school. a student. .. 

(a)  Tom K:'] a teacher. He is a student. 

- 

I 

- - (c)  I am not a teacher. Am and not are not contracted. 

Not makes a sentence negative. 

Not can be contracted with fa and are: 

(b) Tom and Ann "'O "Of teachers. 
[aren't ] 

CONTRACTION: f a  + not = h ' t  
CONTRACTION: a n  + not = aren't 



EXERCISE 12: Complete the sentences with the correct information. . . 
. st ., ...,,* . , ,i 

, . A .-.., 1. Korea ' 't a city. It ' I r v  

2. Horses insects. They 

3. Asia a country. It 

4. Bees and ants animals. They 

5. Arabic a country. It 

6 .  I a professional photographer. I 
:..> .?. . 

3, , 
1 , . i  8 

II , . I  ' 8  : ' , 

Ms. Black 
Mr. Rice 

Ann 
a 

7. Ann a gardener. She I 
'. *, \ 

8. Mike a gardener. He an artist. 

I 
9. Jim a bus driver. He 

I 10, sue 
I a photographer. She 
1 

11. Mr. Rice a police officer. He isn't 

12. Ms. Black isn't . She 

USING BEAND HAVE W 9 



. ADJECTIVE 

NOUN + BE + 
( a )  Aball is 

(b) Balls are 

(c )   mar^ is 
(d) Mary andTom are 

PRONOUN BE + 
( e )  1 am 
( f )  She is 

( 9 )  They are 

ALmCTIvE 

round. 
mund 
intelligent. 
intelligent. 

ADJECnVe 

hungry. 
young. 

hapm. 

round 
intelligent 

hungry 1 = adjectives 

Young 

happy 

Adjectives often follow a form of be (am, is, 
are). Adjectives describe or give information 
about a noun or pronoun that comes at the 
beginning of a sentence.* 

*The noun or pronoun that comes at the beginning of a sentence is called a "subject." See Chart 4-1. 

EXERCISE 13: Complete the drawings. 
-?q 

*T 
STUDENT A: Make the faces happy, sad, and angry. Show your drawings to 

Student B. 
STUDENT B: Identify the emotions that Student A showed in the drawings. For 
- 

example: She is angry. He is sad. They are happy. .a 
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4 EXERCISE 14: Find the ADJECTIVE in the fust sentence. Then complete the second sentence 
with be + an adjective that has an opposite meaning. Use the adjectives in the list. 
Use each adjective only one time. 

beautiful expensive @en 
clean fast poor 
cold happy short 
dangerous noisy sour 
easy old tall 

1. I'm not sad. I 'II),V 

2. Ice isn't hot. It 

3. Mr. Thomas isn't rich. He 

4. My hair isn't long. It 

5. My clothes aren't dirty. They 

6. Flowers aren't ugly. They 

7. Cars aren't cheap. They 

8. Airplanes aren't slow. They 

9. Grammar isn't difficult. It 

10. My sister isn't short. She 

11. My grandparents aren't young. They 

12. The dormitory isn't quiet. It 

13. The door isn't closed. It 

14. Guns aren't safe. They 

15. Lemons aren't sweet. They 

o+@+g$=@ 
LEMON SUGAR WATER 1 LEMONADE 
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EXERCISE 15-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Use ADJECTIVES to describe things in the 
classroom. Suggestions are given in parentheses. 

Example: round, square, flat 
To STUDENT A: (The teacher writes the wora3 on the board: round, square, flat, and then 

touches or points to something m u d ,  for example, a ring or a circle drawn on 
the board.) 
Tell me about this ring that I'm holding. Use one of the words on 
the board. 

STUDENT A: It's round. 
To STUDENT B: Tell me about this coin. 
STUDENT B: It's round. It's flat. 

round (a ring, a coin, a circle drawn on the board) 
square (a box, a desk, a figure drawn on the board) 
flat (a coin, a desktop) 
full (a pocket, a hand) 
enipty (a pocket, a hand) 
wet (a street on a rainy day, a licked fmger) 
dry (indoors on a rainy day, an unlicked finger) 
dirty (a hand or a piece of paper rubbed on the floor) 
clean (a hand or a piece of paper not rubbed on the floor) 
long (a suing, a strip of paper, someone's hair) 
short (a string, a strip of paper, someone's hair) 
heavy (a desk, a pile of books) 
light (a piece of paper, a pen) 
loud (a knock on a door or desk top, one's speaking voice) 
soft (a knock on a door or desk top, one's speaking voice) 
quiet (no sound at all in the classroom) 

EXERCISE 16: Make sentences by using is or are and an A D J ~ C ~ ~ E  from the following list. 
Use each adjective only one time. 

beautiful / hot sour 
cold important square 
dry largelbig sweet 
flat mund wet 
funny smallllittle 

-. 

1. Fire 1s hot . , . , 
' .,' 

2. Ice and snow 

3. Abox 

4. Balls and oranges 

5. Sugar 
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6. An elephant , 
' .  

but a mouse L. - 
7. A rain forest , 

but a desert 

8. A lemon 
L 

9. A joke 
tL . 

10. Good health 

1 1. mowers 

12. A coin small, round, and 

EXERCISE 17: Complete the sentences. ~ s k  bJ isn't, ars, or aren't.' 

1. A ball 'sn't square. 

2. Balls are round. 

3. A mouse big. 

4. Lemons 

Ripe bananas 

' 

5. A lemon sweet. It sour. 

6. A diamond cheap. 

7. Diamonds expensive. 

8. Apples expensive. 

9. The earth flat. It round. 

10. My pen heavy. It light. 

11. This room dark. It light. 

12. English grammar hard. It easy. 

13. This exercise dficult. It easy. 

14. My classmates friendly. 
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A turtle slow. 

Airplanes slow. 

They fast. 

The floor in the classroom 

It dirty. 

The weather cold today. 

The sun bright today. 

Ice cream and candy sour. They sweet. 

My shoes comfortable. 

My desk comfortable. 
,'" 

Flowers ugly. They beautiful. 

Traffic at rush hour noisy. It 
quiet. 

W EXERCISE 18-ORAL: Do any of these words describe you? 

Example: Hungry? 
Response: I'm hungry. OR: I'm not hungry. 

1. hungry? . 11. angry? 
2. thirsty? - 12. nervous? 
3. sleepy? 13. friendly? 
4. tired? 14. lazy? 
5. old? 15. hardworking? 
6. young? 16. famous? 
7. happy? 17. sick? 
8. homesick? 18. healthy? 
9. married? 19. friendly? 

10, single? 20. shy? 



EXERCISE 19-ORAL: Do any of these words describe this city? 

1.  big? 6. dirty? 
2. small? 7. friendly? 
3. old? 8. unfriendly? 
4. modern? 9. safe? 
5. clean? 10. dangerous? 

EXERCISE 20-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Make sentences. Use islisn't or arelaren't. 

Example: A ball \ round 
Response: A ball is round. 
Example: Balls \ square 
Response: Balls aren't square 

1. A box \ square 
2. A box \ round 
3. The. earth \ flat 
4. The earth \ round 
5. Bananas \ red 
6. Bananas \yellow 
7. Diamonds \ expensive 
8. Diamonds \ cheap 
9. Apples \ expensive 

10. Air \ free 
11 .  Cars\free 
12. A pen \ heavy 
13. A pen \ light 
14. Flowers \ugly 
15. A rose \ beautiful 
16. A turtle \ fast 

17. A turtle \ slow 
18. Airplanes \ slow 
19. Airplanes \ fast 
20. English grammar \ difficult 
2 1.  English grammar \ easy 
22. This exercise \hard 
23. The weather \ hot today 
24. The weather \ cold today 
25. Lemons \ sweet 
26. Ice cream and candy \ sour 
27. Traffic \ noisy 
28. City streets \ quiet 
29. Education \important 
30. Good food \ important 
3 1 .  Good food and exercise \ important 
32. The students in this class \ very intelligent 

W EXERCISE 21-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Name things that the given ADJECTIVES can 
describe. 

Example: round 
TEACHER: Name something that is round. 
STUDENT: (A ball, an orange, the world, my head, etc.) is round. 

1.  hot 6. flat 1 1 .  beautiful 
2. square 7. little 12. expensive 
3. sweet 8. important 13. cheap 
4. sour 9. cold 14. free 
5. large 10. funny 15. delicious 
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. -. .: . . .  - -  . . ,~ ~... .~ -~ .. . . . . . 

A LOCATION ... . . . 

(a) Maria is here. 
(b) Bob was at the library. 

In (a): here = a location. 
In (b): at the libmry = a location. 
Be is often followed by a location. 

(c )  Maria is 

' here. 
there. 
downstairs. 
upstairs. 
innnn&. 
oufa'de. 

, downtown. 

PREPOSITION + NOUN 

klibmry. 
the bU6. 
hiaisrwm. 
4. 
Maia. 

A location may be one word, as in the examples in (c). 

A location may be a prepositional phrase, as in (d). 
A preposition + a noun is called a "prepositional phrase." 
At the library = a prepositional phrase. 

. , 

SOME COMMON PREPOSmONS 

above between next to 
at from on 
behind in under 

NEXT TO 

@ 

€I? BEHIND 

UNDER 
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H EXERCISE 22: Complete the sentences with P R E P O S ~ O N S  that describe the pictures. Use 
each preposition one time. 

above fl in on 
behind next to under 
between 

The cat is in the desk. 

The cat is the desk. 

the desk. 
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The cat is the desk. 

The cat is two desks. 

the desk. 

The cat is the desk. 



EXERCISE 23: Find the PREPOSITIONS and the PREPOS~TIONAL PHRASES in the following 
sentences. 

1. Mike is in his apartment. 
+ in = a preposition 
+ in his apartment = a prepositional phrase 

2. Mr. Lee is at the airport. 

3. Ali is from Egypt. 

4. My book is on my desk. 

5. Bob's pen is in his pocket. 

6. The post office is on First Street. 

7. The post office is next to the bank. 

8. My feet are under my desktop. 

9. My nose is between my cheeks. 

10. My apartment is on the third floor. It is above Mr. Kwan's apartment. 

EXERCISE 24-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Practice using PREFOS~TIONS of location. 

Example: under 
TEACHER Put your hand under your chair. Where is your hand? 
STUDENT: My hand is under my chair. / It's under my chair. 

1 .  on Put your pen on your book. Where is your pen? 
2. in Put your pen in your book. Where's your pen? 
3. under Put your pen under your book. Where's your pen? 
4 .  next to Put your pen next to your book. Where's your pen? 
5 .  on Put your hand on your ear. Where's your hand? 
6 .  next to Put your hand next to your ear. Where's your hand? 
7. above Put your hand above your head. Where's your hand? 
8 .  next to Stand next to ( . . . ). Where are you? 
9.  between Stand between ( . . . ) and ( . . . ). Where are you? 

10. between Put your pen between two books. Where's your pen? 
1 1. behind Put your hand behind your head. Where's your hand? 
12. Follow these directions: Put your pen in your hand. 

. . . on your arm. 

. . . behind your neck. 

. . . between your hands. 

. . . under your book. 

. . . next to your book. 

. . . above your book. 
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SUBJECT + BE + NOUN 

(a) I m a student. 

SUBJECT + BE + ADJECTIVE 

@) He is intelligent. 

S W C T  + BE + ALOCATION 

(c) We are in class. 

The n,,.. ,. ,.,..,,n that cor ..,. ,t the beginning of a 
sentence is called the "subject." 

Be is a "verb." Almost all English sentences have a subject 
and a verb. 

Notice in the examples: There are three basic completions 
for sentences that begin with a subject + the verb bs: 

a noun, as in (a) 
an adjective, as in (b) 
an expression of loearion, as in (c) 

EXERCISE 25: Write the form of be (am, is, or am) that is used in each sentence. Then 
write the grammar structure that follows be. 

1 : :. BE 

1. We're students. A 

2. Anna is in Rome. is 
3. I'm hungry. I.. .. A 

L ,  , . 

4. Dogs are animals. 

5. Jack is at home. -+ 

6. He's sick. -P 

7. They're artists. -+ 

8. I'm in class. 

9. Gina is upstairs. 

10. My pockets are empty. -P 

. i 

, , '  , ,  , .  

< 

, . 

1 COMPLETTON 

+L 
+ LOC fa locatron) 
+ ADI (an cujpctlve) 
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W EXERCISE 26-ORAL: Is and are are often contracted with nouns in spoken English. 
Listen to your teacher say the contractions in the following sentences and practice 
saying them yourself. 

1. Grammar is easy. 9. My money is in my wallet. 
("G~ammar's easy.") 

10. Mr. Smith is a teacher. 
2. Rita is a student. 

1 1. Tom is at home now. 
3. My book is on the table. 

12. The sun is bright today. 
4. My books are on the table. 

13. My roommate is from Chicago. 
5. The weather is cold today. 

14. My roommates are from Chicago. 
6. My brother is twenty-one years old. 

15. My sister is a student in high school. 
7. The window is open. 

8. The windows are open. 

QUESTION STATEMENT In a question, be comes in front of 
the subject. 

BE + SUBJECT SVBJBCT + BE 

(a)  18 she astudent? She ir a student. Punctuation: A question ends with a 
(b) Are they at home? They cr+8 at home. question mark (?). 

A statement ends with a period (.). 

When people answer a question, they usually give only a "short answer" (but sometimes they give a "long 
answer" too). Notice in the short answers below: 

After yes, be is not contracted with a pronoun.* 
After no, two conuactions of be are possible with no differences in meaning. 

( c )  Is she a student? + Yes, #he w.* (She's a student.) 
+ No, .he's not. (She's not a student.) OR: 
+ No, she isn't. (She isn't a student.) 

(d) Aw they at home? -+ Yes, they am.* (They're at home.) 
+ No, theyam not. (7'hey're not at home.) OR: 
-+ No, they aren't. (They arm't at home.) 
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EXERCISE 27: Make questions and give short answers. 

I. A: Are you tired? 

B : No! I m not. ! (I'm not tired.) 

2. A: Is Anna in your class? 

B : Yes. she is. (Anna is in my class.) 

3. A: 

B: (I'm not homesick.) 

4. A: 

B: (Bob is homesick.) 

5 .  A: 

B: (Sue isn't here today.) 

6. A. 

B : (The students in this class are intelligent.) 

7. A: 

B : (The chairs in this room aren't comfortable.) 

8. A: 

B: (I'm not married.) 

9. A: 

B : (Tom and I are roommates.) 

10. A: 

B: (A butterfly is not a bird.) 
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EXERCISE 28-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask and answer questions. 

STUDENT A: Your book is open. Ask a classmate a question. Use "Are you . . . ?" 
STUDENT B: Your book is closed. Answer Student A's question. 
Example: hungry 
STUDENT A: (Yoko), are you hungry? 
STUDENT B: Yes, I am. OR: No, I'm not. 

1. hungry 
2. sleepy 
3. thirsty 
4. married 
5. single 
6. tired 
7. homesick 
8. lazy 
9. cold 

10. comfortable 
1 1. a student 
12. a teacher 
13. a famous actor 
14. in the middle of the room 

Switch roles. 
15. in the back of the room 
16. in the front of the room 
17. in class 
18. inbed 
19. at the library 
20. at home 
2 1. in (name of this city) 
22. in (name of another city) 
23. in Canada 
24. in the United States 
25. from the United States 
26. from (name of country) 
27. a student at (name of school) 

EXERCISE 29-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask a classmate a question. 

STUDENT A: Your book is open. Ask a classmate a question. Use "Are you. . . ?" 
STUDENT B: Your book is closed. Answer Student A's question. 
Example: a ball \ round 
STUDENT A: ( . . . ), is a ball round? 
STUDENT B: Yes, it is. 
Example: a ball \ square 
S T ~ E N T  A: ( . . . ), is a ball square? 
STUDENT B: No, it isn't. OR: No, it's not. 

Switch roles. 
1. a mouse \ big 
2. sugar \ sweet 
3. lemons \ sweet 
4. ice cream and candy \ sour 
5. the world \ flat 
6. the world \ round 
7, your desk \ comfortable 
8. your shoes \ comfortable 
9. your eyes \brown 

10. the sun \ bright today 
1 1. the weather \ cold today 

12. your pen \ heavy 
13. apples \ expensive 
14. diamonds \ cheap 
15. English grammar \ easy 
16. the floor in this room \ clean 
17. butterflies \ beautiful 
18. turtles \ intelligent 
19. your dictionary \ under your desk 
20. your books \ on your desk 
21. your desk \ in the middle of the room 
22. your pen \ in your pocket 



10 QUESTIONS WITH BE: USING WHERE 

BE + SUBJECT 

Is the book on the table? -' Yes, it is. (The book is on the tab1e.I 
A m  the books on the table? -r Yes, thg, are. (The books are on the table.) 

W78ere asks about location. Where comes at the beginning of the question, in front of be. 

WHERE + BE + SUBJECT 

(c)  U%ere is ths book? 
(dl  w'hml are the books? 

QUESTION 

-r On the table. (The book is on the &led 
-r On the table. (The books are on the table.) 

SHORT ANSWER + (LONG ANSWER) 

EXERCISE 30: Make questions. 

I. A: Is Kate at home? 
B: Yes, she is. (Kate is at home.) 

2. A: Where is Kate ? 
B: At home. (Kate is at home.) 

r ,  

3. A: 
B: Yes, it is. (Cairo is in Egypt.) 

4. A: 
B: In Egypt. (Cairo is in Egypt.) 

5. A: 
B: Yes, they are. (The students are in class today.) 

6. A: 
B: In class. (The students are in class today.) 

7. A: 
B: On Main Street. (The post office is on Main Street.) 

8. A: 
B: Yes, it is. (The train station is on Grand Avenue.) 

9. A: 
B: Over there. (The bus stop is over there.) 

10. A: 
B: At the zoo. (Sue and Ken are at the zoo today.) 
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EXERCISE 31-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask a classmate a question. Use where. 

Example: your pen 
STUDENT A: Where is your pen? 
STUDENT B: (free response) 

1. your grammar book 6 ( . . . ) and ( . . . ) 10. your parents 
2. your dictionary 7. your sunglasses 1 1. the post office 
3. your money 8. your pen 12. (the names ofplaces in his city: 
4. your books 
5. ( . . . )  

9 ,  your apartment a store, landmark, restaurant, 
etc.) 

EXERCISE 32-ORAL: Ask and answer questions using whore and the map of North America. 

Example: Washington, D.C. 
STUDENT A: Where's Washington, D.C.? 
STUDENT B: (Pointing at the map) It's here. 

Suggestions: 
1 .  New York City 
2. Los Angeles 
3. Monaeal 

7. the Great Lakes 

9. the Mississippi River 
10. Mexico City 
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SINGULAR PLURAL I 
(a)  I have apen. ( f )  We haue pens. 
( b )  You have a pen. (g) You have pens. 
( c )  She has a pen. (h) They have pens. 
( d )  He hns apen. 
( e ) It has blue ink. 

1 + have 
we 

i? } + has 
it 

EXERCISE 33: Complete the sentences. Use have and has. 

1. We haw grammar books. 

2. I a dictionary. 

3. Kate a blue pen. She a blue notebook too. 

4. You a pen in your pocket. 

5. Bob a notebook on his desk. 

6. Anna and Bob notebooks. They pens too. 

7. Sarnir is a student in our class. He a red grammar book. 

8. I a grammar book. It a red cover. 

9. You and I are students. We books on our desks 

10. Mike a wallet in his pocket. Sara a wallet 
in her purse. 

11. Nadia isn't in class today because she the flu. 

12. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson two daughters. 
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I + my 

( a )  I have a book. (e)  We have books. YOU You" 

M ~ I  book is red. she her Our books are red. 
he his 
we our (b) You have a book. ( f )  You have books. 
they + their Your book is red. Your books are red. 

( c )  She has a book. (g) They have books. I possess a book. = I have a book. = It is my boc 

Her book is red. Their books are red. 
My, our, her, his, our, and their are called 

(d) He has a book. 
His book is red. 

( "possessive adjectives." They come in front of 1 
I nouns 

W EXERCISE 34: Complete the sentences. Use my, your, his, her, our, or their. 

1. I have a pen. MV pen is blue. 

2. You have a pen. pen is black. 

3. Kate has a pen. pen is green. 

4. Jim has a pen. pen is yellow. 

5. Sara and I have pens. pens are gray. 

6. Sara and you have pens. pens are red. 

7. Sam and Kate have pens. pens are orange. 

8. I have a sister. sister is twenty-one years old. 

9. Ann has a car. car is a Ford. 

10. You have a pen. pen is a ballpoint. 

1 1. Jim and you have mustaches. mustaches are dark. 

12. Ann and Alex have a baby. baby is eight months old. 

13. Alice and I have notebooks. notebooks are green. 

14. Ann has a brother. brother is in high school. 

15. Ken has a coat. coat is brown, 

16. We have a dog. dog is gray and white. 



W EXERCISE 35: Complete the sentences. Use have or has. Use my, your, her, hir, our, or 
their. 

1. I have a book. My book is interesting. 

2. Bob a bookbag. bookbag is green. 

3. You a raincoat. raincoat is brown. 

4. Kate a raincoat. raincoat is red. 

5. Ann and Jim are married. They a baby. 

baby is six months old. 

6. Ken and Sue a daughter. daughter is ten 

years old. 

7. John and I a son. son is seven years old. 

8. I a brother. brother is sixteen. 

9. We grammar books. grammar books are red. 

10. Tom and you bookbags. bookbags are green. 

11. Ann a dictionary. dictionary is red. 

12. Mike a car. car is biue. 

EXERCISE 36: Complete the sentences with my, your, her, his, our, or their. 

1. Rita is wearing a blouse. blouse is light blue. 

2. Tom is wearing a shirt. shut is yellow and brown. 

3. 1 am wearing jeans. jeans are blue. 

4. Bob and Tom are wearing boots. boots are brown. 

5. Sue and you are wearing dresses. dresses are red. 

6. Ann and I are wearing sweaters. sweaters are green. 

7. You are wearing shoes. shoes are dark brown. 

8. Sue is wearing a skirt. skirt is black. 

9. John is wearing a belt. belt is white. 
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10. Sue and Ann are wearing slacks. slacks are dark gray. 

1 1. Tom is wearing slacks. slacks are dark blue. 

12. I am wearing earrings. earrings are gold. 

VOCABULARY CHECKLIST 

COLORS 
black 
blue, dark blue, light blue 
blue green 
brown, dark brown, light brown 
gray, dark gray, light gray 
green, dark green, light green 
oraiqe 
pink 
purple 
red 
tan, beige 
white 
yellow 
gold 
silver 

CLOTHES 

belt 
blouse 
boots 
coat 
dress 
gloves 
hat 
jacket 
jeans 
pants 
sandals 
shirt 
shoes 
skirt ?: 
slacks 
suit 
sweater 
tie, necktie 
T-shirt 

JEWELRY 
bracelet 
earrings 
necklace 
ring 
watchlwrishvatch 

EXERCISE 37-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Name some of the colors and then some of the 
articles of clothing and jewelry in the room. Then describe an article of clothing/jewelry 
and its color, using this pattern: 

possessive a&ective + noun + Ware + color 

Examples: 
m c m :  Look at Ali. Tell me about his shirt. What color is his shirt? 
STUDENT: His shirt is blue. 

TEACHBR: Look at Rosa. What is this? 
STUDENT: A sweater. 
T E A C ~ :  Tell me about her sweater. What color is it? 
STUDENT: Her sweater is red. 

TEACHER: Look at me. What am I touchmg? 
STUDENT: Your shoes. 
TEACHER: Tell me about the color. 
STUDENT: Your shoes are brown. 
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( a )  I have a book in my hand. This book is red. this book = the LUUK la ~lcar me. 
(b) I see a book on your desk. That book is blue that book = the book is not near me. 

( c )  This is my book. 
(d) That is your book. 

(e)  That's her book. CONTRACTION: that is = that's 

THAT BOOK 

EXERCISE 38-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Use this and that. Touch and point to things 
in the classroom. 

Example: book 
Response: This is my book. That is your book. 

1. book 
2. pen 
3. notebook 
4. purse 

5. dictionary 
6. bookbag 
7. coat 
8. hat 

9. pencil 
10, pencil sharpener 
11. watch 
12. nose 

EXERCISE 39-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Use this and that. Touch and point to things 
in the classroom. 

Example: red \yellow 
Response: This (book) is red. That (shirt) is yellow. 

1. red \ blue 
2. red \ green 
3. red \ yellow 
4. blue \ black 
5. white \black 
6. orange \green 

7. red \ pink 
8. dark blue \ light blue 
9. black \ gray 

10. gold \ silver 
1 1. dark brown \ tan 
12. purple \ red 



SING THESE AND THOSi 

EXERCISE 40: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. 

( a )  My books are on my desk. These are my books. 
(b) Your books are on your desk. Those are your books. 

1.  (This, These) These books belong to me. (That, Those) 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

this + these 

that + those 

That book belongs to Kate. 

.. 
2. (This, These) coat is black. (That, Those) 

. %. . ,... < . . 
' + . . ' ! .  , , ,  

= , ,  

coats are tan. r : 
_ * I  " , . ~ >* '. 

3. (This, These) earrings are gold. (That, Those) 

earrings are silver, 
, b j l  . 

4. (This, These) pencil belongs to Alex. (That, Those) 

pencil belongs to Alice. 

5. (This, These) sunglasses belong to me. (That, Those) 

sunglasses belong to you. 

6. (This, These) exercise is easy. (That, Those) 

exercises are hard. 
2 I :-! , . - 

7. Students are simng at (this, these) desks, but (that, those) 

desks are empty. 

8. (This, These) book is on my desk. (That, Those) 

books are on your desk. 

EXERCISE 41-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Use these and those. Touch and point to 
things in the classroom. 

Example: books 
Response: These are my books. Those are your books. 

1. books 
2. pens 
3. shoes 
4. earrings 

5. jeans 
6. things 
7. glasses/sunglasses 
8. notebooks 
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EXERCISE d2-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Use this, that, them, or those. Touch and 
point to things in$hylassroqp. 

u.. t . . ,* I,. 1 

Exampk: book 
Response: This is my book. That is your book. 
Example: books 
Response: These are my books. Those are your books. 

1. book 6 ,  coats 
2. books 7. shoes 
3. dictionary 8. wallet 
4. pens 9. purse 
5. pen 10. glasses 

I 
. . .  

SKlNG QUESTIONS WITH WHAT AND WHO + BE 

(a)  What is this (thing)? + It's a pen. 
(b) Who is that (man)? + That's Mr. Lee. 

( c )  What a m  those (things)? + They're pens. 
' ,' 

(d) Who are they? -r They're Mr. and Mrs. Lee. 

( e )  Wht'sthis? 
( f )  Who'sthatman? , ' I  

What asks about things. 
Who asks about people. 
NOTE: In questions with what and who, 

fs is followed by a singular word. 
* are is followed by a plural word. 

-- 

CONTRACTIONS 

who is = who's 
what is = what's 

EXERCISE 43: Complete the questions with what or who and is or we. 
' 

Who is 
i 1 J 1 '  

1. A: that woman? 
B: She's my sister. Her name is Sonya. 

2. A: those things? 
B: They're ballpoint pens. 

5. A. Look at those people over there. .', ' they? 
B: I'm not sure, but I think they're new students fromThailand. 



6. A: your name? 
i ..,.'., B: Anita. I I :  - 2 .  - .<. 3. . . . , .. . 

I ., 
7. A: your grammar teacher? 

B: Mr. Cook. 

8. A: your favorite teachers? 
B: Mr. Cook and Ms. Rosenberg. 

9. A: J ' ( '  . J ? i  ,: a rabbit? . - A  :. .. .. - 1  
,< - B: It's a small !%qy animal with big ears. ' * "- : . 

' , 'i "! 
- 1 -. 

10. A: bats? ! 
B: T?~$$re animals that can fly. They're not birds. \."L ... ' I . : ,  

..~ ~ .. ~. 

EXERCISE &ORAL: Talk about things and people in the dassroom. Ask your classmates 
the given questions. 

i ,  ,!!,; , ' 

Example: What's this? ,.,i - , : ,K , .  . 
STUDENT A: What's this? (pointing at hislher grammar book) 
STUDENT B: It's your grammar book. 

$,,'.:f; 9:: ; I  >;, , : 
Example: Who's that? , ,. , ..$ .::. , ! . !"!.!, ) 

STUDENT A: Who's that? (indicating a classmate) 
STUDENT B: That's Ivan. - T,i.l . : I ) !  

1. What's this? . j  ( : , . ,  , 
L .  ~ 

. ..:. . . 
2. What's that? I:Lii, 

, 8,: 

3. Who's this? . . , ,  c ~ ~ ~ d l 3  . > 

4. Who's that? d y d  ? 

5. What are those? 
6. What are these? 
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EXERCISE 46: Study the names of the parts of the body in Picture A. Then cover Picture A 
and write in the names of the body parts in Picture B. 

Picture A Picture B 
?- 

EXERCISE 47-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Use this, that, these, and thosc 

Example: hand - .  , r!-~ 13 .. : t 

TEACHER: What is this? (The teacher indicates her or his hand.) 
<. .. 

STUDENT: That is your hand, I I .-:$ \;*.~. $.3 , 3 ;  t . I  . / ,  . . il , , :ir, ;'!, nu , ,  . 

I 1 i . .  l i C  ' 
TEACHER: What is that? (The teacher indicates a student's hand.) , ,. 
STUDENT: This is my hand. ~.,:, . ..,'~ 

. , ,  ,.. ' ' I  . T~-"!it- '  ; 
1. nose 
2. eyes 
3. arm 
4. elbow 
5. legs 

6. knee 
7. foot 
8. shoulder 
9. fingers 
10, ears 
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EXERCISE &ORAL: Ask a classmate questions about the picture. Use What's this? 
What's that? What are these What are those? and any other questions you want 
to ask. - 1 , - , ~  . 

Example: :i' , .. 
STUDENT A: What's this? (pointing at the tree) : . .  .,. ,,:id :., 

STUDENT B: That's a tree. ; . . I . + j  . . . I . .  

STUDENT A: What are those? (pointing at the horses) _I. .. 
,.> ( . f . J ?  ' 

STUDENT B: Those are horses. 
Etc. . < : 8 .. , ' ' :.i . - 
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EXERCISE 49: Draw a picture and then answer a classmate's question about it. Use What's 
this? What's that? What are these? What are fhwe? and any other questions 
you want to ask. A>E 01 

Suggestionsfor the picture you draw: ,..,&,, ~ . $ .  A , )  , .: , 

1. this classroom ;U \ . I  ., .: ' .  I ;  j , K:.!. i t . .  

2, some of the people in this classroom - , . i  I '  , *v:~,:; :i; 

3. your family 
, , , , , .*r" .(. ~ V T  , ! F 

,>," ., ' ... .,. . i t '  i l;'.idJT~ 
4. your room / aparnnent /house >:!I 
5. a scene at a zoo 
6, an outdoor scene . '\. ,py , , .  

v ,  
'. .-i- ~ ;.#.,'.,.. 43~-  

, 

EXERCISE 50-REVIEW: Underline the NOUNS, ADJECTIVES, PRONOUNS, POSSESSIVE 
ADJECTIVES, and PRBPOSITIONAL PHRASES. 

2. Flowers are bea 

- . -- 
' - . - ' 7 A R T I I :  Fin 

I pronoun 
6. Bats haw wings, but they aren't birds. Bats use tAh wings to fly. 

7. I have a grammar book. It's red. My di 

8. My book is red, and your book is red too. <. 

9. An egg isn't square. It's oval. 

10. Tina has three sons. She is at home today. They are at school. Her sons are good 
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PART III: Find the PRWOS~ONAL PHRASES. 

prep. phr. 
1 1. Libya is in Africa. 

12. Po is from Beijing. 

13. My books are on my desk. 

14. I'm at school. . i ,  - : ~ ! , I I ' ,  , . , . , I : I 

15. My middle finger is between my index fmger and my ring fmger. 

I I IVIII. 

INDEX 

FINGER - 
.;qt ... , . . r  , i . - .. . . . . . . ,%>$I ; 

:lr/ P I /  :lWb. EXERCISE 51-REVIEW: Correct the mistakes in the sentences. , 

are 
We iB students. 

I no hungry, 
. - i l 

I am student. He is teacher. 

I'm from Mexico. Where you are from? , I , , 3 ,  t i  i 

Roberto he is a student in your class? .. - . . .>, 
"7': f. 

Those pictures are beautifuls. ,, ,. , ., . .: F qc jclL, 
.I . 

.::,.1:4 4 
This is you dictionary It not my dictionary 
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9. Mr. Lee have a brown coat. 

10. They are n't here today. 

1 1. This books are expensive. 

12. Cuba is a island. 

13. Florida and Korea is peninsula. 

Example: n -;: ,y1 
' . )i-:: --,! * \ A  -.. A! 2) Ji-, , 

Those B e2pensive. 
A. bookis B. booksare 

1. Ann a grammar book. - .. 
A. have B. is 

2. This floor 
A. dirty is B. dirty 

3. yellow. 
A. A banana are B. A banana is 

4. Bob: is your apartment? 
Ann: It's on Forest Street. , . 

A. What B.  herd ' ' , C. ~ h f  

5,  is engineer. 
A. a B. an 

6. Give this to Ann. It is 9 n i  .S dictionary. 
A. she B. an b. her 

;i:.1 4; nur 1 .E 
7. Yoko: these? 

Gina: My art books. I'm taking an art history course this semester. 
A. What is B. Whoare C. What are 

8. Tom: Are you hungry? 

Sue: Yes, 
A. I'm B. I'mnot C. Iam 

. . , . 
9. books are really expensive. . .  b 

A. Those B. They C. This 
... +.."yr,; . . . .  . ,.:. , .. . 



10. Tina: that? 
Jim: That's Paul Carter. 

A. Who's : I > ;  ' . , ,  B. What's 

1 1. That is 
A. a mistakes B. mistakes 

C. Where's 

C. a mistake 
I , .  

12. Paul: in your class? 
Eric: No. 

A. Mr.Kim B. Is Mr. Kim . C .  Mr. Kim is he 

EXERCISE 53-REVIEW: Complete the sentences with am, is, or are. Use not if necessary. 

1. Lemons vegetables. 

2. A lemon a kind of fruit. 
., . : - 

3. I from the United States. . ,. - : 1 !I 

4. We human beings. 
. . . . - - . . 1 I , .'. 

i 

5. Eggs oval. , ,. 

6. Chickens buds, but bats birds. 

7. Salt sweet. Sugar sweet. 
, . 4 ;  4 ' 3 .  i .E 

8. Soccer a sport. 
,. ;srr f~ :f\ 

9. Soccer and basketball sports. 
-- 

10. Africa a counay. It a continent. 

EXERCISE 54-REVIEW: Complete the sentences. 

1. A: Are you a student at this school? - - -- .A 
.iC E 

B: Yes, 

. . .- -- P 
A: Where you from? , , , .U 

B: I Korea. 

2. A: Where your book? - 
- .  . . 

B: Yoko it. 

A: Where your notebooks? - 
. B .  

B: Ali and Roberto my notebooks. e'Ji . . ~ &  :ti 
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3. A: this? I I , . . ' 
, , ! ' , ; .ttrj. 

B: It picture of my family. 

A: this? 

r.ik&e%;mr' 4. A: Are you a ? . W3IV3R-4.2 3Zi3S13X3 % 

B: No, not. I'm a 

I' . nt,,r,sl A 2 
5. A: Are expensive? 

- - I C 
B: ' Yes, 

3'W . I -  
A: Is expensive? 

6. A: What's - 
? -. !I132 , 

B: I don't know. Ask someone else. 

7. A: an animal? 
B: Yes. ~W31V311-M! U135l3X3 $8 

A: an insect? 
B: Noy it's not. It's an animal too. -- mrdV A 

8. A: countries in Asia? 
B: Yes, they are. 

A: a country in South America? 
B: Yes, it is. 

A: a country in Africa? 

B: No, it's not. It's a country in 



9. A: Where ? :.?"v:F.- ,$r, 32,::' ' Y  ; ;i. 

10. A: a turtle? 
B: Just a minute. Let me look in my dictionary. Okay. A turtle is a reptile. 

A: a reptile? 
.> hn i  4 

B: an animal that has cold blood. ,.i.,,,.F 

A: snakes reptiles too? 

B: Yes. reptiles too. 

I& ni s.~ji;,:tm. * i l  ,t .,rlrr., : :&3iV39-TZ 32!3%3X3 E 
EXERCISE 55-REVIEW: Work hi pairs. 

, - ,- .Xl. <;I 1 yw. ' 1  8 

STUDENT A: Give directions. Your book is open. 
STUDENT B: h a w  what Student A tells you to draw. Your book is closed. /: ', 

. - 
3. Drawaballnexttoabox. I ~ ~ I G - : ~ u +  . - .  m i n ~ m x ~ i g w ]  :.'~ 

4. Draw a ball under a box. 
- - ; : . r * t . , . , , , l ,  -. - -- - - - - -. . " )  

5. Draw a ball in a box. 

6. Draw a banana between two apples. , , ~ i , ~  . >,,, , - - . . .- . ~ . . . . -- -- I , , I  

7. Draw a square above a circle. 
8. Draw a flower. Draw a tree next to the flower. Draw a bird above the lrw. Draw a 

turtle under the flower. 
~. - .  ~ 

Switch roles. 
9. Draw a circle next to a triangle. h . : ; ;  : 1 ,  ! _  : 

10. Draw a circlejn a triangle. 
. q i G , . < :  -. --- . . ~~ 1 ) l :  

'1 1. Draw a circle'*bove a triangle. 
12. Draw a triangle between two circles. . . . _ _ I ! !  

13. Draw a circle under a uiangle. . .r ,  I .. ... .,~.;, : . ' \  
. . I  

14. Draw an apple on a 6anana. Draw an apple above a banana. 
15. Draw a tree. Draw a person next to the tree. Draw the sun above the we .  * .  

16. Draw a cloud. Draw a bird under the cloud. Draw a bud above the cloud. Draw a 
bird in the cloud. -- .. - . ; a  I I . . ', b ! ,' 



EXERCISE 56REVIEW: Work in pairs. . .  !.C,J ;, , 

STUDENT A: Give directions. Use the given prepositions. ~ ~ c 

STUDENT B: Perform the action. 
rn , ' ;,' 9.. 

Example: in 
STUDENT A: Put your pen in your pocket. . . . , :! ,' :t: 
STUDENT B: (Student B puts herlhis pen in herlhis pocket.) 

Switch roles. 
1. in 8. in . . .  i. !!! , J ; : . ; 'i .".'. . , ;; 
2. on - 9. between 
3, above :,i~clO. behind 
4. under 11. above 
5, between 1 L L  . 2 ,  on 

6. next to c . l , ,  13. next to 
.. 

7. behind 14. under 

EXERCISE 57-REVIEW. Complete the sentences in this comvosition by Carlos. - i 'v.qxyi,.  - *.. 

(1) MY name Carlos. I ~ m m I m  I from Mexico. 

(2) a student. twenty years old. 

My family lives in Mexico City. father a 

(4) businessman. fifty-one years old. . . mother 

a housewife. forty-nine years old. 

I two sisters and one brother. The names of my sisters 

- Rosa and Patricia. Rosa a teacher. 

(8) twenty-eight years old. Patricia a student. 

(9) eighteen years old. The name of brother 

(10) Pedro. . . an engineer. He is married. He ,. .. . , 
. . .., ,7 ',d<,flE •÷>.,TI>, s 

(13) Pine Street. My address 3225 Pine St. I live with my roommate. 

(14) - name is Bob. from Chicago. 

(15) nineteen years old. 

(16) I like my classes. interesting. I like 

(17) classmates. friendly. 
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EXERCISE 58-REVIEW: Write a composition by completing the sentences. (Use your own 
paper.) NOTE: A sentence begins with a capital letter (a big letter) and a sentence 
ends with a period ( . )* 

My name . I fr 

us old. 

My family lives in 

>ther y e a r s  old. 

I have sister@) and brother(s). The narne(s) of my sister(s) 

is alan years old. (Write about each sister.) 

The name(s) of my brother@) is a year 

old. (Write about each bmthm) 
.- 

. 
I live in (a dormito% a house, an apartment) . My address . I live 

5 ,'a9 , !: ' 
with name(s) . . 

I like classes. are - . I like 

classmates. They 

*In British English, a period is called a "full stop." 
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C H A P T E R  2 
Expressing Present 'I lmc 

SINGULAR PLURAL Notice: The verb after she, he, it (3rd person singular) 

1 st PERSON I talk we talk has a W-8: talks. 

2nd PWON you taR you taR 
3rd PEXSON she talks they talk 7%: .,I.., . .. 

he talks 
it raitu I 

( a ) I eat breaas t  every morning. The simple present tense expresses habits. In (a): Eating 

( b )  Ann apeaks English every day. breakfast is a habit, a usual activity. Every morning = 
( c ) We sleep every night. Monday morning, Tuesday morning, Wednesday 

( d ) They go to the beach every weekend. morning, Thursday morning, Friday morning, Saturday 
morning, and Sunday morning. 



ERClSe 1 : What do you do every morning? On the left, there is a list of habits. On the 

- 
MY HABITS EVERY MORNING 

,. ">' 

(f) put on my make-up < : I  , . 6. 
:m4'< ? : I . . > I ,  .+I,', 

(g) take a showerbath 1 7. 
I 

8. 
. -- , . . . - . . . . -  

(i) pickup my books . .  , . , , . . 9. ~.. ,.>,.%,. -,. 
.. . 

0) walk to the bathroom D ~ L L ,  10. 

(k) watchTV 11. 
&P->:&T7 

(1) look in the mirror -- I - ----y 12. i $: I 

(m) turn off the alarm dock i- lr-? 13. 
< 4 ---I- 

i (n) go to the kitchenithe cafeteria -I 14. 
z, I 

t ( o )  brush/comb my hak i --I 15. -.I 
C(p) say good-bye to my o o t e  16. 

3& h 
(r) do exercises , : , : I .: 1 8%. 

19. 

(s) wash my face ~, ;' ..,- .,n:,,. ;i 20. 

(t) stretch, yawn, and rub my eyes 21. 
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2 USING FREQUENCY ADVERBS: ALWAYS, USUALLY, OFTEN, SOMETIMES, 
5ELDOk 'R 

always usual, sometimes 
100% 99%-90% 90?"75% 75%-25% 

FREQUENCY SIMPLE 

SUBJECT f ADVERB + PRESENT VERB 

( a )  Bob 
( b )  Mary 
( c )  We 
( d l  I 
( e  They 
( f Anna 
(g) 1 

always 
I*PUOUY 
often 
sometimes 
seldom 

newer 

m s  to class. 
corns8 to class. 
watch TV at night. 
drin& tea with dinner. 
go to the movies. 
makes a mistake. 
eat paper. 

seldom rarely never 
25%-10% 10%-1% 0% 

Always, usually, ooften, sotnutimes, 
seldom, rare& and never are called 
"frequency adverbs." They come between 
the subject and the simple present verb.* 

SUBJECT + 

' always 
usually 

seldom 
rarely 

i never 

*Some frequency adverbs can also come at the beginning or at the end of a sentence. For example: 
Sometimes Iget up at s m .  I sometimes get up at sewen. I get up at seven sometimes. 

Also: See Chart 2-3 for the use of frequency adverbs with be. 

I Sun. I Mon. I Tues. I Wed. I Thvs. 

Joy never drlnks tea with lunch. 

EXERCISE 2-ORAL: Find the SUBJECTS and VEWS in the sentences. Then add the 
FREQUENCY ADVERBS in italics to the sentences. , 2 t r l  

1 .  always 
2.  usually 
3. often 
4 .  never 
5 .  seldom 
6 .  sometimes 
7. usually 
8.  rarely 

I eat brealdast. + I always eat breakfast. t I I L  . T  

I get up at 7:OO. 
I drink two cups of coffee in the morning. - -"' 
I eat carrots for breakfast. 
I watch TV in the morning. 
I have tea with dinner. 
Bob eats lunch at the cafeteria. 
Ann drinks tea. 



9. alwys I do my homework. ,, I il h :;, -q2.'- 
10. often We listen to music after dinner. 
11. never 
12. always 

John and Sue watch T V  in the afternoon. 
The students speak English in the classroom. , : r 

EXERCISE +ORAL: Use always, usually, often, sometimes, seldom, rawb, m d  
newr to talk about your activities (your habits) after 5:00 P.M. every day. 

1. eat dinner 
2. eat dinner at six o'clock 
3. eat dinner at eight o'clock 
4. watch TV 
5. listen to music 
6. go to a movie 
7. go shopping 
8. go dancing 
9. go swimming 

10. spend time with my friends 
1 1. talk on the phone 
12. speak English 
13. write a letter 
14. read a newspaper 

15. study 
16. study English grammar ;>.; ,k 
17. drink milk 

,>y,, ,. 
18. play with my children 
19. kiss my husband[yife .. ;, ,,$, 

20. have a snack 
21.gotobed ',"" 

. _ I . .  . 

22. go to bed at eleven o'clock 
j,i,. I *  '. 

23. go to bed after midnight 
24. go to bed early!. . I  wrdi?. (. 

25. go to bed late 
26. turn off the lights :,.?rk>\ ' . , ~  

27. dream .,.,T,, ; 
28. dream in English 

.!r:.d:il,:~ , ,  ? 9: ' :  ,., .L, i 11>i& : 

USING FREQUENCY ADVERBS WITH Bl  

FaEQUBE 
ADVERB 

OTHER SIMPLE 
PRESENT VERBS 

Tom + 

Frequency adverbs follow be. 

Frequency adverbs come before all 
simple present verbs except be. 
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EXERCISE 4: Add the PREQUW~CY AD= in italics to the sentence. 

1. always 

I ; ' 2. always 

3. often 

4. ofen 

5. never 

6. never 

7. usually 

8, usually 

-- 9.  seldom 

10. seldom 

11, rarely 

12. ofen 

13. u s d y  

always 
&comes to class on time. . "\. . . 

i., ; ,  . .  ::, d l )  . ,; ::~tt 

Sue is late for class. 
. I !  . , 

Sue comes to class late. 
'1. . '  

Ron is happy, ,,, . 

Ron smiles. 0 " ' ' I 

Bob is at home in the evening. 
2 ,  ;i31:,:t, oy  r 

Bob stays at home in the evening. 
5 : .  . i , I  4 Y 

Tom studies at the library in the evening.i:r.~,  ti: i; , -  ,;. i $ ,  

, 2 . '  r r . 9  ! l i , r '  . I ; 
Tom is at the library in the evening. I * .  . .: i 

I eat breakfast; 

I take the bus to school. 

The weather is hot in July. 

14. nswr Sue drinks coffec 

15. sometimes She drinks tea. 

EXERCISE &WRITTEN: Describe a typical day in your life, from the time you get up in the 
I morning until you go to bed. Use the following words to show the order of your , 

activities: then, next, a t .  . . o'clock, qftor that, later, 
! 

Example: I usually get up at sewn-thirty. I shave, brush my teeth, and take a shower. 
! Then I put on my clothes and go to  the student cafeteria for breakfast. 

After that I go back to  my room. I sometimes watch the news on TV. At 

i" 
; ...*.. ... -. . ..--..- 8:15 1 leave the dormitory. I go to  class. My class begins at 8:30. I'm in 

class from 8:30 to 11:30. After that I eat lunch. I usually haw a sandwich 
t 

i and a cup of tea for lunch. (Continue untilyou complete your &ye) k- -~ -. . .-- ...A ... -, .~ .  . - -. 



I VOICED VOICELESS 

(a) Ibl nib 
/dl ride 
Ivl drive 

(b) /PI sleep 
It/ write 
If/ laugh 

(c) rubs = mb/z/ (d) sleeps = slesp/s/ 
rides = ridrp/ writes = wnwnt%/s/ 
drives = dnve/z/ laughs = hughlsl 

Some sounds are "voiced." You use your 
voice box to make voiced sounds. For 
example, the sound /b/ comes from your voicc 
box. The final sounds in (a) are voiced. I 

Some sounds are "voiceless." You don't use 
your voice box. You push air through your 
teeth and lips. For example, the sound lpl 
comes from air through your lips. The f d  
sounds in (b) are voiceless. 

Final -8 is pronounced /z/ after voiced sounds, 
as in (c). 
Final -8 is pronounced Is/ after voiceless 
sounds, as in (d). 

EXERCISE 6: The final sounds of the VERBS in these sentences are "voiced." Final -s is 
pronounced lzl. Read the sentences aloud. : : .'; w;; , !iA.1:?s eix+!. v 

ridclzl 
. i , ,  . I ! .  .,. 4 i  t:;!nlA .! : 

Jack usually drives his car to school. 
drivelzl . . . j f . . . L i  

Rain falls. 
m 1  

Sally often dreams about her boyfriend. 
d ~ e d z l  

Sometimes Jim runs to class. 
m-dzl 

Tina wears blue jeans every day. 
weadz1 
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Find the VEM in each sentence. Pronounce it. Then read the sentence aloud. 

8. The teacher often stands in the front of the room: -w*.,~ 

9. George lives in the dormitory. < . 
. .- 

I : . s  10. Jean rarely smiles. 
I .  :. , : . i  , 

- . 11. Sam always comes to class on time. i t .  . $ 

. , 
,rc j I : ,  

7ii3 :, ., 12. It rains a lot in Seattle. 
' he 

I ,.1911,i ..it 13. Jack always remembers his wife's birthday. 

- . . .. . - . 14. It snows in New York City in the winter. 

?s;lr s I . : ,  .,,.::'~h :*'%-h .: 

EXERCISE 7: The fmd sounds of the VER& in these sentences are "voiceless." Final -s is 
pronounced Is/. Read the sentences aloud. 

Mike sleeps for eight hours every night. 
sleeplsl 

Our teacher always helps us. 
helplsl 

Jack writes a letter to his girlmend every day. 
writeld 

I: .\ -' 

Sara never laughs. 
l a W s l  

Sue usually drinks a cup of coffee in the morning. 
drinwsl ..--. -..+: 

Kate walks to school every day. 9.x 
wa Wsl 

Find the VERB in each sentence. Pronounce it. Then read the sentence aloud. 
> 8 

r ---. 

7. My child often claps her hands. 

8. Olga always bites her pencil in class. ; . :: it . ,  . : , ,, 1 -, :, ,:<;I ;L. 32[ ,:.ci> ,K-! 

9. Maria usually gets up at seven-thirty. 

10. Yoko asks a lot of questions in class. 

11. Ahmed always talks in class. 

12. Sue coughs because she smokes. 



iLLiNG AND PRONUNCIATION OF FINAL - E  ------I 
SP!ZLlNG PRONUWCIATION 

-sh (a) push + pushap pushlazl Ending of verb: -sh, -ch, -66, -x. 
-ch (b) teach -r teaches tea&/azl S p e w :  add -6s. 

-6s (c) kiss -+ k i s w  kisslazl Pronounciation: lazl. 
-x (d) fix - fixss fixlazl 

. ,j\. ' L ,  

H EXERCISE 8: Use the in italics to complete the sentences. 

1 .  brush 

2 .  teach 

3. fi3C 

4. drink 

5 .  watch 

6 .  kiss 

7. wenr 

8. wash 

9.  walk 

10. stretch, 
yawn 

Anita brushes her hair every morning. 

Alex English. 
C t '  ", 

A mechanic cars. 

Joon-Kee gften television at night. 

Peter always his children goodnight. 

Tina us1 

Eric seldom dishes. 
, : i 1  

Jessica her dog twice each day." ,,!, .+ , . , . 

End of verb: consonant + -y. 
Spelling: change y to i, add -6s. 

(b) Pay + PWS 
4 4 ~  + W'OYS 

End of verb: vowel + -y. 
Spelling: add -6. 



.$.*,~<,. . .. 
4 EXERCISE-% UG-fie wards in italics to complete the sentences? "" g$i#J@, , :.!; $ 

r;-*.; a,wavs Davs 
1 .  pay, aiways .~ 

2 .  my, seldom Our baby at night. 
1- . - --- 

3. study Paul at the library every day. 
A 

4. stay, wualEy Jean home at night. 

5. fb _- Kunio is a pilot. He a plane. 

6 .  carry, always Carol her books to class. 

7. PW Jack every day. 
," I-,... ,<% ". .-?<'I 

8.  buy, seldom Ann new clothes. 

9. w o w  Tina is a good student, but she 
about her grades. 

10. enjoy Don good food. 

( a ) I haw8 a book. 
( b )  H e h a b o o k .  

( c )  Idomywork. 
( d ) She doa her work. hc ) + d- Ida=/ 

it 

( e ) They go to school. 
( f ) She goes to school. 

it 

Have, do, and go have irregular forms for third 
person singular: 

have -r h a  
do -+ does 
go -+ goes 



XERCISE 10: Use the given VERBS to complete the sentence 

2. do 

3. h 

4. have 

5 ,  go 

6. go 

7. do 

8. do 

9. gqgo 

- - 
We always do our homework. I #  , 

-~ .- . -  - 
Yoko and Kunio their books. i i: . , , ,~ . 

Bill to school every day. 

Anna seldom 
.~. . . . .  

her homework. : - 
e : : . , . .  ;: ,;.. 

exercises in class every day. 
. I , .  " .  ,..- 

Roberto downtown every weekend. He and his wife 
, , , *v.':. t'AV,?' . > . , , ,  

shopping. I , I : :  w,,.,.': , &.;. , 

10. have 
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PRONUNCIATION 

(a) rub + rubs d l z l  . 
ride + r i h  ridelzl 
smile + smi7es smdle/z/ 
dream + dwms dreamlzl 
run + runs ~ n h l  
wear + wears wearlzl 
drive -+ drives drivelzl 
see -+ sees s&/ 
snow -+ snmua mwbl  

(b) drink -* drink8 drinklsl 
sleep -+ s* s@Id 
write -+ wrifes writelsl 
laugh + laughs laughlsl 

(c) push + pushes ~ h / a z i  
teach -* teaches teachlazl 
kiss -+ k b s  kuslazl 
fix -+ fies fixlazl 

(d) cry -+ cties ~ b l  
study -+ studios s & Y ~ /  

To form a simple present verb in 3rd person singular, 
you usually add only -8, as in (a) and @). 

In (a): -s is pronounced 121. The fmal sounds in (a) 
are vo,oiced. 

In (b): -s is pronounced Is/. The ftnal sounds in (b) 
are voiceless. 

7. ::: . .  . . ~  

End of verb: -sh, -ch, -88, -x 
Spellii: add -es 

Pronunciation: /az/ 

End of verb: consonant + -y 
Spelling: change y to i, add -8s 

< 
End of verb: vowel + -y 

Spelling: add -s 

The 3rd person singular forms of h e ,  go, and do are 
,irregular. 

EXERCISE 1 I-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Talk about everyday activities using the given 

STUDENT A: I eat breakfast every morning. 
TEACHER: What does ( . . . ) do every morning? 
STUDENT B: He/She eats breakfast. 

TEACHER: eat 
STUDENT A: I always eat dinner at the student cafeteria. 
TEACHER: What does ( . . . ) always do? 
STUDENT B: He/She always eats dinner at the student cafeteria. 



6. study 
7. getup 

1 1. listen to 
12. wash 

G. 3 ,  
3. drink 8 ,  watch 13. put On , , , . , : 
4. brush 9. speak 14. carry 
5. have ~ ~ .. 10. ~ ~~ do !5 .  kiss . ,:;A 

, , . : ,4:i . ' . . 
EXERCISE 12-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Tell a classmate about yow usual habits in the 

_ morning. (Look at the list you made for Exercise 1 if you wish.) Your classmate will 

., . .. , 
then write a summary of your daily morning habits. 

., , : d d  ' ' 2 .  I. 

Directions: 
, . 

I , :  STUDENT A: Tell Student B ten tofijieen things you do every morning. 
STUDENT B: Take notes while Student A is talking. (You will use these riots hter to write a 

:l+i .- paragraph about Student A's usual morning habits.) - - - - j -  

7 8 %  x Then switch roles. 
STUDENT B: Tell Student A ten wfi;fieen things you do every morning. 

<\ 31 STUDENT A: Take notes while Student B is talking. 3' ' ." ',' 

*&*z When you finish talking, each of you should write a paragraph about the other person's 
daily morning activities. Pay special attention to fmal 4 - e s .  

-,:ii,:.'w h r  : x f d f t  3142 tLir .. . . , . - - - . . - . . ~ . i., A w . :  

EXERCISE 13: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. Use the SIMPLE 
PRESENT TENSE. Pay special attention to singular and plural, to spelling, and to 
pronunciation of final -s/-ap. . , 

1. The students (ask, often) often ask questions in class. 

2. Pablo (study, uusaUy) at the library every 
evening. 

3. Olga (bite) her fingernails when she is nervous. 

4. Don (cash) - a check at the bank once a week. 

i. Sometimes I (WOTVJ - about my grades at school. 

Sonya (my, n w t )  - about her grades. 

She (study) 

6. Ms. Jones and Mr. Anderson (teach) - at the local high 

school. Ms. Jones (teach) math. 

'. Birds fly) 

I. A bird (1 . It W e )  wings. 

9. Jason (& always) his homework. He 

m) to bed until his homework is finished. 
-, 
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10. Mr. Cook (say, always)* hello to his 
neighbor in the morning. 

11. Ms. Chu (Pay, always)* attention in 

class. She ( a m )  questions. She (listen) 

to the teacher. She (ask) -questions. 
i:i (.+ 

. i e  Y -)?t~i?ilz.  Sam (m '~ )  cooking. He (try, o h )  

to make new recipes. He (like) to have company for dinner. 

He (invite) me to dinner once a month. When I arrive, I (go) 

to the kitchen and (watch) him 

cook. He (have, usually) three or four 

pots on the stove. He (watch) the pots carefully. He (make) - * -. a big mess in the kitchen when he cooks. After dinner, he 

(wash, always) - all the dishes and (clean) 

A J T I ~ ~ Z  ?I$ the kitchen. I (cook, -) 
V I  bnri .BI 

It (be) too much trouble. But my friend Sam (loete) 

~LHI', to cook. 



(a) I do not drinkcoffee. NEGATIVE: I ii , ,:t ,.. 
We do not drinkcoffee. 
You do not drinkcoffee. + do not + main vab 

... -... - . < ,  
They do not drink coffee. 

Do and dow are called "helping verbs." 

(b) She doe8 not drink coffee. 
H e  dw8 not drink coffee. 
It doe8 not drink coffee. i I .  " ': " 

" he " 1 +doe8not+mainverb 

I (d) He doesn't drink tea. I People usually use contractions when they speak. 
Mary doem't have a car. People often use contractions when they write. 

i!w &%68 ?.,,rI I&DOI ~ ~ m o r i  .:J 

(c) I. don't drink tea. 
They don't have a car. 

EXERCISE 14: Use the words in italics to make NEGATIVE SENTENCES. 
- -7 

I. liks, not Ingrid doesn't like tea. C, irji r, 

Notice in (b): In 3rd person singular, there is no -8 on the 
main verb; the final -a is pan of d m .  

INCORRECT: She h s  not dri?ZkJ wff~. 

C O ~ ~ ~ ~ A C T I O N S :  do not = don't . , ,..,, - 
does not = doedn't 

3. know, not Mary and Jim are strangers. Mary -. ,---. Jim. 

'*.*I d 4. wed, not It's a nice day today. You Y O U  

umbrella. 

5 .  snoeu, not It in Bangkok in the winter. 
J til: 

6, speak, not I French. 
,\>"*m I 

7.be,not  I 
-- 

hungry. .I".!. <!I 

8. live, not Butterflies long. 

9. have, not A buttefly a long life. 

10. be, not A butterfly large. 

1 1. be, not Butterflies large. 

12. have, not We class every day. 
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- nice weather in the summer. 13. have, not This city 
a:""' " ":, 

.. 
14. be, not It cold today. : -  i .  , i:,~ 

15. rain, not It every day, icwr ;&; : < ,  . ,' 
& -*. ..c. :..a 

EXERCISE 15: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. Use the SIMPLE 

PRESENT TENSE. 

1. Alex (like) likes tea, but he (like, not) d o ~ w  /t lakp I coffee. 

2.  Sara (know) -- - --. Ali, but she (know, not) 

. . . , ;f@ ! , 
5 .  Mr. Smith (drink, not) 

~ 

coffee, but Mr. Jones 
4 

(drink) twelve cups every day. 
w s h  .x: .l mm @ 

6 .  I (be, not) r i c h .  I (have, not) 
a lot of money. 

7. This pen (belong, not) - -to me. It (belong) 

to Pierre. 

8. My friends (live, not) in the dorm. They (have) 
.J!.mimu 

an apartment. 

9. It (be) a nice day today. It (be, not) - cold. You 

lo. Today (be) a holiday. We (have, not). 
class today. , :. ,I 



EXERCISE 16: Use verbs from the list to complete the sentences. Make all of the sentences 
NEGATIVE by using does + not or do + not. 

,L>. 

shave 

doesn / t go 
' .  C 

1. Bob to school every day. 
.,$j . 

2. My roommates are from Japan. They Spanish. 

3. Fred has a beard. He in the morning. 

4. Sue has a briefcase. She a bookbag to class. 

. ' i i f .  c;' 5. We to class on Sunday. 
P I  

. . i 6. Sally ta f her health. She cigarettes. 
.~ ., ** ;; 

7. Jane and Alex always have lunch at home. They 
cafeteria. 

;d-$~ 

at the 

1.4 21 

8. Sometimes I my homework in the evening. I watch 
T V  instead. 

:>.;A . t c  
9. Jack is a careful writer. He mistakes in 

spelling when he writes. 
S@BiJ- ' 

10. My sister likes tea, but she coffee. 

11. I'mlazy. I exercises in the morning. 

12. Sometimes Ann her shoes when she goes 
, , outside. She likes to walk barefoot in the grass. WJ* .  I~;I 



EXERCISE 17-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Use not. I , . ,&I 52: -,pa\ , 
-A . ,. :<-I .3 , , ' I '  , :  

TEACHER: eat breakfast every day 
STUDENT A: I don't eat breakfast every day. , . * , ~  

TEACHER: Tell me about (Student A). ; ,  ' ~2 
STUDENT B: ShelHe doesn't eat breakfast every day. , , 

1. walk to school every day 7, write a letter every day ( 

2. shave every day .. . 8. go dancing every day 
3, read a newspaper every day 9. drink coffee every day 
4. go shopping every day 10. eat lunch every day &AL I 

, . 5. study grammar every day 11. listen to music every day .1 p 

6. watch TV every day 12. come to class every day 
biilCl , ' I  

EXERCISE 18-ORAL: Use the given words to make truthful sentences. -M 1 

1. Grass \be blue. -+ Gmss isn't blue. 19. An architect \ design buildings. 
2. Grass \ be green. -. Gmss is green. 

=JWrn.W .* _ 3. Dogs \have tails. -+ Dogs have taih. 
i - .  

3fh rri - 4. People* \ have tails. -+ People don't have tails. 
5 .  A restaurant \ sell shoes. 
6. A restaurant \ serve food. 

' ~ . J J -  , ! 7. People \wear clothes. . -. I..-.-. ,, . 

8. Animals \ wear clothes. 

fl! rJ11 9. A child \ need love, food, care, 
and toys. 

10. A child \ need a driver's license. 

20. Doctors \design buildings. 
21. Doctors \take care of sick people. 
22. A bus \ carry people from one 

place to another. 
23. The weather \ be very hot today. 
24. It \ be very cold today. 
25. Glass \break. 
26. Rubber \ be flexible. 
27. Rubber \ break. 
28. English \ be an easy language 

11. Refrigerators \be hot inside. - - -~ .if I to learn. 
12. Refrigerators \be cold inside. 29. People in this city \ be friendly, 
13. Electricity \ be visible. -. 30. It \ rain a lot in this city. 

~ 3 -  *14. Light \ be visible. - - . .. -. . . - -  3 1. Apples \ have seeds. 
IS. Fresh vegetables \be  good for you. . * ; I : ~ I W ~  A; 32. Scientists \have all the answers to 
16. Junk food** \be good for you. the mysteries of the universe. 
17. Cats \have whiskers. 
18. Birds \ have whiskers. 

*Fmpb is a plud noun. It tpkes a plud vab. 
**Junkfwd is food that hsn a lot of fat and/or sugar, but little nutritional value. 



DOlDOES + SUBJECT + MAIN VERB 

(a) Do You like coffee? 

QuESTION FORMS, SIMPLE PRESENT 

Do1 \ 
Do 1 + main verb (simple form) 
Do we 

Bob 
Doe8 she 

h e  coffee? Does he + main verb (simple fonn) 
Does it t 
Notice in @): The main verb in the question does 
not have a fmal -s. The final -8 is part of does. 
INCORRECT: Does Bob l lkd Coffee? 

(c) Are you a student? When the main verb is a form of be, do is NOT 

(d) INCORRECT: Do yew be a student? used. See Chart 1-9 for question forms with be. 
I 

QUESTION SHORT ANSWER + (LONG ANSWBR) 
Do, don't, does, and doesn't are 

(e) Do you like tea? + Yes, I do. (I like tea.) used in the short answers to yes/ no 
No, I don't. (I don't like tea.) questions in the simple present. 

( f )  Does Bob like tea? + Yes, he does. (He Ww tea.) 
No, he doesn't. (He doesn't like tea.) 

-. , . , 8 ,  . . , ' . , -3' , .. . 
, ~.. . 'b" 

EXERCISE 19: Make questions. Give short answers. 

I. A: Do you l i k ~  tea? 

B: Yes. I do. (I like tea.) 

2. A: DO , v d i k ~ f f ~ d  

B: No.. I don . 't (I don't like coffee.) 

I 2, . ,  
B: (I don't speak Japanese.) 

B: (Ann speaks French.) 

B: (Ann and Tom don't speak Arabic.) 
. . ,, , >,  ' ,  



B: (I do exercises every morning.) 

7. A: 

B: (I  don't have a Spanish-English dictionary.) 

B : (Sue has a cold.) 

B: (The teacher comes to class every day.) 
.n ,. 

B: aim and Sue don't do their homework every day.) 

. . .,*a# ' B : (It rains a lot in April.) 
. . -:, ,: 

12. A: 
I.,. : 

B : (My parents live in Baghdad.) 

EXERCISE 20-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask and answer questions. 
, . . ,,' 4 

TEACHER: walk to school every day . .!.'. , . .<  

STUDENT A: DO you walk to school every day? 
STUDENT B: Yes, I do. OR: No, I don't. :: ' 

STUDENT A: Does (Student B) walk to school every day? 
STUDENT C: Yes, helshe does. OR: No, helshe doesn't. 

1. walk to school every day 
2. watch T V  every day 
3. eat breakfast every day 
4. speak English every day 

9. wear blue jeans every day 
10. have a car 
1 1. have a bicycle 
12. like ice cream 

5. come to class every day 13, l i e  (name of city) 
6. get up at seven o'clock every day 14. live in (name of a hotel) 
7, talk on the phone every day 15. live in an apartment 
8. go to the bank every day 16. go shopping every day 

W EXERCISE 21 : Make questions. Give short answers. Use the names of your classmates in the 
questions. 

I. A: Does (Cados) speak Fnglish? 

B: Yes. he does. (He speaks English.) 



2. A: Does (Yoko) sp&$mizh? 

B: NO. -em t t. (She doesn't speak Spanish.) 

Is (All) ~n d a s s  todav . . 
3. A: ? 

B: No,. he nn t. . / (He isn't in class today.) 

4. A: 

B: (He comes to class every day.) 

5. A: 

B : (They're in class today.) 

6 .  A: 

B: (She sits in the same seat every day.) 

7. A: 
, ,' . 

B: 2.. , 
(He has a mustache.) " 

8. A: 

B : (She doesn't have a bicycle.) 

9. A: 

B : (He's wearing blue jeans today.) 

10. A: 

B : (He wears blue jeans every day.) 

11. A: 

B: (They aren't from Indonesia.) 

B: (They dan't have dictionaries on their desks.) 
-+ 

B : (She's writing in her book right now.) 

14. A: 

B: (She studies hard.) 

1 5 .  A: 

B: (They speak English.) 
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2-1 1 THE SIMPLE PRESENT: ASKING INFORMATION QUESTIONS 
UIIW WIUCDC 

(a )  Do they live in Tokyo? + Yes, they do. / No, they don't. 
(b) do they live? + In Tokyo. 

(c )  Does Gina live in Rome? + Yes, she does. I No, she doesn't. 
(d) *re does Gina Ewe? + In Rome. 

(WHERE) + DO/DOES + SUEjBCT + MAINVERB 

NOTE: (a) and (c) are called "yes/no questions." The answer to these questions can be yes or no. (b) and (d) 
are called "information questions." The answer gives information. Where asks for information about place. 

SHORT ANSWER 

Notice in the examples: The form of yestno questions and information questions is the same: 
DOIDOES + SUBJECT + MAIN VERB 

EXERCISE 22: Make questions. 

I. A: Does lean eat lunch at the cafeteria every day? 
B: Yes, she does. (Jean eats lunch at the cafeteria every day.) 

2. A: Where does lean eat lunch every day? 
B: At the cafeteria. (Jean eats lunch at the cafeteria every day.) 

3. A: 
B: At the post office. (Peter works at the post office.) 

4. A: 
B: Yes, he does. (Peter works at the post office.) 

5.  A: 
B: Yes, I do. ( I  live in an apartment.) 

6. A: 
B: In an apartment. (I live in an apartment.) 

7. A: 
B: At a restaurant. (Bill eats dinner at a restaurant every day.) 

8. A: 
B: In the front row. (I sit in the front row during class.) 

9. A: 
B: At the University of Wisconsin. (Jessica goes to school at the University of 

Wisconsin.) 

10. A: 
B: On my desk. (My book is on my desk.) 



11. A: -' d' 

B: To class. (I go to class every morning.) 

- ' 12.A:  
B: In class. (The students are in class right now.) 

13. A: 
B: In Australia. (Kangaroos live in Australia.) 

EXERCISE 23:-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask a classmate a question. Use whsrs. 

Example: live 
STUDENT A: Where do you live? 
STUDENT B: (fiee response) 

1, live 
2. eat lunch every day 
3. sit during class 
4. study at night 
5. go to school 
6. buy school supplies 
7. buy your groceries 
8. go on weekends 

9. go after class 
10. eat dinner 
1 1, be (name of a student in this room) 
12. be (names of two students) 
13. be (name of a country or city) 
14. be (names of two countries or cities) 
15. be (something a student owns) 
16. be (some things a student owns) 



2- 12 THE SIMPLE PRESENT: ASKING INFORMATION QUESTIONS WITH 
WHEN / "- WHAT TIME 

Q-WORD* + DOEF/DO + SUBJECT + MAIN VERB SHORT ANSWER 

( a )  When do YOU go to class? + At nine o'clock. 
( b )  What time do YOU go to class? + At nine o'clock. 

*A "Q-word" 1s a "question word." Where, when, what, what time, who, and why are examples of question words. 

. ' * 3  

( c )  When does Anna eat dinner? + At  six^.^. 
(d) What time does Anna eat dinner? -t At .&P.M. 

EXERCISE 24: Make questions. 

(e) What time do you usually go to class? 

1. A. When/What time do vou eat breakfast ? 
B: At 7:30 (I eat breakfast at 7:30 in the morning.) 

The frequency adverb usually comes immediately after the 
subject in a question. 
QUESnON WORD + DOBSIDO + SUBJECT + USUALLY + MAIN VEX3 

2. A: When/What time do you usually eat breakfast? 
B: At 7:OO. (Alex usually eats breakfast at 7:OO.) 

3. A: 
B: At 6:45. (I  get up at 6:45.) 

4. A: 
B: At 6:30. (Maria usually gets up at 6:30.) 

5. A: 
B: At 8: 15. (The movie starts at 8: 15.) 

6. A: 
B: Around 11:OO. (I usually go to bed around 11:OO.) 

I .. 12 . I 

7. A: 
B: At half-past twelve. (I  usually eat lunch at half-past twelve.) 

8. A: 
B: At 5:30. (The restaurant opens at 5:30.) 

9. A: 
B: At 9:05. (The train leaves at 9:OS.) 

10. A: 
B: Between 6:30 and 8:OO. (I usually eat dinner between 6:30 and 8:OO.) 



11. A: 
B: At 10:OO P.M. (The library closes at 10:OO P.M. on Saturday.) 

(----& 12. A: 
B: At a quarter past eight. (My classes begin at a quarter past eight.) 

EXERCISE 25-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask a classmate a question. Use when or 
what time. 

Example: eat breakfast 
STUDENT A: W h e n m a t  time do you eat breakfast? 
STUDENT B: (bee response) 

1. get up  
2. usually get up 
3. eat breakfast 
4. leave home in the morning 
5 ,  usually get to class 
6 .  eat lunch 

+ ' 
I 

7. go back home 
8. get home 
9. have dinner 

10. usually study in the evening 
11. goto bed 

!-I3 SUMMARY: INFORMATION QUESTIONS WITH BE AND D( 

(a )  Where is Thailand? + Thailand is in Southeast Asia 
(b) Where am your books? + My books are on my desk. 
( c )  When is the concert? + The concert is on April 3rd. 
(d) What is your name? + My name is Yoko. 
(e )  Whattime is it? + It is ten-thirty. 

I Q-WORD + DO + SUBJFCT + MAINVERB I LONG ANSWER 

( f )  Where do YOU live? + I live in Los Angeles. 
(g)  What time does the plane arrive? + The plane am'ves at six-fifteen. 
( h )  What do monkeys eat? + Monkeys eat fruit, plants, and insects. 
( k )  When does Bob study? + Bob studies in the evenings. 

NOTICE: In questions with be as the main and only verb, the subject follows be. In simple present questions 
with verbs other than be, the subject comes between doldoes and the main verb. 



EXERCISE 26: Complete the questions in the dialogues by using is, are, does, or do. 

DIALOGUE ONE 

(1) A: What time the movie start? 

(2) B: Seven-fifteen. you want to go with us? 

(3) A: Yes. What time it now? 

(4) B: Almost seven o'clock. you ready to leave? 
A: Yes, let's go. 

DIALOGUE TWO 

(5) A: Where my keys to the car? 

I don't know. Where you usually keep 
In my purse. But they're not there. 
Are you sure? 

them? 

(7) A: Yes. you see them? 

(8) B: No. they in one of your pockets? 
A: I don't think so. 

(9) B: your husband have them? 
A: No. He has his own set of car keys. 
B: Well, I hope you find them. 
A: Thanks. 

DIALOGUE THREE 

(10) A: you go to school? 
B: Yes. 

(11) A: your brother go to school too? 
B: No. He quit school last semester. He has a job now. 



(12) A: it a good job? 

B: Not really. 

(13) A: Where he work? 

B: At a restaurant. He washes dishes. 

(14) A: he live with you? 

B: No, he lives with my parents. 

(15) A. your parents unhappy that he quit school? 

B: They're very unhappy about it. 

(16) A: they want him to return to school? 

B: Of course. They don't want him to be a dishwasher for the rest of his life. They 
have many dreams for him and his future. 

EXERCISE 27: Complete the dialogues with appropriate questions. 

I. A: What time does the c o n c e r ~ ?  
B: At eight. (The concert begins at eight.) 

2. A: Is Sun Fra- in the winter? 
B: Yes, it is. (San Francisco is foggy in the winter.) 

3. A: 
B: In May. (The weather starts to get hot in May.) 

: 

4. A. 
B: Yes. (I dream in color.) 

5. A: 
B: Yes. (Igor comes from Russia.) 

6. A: 
B: Russia. (Olga comes from Russia.) 

7. A: 
B: Yes, he is. (Ivan is from Russia.) 

8. A: 
B: In Moscow. (Red Square is in Moscow.) . ' t, 

9. A: 
B: Yes. (Birds sleep.) 

(i 

A: 
B: In trees and bushes or in their nests. (They sleep in trees and bushes or in their 

nests.) 



10. A: 
B: The blue whale. (The biggest animal on earth is the blue whale.) 

11. A: 
B: No, they aren't. (Whales aren't fish.) 

A: 
B: Yes, they are. (They are mammals.) 

A : .  
B: Yes, they do. (They breathe air.) 

12. A: 
B: No, it isn't. (A seahorse isn't a mammal.) 

13. A: 
B: A very small fish that looks a little like a horse. 

(A seahorse is a very small fish that looks 
a little like a horse.) 

14. A: 
B: Yes. (A starfish has a mouth.) 

A: 
B: In the middle of its underside. (It is in the middle of its underside.) 

A: 
B: Clams, oysters, and shrimp. (A starfish eats clams, oysters, and shrimp.) 



EXERCISE 28: Complete the dialogues with your own words. 

1. A: Do ? 
B: No, I don't. 

2. A: Where are ? 
B: I don't know. 

3. A: What time does ? 

B : 

4. A: When do ? 

B : 

6 .  A: What is ? 

B : 

7. A: Are ? 

B: 

8. A: What are . 
B : 

9. A: Whatdo ? 

B: 

10. A: What does 

EXERCISE 29-ORAL/WRITTEN: Interview someone (a friend, a roommate, a classmate, 
etc.) about her/his daily schedule. Use the information from the interview to write a 
composition. 

Some questions you might want to ask during the interview: 

What do you do every morning? 
What do you do every afternoon? 
What do you do every evening? 
What time do you. . . ? 
When do YOU. . . ? 
Where do you. . . ? 



2-14 USING ITTO TALK ABOUT TIME 

QUESTION ANSWER 

(a )  What day is it? 
(b) What month is it? 
( c )  What year is it? 
(d) What's the date today? 

( e) What time is it? 

It's Monday. 
It's September. 
I t ' s .  
It's September 15th. 
It's the 15th of September. 
It's 9:00.* 
It's nine. 
It's nine o'clock. 
It's nine (o'clock) A.M. 

9.00 A.M. 
*American English uses a colon (two dots) between the hour and the minutes: 9:00 A.M. British English uses one dot: 

In English, people use it to 
express (to talk about) time. 

Look at Appendixes 2 and 3 in 
the back of the book for lists of 
days, months, and numbers. 

Look at Appendix 4 in the back 
of the book for ways of saying the 
time. 

EXERCISE 30: Make questions. Use what in your questions. 

1. A: What dav is it? 
B: It's 'lkesday. 

2. A: 
B: It's March 14th. 

4. A: 
B: March. 

5. A: 
B: It's six-fifteen. 

B: The 1st of April 

7. A: 
B: Wednesday. 

8. A: 
B: July 3rd. 

9. A: 
B: It's 6:05. 

10. A: 
B: It's 1055 .  



2- 15 PREPOSITIONS OF TlME - . . +. ,*. .. . . " . ,., , ,, . . . . . .  

(a)  We have class at one o'clock. 
(b) I have an appointment with the doctor at 3:OO. 
(c)  We sleep at night. 

in (d) My birthday is in October. 
(e)  Iwasbomin 1960. 

( f ) We have class in the morning. 
(g) Bob has class in  the afternoon. 
(h)  I study in the evening. 

( i ) I have class on Monday. 
( j ) I was born on October 31,1975. 

a specific time on the dock 

at + night 

in + specific month 
in + specific year 
in + the morning 
in + the afternoon 
in + the ewening 

on + a specific day of the week 
on + a specific date 

Fpm (a specific time) to (a specific time) 

EXERCISE 3 1 : Complete the sentences with PREPOSITIONS OF TIME. 

1. We have class at ten o'clock. 

2. We have class ten eleven. 

3. I have class the morning. ' .  *,;v 

4. I work the afternoon. 

5. I study the evening. 

6. I sleep night. 

7. I was born May. 

8. I was born 1979. 

9. I was born May 25. 

10. I was born May 25, 1979. 

11. The post office isn't open Sunday. 

12. The  post office is open 8:00 A.M. 9 0 0  P.M. Monday. 

13. The post office closes 5:00 P.M. 
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EXERCISE 32: Complete the sentences with PREPOSInONS OF TIME. 

1. Jane has an appointment with the dentist ten-thirty. 

2. We go to class the morning. 

3. The bank is open Friday, but it isn't open Saturday. 

4. My birthday is February. 

5. I was born February 14, 1973. 

6. 1 watch television the evening. 

7. I go to bed night. 

8. The bank is open 9:00 A.M. 4:00 P.M. 

9. I was in high school 1988. 

10. Our classes begin January 10. 

1 1. I study at the library the afternoon. 

12. We have a vacation August. 

( a )  It's sunny today. 
(b) It's hot and humid today. 
( c )  It's a nice day today. 

In English, people usually use it when they talk 
about the weather. 

EXERCISE 33-ORAL: How's the weather today? Use these words to talk about today's 
weather. 

(d) What's the weather like in Istanbul in January? 
(e) How's the weather in Moscow in the summer? 

Example: hot 
Response: It's hot today. OR: It isn't / It's not hot today. 

People commonly ask about the weather by 
saying: What's the weather like? OR: How's the 
weather? 

1. hot 
2. warm 
3. cool 
4. chilly 
5. cold 
6. sunny 

7. cloudy 
8. partly cloudy 
9. clear 

10. nice 
11, windy 
12. foggy 

13. gloomy 
14. humid 
15. muggy 
16. stormy 
17. freezing 
18. below freezing 



EXERCISE 34-ORAL: Change the Fahrenheit temperatures to Celsius by choosing 
temperatures from the list. Then describe the temperature in words. 

FARENHEIT 

1. 50•‹F 

2. 32•‹F 

3. l0ODF 

4. 75'F 

5. O0F 

CELSIUS 

10•‹C 

DESCRIPTION 

cool, chilly 

Thermometer 

"F "C 
50" 

40' 

30' 

20" 

1 o0 
0" 

-10" 

-20" 

-30" 

-40" -40" 

- 6 0 ' ~  -50D 

above freezing 

freezing 

below freezing I 
EXERCISE 35: "Approximate" means "close but not exact." Here is a fast way to get an 

approximate number when you convert from one temperature system to another.* 

TO change Celsius to Fahrenheit: DOUBLE THE CELSIUS NUMBER AM) ADD 30. 

Examples: 12'C x 2 = 24 + 30 = 54'E (Exact numbers: 12OC = 53.6"E) 
20•‹C x 2 = 40 + 30 = 70•‹E (Exact numbers: 20•‹C = 68OE) 
35'C x 2 = 70 + 30 = 100•‹E (Exact numbers: 35OC = 95OF) 

To change Fahrenheit to Celsius: SUBTRACT 30  OM THE F A H R E N ~  NUMBER 
AND THEN DMDE BY 2. 

I Examples: 60•‹F - 30 = 30 - 2 = 15•‹C. (Exact numbers: 60•‹F = 15.6OC.) 
80•‹F - 30 = 50 - 2 = 2S•‹C. (Exact numbers: 80•‹F = 26.7"C.) 
90•‹F - 30 = 60 - 2 = 30•‹C. (~xact  numbers: 90•‹F = 32.2T.j 

Change the following from Celsius to Fahrenheit and Fahrenheit to Celsius. Calculate the 
approximate numbers. 

1. 22•‹C 
+ 22•‹C = approximately 74'F (2Z•‹C x 2 = 44 + 30 = 74OF) 

2. 2•‹C 6. 45OF 
3. 30•‹C 7. 70•‹F 
4. 10•‹C 8. 58'F 
5. 16OC 9. 100•‹F 

*To get exact numbers, use these formulas: C = 519 ( O F  -32) OR F = 915 (OC) + 32. 
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EXERCISE 36-REVIEW: Add -s or -es where necessary. Discuss the correct pronunciation: 
Is/, lzl, or lazl. 

ABDUL AND PABLO 

s (hies = lib2 + /z/) 
(1) My friend Abdul live, in an apartment near school. (2) He walk to school 

almost every day. (3) Sometimes he catch a bus, especially if it's cold and rainy 

outside. (4) Abdul share the apamnent with Pablo. (5) Pablo come from Venezuela. 

(6) Abdul and Pablo go to the same school. (7) They take English classes. (8) Abdul 

speak Arabic as his frst language, and Pablo speak Spanish. (9) They communicate in 

English. (10) Sometimes Abdul try to teach Pablo to speak a little Arabic, and Pablo 

give Abdul Spanish lessons. (1 1) They laugh a lot during the Arabic and Spanish 

lessons. (12) Abdul enjoy having Pablo as his roommate, but he miss his family back in 

Saudi Arabia. 

SNRKES 

(13) Snakes eat all sorts of things. (14) Eggs are a favorite food of many snakes. 

(1 5 )  When a snake eat an egg, the snake frst curl around the egg. (16) It don't want the 

egg to roll away. (17) Then the snake open its mouth and move the egg into its throat. 

(18) It squeeze the egg with muscles in its neck. (19) The egg break and go into the 

snake's stomach. (20) Then the snake spit out the eggshell. (21) Snakes love to eat eggs. 

EXERCISE 37-REVIEW: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. Use the 
SIMPLE PRESENT of the verbs. 

1. (Anita, go) Does Anita GO to her uncle's house every day? 

2. (monkeys, eat) insects? 

3. A: I usually (remember, not) my dreams. 

(you, remember) your dreams? 



B: Sometimes. I often (write) my dreams down as soon as 

I wake up. I (like) to think about my dreams. I (Py) 

to understand them. 

4. I (understand, not) my brother. He 

(have, not) a job or a place to live. He (sleep) 

at his friends' aparments. He (take, not) 

care of himself. I (worry) about him all the time. 

5. Ocean waves (be) interesting. In an ocean wave, water (mom) 

up and down, but the water (mme, not) 

forward. This movement (bej the same 

as the movement you can see in a rope. If you shake one end of a rope, waves (run) 

along the rope, but the rope (mwe, not) 

forward. The water in an ocean wave ( m m )  

forward only when a wave (reach) land. Then an ocean wave (cawy) 

sand and other things forward 

when it @it) a sandy beach. 

6 .  A: (you, study) a lot? 

B: I (study) at least three hours every night. My roommate 

(study) at least five hours. She's very serious about 

her education. How about you? (you, spend) 
a lot of time studying? 
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A: No, I don't. I (spend) as little time as possible. I 

(like, not) to study. 

B: Then why lyou, be) a student? 

A: My parents (want) me to go to school. I (want, not) 

to be here. 

B: In that case, I (think) that you should drop out of school 

and find a job until you figure out what you want to do with your life. 

7 .  I (have) two roommates. One of them, Sam, is always neat 

and clean. He (wash) his clothes once a week, lyoy k n m )  

Matt, my other roommate? He (bei 

the opposite of Sam. For example, Matt (change, not) the 

sheets on his bed. He (keep) the same sheets week after 

week. He (wash, never) his clothes. 

He (wear) the same dirty jeans every day. Sam's side of the 

room (be, always) neat, and Matt's side 

(be, always) a mess. As my mother always 

(say) , it (take) all kinds of people 

to make a world. 
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4 EXERCISE 38-REVIEW: Complete the dialogues with your own words by asking questions. 

1. A: 
B: No, I don't. 

2. A: 
B: Yes, I am. 

3. A: 
B: In an apartment. 

5 .  A: 
B: Monday. 

6. A: 
B: At home. 

7. A: 
B: No, he doesn't. 

8. A: 
B: No, she isn't. 

9. A: 
B: South of the United States. 

10. A: 
B: Yes, it is. 

11. A: 
B: Yes, they do. 

12. A: 
B: In Southeast Asia. 

13. A: 
B: Hot in the summer. 

14. A: 
B: September. 

15. A: 
B: Yes, I do. 
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W EXERCISE 39-REVIEW: Correct the mistakes in the following sentences. 

lives 
1. Yoko 4ke in Japan. 

2. Ann comes usually to class on time. 

3. Peter watch TV every evening. 

4. Anita carry a briefcase to work every day 

5. She enjoy her job. 

6. I no know Joe. 

7. Mike don't like milk. He never drink it. 

8. Tina doesn't speaks Chinese. She speakes Spanish. 

9. Do you are a student? 

10. Does your roommate sleeps with the window open? 

11. A: Do you like strong coffee? 

B: Yes, I like. 

12. Where your parents live? 

13. What time is your English class begins? 

14. Olga isn't need a car. She have a bicycle. 

15. Do Pablo does his homework every day? 

W EXERCISE 40-REVIEW: Choose the correct completion. 

1. Alex know French. 
A. isn't B. doesn't 

2. Alex speak Russian? 
A. Is B. Does 

3. Alex from Canada? 
A. Is B. Does 

C. don't 

C. Do 

4. When you usually study? 
A. are B. does C, do 
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5. Anita a job. 
A. no have B, no has C. doesn't have 

6. Omar his new car every Sawday. 
A. wash B. washs C. washes 

7. Where does Tina to school? 
A. go B, goes C. togo 

8. Fumiko English at this school. 
A. study B. studies C. studys 

9. Fumiko and Omar students at this school. 
~. 

A. is B. are . ,," C. be 

10. They speak the same language. 
A. aren't B. doesn't C. don't 

H EXERCISE 41 -REVIEW: Complete the sentences. 

1. A: Doyou ? 

B: Yes, I do. How about you? Do you ? 

2. A: don't 
B: I know. ,,.I:, : . i . ., . , A .  , ,  : I  I.-- , .  . .  . 

1 I 

3. A: doesn't 

B: Really? Does ? 
A: I don't know. , .. a , . . ,  , 

. . ~. c ,*'!, ! ; 7 

4. A: Where is , . ? 
B: At home. 

A: Where does ? 
B: On Fifth Avenue. 

, 4 ' . t i  . '. 
. ..I 

5 .  A: ? 
B: Yes, I do. 

A: ? 
B: No, he doesn't. . . .+:, ' !~ ' 1  L . , . . < . .  . . .  ,, . . . , . , 

; : . I  I I 

A: ? 
B: Yes, I am. 

& I  

A: . . ; I .  . ,. ? 
B: No, he isn't. 

, . . ,',, , L  . . ,  , , .  
,,I , 



6. A: Do you like ? 

B :  Yes, of course I . Everybody 

7. A: What snakes? 

B: They long, thin animals. They have 
legs. 

A: snakes reptiles? 

B :  Yes, they 

A: snakes eat eggs? 

B :  Yes, they 

8. A: you usually in the morning? 

A: When ? 

W EXERCISE 42-REVIEW: Work in pairs. Follow the steps listed below. 

1. STUDENT A: Say five things about Student B's physical appearance (for example, 
describe hair color, eye color, straight or curly hair, glasses, a mustache, a beard, etc.). 
STUDENT B: Agree or disagree with the description. 

Example: 
STUDENT A: 
STUDENT B: 
STUDENT A: 
STUDENT B: 
STUDENT A: 
STUDENT B: 
STUDENT A: 
STUDENT B: 
Etc. 

You have dark hair. 
(Nods in agreement.) 
You have black eyes. 
No, I have brown eyes. 
You have dark brown eyes. 
Okay. That's right. 
You wear glasses. 
Yes. 

Then switch roles, with Student B saying fiw things about Student A's appearance. 

2. S~UDENT A: Ask Student B five questions about things she  has and doesn't have 
(for example, a car, a computer, a pet, children, a TV set, a briefcase, etc.). 
STUDENT B: Answer the questions. 

Example: 
STUDENT A: DO YOU have a car? 
STUDENTB: NO. 
STUDENT A: DO YOU have a computer. 
STUDENT B: Yes, but it's not here. It's in my country. 
Etc. 



Then switch roles. 

3. STUDENT A: Ask Student B five questions about things she l ies and doesn't like (for 
example, kinds of food and drink, music, movies, books, etc.) 
STUDENT B: Answer the questions. 

Example: 
STUDENT A: DO you like pizza? 
STUDENT B: Yes. 
STUDENT A: DO you like the music of (name of a group or singer)? 
STUDENT B: NO, I don't. 
Etc. 

Then switch roles. 

4. Write about the other person. Give a physical description. Write about things this 
person has and doesn't have. Write about things this person likes and doesn't like. 

. ) , . { ; f  , . , . L - 8 ,  1 

EXERCISE &REVIEW: Find out informition about your classmates' hoAetowns. Use the 
information to write a report. Ask questions about: the name of lhe hometown, its 
location, its population, its weather and average tempemture in a particular month (of your 
choosing). 

, , , J . .  . ; 
Example: . - 
STUDENT A: What's your hometown? 
STUDENT B: Athens. 
STUDENT A: Where is it located? 
STUDENT B: In southwestern Greece on the Aegean Sea. 
STUDENT A: What's the population of Athens? 
STUDENT B: 3,507,000. 
STUDENT A: What's the weather like in Athens in May? 
STUDENT B: It's mild. Sometimes it's a little rainy. 
STUDENT A: What's the average temperature in May? 
STUDENT B: The average temperature is around 8 O  Celsius. 

Chartfor recording information about your classmates' hometowns. 

sypros 
I I 

A thens 

SW Greece on 
Aegean Sea 

almost 4 million 
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II 
P- 

I Expressing Present Tim I 
I 3- 1 BE + ING: THE PRESENT PROGRESSIVE TENS1 

am, M, are = helping verbs 
sitting = the main verb 

am + -ing (a) I a m  ~ M n g  in class right now. 
is + -ing (b)   it^ i. &mmw in class right now. 
a + -ing (c) You are m'tting in class right now. 

mn, 6, are + -in# = the present progressive 
tense* 

T h e  pmcnt progressive is also called rhc "pmcnt continuous" or the "continuous prcscnt." 

In (a): When I say this sentence, I am in dass. 
I am sitting. I am not standing. The action 
(sitting) is happening right now, and I am 
saying the sentence at the same time. 

EXERCISE I-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Practice using the PRESENT PROGRESSIVE by using 
amlislare + wearing. 

PARTI: Answer questions about what you are wearing today and what your classmates 
are wearing. 

Example: 
TEACHER: Rosa, what are you wearing today? 
STUDENT: I'm wearing a white blouse and a blue skirt. 
TEACHER: What is Jin Won wearing? 
STUDENT: He's wearing blue jeans and a sweat shirt. 
TEACHER: What color is his sweat shirt? 
STUDENT: It's gray with red letters. 
TEACHER: What else is Jin Won wearing? 
STUDENT: He's wearing sneakers, white socks, and a wristwatch. Etc. 

PART II: Identify who is wearing particular articles of clothing. 

Example: a (blue) shirt 
Response: Marco is wearing a blue shirt. 



Example: (blue) shirts 
Response: Marco and Abdul are wearing blue shirts. 

Suggestions: 
1 .  (gold) earrings 4. a (red) blouse 
2. blue jeans 5.  (gray) slacks 
3. a blouse 6. (brown) boots 

7. a (black) belt 
8,  a necklace 
9. running shoes 

EXERCISE 2-ORAL: What are the animals in the following pictures doing? 



EXERCISE 3--ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Act out the directions. Describe the actions using 
the PRESENT PROGRESSIVE. Sustain the action during the description. 

Example: Smile. 
TEACHER: (Student A), please smile. What are you doing? 
STUDENT A: I'm smiling. 
TEACHER: (Student A) and (Student B), please smile. (Student A), what are 

you and (Student B) doing? 
STUDENT A: We're smiling. 
TEACHER: (Student C), what are (Student A and Student B) doing? 
STUDENT C: They're smiling. 
TEACHER: (Student A), please smile. (Student B), what is (Student A) doing? 
STUDENT B: He/She is smiling. 

1. Stand in the middle of the room. 
2. Sit in the middle of the room. 
3. Stand in the back of the room. 
4. Smile. 
5. Stand between ( . . . ) and ( . . . ). 

L. 
6. Touch the floor. 
7. Touch the ceiling. 

1 1  , ; , 8. Touch your toes. 
9. Open/Close the door/window. 

10. Close/Open the door/window, 

11. Shakehandswith(...). 
12. Smile at ( .  . . ). 
13. Stand up and turn around in a circle. 
14. Hold your book above your head. 
15. Hold up your right hand. 
16. Hold up your left hand. 
17. Touch your right ear with your left hand. 
18. Stand up. / 
19. Sit down. $ 
20. Clap your hands. 

EXERCISE 4-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Practice using the PRESENT PROGRESSIVE by 
describing what your teacher and classmates are pantomiming, i.e., pretending to do. 

r. .-ll The pantomimist should sustain the action until the oral description is completed. 
1 % a '  ,- 

,dl< 

- ,  , Example: drink .J ' -. 
k .? TEACHER: (The teacher pantomimes drinking.) What am I doing? . , ? *' * . , 

. , 
STUDENT: You're drinking. ds$ . ::' 
Example: drive 
TEACHER: (Student A), drive. Pretend to drive. 
STUDENT A: (The student pantomimes driving.) 
TEACHER: What are you doing? 
STUDENT A: I'm driving. . . , 
TEACHER: What is ( . . . ) doing? . . +  
STUDENT B: He/Shels driving. 

: ., 
1. eat 8. smile 15. clap %. : 

rl 

9. laugh 16. kick , , 2. read :. .. 
.I.~ 

3. sleep 10. cry 17. count - 
,.. 4. write 11. dance 18. stand in back of ( . . . ) .. 

. <  5.walk 12. wave 19. touch ( . . . ) 
6. run 13. push 20. shake hands with ( . :. . . ) . :.: : . . .. 

14, pull 21. sit on the floor 7,  fly . -. . 
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1-2 SPELLING OF -1NG 

sit + sitting 
run + running 

END OF VERB + -1NGFOR.M 

Rule 3: 

Rule 4: 

Rule 1: 

read + reading 
rain + raining 

TWO CONSONANTS + ADD -ing; DO NOT DOUBLE THE CONSONANT 

stand + standing 
push + pushing 

A CONSONW* + -8 + DROP THE -e and ADD -ing 
smik + smiling 
writ0 + writing 

Vowels = a, e, i, o, u. 
Consonants=b,c ,4f ,g ,h , j ,k , I ,m,n ,p ,q , r , s , t , v ,w,x ,y , z .  

** Exception to Rule 2: Do not double w, x, and y. 
snow + snowing fix -r fixing say + saying 

EXERCISE 5: Write the -ing forms for the following words. 

1 .  stand s tandina 1 1 .  ride 

2. smile 12. cut 

3. run 13. dance 

4. rain 14. put 

5. sleep 15. sneeze 

6. stop 16. plan 

7. write 17. snow 

8. eat 18. fix 

9. count 19. say 

10. wear 20. cry 



EXERCISE 6: Write the -in# forms for the following words. 

1. dream 6. hit 

2. come 7. hurt 

3. look 8. clap 

4. take 9. keep 

5. bite 10. camp 

11. shine 16. pay 

12. win 17. study 

13. join 18. get 

14. sign 19. wait 

- - 15. fly 20, write 

EXERCISE 7-ORAL: Practice using the PRESENT PROGRESSIVE to describe actions. 

STUDENT A: Act out the given directions. Sustain the action until Student B's description 
is completed. 

STUDENT B: Describe Student A's action using the present progressive. 

Example: erase the board 
STUDENT A: (Student A sustat'm the action of erasing the board.) 
STUDENT B: ( . . . )/He/She is erasing the board. 

1. erase the board 
2. draw a picture on the board 
3, sneeze 
4. cough 
5. wave at your friends 
6. sign your name on the board 
7. clap your hands 
8. walk around the room 
9. count your fingers 

10. bite your finger 
11. hit your desk 
12. drop your pen 
13. tear a piece of paper 
14. break a piece of chalk 
15. fall down 
16. sing, hum, or whistle 
17. sleep 
18. snore 



19. chew gum 21. hold your grammar book between your feet 
20. (two students) throw and 22. carry your book on the top of your head to the 

catch (something in the room) front of the room 

EXERCISE &WRITTEN (BOOKS CLOSED): Practice spelling using -ing. As the teacher 
performs or pantomimes actions, write descriptions. 

Example: wave 
TBACHER: (Acts out waving and asks, "What am I doing?'y 
Written: waving 
1, smile 5. stand 9. eat 13. drink 
2. cry 6. sleep 10. run 14. sneeze 
3. laugh 7. clap 11. sing 15. fly 
4. sit 8. write 12. read 16. cut (a piece of paper) 

3-3 THE PRESENT PROGRESSIVE: QUESTIONS I 

Q-WORD + BE + SUBJECT + -ING 

( c )  Whm.8 is Mary sleeping? + On the m f ~ .  (She'd sleeping on the sofa.) 
(d) wb are YOU watchinp TV? + Because 1 Eke this pmprem. (I'm 

watching TV because I like this program.) 

PUBSTION 

EXERCISE 9: Make questions. Give short answers to yeslno questions. 

SHORT ANSWER + (LONG ANSWER) 

. . 
I. A: What ore vou wr~tmo? 

B: A letter. (I'm writing a letter.) 

BE + SUBJaCT + 4h'G 

( a )  Is Mary sloeping + Yes, she is. (She's sleeping.) 
+ No, she's not. (She's not sleeping.) 
+ No, she h a t .  (She isn't sleeping.) 

(b) Are YOU watching TV? + Yes, l a m .  (I'm watching TV.) 
+ No, Pm not. (I'm not watching TV.) 

2. A: Is Ali rmihg a book? 

B: No, t .  (Ali isn't reading a book.) 



B: Yes, (Anna is eating lunch.) 

4. A: Where 
B: At the Red Bird Cafe. (She's eating lunch at the Red Bird Cafe.) 

B: No, (Mike isn't drinking a cup of coffee.) 

6. A: What 
B: A cup of tea. (He's drinking a cup of tea.) 

B: No, . (The girls aren't playing in the street.) 

8. A: Where 
B: In the park. (They're playing in the park.) 

9. A: Why 
B: Because they don't have school today. (They're playing in the park because they 

don't have school today.) 



10. A: Hi, kids. 

B: No, . (We aren't drawing pictures with our 
crayons.) 

A: Oh? Then what 
B: Maps to our secret place in the woods. (We're drawing maps to our secret place 

in the woods.) 

A: Why 
Because we have a buried treasure at our secret place in the woods. (We're 
drawing maps because we have a buried treasure at our secret place in the 
woods.) 

EXERCISE lo-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Practice yeslno questions using the PRESENT 

PROGRESSIVE. The teacher will hand out slips of paper on which are written the 
directions in Exercise 4 on page 86. 

STUDENT A: Pantomime the directions on your slip of paper. 
STUDENT B: Ask Student A or another classmate a yeslno question using the present 

progressive. 

Example: drive (written on a shp of paper) 
STUDENT A: (Student A pantomimes driving.) 
STUDENT B: Are you driving? 
STUDENT A: Yes, I am. 

OR 
STUDENT B: (Student C), is (Student A) driving? 
STUDENT C: Yes, helshe is. 

EXERCISE 1 1 : Make questions with where, why, and what. 

What are YOU wrltmng . . 
1. A: ? 

B: A letter. (I'm writing a letter.) 

2. A: 
B: Because I'm happy. (I'm smiling because I'm happy.) 



3. A: 
B: My grammar book. (I'm reading my grammar book.) 

4. A: 
B: Because we're doing an exercise. (I'm reading my grammar book because we're 

doing an exercise.) 

3. A: 
B: In the back of the room. (Roberto is sitting in the back of the room.) 

6. A: 
B: Downtown. (I'm going downtown.) 

7. A. 
B: Because I need to buy some shoes. (I'm going downtown because I need to buy 

some shoes.) 

8. A: 
B: Blue jeans and a sweatshirt. (Akihiko is wearing blue jeans and a sweatshirt 

today.) . . 

STATEMENTS: 
(a)  I met in class emy day. 

(b) I am sitting in class right now. 

( c )  The teacher writea on the board on euev day. 

(d) The teacher fs dting on the board light now. 

QVBSTIONS: 
( e )  Do you sit in class every day? 
( f )  Are you sitting in dass right now? 

(g) Does the teacher &to on the board every day? 
(h) Ia the teacher wtfting on the board right now? 

NBGATTVES: 
( i ) I don't sit in class every day. '' . ' , 

( j ) I'm not sitting in class right now. 

(k) The teacher &ear? wdte on the board every day 
( I  ) The teacher h ' t  writing on the board right now. 

The SIMPLE PRESENT expresses habits or usual 
activities, as in (a), (c), and (e). 
The PRESENT P R O G R ~ S S ~  expresses actions 
that are happening right now, while the 
speaker is speaking, as in (b), (d), and (f). 

The SIMPLE PRESENT uses & and d m  as 
helping verbs in questions. 
The PRESENT PROGRessIVa we8 lltn, kr 8Ild 
are in questions. 

The SIMPLE PRESENT uses & and dwa as 
helping verbs in negatives. 
The PRESENT PROGRESSIVE uses am, is, and 
are in negatives. 



EXERCISE 12: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. 

1 .  I (walk) wdk to school every day. I (take, not) 

don't take the bus. 

2 .  I (read) the newspaper every day. I (read, not) 

my grammar book every day. 

3. A: What (you, read) right now? 

B: I (read) my grammar book. 

4. Robert (cook) his own dinner every evening. 

5. Right now Robert is in his kitchen. He (wok) rice 
. . , , i , . ,and beans for dinner. 

6. Robert is a vegetarian. He (eat, not) meat. 

7. (you, wok) your own dinner every day? 

8 .  A: (you, want) your coat? 
B: Yes. 

A: (be, this) your coat? 

B: No, my coat (hand in the closet. 

9. A: (Tom, have) a black hat? 
B: Yes. 

A: (he, wead it every day? 
B: No. 

A: (he, wear) it right now? 

B: I (kno~v, not) . Why do you care about 
Tom's hat? 

A: I found a hat in my apartment. Someone left it there. I (think) 

that it belongs to Tom. 

10. Ahmed (talk) to his classmates every day in class. Right now he 

(taw to Yoko. 

1 1. Yoko and Ahmed (sit) next to each other in class every day, so they 

often (hew each other with their grammar exercises. Right now 

Yoko (help) Ahmed with an exercise on present verb tenses. 



12. It (rain) a lot in this city, but it (rain, not) 

right now. The sun (shine) 

. (it, rain) a lot 
in your hometown? 

13. A: Hello? 
B: Hello. This is Mike. Is Tony there? 
A: Yes, but he can't come to the phone right now. He (eat) 

dinner. Can he call you back in about ten minutes? 
B: Sure. Thanks. Bye. 
A: Bye. 

14. Tony's family (eat) dinner at the same time every day. During 

dinner time, Tony's mother (let, not) the children talk 
on the phone. 

15. A: What are you doing? (you, work) on 
your English paper? 

B: No, I (study, not) . I (write) 

a letter to my sister. 

A: (you, write) to her often? , , 
. I  

B: I (write, not) a lot of letters to anyone. 

A: (she, write) to you often? 

B: Yes. I (get) a letter from her about once a week. (you, write) 
8- ! 

a lot of letters? 

A: Yes. I (like) to write letters. 

16. Olga Bums is a pilot for an airline company in Alaska. She (fly) 

almost every day. Today she (fly) from Juno to Anchorage. 

17. A: Where (the teacher, stand, usually) 
every day? 

:1 ' 

B: She usually (stand) in the front of the room every day. 

A: Where (she, stand) today? 

B: She (smnd) in the middle of the room. 
) i . . . , ,  . ; 
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18. A: Excuse me. (you, wait) for the 
downtown bus? 

B: Yes, I (be) . Can I help you? 

A: Yes. What time (the bus, stop) here? 
B: Ten thirty-five. 

19. A: (animals, dream) ? 

B: I don't know. I suppose so. Animals (be, not) very 
different from human beings in lots of ways. 

A: Look at my dog. She (sleep) . Her eyes (beJ 

closed. At the same time, she (yip) 

and (move) her head and her front legs. I (be) 

A T -  

-- 
sure that she 

(dream) 

right now. I'm sure that @, ",! 
animals (dream) 

( a )  I'm hungry right now. I want an apple. 
(INCORRECT: l a m  wanting an apple.) 

(b) I hear a siren. Do you hear it too? 
(MCORRECT: I'm hearing a siren. Are you 

hearing it too?) 

Some verbs are NOT used in the present progressive. 
They are called "nonaction verbs." In (a): Want is a 
nonaction verb. Want expresses a physical or 
emotioml need, not an action. In @): Hear is a 
nonaction verb. Hear expresses a sensory experience, 
not an action. 

NONACTION VERBS 

want 
need 
like 
loere 
hate 

hear 
see 
smell 
taste 

understand 
know 
believe 
think (meaning believe)* 

*Sometimes think is used in progressive tenses. See Chart 3-10 for a discussion of think about and dink that. 
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EXERCISE 13: Use the words in parentheses to complete the sentences. Use the SIMPLE 
PRESENT or the PRESENT PROGRESSIVE. 

is reading 1. Alice is in her room right now. She (read) a book. 

Y I Y I ~  She (like) likes the book. 

2. It (snow) right now. It's beautiful! I pike) 

this weather. 

3. I (know) Jessica Jones. She's in my class. 

4. The teacher (talk) to us right now. I (understana/ 

everything she's saying. 

5. Don is at a restaurant right now. He (eat) dinner. He 

(like) the food. It (kvte) good. 
L .  

;. . ,  ' 6. (Sniff-sniff). I (smelo . . gas. (you, smeN) 

his story. I (think) that his story is m e .  

8. Ugh! That cigar ( s d )  terrible. 

9. Look at the picture. Jane (sit) in 

a chair. A cat (sit) on her lap. e 
. . , . $ eF . > , .*. ; . ihr . . Jane (hate). the cat. 

. ~ ~. . . ~ .  , , 
. lo. ~ o i k k t  the picture. Mr. Allen (hold) 

. . 

, ~ ,. , . . : .  a cat. He (loue) , ,, ,. 
1 

, I:.1./, the cat. The cat (tick) 
I .  : , , 

,: Mr. Allen's face. & 



)-6 SEE, LOOK AT, WATCH, HEAR, AND LISTEN TO 

SEE, LOOK AT, and WATCH 
(a)  I see many things in this room. 

(b) I'm lookina at the clock. I want to know the time. 

(c )  Bob is watchinp TV. 

HEM and USTEN TO 

(d) I'm in my apartment. I'm trying to study. I 
hear music from the next apartment. The 
music is loud. 

(e)  I'm in my apartment. I'm studying. I have a 
tape recorder. I'm listsning to music. I like 
to Listen to music when I study. 

In (a): see : , ..,..&A. ..rb. Seeing 
happens because my eyes are open. Seeing is a 
physical reaction, not a planned action. 

In (b): look at = an action verb. Looking is a 
planned or purposeful action. Looking 
happens for a reason. 

In (c): watch = an action verb. I watch 
something for a long time, but I look at 
something for a short time. 

In (d): hear = a nonaction verb. Hearing is 
an unplanned act. It expresses a physical 
reaction. 

In (e): listen (to) = an adon  verb. Listening 
happens for a purpose. 

EXERCISE 14-ORAL: Answer the questions. 

1. What do you see in this room? 
Now look at something. What are you looking at? 

2. ll.un to page 85 of this book. What do you see? 
Now look at one thing on that page. What are you looking at? 

3. Look at the floor. What do you see? 

4. Look at the chalkboard. What do you see? 

5. What programs do you like to watch on TV? 

6. What sports do you like to watch? 

7. What animals do you like to watch when you go to the zoo? 

8. What do you hear right now? 

9. What do you hear when you walk down the street? 

10. What do you hear at night in the place where you live? 

11. What do you listen to when you go to a concert? 

12. What do you listen to when you go to a language laboratory? 
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3-7 NEED AND WANT + A NOUN OR AN INFINITIVE 

VERB + >.--.. 
(a)  We need food. 
(b) I want a sandwich. 

I VERB + INFINITIVE 

A,,, ., .; ,..,,. han want. Need gives the idea that 
something is vev important. 

Need and want are followed by a noun or by an 
infihitive. 

(c) We need toeat. 
An infinitive = to + the simple form of a verb.* 

(d) I want to eat asandwich. 

*The simple form of a verb = a verb without -s, -ed, or -ing. 
Examples of the simple form of a verb: come, help, answer, writs. 
Examples of infinitives: to come, to help, to answer, to -to. 

EXERCISE 15: Use the words in the list or your own words to complete the sentences. Use 
an INFINITIVE (to + verb) in each sentence. 

buy do listen to play walk 
call get marry take wash 
cash go P ~ Y  talkto watch 

1. Anna is sleepy. She wants to a0 to bed. 

2. I want downtown today because I need 
,. 4 .  

a new coat. 

3. Mike wants TV. There's a good program on Channel 5. 

4. Do you want soccer with us at the park this afternoon? 

5. Ineed Jennifer on the phone. 

6. I want to the bank because I need a check. 

7. James doesn't want his homework tonight. 

8. My clothes are dirty. I need them. 

9. John loves Mary. He wants her. 

10. David's desk is full of overdue bills. He needs his bills. 

1 1. It's a nice day. I don't want the bus home today. I want 

home instead. 

12. Do you want some music on the radio? 

13. Helen needs an English course. 

14. Where do you want for lunch? 
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EXERCISE 16: Here are ten short conversations. Complete the sentences. Use the words in 
parentheses and other necessary words. 

1 . A :  (go\you\want) Dovouw~nttogo downtown this afternoon? 

B: yes, I do. (I \ buy \ need) I need to buy a winter coat. 

2. A: Where (you \go \ want) for 
dinner tonight? 

B: Rossini's Restaurant. 

3. A: What time (be \ need \ you) 
the airport? 

B: Around six. My plane leaves at seven. 

4 .  A: (want not \ Jean \go) to the 
baseball game. 

B: Why not? 
A: Because (she \ need \ study) for a test. 

5. A: I'm getting tired. (take \ I\ want) 
a break for a few minutes. 

B: Okay. Let's take a break. We can finish the work later. 

6 .  A: (go back \ Peter \ want) 
to his apartment. 

B: Why? 
A: Because (he \ want \ change) his 

clothes before he goes to the party. . , . - -- 
7 .  A: (come \we \ need not) 

to class on Friday. 
B: Why not? 

' .1 
A: It's a holiday. 

8. A: Where (you \go \ want) for your 
vacation? 

B: (I \ want \ visit) Niagara Falls, New 
York City, and Washington, D.C. 

9. A: May I see your dictionary? (I \ look up \ need) 
a word. 

B: Of course. Here it is. 
A: Thanks. 

10. A: (come\want\you) with us 
to the park? 

B: Sure. Thanks. (I \ get \ need) 
some exercise. 
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5 WOULD LIKE 

(a) I'm thirsty. I want a glass of water. 

(b) I'm thirsty. I would Iike a glass of water. 
-- 

(c)  I would like 
You would like 

a d d  we } a glass of water. He would Iike 
We would like 
They would like I 

(d) CONTRACTIONS 

I'd = Iwould 
you'd = you would 
she'd = she would 
he'd = he would 
we'd = we would 
they'd = *would 

worn WKB + INFINITIVE 

(e )  I would like to eat a sandwich. 

WOULD + SUBJECT + LIK3 
( f )  Would you like some tea? 

(g) Yes, I would. (I would like some tea.) 

(a) and (b) have the same meaning, but would like 
is usually more polite than want. 
I would like is a nice way of saying I want. 

Notice in (c): 
There is not a f d  -s on would. 
There is not a f d  -a on like. 

Would is usually contracted to 'din speaking. 
Contractions of would and pronouns are often used 
in w r i ~ g .  i! 

i .  ' .< , , . ,  

. . 
I .  i l l  ) 

Notice in (e): would like can be followed by an 
infdtive. 

In a question, would comes before the subject. 

Would is used alone in short answen to questions 
with would like. 

EXERCISE 17-ORAL: Change the sentences by using would I*. Dis,mss the use of 
contracted speech with would.* . . 

8,J.t t , . ;  -~ .I:;. . ~ , .  . . $7 :;:, . ,  
1. Tony wants a cup of coffee. , . .. , ,  ,. 

+ Tony would like a cup of coffee. 
. r .  <>Ill, - ~ : , .  ! .  i !  

2. He wants some sugar in his coffee. ( 1  I , :  , ' A , > (  

3. Ahmed and Anita want some coffee, too. 
4. They want some sugar in their coffee, too. , , .,,. , t t . , t ?  . . 1 8 

5. A: Do you want a cup of coffee? , , , ' ; ' c :  , 

B: Yes, I do. Thank you. . , - : . ,, . . I ;g : : 
' : , "  i _ I 

6. I want tothank you for your kindness and hospitality. 
. . , 7. My friends want to thank you, too. , . I,V 

8. A: Does Robert want to ride with us? ., . . 
B: Yes, he does. . ., ;; 

*Would is almost always conwacted with pronouns in everyday speaking. The difference between I'd lliko w 
go and I lik to go is sometimes difiidt to hear. In addition, would is often contracted with nouns in 
speaking (but not in wrihg). Thuc is a difference between Myj%=ndsld like to corns with us and My j%=nds 
Eika w come with us, but the difference is sometimes ha~d to hear. 
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EXERCISE I&ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Answer the questions. 

1. Who's hungry right now? ( . . . ), are you hungry? What would you like? 
2. Who's thirsty? ( . . . ), are you thirsty? What would you like? 
3. Who's sleepy? What would you like to do? 
4. What would you like to do this weekend? 
5. What would you like to do after class today? 
6. What would you like to have for dinner tonight? 
7. What countries would you like to visit? 
8. What cities would you like to visit in (the United States, Canada, ete.)? 
9.  What languages would you like to learn? 

10. You listened to your classmates. What would they like to do? Do you remember 
what they said? 

11. Pretend that you are a host at a party at your home and your classmates are your 
guests. Ask them what they would like. 

12. Think of something fun to do tonight or this weekend. Using would you like, invite a 
classmate to join you. 

,.. 

3-9 WOULD LIKE vs. LIKE 1 

EXERCISE 19-ORAL: Answer the questions. 

1. Do you like to go to the zoo? 
2. Would you like to go to the zoo with me this afternoon? 
3. Do you like apples? 
4. Would you like an apple right now? 
5. Do you like dogs? 
6. Would you like to have a dog as a pet? 
7. What do you like to do when you have free time? 
8. What do you need to do this evening? 
9. What would you like to do this evening? 

10. What would you like to do in class tomorrow? 

(a) I woukl like to go to the zoo. 
(b) I tike to go to the zoo. 

( 1 -  

EXERCISE 20: Complete the sentences with your own words. . , , -I 1 

In (a): I would like to go w the zoo means I want to go to the zoo. 
In @): I like w go to the zoo means I enjoy the zoo. 
Would like indicates that I want to do something now or in the future. 
Like indicates that I always, usually, or often enjoy something. 

1. I need to every day. 

2. I want to today. 
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3. I like to every day. 

4. I would like to today. 

5. I don't like to every day. 

6. I don't want to today. 

7. Do you like to ? 

8. Would you like to ? 

9. I need to and 

10. would you like to this evening? 

V K + r  " + A  I 

( a )  I think about m y  family every day. 

(b) I am thinking about grammar right now. 

THINK + THAT + A STATEMENT 

( c )  I think that Sue is Zuzy. 

(d) Sue thinks that 

(e )  I think that the weather is nice. 

( f )  I think that Mike is a nice person. 
(g) I think Mike is a nice person. 

-- 

In (a): Ideas about my family are in my 
mind every day. 
In (b): My mind is busy now. Ideas 
about grammar are in my mind right now. 

In (c): In my opinion, Sue is lazy. I 
believe that Sue is lazy. 
People use think that when they want 
to say (to state) their beliefs. 
The present progressive is often used 
with think about. 
The present progressive is almost never 
used with think thaf. 
INCORRECT: I am thinking that Sue is hry. 

(f) and (g) have the same meaning. 
People often often omit that after think, 
especially in speaking. 

EXERCISE 21 : Use I think (that) to give your opinion. 

1. English grammar is easy / hard I fun I interesting. 

I think (that) English grammar is. . . . 
2. People in this city are friendly / unfriendly / kind / cold. 



The food at (name of a plad is delicious / terrible / good / excellent / awful. 

Baseball is interesting / boring / confusing / etc. 

LEFT FIELDER 

CENTER FIELDER 

UM 
CATCHER 

EXERCISE 22: Complete the sentences. 

1. I think that the weather today is 

2. I think my classmates are 

3. Right now I'm thinking about 

4. In my opinion, English grammar is 

5. In my opinion, soccer is 

6. I think that my parents are 

7. I think this school 

8. I think about 

9. I think that 

10. In my opinion, 



EXERCISE 23-ORAL: State an opinion about each of the following topics. 

Example: books 
Response: I think that War and Peace is an excellent novel. 

In my opinion, Wbr and Peace is an excellent novel. 

1. this city 4. movies 
2. your English classes 5. food 
3. music 6. a current local, national, or international news story 

EXERCISE 24- REVIEW: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. Use the 
SIMPLE PRESENT or the PRESENT PROGRESSIVE. Use an INFINITIVE where necessary. 

the baby = 
the daughter = 

theson = 
themother = 

the father = 
the cat = 

the bird = 
the mouse = 

Bobby 
Ellen 
Paul 
Mrs. Smith 
Mr. Smith 
Pussycat 
'beetie 

ickey 

The Smiths are at home. It is evening. Paul (sit) on 

the sofa. He (read) a newspaper. men (sit) 

at the desk. She (study) 

While she is studying, she (listen to) music on her 

radio. Paul ( b a r )  the music, but he (listen to, not) 

it right now. He (concenmzte) 

on the weather report in the newspaper. He (think about) 

the weather report. 

Ellen (study) her chemistry text. She (like) 

chemistry. She (think) that chemistry is easy. 
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She (think about) chemical formulas. She 

(understand) the formulas. She (like) 

her chemistry course, but she (like, not) her history course. 

Mrs. Smith is in the kitchen. She (cook) dinner. 

She (cut) up vegetables for a salad. Steam (rise) 

from the pot on the stove. Mrs. Smith (like, not) 

to cook, but she (know) that her family 

has to eat good food. While she (make) dinner, Mrs. Smith 

(think about) a vacation on the beach. Sometimes 

Mrs. Smith (get) tired of cooking all the time, but she (h) 

her family very much and (want) to take care 

of their health. Her husband (know, not) how to cook. 

Mr. Smith (stand) near the front door. He (take, 08 

his coat. Under his coat, he (war)  

a suit. Mr. Smith is happy to be home. He (think about) 

dinner. After dinner, he (want) 

(watch) television. He (need) 

(go) to bed early tonight because he has a busy 
% . , I  . .  ' . ,  ,,~ , ,  , ,  , r :. * ;;,. -:.' 

day at work tomorrow. 

In the comer of the living room, a mouse (eat) a piece 

of cheese. The mouse thinks that the cheese (taste) good. 

Pussycat (see, not) the mouse. She (smell, not) 

the mouse. Pussycat (sleep) 

She (dream about) a mouse. 

Bobby is in the middle of the living room. He (play) 

with a toy main. He (see, not) the mouse because he 

(look at) his toy train. The bird, llveetie, (singJ 

. Bobby (listen to, not) 
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(39) the bird. Bobby is busy with his toy train. But Mrs. 

(40) Smith can hear the bird. She (like) (listen to) 

(41) Tweetie sing. 

THERE + BE + SUBJECT + LOCATION 

( a )  There is a bird in the w e .  

I (b)  

are four birds in the tree. 

There + be is used to say that something exists 
in a particular location. 
Notice: The subject follows be: 

there + is + singular noun 
there + are +plural noun 

( c )  There's a b id  in the w e .  

(d) There're four birds in the tree. 

Contractions: 
there + is = zhere's 
there + are = there% 

EXERCISE 25: Complete the sentences with is or are. 

1. There is a grammar book on Ahmed's desk. 

2. There are many grammar books in this room. 
/ I  a , .  

3. There two pens on Pierre's desk. 

4. There a pen on my desk. 

5. There thirty-one days in July. 
1,!1 

6 .  There only one student from Singapore in our class. 
. - 

7. There three students from Argentina. 
. . , I  I . ? 

8. There ten sentences in this exercise. 

9. There a wonderful restaurant on 33rd Avenue. 

10. There many problems in the world today. 
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EXERCISE 26-ORAL: Make sentences with there is or there are. Use the given phrases 
(groups of words) in your sentences. 

1. a book \ on my desk 
+ There is (There's) a book on my desk. 

2. on Ali's desk \ some books 
+ There are (There're) some books on Ali's desk. 

3. on the wall \ a map 

4. some pictures \ on the wall 

5. in this room \ three windows 

6. fifteen students \ in this room 

7. in the refrigerator \ some milk 

8. a bus stop \ at the comer of Main Street and 2nd Avenue 

9. in Canada \ ten provinces 

10. on television tonight \ a good program 

W EXERCISE 27-ORAL: After everybody puts one or two objects (e.g., a coin, some matches, 
a pen, a dictionary) on a table in the classroom, describe the items on the table by 
using there is and there are. 

Examples: 
STUDENT A: There are three dictionaries on the table. 
STUDENT B: There are some keys on the table. 
STUDENT C: There is a pencil sharpener on the table. 

EXERCISE 2&ORAL/ WRIl lEN: Describe your classroom. Use there is and there are. 

Example: I would like to describe this room. There are three windows. 
There is a green chalkboard. Etc. 

{ERE + BE: YES/NO QUESTIONS 

I (b) Are there any eggs in the refrigerator? -t Yes, there are. 
-* No, there aren't. 

QLIESTION 
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SHORT ANSWER 
- 

BE + T H E E  + SUBJGCT 

( a )  Is there any milk in the refrigerator? -* Yes, there is. 
-* No, there isn't. 



EXERCISE 29-ORAL: Ask a classmate a question about 
the contents of the refrigerator in the picture. Use 
the NOUNS in the list in your questions. Use "Is 
there. . . 2" or "Are there. . . ?" 

Example: 
STUDENT A: IS there any milk in the refrigerator? 
STUDENT B: Yes, there is. 

Example: 
STUDENT A: Are there any onions in the refrigerator? 
STUDENT B: No, there aren't. 

1. milk 6. bread 11. oranges 
2. onions 7. apples 12. fruit 
3. cheese 8. potatoes 13. meat 
4. butter 9. orange juice 14. roses 

I I 
5 .  eggs 10. strawberries 15. flour 

EXERCISE 30-ORAL: Ask and answer questions using there + be. 
STUDENT A: Ask a classmate questions about this city. Use "Is there . . . 2" or 

"Are there. . . 2'' Your book is open. 
STUDENT B: Answer the questions. Your b ~ o k  is closed. 

i l '  , ,I .,' > 
, , , . 

Example: 
STUDENT A: IS there a zoo in (name of this city)? 

' WruDENT B: Yes, there is. OR: No, there isn't. OR: I don't know. . :-??,:, ! m", 

.:I;! :-is . d ,  ,. . . ,:. n . . .  - ,  :. 
1. azoo 7. any good restaurants 

1 .. , 
2. an airport 

..\ ,, 
8. a good (Vietnamese) restaurant 

3. an aquarium 9. a botanical garden 
4. any lakes 10. any swimming pools 
5. a train station 1 1. an art museum 
6. a subway 12. a good public transportation system 

1-- ': .'.'"),. . 
EXERCISE 31 -ORAL: Complete the sentences with your own words. 

Example: There . . . in this building. 
Responses: There are five floors in this building. 

,'? .ss?. 
< . j b ' .  , - .  

There are many classrooms in this building. 
" , : 'i. 

.< 
There is an elevator in this building. Etc. 

1. There . . . in this building. 

2. There . . . in this city. 

3. There. . . in my country. 

4. There . . . in the world. 

5. There . . . in the universe. 



EXERCISE 32-ORAL: Ask and answer questions using there islthsre are and an 
expression of location (e.g., in this city, in India, on First Street, etc.). 

Example: any wild monkeys 
STUDENT A: Are there any wild monkeys in New York City? 
STUDENT B: NO. There aren't any wild monkeys in New York City, but there ate 

monkeys at the Bronx Zoo. 

1. any elephants 6. any skyscrapers 
2. any high mountains 7. any famous landmarks 
3. a movie theater 8. any students from Indonesia 
4. a bookstore 9. any red grammar books 
5 .  any apartments for rent 10. an elevator 

,. . 

I SHORT ANSWER + (LONG ANSWEI 

HOW MANY + SUBJECT + ARG + THEm + LOCATION 

(a) How many chapters are thoro in this book? + Twelve. (There are twelve 
+ chapters in this book.) 

(b) How many provinces are Lkm in Canada? + Ten. (There are ten 
+ provinces in Canada.) 

EXERCISE 33-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask a classmate a question with how many. 

Example: days in a week 
STUDENT A: HOW many days are there in a week? 
STUDENT B: Seven. OR: There are seven days in a week. 

1. pages in this book 6. countries in North America -- 
2, chapters in this book 7. continents in the world 
3. letters in the English alphabet 8, windows in this room 
4. states in the United States 9. floors in this building 
5. provinces in Canada 10. people in this room . . , J  

EXERCISE 34-ORAL: Pair up with a classmate. Ask and answer questions about this room. 
Use how many. 

, ., 

Example: desks , .  . , 

STUDENT A: HOW many desks are there in this room? 
STUDENT B: Thirty-two. OR: There are thirty-two desks in this room. 
STUDENT A: That's right. OR: No, I count thirty-three desks. 

1. windows 4. teachers 
2. doors 5. women 
3, students 6. men 

7 ,  grammar books 
8. dictionaries 
9. etc. 
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W EXERCISE 35--ORAL: Pair up with a classmate. Ask and answer questions about the 
picture. 

Examples: 
STUDENT A: 
STUDENT B: 

STUDENT A: 
STUDENT B: 

STUDENT A: 
STUDENT B: 

Are there any dogs in the picture? 
No, there aren't any dogs in the picture. 
Where are the boots? 
The boots are next to the picnic bench. 
How many trees are there? 
There's only one tree. 

W EXERCISE 36-REVIEW: Complete the sentences with your own words. 

1. I need . . . because . . . . 8. 
2. I want. . . because . . . . 9. 
3. I would like . . . . 10. 
4. Would you like . . . 1 11. 
5. Do you like . . . ? 12. 
6.  There is . . . . 13. 
7. There are . . . . 14. 

I'm listening to . . . , but I also hear . . . . 
I'm looking at . . . , but I also see . . . . 
I'm thinking about . . . . 
I think that. . . . 
In my opinion, . . . . 
How many . . . are there. . . ' 
Is there . . . ? 



( a )  My book is on my desk. 

SOMB PREPOSITIONS OF LOCATION* 

abme far fawayifrom 
around in 
at in back of 
behind in the back of 
below in front of 
beside in the front of 
between in the middle of 

In (a): on = a preposition 
my desk = object of the preposition 
on my desk = a prepositional phrase 

(b) Tom lives in the United States. 
He lives in New York City. 

( c )  He lives on Hillstreet. 
(d)  He lives at 4472 Hill Street. 

inside 
near 
next to 
on 
on top of 
outside 
under 

A person lives: in a country and in a city 
on a street, avenue, road, etc. 
at an address 

(See Chart 7-17 for more information about using in and at.) 

*Prepositions of location are also called "prepositions of place." 

The book is beside the cup. 
The book is next to the CUD. 

The book is near the cup. 

The book is between two cups. 

In picture C, the book is far away &om the cup 

The cup is under the book. The cup is above the book. 

The cup is on the book. 
The cup is on top of the book. 

u 
A hand is around the cup. 
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H. 

The man is in back of the bus. 
The man is behind the bus. 

4. 

The man is in front ofthe bus. 
In H and J, the man is ouhide the bus. 

The man ia in the back of the bus. 

The man is in the front ofthe bus. 
In I and K, the man is ind& the bus. 

- -  - 
EXERCISE 37: Describe the pictures by completing the sentences with prepositional 

8 .  

expressions of location. There may be more than one possible completion. , , 

The apple is On. O n  top of the plate. 

l&b 

- - 
I . .  .~ . . ;;. . 

.~ - '~ 
2 The apple is the plate. . . 

- . -*. . . . .  . .. - 
, ,,,- . ,  . - :. , , ,  , ,  8 , '  1 s t  I ,  

4. @ The apple is the glass. - - -  



The apple isn't near the glass. It is the glass. 

7 @ @ Y p " i s  two glasses. 

I 

the glass. 
, ' ,, 
J .  I ,  

9. 
, I , /  i 

,, . :,.?? :!!:.+gj;(d 

the car. 

The dog is in of the car. ,;I 

The dog is in of the car. 
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d ( F ) & T h e  dog is in of the car. 

EXERCISE 38-ORAL: Pair up with a classmate. Choose objects in the classroom (a book, a 
pen, an eraser, a cup, your hand, etc.) to demonsmte the meaning of the 
PREPOSITIONS in the list. 

Example: 
STUDENT A: Can you show me the meaning of "under"? 
STUDENT B: Yes. The pen is under the book. Now it's your turn to demonstrate the 

meaning of "under." 
STUDENT A: Okay. My hand is under this table. 

1. under 
2. above 
3. next to 
4. between 
5. inside 
6. on top of 

7. in the middle of 
8, around 
9. near 

10. far (away) from 
11. behind 
12, below 

13. inback of 
14. in front of 
15. in the back of 
16. in the front of 

EXERCISE 39: Complete the sentences with in, on, or at. 

1. Pablo lives Canada. 

2. He lives Toronto. 

3. He lives Lake Street. 

4. He lives 5541 Lake Street Toronto, Canada. 

Cmnplete the sentences: 

5. Ilive . (name of country) 

6. Ilive . (name ofcity) 

7. Ilive . (name of street) 

8. I live . (address) 



EXERCISE 40-REVIEW: Below are some pictures of John and Mary. 

A. VOCABULARY CHECKLIST 

eat dinner 
hold a knife and a fork 
have a steak for dinner 
burn 

a bowl 
a bowl of salad 
a candle 
a cup 
a cup of coffee 
a fork 
a glass 
a glass of water 
a knge 
a vase offlowers 

meat 
a piece of meat 
a plate 
a restaurant 
a saucer 
a spoon 
a steak 
a table 
a waiter 

B. ANSWER THE QUESTIONS. 

1. What is Mary doing? 6. What is in the cup? " " 
2. What do you see on the table? 7. What is burning? 
3. What is Mary holding in her 8. Is Mary eating breakfast? 

right hand? in her left hand? 9. Is Mary at home? Where is she? 
4. What is in the bowl? 10. What is she cutting? , 
5. What is on the plate? . I  ! 

C. COMF'LETE THE SENTENCES. 

Mary is sitting a table. 

There is a candle the table. 

There is coffee the cup. *+ 
Mary - -holding a knife 

her right hand. 
'k ,  

She's a restaurant. " ' 

She at home. 

17. She eating breakfast. 



A. VOCABULARY CHECKLIST 

study at the library 
read a book a librarian 
take notes a shelf(singu1ar) 

B. ANSWER THE QUESTIONS. 

1. What is John doing? 4. Is John reading a newspaper? 
2. What do you see in the picture? 5. Where is the librarian standing? 

3. Is John at home? Where is he? 6. Is John right-handed or left-handed? 

C. COMPLETE THE SENTENCES. 

7. John is studying the library. 

8. He is sitting a table. 

9. He is sitting a chair. 
. . . .  . 

10. His legs are the table. ; .'.,.. , . , l  1 J ;  :.: ~j.,i'#,,> / ~: , j T  

1 1. There are books the shelves. . ' o , ,  . ,  

12. John is writing a piece of paper. 

13. He's taking notes a piece of paper. , I  jl' 

. . ,., 
i ', 

14. He reading a newspaper. !. 

15. The librarian standing the circulation desk. 
T i ,  t i  1q.1, . a  

16. Another student is sitting John. 

*See Chart 4-5 for information about nouns with irregular plural forms' 
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A. VOCABULARY CHECKLIST 

write a check* a bank name and address 
sign a check cash j h t  namelgiwn name 
sign her name a check middle initial 

the date last namelfamily namelsumame 

B. ANSWER THE QUESTIONS. 

1. What is Mary doing? 6. How much money does Mary want? 
2. What is Mary's address? 7. What is in the upper left comer of 
3. What is Mary's full name? the check? 
4. What is Mary's middle initial? 8. What is in the lower left comer of 
5. What is Mary's last name? the check? 

9. What is the name of the bank? 

C. COMPLETE THE SENTENCES. 

10. Mary is writing a 

1 1. She is signing name. 

12. The name the bank is First National Bank. 

13. Mary lives 3471 Tree Seeet. 

14. Mary lives Chicago, Illinois. 

15. Mary's name and address are the upper left comer 
the check. 

.vi  xi^ ,,, . 

MARY I. JONES 

*Check (American English) is spelled cheque in British and Canadian English. The pronunciation of ch& and 
cheque is the same. 
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A. VOCABULARY CHECKLIST 

cash a check a bank teller a man (singular) 
stand in line a counter men (plural)* 

a line a woman (singular) 
women (plural)* 
people (plural)* 

B. ANSWER THE QUESTIONS. 

1. What is Mary doing? 6. How many men are there in the picture? 
2. Is Mary at a store? Where is she? 7. How many women are there in the 
3. What do you see in the picture? picture? 

4. Who is standing behind Mary, a 8. How many people are there in the 
man or a woman? picture? 

5. Who is standing at the end of the 9. How many people are standing in line? 
line, a man or a woman? 

C. COhWLETE THE SENTENCES. 

10. Mary is a bank. 

1 1. Four people standing in line. 

12. Mary is standing the counter. 

13. The bank teller is standing the counter. 

14. Awoman standing Mary. 

15. Mary standing the end the line. 

16. Aman standing the end the line. 

17. A businessman standing the woman with the big hat 
and the young man in jeans. 

*See Chart 4-5 for information about nouns with irregular plursl forms. 
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A. VOCABULARY CHECKLIST 

cook a kitchen bread 
cook dinner a list l a  grocery list coffee 
make dinner a pot an egg 
taste (food) a refrigerator butter 

a stme milk 
a pepper shaker P W e r  
a salt shaker salt 

B. ANSWER THE QUESTIONS. 

1. What is John doing? 6. Where is the refrigerator? 
2. What do you see in the picture? 7. What is on the refrigerator? 
3. Where is John? 8. Is the food on the stove hot or cold? 
4. Is John tasting his dinner? 9. Is the food in the refrigerator hot or 
5. Is John a good cook? cold? 

C. COMPLETE THE SENTENCES. 

10. John is making dinner. He's the kitchen. 

11. Thereisapot the stove, 

12. The stove is the refrigerator. 

13. There is a grocery list the refrigerator door. 

14. A salt shaker and a pepper shaker are the stove. 

15. There is hot food top the stove. 

16. There is cold food the refrigerator. 
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A. VOCABULARY CHECWST 

watch TV / telmiion a cat a living room 
sit on a sofa a a rug 
sing a fish a singer 
She a fishbwvl a sofa 
swim a floor a TVset / a television set 

a lamp 

B. ANSWER THE QUESTIONS. 

1. What are John and Mary doing? 8. Is the cat wallring? What is the 
2. What do you see in the picture? cat doing? 

3. Are Mary and John in a kitchen? 9. What is the dog doing? 
Where are they? 10. What is on top of the T V  set? 

4. Where is the lamp? 1 1. Is the fish watching TV? 
5. Where is the rug? 12. What is on the TV screen? 
6. Where is the dog? What are John and Mary watching? 

7. Where is the cat? . 4 , ,' ; ? <  ~ . : ' ~  " s  . , . ! . ! : + . h ~  .:I 

C. COMPLETE THE SENTENCES. . . 
I /,I , ,. ,. / 

13. John and Mary watching TV: 

14. They sitting a sofa. 

15. They sleeping. 

16. There is a rug the floor. 

17. Adog sleeping the rug. 

18. Acat sleeping the sofa. , . -  - . 



A. VOCABULARY CHECKLIST 

talk to (someone) an arrwu a piece of paper 
talk on the phone a calendar a telephone book 
talk to each other a heart a wall 
smile a phonela telephone 
draw a picture a picture 

a picture of a mountain 

B. ANSWER THE QUESTIONS. 
1. What are John and Mary doing? 7. What is Mary drawing? 
2. What do you see in the picture? 8. What is on Mary's table? 
3. Is John happy? Is Mary happy? 9. What is on the wall next to the 

Are John and Mary smiling? refrigerator? 
4. Are they sad? 10. Where is the clock? 
5. Who is standing? Who is sitting? 1 1. What time is it? 
6. Is John in his bedroom? 12. What is on the wall above the table? 

Where is John? 

I C. COMPLETE THE SENTENCES. 

... , .  14. John and Mary talking the phone. 

15. John talking Mary. Mary talking 

John. They talking to other. 

16. John is the kitchen. He's standing the refrigerator. 

17. There is a calendar the wall next to the refrigerator. 

18. Mary sitdng a table. She's a picture. 

19. There is a telephone book the table. 

20. There is picture a mountain the table. 
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A. VOCABULARY CHECKLIST 

sk@ a bed 
dream a dream 
dream about (someonelsomething) a head 

a pillow 
~ ~~~ 

B. ANSWER THE QUESTIONS. 

1. What is Mary doing? 
2. What is John doing? 
3. What are Mary and John doing? 
4. What do you see in the picture? 
5. Is Mary in her bedroom? 
6. Is John in class? Where is he? 

7. Is John standing or lying down? 
8. Is Mary dreaming? 
9. Are Mary and John dreaming about 

each other? 

10. Are John and Mary in love? 

C. COMPLETE THE SENTENCES. , I  

11. John and Mary sleeping. They are bed. 

12. John dreaming Mary. Mary dreaming 

John. They dreaming each other. 

13. Mary's head is a pillow. 

14. John and Mary in the living room. 

15. They asleep. They awake. 

16. John and Mary love each other. They are love. 



EXERCISE 41-REVIEW: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. Use the 
SIMPLE PRESENT Or the PRESENT PROGRESSIVE. 

1 I i t  am sit tina in class right now. I (sit, always) 

U/WUVS sit in the same seat every day. 

2. Ali (speak) Arabic, but right now he (speak) 

English. 

3. Right now we (do) an exercise in class. We (do) 

exercises in class every day. 

4. I'm in class now. I (look) at my classmates. Kim 

(write) in his book. Francisco (look) 

out the window. Yoko (bite) 

her pencil. Abdullah (smile) . Maria (sleep) 

. Jung-PO (chewJ gum. 

5. The person on the bench in the picture below is Barbara. She's an accountant. She 

(work) for the government. She (have) 

an hour for lunch every day. She (eat, often) lunch in 

the park. She (bring, usually) a sandwich and 

some fruit with her to the park. She usually) 

on a bench, but sometimes she (sit) on the grass. While she's at the 

park, she (watch) people and animals. She (watch) 



joggers and squirrels. She (relax) 

when she eats at the park. 

6. Right now I (look) at a picture of Barbara. She 

(be, nod at home in the picture. She &) at the 

park. She (sit) on a bench. She (eat) 

her lunch. Some joggers (run) 

on a patch through the park. A squirrel (sit) 

on the ground in front of Barbara. The squirrel (eat) 

a nut. Barbara (watch) 

the squirrel. She (watch, always) 

squirrels when she eats lunch in the park. Some ducks 'wim) 

in the pond in the picture, and some birds (fly) 

in the sky. A police officer (ride) 

a horse. He (ride) a horse through the park every day. 

Near Barbara, a family Fawe) a picnic. They (go) 

on a picnic every week. 
,1<11 , , I  

EXERCISE 42-ORAL: Bring to class one or two pictures of your country (or any interesting 
picture). Ask your classmates to describe the picture(s). 

EXERCISE 43-WRIlTEN: Choose one of the pictures your classmates brought to class. 
.t ;c: Describe the picture in a composition. 

h4 'i '' "', ' ' '' ' 

y: 1 , ; 

EXERCISE 44-REVIEW: Choose the correct completion. ., ~' ' 
$.& ~ 

,. , 

1. Jack lives china. - f '-; ' I_, 
. ~~ 

A. in B. at < ,  , C. on 
..! / I: 

2. Anita and Pablo TV right now. ,yt 
A. watch B. watching " C. are watching 

3. " you writing a letter to your parents?" 

. . ,.,: .. "No. I'm studying." 
A. Do B. Are C. Don't 

4. I like to write letters. 
A. no B. am not 

?!I:* I 

C. don't 



2 ,  . ,::, 5. "Jack has six telephones in his apartment." 

"1 you. No one needs six telephones in one apartment." 
A. am not believing B. believe C. don't believe 

6. When I want to know the time, I a clock. 
A. see B. watch C. look at 

7. I need a new notebook. 
A, buy B. to buy C, buying 

8. " a cup of tea?" 
"Yes, thank you!' 

A. Would you like B. Do you like C. Like you 

9. "Do you know Fatima?" 

"Yes, I do. I she is a very nice person." 
A. am thinking B. thinking C. think 

10. There twenty-two desks in this room. 
A. be B. is C. are 

1 1. Pilots sit an airplane. 
A. in front of B. in the front of C. front 01 

12. I live 6601 Fourth Avenue. 
A. in B. on C, at 

EXERCISE 45-REVIEW: Correct the mistakes. 

1. It's rainning today. I am needing my umbrella. 

2. Do you want go downtown with me? 

3. There's many problems in big cities today, 

4. I like New York City. I am thinking that it is a wonderful city. 

5. Does Abdul be sleepping right now? 

6. Why you are going downtown today? 

7. I'm listening you. 

8. Are you hearing a noise outside the window? 

9. I'd like see a movie tonight. 
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10. Kunio at a restaurant right now. He usually eat at home, but today he eatting dinner 

at a restaurant. 

11. I am liking flowers. They are smelling good. 

12. Mr. Rice woulds likes to have a cup of tea. 

13. How many students there are in your class? 

14. Alex is siting at his desk. He writting a letter. 

15. Yoko and Ivan are study grammar right now. They want learn English. 

16. Where do they are simng today? I 



EXERCISE 1 : Name things that belong to each category. Make a list. Compare your list with 
your classmates' lists. AU of the words you use in this exercise are called "nouns." 

1. Name clothing you see in this room. (shirt) 
2. Name kinds of fruit. (apple) 
3. Name things you drink. (coffee) 
4. Name parts of the body. (head) 
5 .  Name kinds of animals. (horse) 
6. Name cities in the United States and Canada. (new York, Montreal. . . ) 

NOTE: The names of cities begin with capital letters. 
7. Name languages. (English) NOTE: The names of languages begin with capital letters. 
8. Name school subjects. (history) 

NOUN 

(a) I Birds I fly. I 
subject verb 

NOUN NOUN 

(b) Uohn I is holding ( a pen. 1 
subject verb object 

NOUN NOUN 

(c) IBirds I fly I in I thesky. I 
subject verb prep. object of prep. 

NOUN NOUN NOUN 

(c) 1 J o b  I is holding I a pen I in I his hand. I 
subject verb object prep. object of prep. 

A NOUN is used as the subject of a sentence. A 
NOUN is used as the object of a verb.* 
In (a): Birds is a NOUN. It is used as the subject 
of the sentence. 
In (b): pen is a NOUN. It has the article a in 
front of it; a pen is used as the object of the verb 
is holding. 

A NOUN is also used as the object of a 
preposition. 
In (c): in is a preposition (prep.). The noun 
sky (with the article the in front) is the OBJECT of 
the preposition in. 
Examples of some common prepositions: about, 
across, at, between, by, for,fmm, in, of, on, to, with. 

*Some verbs are followed by an object. These verbs are called transitive verbs (v.t. in a dictionary). Some verbs are not 
followed by an object. These verbs are called intransitive verbs ( v i  in a dictionary). 
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EXERCISE 2: Describe the grammatical smcture of the sentences as shown in items 1 and i. 
Then identify each NOLN Is the noun used as: 

:<,, . , the subject of the sentence? 
)4 .< . . the object of the verb? , ,  .. . ~e :, , ..' ;, , , 

,? ," . ..:&; . '  
, . " the object of a preposition? a .,. 4 s . - .,, .*j 

:' . t 
$ 8  

I ; .  , ' .  . *- 
1. Marie studies chemistry. ..., . .~. 

ji 

2. The children are playing in the park. 

r 

L Marie 

I Thechildren ore playing (none) in the pork I 
subject verb object preposition object of prep. - children = a noun, subject of the sentence 
park = a noun, object of the preposition, "in" 

studies 

3. Children like candy. 

subject verb object preposition object of prep. 

. - tr, .? subject v a b  object preposition object of prep. 
, / i  - 
: . , -  Marie = a noun, subject ofthe sentence 

r ' 
. % ..+ chemistry = a noun, object of the verb "studies" 

chemistry I hone) 

4. The teacher is erasing the board with her hand. 

(none) 

I 
subject verb object preposition object of prep. 

5. Mike lives in Africa. 
, .~ . ,  , 

*,,. ,e -' 

subject . Y" object preposition object of prep. 

i -  , 

6. The sun is shining. 

subject verb object preposition object of prep. 

7. Robert is reading a book about butterflies. 

I 
subject verb object preposition object of prep. 

8. Tom and Ann live with their parents. 

,..,< 
subject verb object preposition object of prep. 



9. Monkeys eat fruit and insects. 

I I I 
subject verb object preposition object of prep. 

10. Mary and Bob help Sue with her homework. 

I I 
subjm verb object preposition object of prep. 

11. Ships sail across the ocean. 

subject verb object preposition object of prep. 

12. Water contains hydrogen and oxygen. 

subject verb object preposition object of prep. 

(a) I don't Ure cold weather. 
(adj) + (noun) 

(b) Alex is a happy child. 
(adj) + (noun) 

(c) The h u n p y  boy has a M 8 h  apple. 
(adj)+(noun) (adj) + (noun) 

Adjectives describe nouns. In grammar, we say that adjectives 
"modify" nouns. The word "modify" means "change a 
little." Adjectives give a little different meaning to a noun: 
cold weather, hot weather, nice weather, bad weather. 

Adjectives come in front of nouns 

(d) The weather is cold. Reminder: An adjective can also follow be; the adjective 
(noun) + (be) + (adj) describes the subject of the sentence. (See Chart 1-6.) 

COMMON ADJECTIVES 

beautifuhrgly gw&bad a * m  important Nationalidea 
big-little ~ ~ P P P S @ ~  bright intelligent American 
big-small l a ~ ~ s m a l l  busy interesting Canadian 
cheapexpensive long-short delicious kind Chinese 
clean-dirty mirjcpuiet famous l a y  Egyptian 
wk?-hot 

.; ,' > 
o h n e w  favorite nervous Indonesian 

d a n g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s a f e  old-young free nice Italian 
d v e t  pooMich fresh ripe Japanese 
asphard SOUF-sweet honest serious Korean 
aarjcd~yicult smng-weak hungry wonderful Malaysian 

Mexican 
Saudi Arabian 



EXERCISE 3: Find the ADJECTIVES and NOUNS in the following sentences. 

1. Jim has an expensive bicycle. 
-* Jim = a noun; expensive = an adjective; bicycle = a noun 

2. My sister has a beautiful house. 

3. We often eat at an Italian restaurant. 

4. Maria sings her favorite songs in the shower. 

5. Olga likes American hamburgers. 

6. You like sour apples, but I like sweet fruit. 

7. Political leaders make important decisions. 

8. Heavy traffic creates noisy streets. 

9. Poverty causes serious problems in the world. 

10. Young people have interesting ideas about modern music. ,.. . 
EXERCISE 4: Add ADJECTIVES to the sentences. Use any adjectives that make sense. Think 

of at least three possible adjectives to complete each sentence. 

' : . .  . 1. Idon'tlike cold/hot / wet /rainv/bad/etc. weather. 

2. Do youlike food? 

3. I admire people. 

4. people make me angry. 

5. Pollution is alan problem in the 
modern world. 

6 .  I had a/an experience yesterday. 

EXERCISE 5: Find each NOUN. Is the noun used as: 
the subject of the sentence? 
the object of the verb? 
the object of a preposition? 

1. Bob and his wife like coffee with their breakfast. 
-* Bob = a noun, used as a subject of the sentence 

wife = a noun, used as a subject of the sentence 
coffee = a noun, object of the verb "like" 
breakfast = a noun, object of the preposition "with" 
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2. Jack doesn't have a radio in his car. 

3. Monkeys and apes have thumbs. 

4. Scientists don't agree on the origin of the earth. 

5. Does Janet work in a large office? 

6. Egypt has hot summers and mild winters. 

7. Many Vietnamese farmers live in small villages near their fields. 

8. Large cities face many serious problems. 

9. These problems include poverty, pollution, and crime. 

10. An hour consists of sixty minutes. Does a day consist of 1440 minutes? 

SUBJECT PRONOUNS 

(a)  I speak English. 
( c )  You speak English. 
(e)  She speaks English. 
(g) He speaks English. 
( i ) I t  starts at 8:OO. 

(k) W e  speak English. 
(m) You speak English. 
(0) They speak English. 

OBJECT PRONOUNS 

(b) Bob knows me. 
(d) Bob knows you. 
( f )  Bob knows her. 
(h) Bob knows him. 
( j ) Bob knows it. 

(1)  Bobtalkstous. 
(n)  Bob talks to you. 
(p) Bob talks to them 

(q )  I know T o n ~ H e  is a friendly person, 

( r ) I like Tony. I know him well. 

u- 
( s ) I have o red book. It is on my desk. 

u- 

SUBBCT - OBJECT 

I - m e  
you - you 
she - her 
he - him 
it - it 

we - us 
you - you 
thoy - thm 

A pronoun has the same meaning as a noun. In 
(q): he has the same meaning as Tony. In (r): 
him has the same meaning as Tony. In grammar, 
we say that a pronoun "refers to" a noun. The 
pronouns he and him refer to the noun Tony. 

Sometimes a pronoun refers to a "noun phrase." 
In (s): it refers to the whole phrase a red book. 
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EXERCISE 6: Complete the sentences. Use PRONOUNS (I ,  me, he, him, etc.). 

1. Rita has a book. She bought I t  last week. 

2. I know the new students, but Tony doesn't know yet. 

3. I wrote a letter, but I can't send because I don't have a stamp. 

4. Tom is in Canada. is studying at a university. 

5. Bill lives in my dorm. I eat breakfast with every morning. 

6. Ann is my neighbor. I talk m every day. 

and have interesting conversations together. 

7. I have two pictures on my bedroom wall. I like 

are beautiful. 

8. Ann and I have a dinner invitation. Mr. and Mrs. Brown want 
to come to dinner at their house. 

9. Judy has a new car. is a Toyota. 

10. My husband and I have a new car. got lab. 
month. 

a;: ;%:%;,, 
$.' ?. ., : 

EXERCISE 7: Complete the sentences. Use PRONOUNS. .----.: w + ~ &  . 
, , d ir- . .,. , 

1. A: Do you know Kate and Jim? 
I I 

B: Yes, I do. I live near them I ,  . , 
. , . , ,r  j 

2. A: Is the chemical formula for water H30? '; ' 
;.. . . i .  ...G' 

, , , . ,. . .  , I ,  

B : No, isn't. is H20. 

3. A: Would Judy and you like to come to the movie with us? , ..I .' .. ,. ,,J; , 
, ,  . 

8 , .  ' , ,, ..~. .,' a ',n, 

B: Yes, would. Judy and would enjoy 

, ,, going to the movie with ,I\ , ,,$*> , 

,: ,. rr: , 5; 
4. A: Do Mr. and Mrs. Kelly live in the city? 

.! , I ,  B: No, don't. live in the suburbs. I :mn 
. .. visited last month. 

5. A: Do you know how to spell "Mississippi"? 

B: Sure! I can spell is easy to spell. 



6. A: Is Paul Cook in your class? 

B: Yes, is. I sit next to 

7. A: Yoko and I are going to go downtown this afternoon. Do you want to come with 

B: I don't think so, but thanks anyway. Chris and are going to 

go to the library. need to study for our test. 

8. A: Do you and Jack want to join me for dinner tonight at a Chinese restaurant? 

B: Jackand usually eat at home. need to 
save our money. 

A: is not an expensive restaurant, and the food is really good. 

B: Okay. Can you meet Jack and there around six? 
A: Great! See you then. 

9. A: Do George and Mike come over to your house often? 
..- .. 

B: Yes, do. I invite to my house often. 
We like to play cards together. 

A: Who usually wins your card games? 

B: Mike. is a really good card player. We can't beat 
, . .' . . . .I' . ' 

,.. , I . .  :... . .  
~ . ~ -  ~ . ~ .  



10. A: Hi, Ann. How do you like your new apartment? 

B: is very nice. 
A: Do you have a roommate? 

B: Yes. Maria Hall is my roommate. Do you know ? 

is from Miami. 

A: No, I don't know . Do you get along with ? 

B: Yes, enjoy living together. You must visit 

sometime. Maybe can come over for 
dinner sometime soon. 

A: Thanks. I'd like that. 

(a)  o n e m  To make the plural form of most nouns: add -s 
one apple three apples ;. I :i 
one cup 
one elephant five e&phanta 

End of noun: consonant + -y 
Plural form: change y to i, add -es. 

( c )  boy b4ys End of noun: vowel + -y 
k~ Plural form: add -6. 

(d) wifs ., wives End of noun: -fe or -f 
thkf - - : thieves Plural form: change f to v, add -8s. 

( e )  dish dishes End of noun: -sh, -ch, -ss, -x 
match + '  matches Plural form: add -8s. ' 

< 

class clwsed Pronunciation: /az/ t t  

box boxes - 
- 

( f )  tomato tomatoe. End of noun: consomant + -0 

potato . potatoes Plural form: add -8s. 
ZOO 

- .  zoos End of noun: vowel + -0 

radio radios Plural form add -6. 



H EXERCISE 8: Complete the sentences. Use the plural form of the words in the lists. Use 
each word only one time. 

LIST A: 

cowboy 
dictionary party 

country 

1. Mr. and Mrs. Parker have one daughter and two sons. They have one girl and two 

bovs 

2. The students in my class come from many 

3. Women give birth to 

4. My money and my are in my pocket. 

5. I know the names of many in the United States anu 
Canada. 

6. I like to go to because I like to meet and talk to people. 

7. People carry their food on at a cafeteria. 

8. We always use our when we write compositions 

9. Good evening, and gentlemen. 
, ' 

10. ride horses. . , 
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LIST B: c; '*i. .I 

knife wife 7 1  thief 

11. Please put the . forks, and spoons 
on the table. 

12. Sue and Ann are married. They are 
They have husbands. 

Ab I .  I 

13. We all have some problems in our 

14. Police offkers catch 

15. It is fall. The are falling from the trees. 
., ,; , 

LIST C: 
.~ > 

match 
. , 

... Li S . . J  
sandwich 

. ;2c,>* j  8 , *,( I : 

16. Bob drink, ,...it of water every day. 

17. There are two : male and female. 

18. Please put the and the silverware on the table. 

19. All citizens pay money to the government every year. They pay their 

20. I can see trees and outside the window. 

21. I want to light the candles. I need some 

22. When I make a salad, I use lettuce and 

23. Sometimes Sue has a hamburger and French-fried for dinner. 

24. Some animals live all of their lives in 

25. Mehmet is a student. He likes his 

. , . >  
, . 
'.. 

26. We often eat for lunch. 



EXERCISE 9: Practice the pronunciation of -81-os.* 

GROUP A: F i a l  -8 is pronounced /z/ after voiced sounds. 

1. taxicabs 7. years 
2, beds 8. lives 
3, dogs 9. trees 
4. balls 10. cities 
5, moms 11. boys 
6, coins 12. days 

GROUP B: Final -8 is pronounced Is/ after voiceless sounds. . ,, , .. .., 
13. books 16. groups 
14. desks ' 17. cats . 
15. cups 

. ,. _. 18. students 

GROUP C: Final -81-eu is pronounced lazl 

after "s" sounds: 19. classes 
. , ,. ' r  , 20. glasses 

21. horses 
.,.i-.! . T i  . I 22. places 

23. sentences 
. .., 

24. faces 
25. ofices 
26. pieces 

, .I i . after "sh" sounds: 

. - . after "ch" sounds: 

if .after "ge/dgen sounds: 
. , , 

. , a  , 

27. boxes 
28, sexes 

29. sizes 
30. exercises 
31. roses 
32, noises 

33, dishes 
34, bushes 

35. matches CUJ! . l .  

36. sandwiches ., 
: .,;,I . ~ ;  , r ,< ,# . i , , ; i ,  

37. pages 
38. ages . . ' . d:; ' . : I  I 

39. oranges 
40, bridges ,. .,ii ,,%> , 8 , . ,  
41. edges *. . ... , , !  8 , < ' I  

*For more information, see Chart 2-8, 



EXERCISE 10: Practice the pronunciation of -s/-es. Find the plural NOUN(S) in each 
sentence. Pronounce the noun(s). Then read the sentence aloud. 

1. There are twenty desks in the room. 

2. Oranges are usually sweet. 

3. Roses are beautiful flowers. Rose bushes are beautiful. 

4. The weather is terrible. It's raining cats and dogs. 

We are reading sentences aloud. 

I like to visit new places. 

We do exercises in class. 

I need two pieces of paper. 

Don wants three sandwiches for lunch. 

At the zoo you can see tigers, monkeys, 

birds, elephants, bears, and snakes. 

Department stores sell many sizes of clothes. 

The students are carrying books and bookbags. 

13. The teachers have their offices in this building. 

14. Engineers build bridges. 

15. People have two ears, two eyes, two arms, two hands, 

two legs, and two feet. 

16. Square tables and rectangular tables have four edges. 

17. My dictionary has 350 pages. 

18. I like apples, bananas, strawberries, 

and peaches. 

19. There are three colleges in this city. 

20. My apartment has cockroaches in the kitchen. 



4-5 NOUNS: IRREGULAR PLURAL FORMS 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

(a)  child chiZdren 

(b) foot feet 
( c )  man men 
(d) mouse mice 
( e ) tooth teeth 
( f )  woman women 

( 9 )  fish Fph 

(h) (none)' PWJh 

Mr. Smith has one child. Mr. Cook has two children. 
I have a rightfoot and a left foot. I have two feet. 
I see a man on the street. I see two maz on the street. 
My cat sees a mouse. Cats like to catch mice. 
My tooth hurts. My teeth are white. 
There's one woman in ow class. There are ten w m  in your class. 

Bob has an aquarium. He has onefish. 
Sue has an aquarium. She has sevenfish. 

There are fifteen@eoplo in this mom. 
(Notice: people does not have a final -8.) 

*People is always plural. It has no singular form 

EIWClSE 1 1-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Use two and the plural form of the NOUN 

Example: one child 
Response: two children 

1. one child 7. one fish 13. one sentence 19, one girl 
2. one woman 8. one page 14. oneman 20. one exercise 
3. one tooth 9. one place 15. one orange 2 1 .  one tooth 
4. one foot 10. one banana 16. one foot 22. one woman 
5. oneman 1 1. one child 17. one knife 23. one boy and 
6. one mouse 12. one desk 18. one sex one woman 

EXERCISE 12: T h e  object of the game on the following page is to fill in each list with NOUNS. 

Write one noun that begins with each letter of the alphabet if possible. T h e  nouns 
must belong to the category of the list. When you f i s h  one kt, count the number of 
nouns in your list. That  is your score. 



List 1 
Things in nam . .--* 

List 2 
Things you eat 

and drink 

List 3 
Animals and 

List 4 
Things for 

sale at (nume ofa 
local store) 

insects 

A air 

B b u S h e S  

E earth 
F fish 

Score: 13 Score: Score: Score: 



UNS: COUNT AND NONCOUh I 

COUNT 
NOUN 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

a book books 
one book two books 

soma books 
a lot of books 
maw books 
a few books 

A COUNT NOUN 

one + noun 

NONCOUNT m 0 ~ y  A NONCOUNT NOUN 

NOUN some money 
a lot sfmoney (none) 
much money Do not use a. A noncount noun does 
a little money 

COMMON NONCOUNT NOWS 
advlce mail bread P W r  
furniture money cheese rice 
help music wffe salt 
homework P e w  . fwd soup 
informarion tWFc h i t  sugar 
jewelv weather meat tea ' a  luck work milk warn 

EXERCISE 13: Look at the italicized words. Underline the noun. Is the noun c o w  
or NONCOUNT? 

I.@ NONCOUNT He sits on a chpr. 

2. COUNT He sits on-furnikure. 

3. COUNT 

4. COUNT 

5 .  COUNT 

6. COUNT 

7. COUNT 

8. COUNT 

9. COUNT 

10. COUNT 

11. COUNT 

NONCOUNT She has a win. 

NONCOUNT She has some money. 

NONCOUNT She has some letters. 

NONCOUNT She has some mail. 

NONCOUNT The street is full of @a&. 

NONCOUNT There are a lot of cars in the street. 

NONCOUNT I know a fact about bees. 

NONCoUNT I have some information about bees. 

NONCOUNT The teacher gives us homework. 



12. COUNT 

13. COUNT 

14. COUNT 

15. COUNT 

16. COUNT 

17. COUNT 

18. COUNT 

19. COUNT 

20. COUNT 

- 21.coUNT 

22. COUNT 

NONCOUNT 

NONCOUNT 

NONCOUNT 

NONCOUNT 

NONCOUNT 

NONCOUNT 

NONCOUNT 

NONCOUNT 

NONCOUNT 

NONCOUNT 

NONCOUNT 
\ 

We have an assignment. 

I like music. 

Would you like some coffee? 

Our school has a library. 

People want peace in the world. 

I need some advice. 

Tom has a good job. 

He likes his work. 
' ,- 7 .  

Would you like some water with your food? 

Maria wears a lot ofjewelry 

She wears earrings, rings, n e c k h s ,  and bracelets. 

EXERCISE 14-ORAL: Most nouns are COUNT NOUNS. Complete the following by naming 
things you see in the classroom. 

1. Iseea . I see a 

I see a and a 

2. Iseetwo 

3. I see three I four / five / six I etc. 

4. I see some 

5. I see a lot of 

6. I seemany 



USING AN vs. , 

-- 

(a) A dog is an animal. A and an are used in front of singular count nouns. 
In (a): dog and animal are singular count nouns. 

Use an in front of words that begin with the vowels a, e, i, 
(b) I work in an o m .  and o: an apartment, an elephant, an idea, an ocean. 

In (c): Notice that an is used because the adjective (014 
(c) hk. Lee is an old man. begins with a vowel and comes in front of a sin- count 

noun (man). 

(d) I have an uncle. Use an if a word that begins with "u" has a vowel sound: 
COMPARE: an uncle, an ugly picture. 

(e) He works at a uniwersity. Use a if a word that begins with "u" has a lyul sound: a 
university, a usual event. 

(f) I need an hour to f ~ s h  my work. In some words that begin with the "h" is not 
pronounced. Instead, the word begins with a vowel sound 

COMPARE: and an is used: an hour, an honor. 

(g) I live in a house. He lives in a hotel. In most words that begin with "h," the "hh"is pronounced. 
Use a if the "h" is pronounced. 

EXERCISE 15: Complete the sentences. Use a or an. 

1. Bob is eating apple. 

2. Tom is eating banana. 

3. Alice works in office. 

4. I have idea. 

5. I have good idea. 

6. Sue is talking to man. 

7. Sue is talking to 
. ." 

old man. 
. t + .  < : ; - , j : :>. .T t ; . ' ,  

8. I need to see doctor. 

9. Cuba is island. 

10. Mary is reading article in the newspaper. 

11. Billis uncle. He has niece and two nephews. 

12. hour has sixty minutes. 

13. horse has hooves. 
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.+',".' ., 14. Miss Anderson has job. 
-,s-, . . * , + ~  . 

1 :" :%' 15. She has unusual job. 

16. university is educational institution. 

EXERCISE 16: Complete the sentences. Use a or an. 

1. Carolis nurse. 
.. , -  

, s , , ,  

2. Ilivein apartment building. 

$ :!;ll.,< !, 
3. I live in noisy apamnent building. 

4. Jake has honest face. 
..J 

5. Does Mark own horse? 

6. A fly is insect. 

7. Sonya's English class lasts hour. 

, :L.,!-.. ,!. 8. Ihad interesting experience. I, . . .  I! ,  . 

9. My father has office downtown. It's insurance office. 

10. Gary and Joel are having argument in the cafeteria. It is 
unpleasant situation. 

11. Areyou responsible person? 

12. angry woman is complaining to the store's manager. 
:I ' 

13. healthy person gets regular exercise. 
'j . '  

14. Janet is honorable person. 

15. My uncle Jake has never said unkind word. He is very special 
man. ( 4 - 1 .  ~ 

4-8 USING A/AN vS. SOME 

(a )  I have a pen. A/An is used in front of singular count nouns. 
In (a): the word pen is a singular count noun. I 

*Reminder: Noncount nouns do not have s plural form. Noncount nouna arc grpmmaticdly singular. 
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(b) I have some pens. ; - 

7 

(c)  I have some rice. 

Some is used in front of plural count nouns. 
In @): the word pens is a plural count noun. 

S o w  is used in front of noncount nouns.* 
In (c): the word rice is a noncount noun. 



EXERCISE 1 7: Use a/an or aoms with the COUNT NOUNS in the following sentences. Are the 
nouns singular or plural? 

1. Bob has 0 book on his desk. + book = a singular count noun 

2.  Bob has Some books on his desk. + books = a plural count noun 

3. I see desk in this room. 

4. I see desks in this room. 

5. Are students standing in the front of the room? 

6. Is student standing in the middle of the room? 

7. I'm hungry. I would like apple. 

8. The children are hungry. They would like apples. 

9. children are playing in the street. 

10. child is playing in the street. 

1 1. We are doing exercise in class. I 

12. We are doing exercises in class. 

.*I, 

EXERCISE 18: Use a, an, or some with the nouns in the following sentences. Are they 
singular count nouns or noncount nouns? 

1. I need Some money. -' money = a noncount noun 

2. I need 0 ' dollar. + dollar = a singular count noun 

3. Alice has mail in her mailbox. 

I .  

4. Alice has letter in her mailbox. 

5. I'm hungry. I would like fruit. 

6. I would like apple. 

7. Jane is hungry. She would like food. 

8. She wouldlike sandwich. , 
9. I'm thirsty. I'd like , ,  water. 

10. I'dlike glass of water. I ,C 

milk. 1 1. Ann would like 

12. I need sugar for my coffee. Please hand me the sugar. Thanks. 
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13. I wantto make sandwich. 

14. I need bread and cheese. 

15. I'd like to have soup with my sandwich. 

EXERCISE 19: Use alan or s o m .  

1. Sonya is wearing Some silver jewelry. She's wearing 

Q necklace and Some earrings. 

2. We have table, sofa, and 

chairs in our living room. 

3. We have furniture in our living room. 

4. Sue has a CD player. She is listening to music. 

5. I'm busy. I have homework to do. 

6 .  Jane is very busy. She has work to do. 

7. Jane has job. She is teacher. 

8. I'm hungry. I would like orange. 

9. The children are hungry. They would like oranges. They 

would like fruit. 

10. I need information about the bus schedule. 

1 1. I'm confused. I need advice. 

12. I'm looking out the window. I see cars, 

bus, and trucks on the street. I see traffic. 

13. Bob is having beans, meat, and 

bowl of soup for dinner. 

EXERCISE 20: Use the word in italics to complete the sentence. Add -s to a COUNT NOUN 

(or give the irregular plural form). Do not add -s to a NONCOUNT NOUN. 

1. money I need some MOneV . 

2. desk I see some desks in this room. 

3. man 8 ,,, ,, , Some men are working in the street. 



4 .  music 

5. flower 

6 .  information 

7 .  jewe1ry 

8. furniture 

9. chair 

10. child 

11. homework 

12. adwice 

13. suggestion 

14. help 

15 tea 

16. food 

17. sandwich 

18. animal 

19. banana 

I want to listen to some 

Don wants to buy some for his girlfriend. 

I need some 

Fred wants to buy some 

We need to buy some 

We need to buy some 

Some are playing in the park. 

I can't go to the movie because I have some to do. 

Could you please give me some ? 

I have some for you. 

I need some with my homework. 

I'm thirsty. I would like some 

I'm hungry. I would like some 

We're hungry. We want to make some 

I see some in the picture. 

The monkeys are hungry. They would like some 



20, fruit I'm hungry. I would like some 

21. weather We're having some hot right now. 

22, picture I have some of my family in my wallet. 

23. ria, bean I usually have some and 

for dinner. 

EXERCISE 2 1 : Change the italicized noun to its PLURAL FORM if possible, changing a to 
aome. Make other changes in the sentence as necessary. 

1. Thae  is a chair in this room. PLURAL FORM + There are some chairs in this mom. 

There is some furniture in this room. PLURAL FORM + (none) 

I have a coin in my pocket. 

I have some monqy in my wallet. 

There is some mail in my mailbox. 

There is a letter in my mailbox. 

There's a lot o fm& on Main Street. 

There's a car on Main Street. 

. , 

Our teacher assigns a lot of homewrk. 
; sx.4; , > L ~ ,  :;*' 

, A >  ' . -\-,: ,. \ 
I like rock music. -' . . . +?tr , . ::, . ) I  +..I II '. 

4) , '. ' ,  , .  . 
i ' ~ ~  " 

Hong Kong has hot weather. &, ' ' 
4:: !. 

I need some information and some advice from you. 

$4 3 ' 

I hope you do well on your exam. Good luck, 
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EXERCISE 22-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Use a, an, or some with the given word. 

Example: book Example: books Example: money 
Rarpanse: a book Response: some books Response: some money 

1. desk 14. apple 27. window 40. bread 
2. desks 15. man 28. horse 41. office 
3. animal 16, oldman 29. hour 42. food 
4. animals 17. men 30. dishes 43. table 
5. chair 18. bananas 31. women 44. cheese 
6. chairs 19. banana 32. oranges 45. matches 
7. furniture 20. fruit 33. orange 46. adjective 
8. child 21. island 34. place 47. advice 
9. children 22. jewelry 35. places 48. house 
10. music 23. university 36. water 49. people 
1 1. homework 24. uncle 37. mail 50. potatoes 
12. flower 25. rice 38. letter 51. potato 
13. information 26, boys 39. letters 52. sugar 

\ EXERCISE 23: Make the nouns PLURAL where necessary..; .. , & ,ds. p:J. iu, .  . .: *' * 
\ 

..$ .s 

1. Toronto and Bangkok are big -e+ + cities 

2. I need some information. + (no change) 

3. Horse are large animals. 

4. I like to listen to music when I study. 

5. I have two small child. 

6. I like to tell them story. 

7. There are sixty minute in an hour. 

8. Korea and Japan are counay in Asia. 

/--- 
9. Children like to play with toy. 

"-.. 

1 n. Our teacher gives us a lot of homework 

1 1. My bookcase has three shelf. 
- 7 

12. There are five woman and seven man in this class. 

13. Bangkok has a lot of hot weather. 
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14. Are you hungry? Could I get you some food? 

15. Taiwan and Cuba are island. 

16. I drink eight glass of water every day. 

17. Tomato are red when they are ripe. 

18. There is a lot of traffic at five o'clock. 

19. Before dinner, I put dish, spoon, fork, knife, and napkin on the table. 

20. I have many friend. I don't have many enemy. 

( a )  I'd like s o m e  water. Units of measure are used with noncount nouns to express a 
(b) I'd l i e  a g l a s s  o f  water. specific quantity, for example: a glass of, a cup of, a piece of. 

( c )  I'd like a c u p  o f  coffee. In (a): some water = an unspecific quantity. 

(d) I'd like a piece offiuit .  In @): a glass of water = a specific quantity. 

COMMON EXPRESSIONS OF MEASURE 

a bag of rice a bunch of b a n a m  a jar of pickles 
a bar of soap a can of corn* a loaf of bread 
a bottle of beer a carton of milk a piece of cheese 
a bowl of cereal a glass of water a sheet of paper 
a box of candy a head of lettuce a tube of toothpaste 

*In British English: a tin of corn. 

baa 

can 

bar bottle box 

carton jar tube bunch 



EXERCISE 24: Complete the following. Use a piece of, a cup of, a glass of, or a bowl of. 

You are hungry and thirsty. What would you like? 

I .  a cup of / a _alass of tea 

2. bread 

3. water 

4. coffee 

5 .  cheese 

6. soup 

7. meat 

8. wine 

9. fruit 

10. rice 

EXERCISE 25: Complete the sentences with NOUNS. 

1.  ~t the store, I bought a carton of orange juice / milk / etc. 

2. I also bought a tube of and two bars of 

3. I got a can of and a jar of 

4. I also got a loaf of and, a box of 

5. I wanted to get a head of , but none of it looked fresh. 

6. I got a couple of bottles of and a jar of 

EXERCISE 26-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Use I would like. Use alan or some. 

Example: coffee 
Response: I would like some coffee. OR: I would like a cup of coffee. 

Example: new pen . / ;  i l  ,.1 

Response: I'd like a new pen. 

1.  coffee 
2. money 
3. dollar 
4. paper 
5. new book 
6. new books 
7. fruit 
8. banana 

9. apple 
10. oranges 
1 1 .  water 
12. new pencil 
13. information 
14. help 
15. advice 
16. food 

17. sandwich 
18. meat 
19. roast beef 
20. soup 
21. salt 
22. sugar 
23. fish 
24. new car 

25. new shirtblouse 
26. new shoes 
27. tea 
28. cheese 
29. rice 
30. bread 
31. chicken 
32. new furniture 
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EXERCISE 27-ORAL: Change a lot of to many or much in the following sentences. Use 
many with COUNT NOUNS. Use much with NONCOUNT NOUNS.* (See Chart 4-6.) 

. 8 I '  I 

1. I don't have a lot of money. + I don't haw much money. 

2. Tom has a lot of problems. 

3. I want to visit a lot of cities in the United States and Canada. 

4. I don't put a lot of sugar in my coffee. 

5. I have a lot of questions to ask you. 

6. Sue and John have a small apartment. They don't have a lot of furniture. 

7. You can see a lot of people at the zoo on Sunday. 

8. Dick doesn't get a lot of mail because he doesn't write a lot of letters. 

9. Chicago has a lot of skyscrapers. Monueal has a lot of tall buildings too. 

10. Mary is lazy. She doesn't do a lot of work. 

11. I don't drink a lot of coffee. 
. , j  .:;., 8 . ;  .!, 

12. Don is a friendly person. He has a lot of friends. 
; l i . .  . ,. , , 

13. Do you usually buy a lot of fruit at the market? , .? . , '  

14. Does Don drink a lot of coffee? 

. --. 15. Do you write a lot of letters? 

EXERCISE 28: Complete the questions with many or much. 

1. How much money do you have in your wallet? 

2. How mQn,V roommates do you have? 

3. How languages do you speak? 

4. How homework does your teacher usually assign? 

5. How tea do you drink in a day? , ( ,  \ 
, . 

~, ,..I , 
6. How sugar do you put in your tea? 

, ; , , . , , ' : 7  

r.x 7. How sentences are there in this exercise? , ;, t I 

I .  
8. How water is there in an Olympic-size swimming pool? 

*Much is usually used only in negative sentences and in questions. Much is rarely used in statements. 



W EXERCISE 29-ORAL: Ask questions with how many or how much and are there or 
fs thew. 

Example: students in this room 
Question: How many students are there in this room? 

Exampb: coffee in that pot 
Questim: How much coffee is there in that pot? 

1. restaurants in this city 
2. desks in this room 
3. furniture in this room 
4. letters in your mailbox today 
5. mail in your mailbox today 
6. cheese in the refrigerator 
7. bridges in this city 
8. traffic on the street right now 
9, cars on the street 

10, people in this room 

W EXERCISE 30: Change some to a&w or a little. Use afsw with c o w  NOUNS. Use a 
littCe with N O N C O w  NOUNS. (See Chart 4-6.) 

1. I need some paper. + I need a little paper. 

2. I usually add some salt to my food. 

3. I have some questions to ask you. 

4. Bob needs some help. He has some problems. He needs some advice. 

5. I need to buy some clothes. 
, , 

6. I have some homework to do tonight. 

7. I usually get some mail every day. 

8. 1 usually get some letters every day. 

9. When I'm hungry in the evening, I usually eat some cheese. - 1 
% , I .  . 

10. We usually do some oral exercises in class every day. 



EXERCISE 31: Use these words in the sentences. If necessary, use the plural form. Use each 
word only once. 

bush foot information page 
child fiuit knife paper 
&J furniture (/ match piece 
country help m o w  sex 
edge homework monkey traffzc 

1. 1 want to light a candle. I need some matches 

2. I have a lot of in my wallet. I'm rich. 

3. There are two : male and female. 

4. I would like to visit many in the United States. I'd like to 
visit Chicago, Los Angeles, Dallas, Miami, and some others. 

5. There are some , forks, and spoons on the table. 

6 .  I want to take the bus downtown, but I don't know the bus schedule. I need some 

about the bus schedule. . . \  

7. I want to write a letter. I have a pen, but I need some 

8. There are three in North America: Canada, the 
United States, and Mexico. 

9. There are a lot of trees and in the park. 

10. Bob is studying. He has a lot of to do. 

1 1. I like to go to the zoo. I like to watch animals. I like to watch elephants, tigers, and 

12. There is a lot of on the street during rush hour. 

13. My dictionary has 437 

14. This puzzle has 200 



Barbara has four suitcases. She can't carry all of them. She , 

needs some 4 
/ 

Susie and Bobby are seven years old. They aren't adults. 

They're 

A piece of paper has four 

We need a new bed, a new sofa, and some new chairs. 

We need some new 

People wear shoes on their 

20. I like apples, oranges, and bananas. I eat a lot of 

EXERCISE 32: Use these words in the sentences. Use the plural form if necessary. 

advice i?hs potato tmy 
centimeter horse sentence valley 
dish inch size weather 
fish leaf stmwberry woman 
foot man thief work 

. . fall from the trees in autumn. 

2. Sometimes I have a steak, a salad, and French-fried 
for dinner. 

3. When the temperature is around 3 5 ' ~  ( 7 7 O J 3 ,  I'm comfortable. But I don't like 

very hot 

4. Cowboys ride 

5. Plates and bowls are called 

6. Married are called wives. 

7. steal things: money, jewelry, cars, etc. 

8. are small, red, sweet, and delicious. 

9. People carry their food on at a cafeteria. 

10. I'm not busy today. I don't have much to do. 

11. Sweaters in a store often have four : small, medium, 
large, and extra large. 
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12. 1 have a problem. I need your help. I need some from you. 

13. Some have mustaches. 

,l4. Mountains are high, and are low. 
v 

15. Annhas five 
I .  

in her aquarium. 

,"1 
n; - 716. In some countries, people use cups for their tea. In other countries, they usually use 

for their tea. 

17. There are 100 in a meter. 

18. There are 12 in a foot.* 
.. - 

19. There are 3 in a yard.* .,: 

20. There are twenty-five in this exercise. ,. . - , . . A  

4-10 USING THE 

(a )  A: Whm's David? 
B: He's in the kitchen. 

(b) A: I have two pieces of fruit for us, 
an apple and a banana. Which do 
you want? 

B: I'd like the apple, thank you. 

(c)  A: It's a nice summer day today. 
The sky is blue. l k  sun is hot. 

B: Yes, I really like summer. 

(d) Mike has a pen and a pencil, 
The pen is blue. 
The pendl is yellow. 

( e)  Mike has soma pens and p d .  
The pens are blue. 
The pencils are yellow. 

( f ) Mike has 80?m rice and some cheese. 
The rics is white. 
The cheese is yellow. 

A speaker uses tho when the speaker and the listener 
have the same thing or person in mind. The shows that 
a noun is specific. 
In (a): Both A and B have the same kitchen in mind. 
In (b): When B says "the apple," both A and B have the 
same apple in mind. 

In (c): Both A and B are thinking of the same sky (there 
is only one sky for them to think of) and the same sun 
(there is only one sun for them to think of). 

The is used with: 
singular count nouns, as in (d). 
plural count nouns, as in (e). 
noncount nouns, as in (f). 

In other words, the is used with each of the three kinds of 
nouns. 

Notice in the examples: the speaker is using the for the 
second mention of a noun. When the speaker mentions 
a noun for a second time, both the speaker and listener 
are now thinking about the same thing. 

First mention: I have a pen. 
Second mention: The pen is blue. 

*1 inch = 2.54 centimetern. 1 foot = 30.49 ccntimcters. 1 yard = 0.91 mems. 



H EXERCISE 33: Complete the sentences with rhs or alan. 

1. I have Q notebook and grammar book. note- 

book is brown. grammar book is red. 

2. Right now Pablo is sitting in class. He's sitting between woman and 

man. woman is Graciela. man is Mustafa. 

3. Susan is wearing ring and necklace. ring is 
. on her left hand. 

4. Tony and Sara are waiting for their plane to depart. Tony is reading 

magazine. Sara is reading newspaper. When Sara finishes 

newspaper and Tony finishes magazine, they will trade. 

5. In the picture below, there are four figures: circle, triangle, 

square, and rectangle. circle is next to 

triangle. square is between triangle and 

rectangle. 

circle triangle square rectangle 

6. Linda and Anne live in apartment in old building. They 

like apartment because it is big. building is very old. It 

was built more than one hundred years ago. 

7. I gave my friend card and flower for her birthday. 

card wished her "Happy Birthday." She liked both card 

and flower. 

8. We stayed at hotel in New York. hotel was very expensive. 
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EXERCISE 34: Complete the sentences with the or a/an. 

(1) A: Look at the picture on this page of your grammar book. What do you see? 

(2) B: I see chair, desk, window, 
plant. 

(3) A: Where is chair? 

(4) B: chair is under window. 

(5) A: Where is plant? 

(6) B: plant is beside chair. 

(7) A: Do you see any people? 

(8) B: Yes. I see man and woman. man is 

standing. woman is simng down. 

(9) A: Do you see any animals? 

(10) B: Yes. I see dog, cat, and bird in 
cage. 

(11) A: What is dog doing? 

(12) B: It's sleeping. 

(1 3) A: How about cat? 

(14) B: cat is watching bird. 



EXERCISE 35: Complete the sentences with the or alan. 

1. A: I need to go shopping. I need to buy coat. 

B: I'll go with you. I need to get umbrella. 

2. A: Hi! Come in! 

B: Hi! weather is terrible today! It's cold and wet outside. 
A: Well, it's warm in here. 
B: What should I do with my coat and umbrella? 

A: You can put coat in that closet. I'll take umbrella and 

put it in kitchen where it can dry. 

3. My cousin Jane has good job. She works in office. She 

uses computer. 

4. A: How much longer do you need to use 
B: Why? 

- computer? 

A: I need to use it too. 
B: Just five more minutes, then you can have it. 

5. A: I need stamp for this letter. Do you have one? 
B: Yes. Here. 
A: Thanks. 

6 .  A: Would you like egg for breakfast? 

B: No thanks. I'll just have glass of juice and some toast. 

7. A: Do you see my pen? I can't find it. 

B: There it is. It's on floor. 
A: Oh. I see it. Thanks. 

8. A: Be sure to look at moon tonight. 
B: Why? 

A: moon is full now, and it's beautiful. 

9. A: Can I call you tonight? 

B: No. I don't have telephone in my aparment yet. I just moved in 
yesterday. 

10. A: Could you answer telephone? Thanks. 
B: Hello? 
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1 4-1 1 USING 0 (NO ARTICLE) TO MAKE GENERALIZATIONS 

(a) 0 Apples are good for you. 
(b) 0 Students use 0 pens and 0 pencils. 
( c )  I like to listen to 0 music. 
(d) 0 Rice is good for you. 

No article (symbolized by 0 )  is used to make 
generalizations with: 

plural count nouns, as in (a) and (b), and 
noncount nouns, as in (c) and (d). 

(e )  Tom and Ann ate some fruit. 
The apples were very good, but 
the bananas were too ripe. 

( f ) We went to a concert last night. The 
music was very good. 

COMPARE: In (a), the word apples is general. It refers to all 
apples, any apples. No article (0) is used. 
In (e), the word apples is specific, so the is used in front of 
it. It refers to the specific apples that Tom and Ann ate. 
COMPARE: In (c), music is general. In (f), the music is 
specific. 

EXERCISE 36: Complete the sentences with the or 0 (no article). 

1. 0 sugar is sweet. 

2. could you please pass me the sugar? 

3. Oranges are orange, and bananas are yellow. 

4. There was some fruit on the table. I didn't eat bananas because they 
were soft and brown. 

5. Everybody needs food to live. 

6. We ate at a good restaurant last night. food was excellent. 

7. salt tastes salty, and pepper tastes hot. 

8. Could you please pass me salt? Thanks. And could I have 

pepper too? 

9. coffee is brown. 

10. Steven made some coffee and some tea. coffee was very good. I 

didn't taste tea. 

11. Ilike fruit. I also like vegetables. 

12. There was some food on the table. The children ate fruit, but they 

didn't want vegetables. 

13. pages in this book are full of grammar exercises. 

14. books consist of pages. 



1-12 U S I N G  SOME AND ANY 

STATEMENT: (a)  Alics ;,as sow muney. 

NBGATNE: (b) Alice doesn't have any money. Use any in a negative sentence. 
-- - 

I QUtiSTMIN: I ( C )  Does Alice have any money? I Use either some or any in a question. 

I I (d) Does Alice have some money? I 
(e) I don't have any money. (noncount noun) Any is used with noncount nouns and plural 
( f )  I don't have any matches. (plural count noun) count nouns. 

EXERCISE 37: Use some or any to complete the sentences. 

1. Sue has Some money. 

2. 1 don't have QllV money. 

3. Do you have S O ~ ~ / Q ~ V  money? 

4. Do you need help? 

5. No, thank you. I don't need help. 

6. Ken needs help. 

7. Anita usually doesn't get mail. 

8. We don't have fruit in the apartment. We don't have 

apples, bananas, or 
oranges. 

9. The house is empty. There aren't people in the house. 

10. 1 need paper. Do you have paper? 

11. Heidi can't write a letter because she doesn't have paper. 

12. Steve is getting along fme. He doesn't have problems. 

13. I need to go to the grocery store. I need to buy food. Do you 

need to buy groceries? 

14. I'm not busy tonight. I don't have homework to do. 

15. I don't have money in my purse. 

16. There are beautiful flowers in my garden this year. 



W EXERCISE 38-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask a classmate a question about what he or she 
sees in this room. Use any in the question. 

Example: desks 
STUDENT A: DO YOU see any desks in this room? 
STUDENT B: Yes, I do. I see some desks / a lot of desks 1 twenty desks. 

Example: monkeys 
STUDENT A: DO YOU see any monkeys in this room? 
STUDENT B: NO, I don't. I don't see any monkeys. 

1. books 6. food 11. hats 16. red sweaters 
2. flowers 7. curtains 12. signs on the wall 17. dogs or cats 
3. dictionaries 8. paper 13. bicycles 18. bookshelves 
4. birds 9. bookbags 14. erasers 19. women 
5. furniture 10. children 15. pillows 20. light bulbs 

W EXERCISE 39: Use any or a. Use any with NONCOUNT NOUNS and PLURAL COUNT NOUNS. 

Use a with SINGULAR COUNT NOUNS. 

1. I don't have UnV money. 

2. I don't have Q pen. 

3. I don't have anV brothers or sisters. 

4. We don't need to buy new furniture. 

5. Mr. and Mrs. Kelly don't have children. 

6. I can't make coffee. There isn't coffee in the house. 

7. Ann doesn't want cup of coffee. 

8. I don't like this room because there aren't windows. ,,-I. 

9. Amanda is very unhappy because she doesn't have friends. 

10. I don't need help. I can f d s h  my homework by myself. 

1 1. I don't have comfortable chair in my dormitory room. 

12. I'm getting along fine. I don't have problems. 

13. Joe doesn't have car, so he has to take the bus to school. 

14. I don't have homework to do tonight. 

15. I don't need new clothes.* 

16. I don't need new suit. 

'Clothes is always plural. The word "clothes" does not have a singular form. 
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EXERCISE 40: Complete the sentences. Use something, someone, anything, 
or anyone.* 

1-13 INDEFINITE PRONOUNS: SOMETHING, SOMEONE, Li AIWHIN/. A A I V A A I C  

STATEMENT: (a) Mary bought something at the store. In a statement, use something or someone. 

1. I have somethinc in my pocket. 

2. Do you have in your pocket? 

3. Ken doesn't have in his pocket. 

4. I bought when I went shopping yesterday. 

5. Rosa didn't buy when she went shopping. 

6. Did you buy when you went shopping? 

7. My roommate is speaking to on the phone. 

8. Yuko didn't tell her secret. 

9. I talked to at the phone company about my bill. 

10. Did you talk to about your problem? 

1 1. Kim gave me for my birthday. 

12. Paul didn't give me for my birthday. 

13. Did ~ a u l ' ~ i v e  you for your birthday? 

14. My brother is sitting at his desk. He's writing a letter to 

15. The hall is empty. I don't see 

NEGATIVE: 

QUESTION: 

*Someone and somebody have the same meaning. Anyone and anybody have the same meaning. You may also 
wish to indude practice with somebody and anybody in this exercise. 
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(b) Jim talked to someone after class. 

(c) Mary didn't buy anything at the store. 
(d) Jim didn't talk to anyone after class. 

(e) Did Mary buy something at the store? 
Did Mary buy anything at the store? 

(f)  Did Jim talk to someone after class? 
Did Jim talk to anyone after class? 

In a negative sentence, use anything or 
anyone. 

In a question, use either somezhinglsomeone 
or anyzhinglanyone. 



16. A: Listen. Do you hear a noise? 

B: No, I don't. I don't hear 

17. A: Did you talk to Jim on the phone last night? 

B: No. I didn't talk to 

18. A: Where's your bicycle? 

B: stole it. 

19. A. Does have some change? I need to use the pay phone. 
B: Here. 
A: Thanks. I'll pay you back later. 

20. A: What did you do last weekend? 

B: I didn't do . I stayed home. 

4-14 INDEFINITE PRONOUNS: NOTHING AND NO ONE 

w c o m n :  I didn't say nothing. 
INCORRECT: Bob &dn't see no one at the #. 

[a)  I didn't say anytMng. 
(b) I said nothing. 

( c )  Bob didn't see anyone at the park. 
(d) Bob saw no one at the park. 

EXERCISE 41 : Complete the sentences by using anything, nothing, aqyone, or no one. 

1. Jim doesn't know about butterflies. 

2. Jim knows about butterflies. 

3. Jean didn't tell about her problem. 

4. Jean told about her problem. 

5. There's in my pocket. It's empty. 

6. There isn't in my pocket. 

(a) and @) have the same rr~cluring. 
Anything is used when the verb is negative. 
Nothing is used when rhe verb is affirmative.* 

(c) and (d) have the same meaning. 
Anyone is used when the verb is negative. 
N o  one is used when the verb is affmative.* 



7. Liz went to a shoe store, but she didn't buy 

8. Liz bought at the shoe store. 

9. I got in the mail today. My mailbox was empty. 

10. George sat quietly in the corner. He didn't speak to 

11. The office is closed from 12:OO to 1:OO. is there 
during the lunch hour. 

12. I know about nuclear physics. 

13. was at home last night. Both my roommate and 
I were out. 

14. Joan has a new apartment. She doesn't know in her 
apartment building yet. 

15. A: Do you know about Iowa? 

B: Iowa? I know about Iowa. 
A: It's an agricultural state that is located between the Mississippi and Missouri 

rivers. 

EXERCISE 42-REVIEW: Describe the grammatical smcture of the sentences as shown in item 1 

1. Mr. Cook is living in a hotel. 

2. Anita carries her books in her bookbag. 

I 

subject verb object preposition object of prep. 

a hotel 
subject verb objen preposition object of prep. 

in Mr. Cook is living (none) 



3. Snow falls. 

subject verb object preposition object of prep. 

4. Monkeys sleep in trees. 

subject verb object preposition object of prep. 

5. The teacher is writing words on the chalkboard. 

L 
subject verb object preposition object of prep. 

6. I l i e  apples. 

subject verb object preposition object of prep. 

EXERCISE 43-REVIEW: A complete sentence has a subject and a verb. An incomplete 
sentence is a group of words that does not have a subject and a verb. 

If the words are a complete sentence, change the first letter to a capital letter (a 
big letter) and add final punctuation (a period or a question mark). If the words are 
an incomplete sentence, write "lnc." to mean "lncornplete." 

1. monkeys like bananas + w o n k e y s  like bananas. 

2. in my garden + Inc. 

3. do you like sour apples Dkdyou  like sour apples? 

4. rain falls 

5. teaches English 

6. this class ends at two o'clock 

7. do the students go to class on Saturdays 

8. in the classroom 

9. my mother works in an office 

10. my father to foreign countries on business every month 



I 1. in Spain this month 

12. does your brother have a job 

13. does not work 

14. where do you work 

15. my brother lives in an apartment 

16. has a roommate 

17. the apartment has two bedrooms 

18. a small kitchen and a big living room 

19. on the third floor 

20. pays the rent on the fust day of every month 

H EXERCISE 44-REVIEW: Choose the correct completion. 

1. My sister and I live together. Our parents call A on the telephone often. 
A. us B. them C. we D. they 

2. Tom has a broken leg. I visit in the hospital every day. 
A. he B. him C. them D. it 

3. Sue and I are good friends. spend a lot of time together. 
A. They B. You C. We D. She 

4. Our children enjoy the zoo. We take to the zoo often. 
A. it B. they C. them D. him 

5. Mary drives an old car. She takes good care of 
A. her B. them C. it D. him 

6. Jack and don't know Mr. Bush. 
A. I B. me C. us D. them 

7. Ms. Gray is a lawyer in Chicago. Do you know ? 
A. them B, it C. him D. her 

8. Ahrned lives near Yoko and 
A. I B. me C. him D. her 

9. My sister and a friend are visiting me. are visiting here for two days. 
A. She B. They C. We D. Them 

10. Do have the correct time? 
A. you B. them C. him D. her 



EXERCISE 45- REVIEW: Correct the errors in the following. 

1. Omar a car has. -+ Omar has a car. 

2. Our teacher gives tests diffcult. 

3. I need an advice from you. 

4. Alex helps Mike and I. 

5. I like rock musics. I listen to them every day. 

6. Babys cry. 

7. Mike and Tom in an apartment live. 

8. There are seven woman in this class. 

9. I don't like hot weathers. 

10. I usually have a egg for breakfast. 

1 1. There are nineteen peoples in my class. 

12. Sun rises every morning. 

13. Olga and Ivan has three childrens. 

14. The students in this class do a lot of homeworks every day. 

15. How many language do you how?  

16. I don't have many money. 

17. There is twenty classroom in this building. 

18. I don't h o w  nothing about ancient history. 

,. . . 



4 EXERCISE 46-REVIEW: In pairs, pretend that tomorrow you are moving into a new 
apartment together. What do you need? Ask each other questions. Discuss your needs. 

In writing, list the things you need and indicate quantity (teuo, some, a lot of; a 
little, etc.). List twenty to thirty things. Be sure to write down the quantity. You are 
completing this sentence: ''w need. . . ." 
Example: We need . . . 

1. a sofa. 
2. two beds. 
3. a can opener. 
4. some spaghetti. 
5. a little fruit. 
6. some bookcases. etc. 

4 EXERCISE 47-REVIEW: Make a list of everything in the picture by completing the sentence 
"Isee . . . ." Try to use numbers (e.g., three spoons) or other units of measure (e.g., 
a baw of candy). Use a for singular count nouns (e.g., afly). 

Example: I see three spoons, a box of candy, a fly, etc. . 

EXERCISE 48-REVIEW: In pairs, ask and answer questions about the things and people in 
the picture on the following page. 

Example: 
STUDENT A: HOW many boys are there in the picture? 
STUDENT B: There are three boys in the picture. 
STUDENT A: Are there any flowers? 
STUDENT B: No, there aren't any flowers in the picture. 
STUDENT A: Are you sure? 
STUDENT B: Well, hmmm. I don't see any flowers. 
STUDENTA: Oh? 





-- 

SIMPLE PAST TENSE OF BE 

Singular Plural 
Iwas we were 
you were (one person) you were (more than one person) 
she was they were 
he was 
it was 

PRESENT TUlE 

(a) I am in class today. 
( c )  Alice b at the library today. 
( e )  My friends are at home today. 

H EXERCISE 1-ORAL: Change the sentences to the past. 

PAST TIME 

(b) I was in class yesterday. 
(d) Alice was at the library yesterday. 
( f ) My friends were at home yes&rday. 

1. Bob is in class today. + He was in class yesterday too. 

2. I'm in class today. + I was in class yesterday too. 

3. Mary is at the library today. 7. The classroom is hot today. 

4. We're in class today. 

5. You're busy today. 

6. I'm happy today. 

8. Ann is in her office today. 

9. Tom is in his office today. 

10. Ann and Tom are in their offices today. 



EXERCISE 2-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): l l l k  about today and yesterday. 

Example: I'm in class. 
Response: I'm in class today. I was in class yesterday too. . , ., !' 

Examph: ( . . . ) is in class. I. . . * .  
'I ' 

Response: ( . . . ) is in class today. ShelHe was in class yesterday too. : . -  ?*' . ,:.;. ~ 

% J! 

i " 1. We're in class. .. . 6 .  ( . . . ) is absent. 
R 

.P. , , 2. I'm in class. 7. I'm tired. 
, a ,  
, .r . 3. ( . . . ) is in class 8. ( . . . ) and ( . . . ) are (in the front row) 

"" " 4. ( . . . ) and ( . . . ) are in class. .- a . ,  . "  
9. The door is open/closed. 

5. ( . . . ) ishere .  10. It's hotlcold. 

(a) I waa not in class yesterday. 
(b) I wcrsn't in class yesterday. 

( c )  They woro not at home last night. 
(d) They waven't at home last night. 

vpbws!. 

NEGATIM! C O ~ C T I O N S :  waa + not = waan't 
were + not = weren't I 

EXERCISE 3: Study the time expressions. Then complete the sentences. Use wcrwr't or 
weren't. Use a past time expression. 

PRESENT PAST 
today + yesterday 
this morning + yesterday morning 
this afternoon + yesterday afternoon 
tonight + last night 
this week + last week 

1. Ken is here today, but he wasn t here yesterw I 

2. I'm at home tonight, but I wasn't at home last night. 

3. Olga is busy today, but 

4. We're in class this morning, but 

, , 5. Tom is at the library tonight, but 

6. It's cold this week, but 

7. Alex and Rita are at work this afternoon, but 
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8. Mr. and Mrs. Jones are at home tonight, but 

9. You're in class today, but 

10. Dr. Ruckman is in her office this afternoon, but 

- -- - 

YES/NU LpYESTIONS 

( a )  Were YOU in class yesterday? -r Yes, I wan. ( I  was in class yesterday.) 
(be) + (subject) -r No, I wasn't. ( I  wasn't in class yesterday.) 

( b )  Was Carlos at home last night? -r Yen, he was. (He was at home last night.) 
(be) + (subject) -r No, he wasn't. (He wasn't at home last night.) 

INFORMATION QUBSTIONS SHORT ANSWER + (LONG ANSWER) 

( c )  Where were you yesterday? -r In class. ( I  was in class yesterday.) 
When + (be) + (subject) 

(d)  Where was Jennifer last night? -r At home. (She was at home last night.) 
Whae + (be) + (subject) 

EXERCISE 4: Make questions and give short answers. 

1. (you \ at home \ last night) - 
I \ ,  . , * I '  

A: Were ,you at h w e  last n u t ?  

2. (Mr. Yamamoro \ absent @om class \yesterday) 

B: Yes, 
' Y' 

3. (Alex and Sue \ at home \ last night) 
( ,a,, 1 ,  ' 1 111, . 

B: Yes, 

4. (you \ nervous \ the first day of class) 

B: No, 



5 .  (Ahmed \ at the library \ last night) 

A: 

B: Yes, 

6 .  (Mr. Shin \ in class (yesterday) 

B: No, 

A: Where 
B: At home. .. . 

7 .  (you and your wife \ in Canada \ last year) 
-c:*ri3 . 8 

' * , , 8  a " A: 

7: No, 

A: Where 
B: In Ireland. 

EXERCISE 5: Make questions and give short answers. 

1 .  (you \ in class \yesterday) 

A: Were you in class yesterday? 

B: Yes, / WQS. 

2. (Anita \ in class \ today) 
: i :  . ,  ?.,, 

Is Anita in class today A: ? 

B: NO, she rsn t. I She's absent. 

3. (you \ tired \ last night) 

A: 

B: Yes, . I went to bed early. 

4 .  (you \ hungry \ right now) 

A: 

B: No, , but I'm thirsty. 



5 .  (the weather \ hot in New York City \ last summer) 

A: 

B: Yes, . It was very hot. 

6 .  (the weather \ cold in Alaska \ in the winter) 

A: 

B: Yes, . It's very cold. 
( r  ".  

7. (Yoko and Mohammed \ here \ yesterday afernoon) 

A: 
' . , '  

B: Yes, 

8. (the students in this class \ intelligent) 

A: 

B: Of course ! They are very intelligent! 

9 .  (Mr. lbk \ absent \ today) 

A: 
.1 

B: Yes, 
, . .L 

A: Where 

B: 

10. (limy and Benito \ at the party \ last night) 

A: 

B: No, . . .  

- .  , .  . . .,, 
A: Where 

B: 

1 1 .  (Mr. and Mrs. Rice \ in town \ this week) 

A: 

B: No, . They're out of town. 

A: Oh? Where 



12. (Anna \ out of town \ last week) 

B: Yes, 

A: Where 

EXERCISE 6-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Pair up with a classmate and ask questions. If 
Student B answers yes, the exercise item is finished. If Student B answers no, 
Student A should follow with a whsre-question. 

Example: in class \ now 
STUDENT A: ( . . . ), are you in class now? (Student A's book is open.) 
STUDENT B: Yes, I am. (Student B's book is closed.) 

Example: at the library \ last night 
STUDENT A: ( . . . ), were you at the library last night? 
STUDENT B: NO, I wasn't. 
STUDENT A: Where were you? ' f  

STUDENT B: I was (at home /in my room / at a party, etc.) 
t ,~ 3 1  .d 

1. at home \ now 
2. at home \ yesterday morning 
3. at home \ last night 
4. in class \two days ago 
5. in (name of a place in this city) \ now 
6. in (mame of this city) \ last year 
7. (name ofyour teacher) \ in class \ yesterday 
8. (names of two classmates) \ here \ yesterday 

Change roles. Student B should now ask StudentA questions. 

9. in (name of this country) \ two weeks ago 
10. in (name of this country) \ two years ago 
1 1. in (name of a city) \ now 
12. at (name of a park in this city) \ yesterday afternoon 
13. at (name of a famous place in this city) \ this morning* 
14, at (name of a popular plnce where students like to go) \ last night 
15. (name of the teacher) \ at home \ last night 
16. (names of two students) \ (name of this building) \ yesterday aftemoon 

1 ,  

*Student B: If you are asking this question in the morning, use a present verb. If it is now afternoon or 
evening, use a past verb. 



I SIMPLB PRESEN 

SIMPLE PAST: 
( a )  I walk toschool wory day. 
(b) I waRed to school yesterday. 

wrb + -ed = the simple past tense 

( C )  Ann walks to school every day. 
( d )  Ann walked to school yeafmday. 

SIMPLE PRESEN 

SIMPLE PAST: 

i 1 +walked (verb + -ed) 
't 
we 
they 

EXERCISE 7: Complete the sentences. Use the words in the list; use the SIMPLE PRESENT or 
the SIMPLE PAS?. 

I. ~t often rain5 in the morning. ~t famed 
yesterday. 

2. I to school every morning. I to 
school yesterday morning. 

3. Sue often questions. She a 
question in class yesterday. 

4. I a movie on television last night. I usually 

T V  in the evening because I want to improve my English. 

5. Mike his own dinner yesterday evening. He 

his own dinner every evening. 

6. I usually home at night because I have to study. I 

home last night. 

7. I have a job at the library. I at the library every evening. I 

there yesterday evening. 

8. When I am asleep, I often . I 
about my family last night.*,. ,, 

*The past of d r a m  can be dreamed or dwamt. 
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9. Linda usually for the bus at a bus stop in front of her 

apartment building. She for the bus there yesterday 
morning. 

10. The teacher some words from the board a couple of 
minutes ago. He used his hand instead of an eraser. 

11. Our teacher is a warm, friendly person. She often when 
she is talking to us. 

12. Rick doesn't have a beard anymore. He five days ago. 

Now he every morning. 

5-5 PAST TIME WORDS: YESTERDAY, LAST, AND AGO 

NOTICE: 
In (a): yesterday is used with morning, afrernoon, and evening. 
In (b): last is used with night, with long periods of time (week, month, year), with seasons (spring, summer, 

etc.), and with days of the week. 
In (c): ago means "in the past." It follows specific lengths of time (e.g., two minutes + ago, five years + ago). 

YESTERDAY 

(a) Bob was here . . . 
yestorday. 
yesterday morning. 
yesterday afternoon. 
yesterday ewening. 

(b) Sue was here . . . 
Iast night. 
last week. 
Iast month. 
last year. 

last spring. 
last summar. 
last fall. 
last winter. 

last Monday. 
last Tuesday. 
last Wednesday. 
etc. 

AGO 

(c) Tom was here . . . 
five minutes ago. 
two hours ago. 
three days ago. 
a (one) week ago. 
six months ago. 
a (one) year ago. 



EXERCISE 8: Use yesterday or last. 

1. I dreamed about you /aSt night. 

2. I was downtown morning. 

3. Two students were absent Friday. 

4. Ann wasn't at home night. 

5. Ann wasn't at home evening. 

6. Carmen was out of town week. 

7. I visited my aunt and uncle fall. 

8. Roberto walked home afternoon. 

9. My sister amved in Miami Sunday. 

10. We watched TV night. 

1 1. Ali played with his children evening. 

12. Yoko arrived in Los Angeles summer. 

13. I visited my relatives in San Francisco month. 

14. My wife and I moved into a new house year. 

15. Mrs. Porter washed the kitchen floor morning. 

EXERCISE 9: Complete the sentences. Use ago in your completion. 

1. I'm in class now, but I was at home ten minutes a_ao/t wo hours a&70/et 

2. I'm in class today, but I was absent from class 

3. I'm in this country now, but I was in my country 

4. 1 was in (name of a city) 

5. I was in elementary school 

6. I arrived in this city 

7. There is a nice park in this city. I was at the park 

8. We finished EXERCISE 2 

9. 1 was home in bed 

10. It rained in this city 
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Mr. Wilson in his garden yesterday morning. 

Judy because she was sick. She had the flu. 

Don is a good cook. He some delicious food last night. 

Linda a question in class yesterday. 

I had a problem with my homework. The teacher me 
before class. 

GROUP B: Final -ed is pronounced Id/ after voiced sounds: 

1. rained 5. smiled 9. remembered 
2. signed 6. Wed lo. played 
3. shaved 7. sneezed 11. enjoyed 
4. arrived 8. closed 12. snowed 

13. It's winter. The ground is white because it yesterday. 

14. Anita in this city three weeks ago. She 

at the airport on September 3rd.* 

15. The girls and boys baseball after school yesterday. 

16. When Ali got a new credit card, he his name in ink on the 
back of the card. 

17. Rick used to have a beard, but now he doesn't. He this 
morning. I I ,  I .  

18. The students' test papers were very good. The teacher, Mr. Jackson, was very 

pleased. He when he returned the test papers. 

19. I the party last night. It was fun. I had a good time. 

20. The window was open. Mr. Chan it because it was cold 
outside. 

' , ! & < . < i  , ,~ 

2 1. The saeets were wet this morning because it last night. 

22. "Achoo!" When Judy , Ken said, "Bless you." Oscar said, 
"Gesundheit!" 

*Notice preposition usage after ambe: 
I arrive in a counny or in a city. 
I arrive at a particular place (a building, an airport, a house, an apamnmt, a party, ctc.) 

Adw is followed by either in or at. Am'w is not followed by to. 
I N C O ~ T :  She am'wd to the Umted States. 
INCORRECT: She arrived to the airpon. 
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23. I have my books with me. I didn't forget them today. i 

to bring them to class. 

24. Mrs. Lane was going crazy because there was a fly 
in the room. The fly was buzzing all around 

the room. Finally, she 
it with a rolled up newspaper. 

GROUP C: Final -ed is pronounced ladl after It/ and /dl: 

1. waited 5. invited 
2. wanted 6. needed 
3. counted 7. added 
4. visited I 8. folded 

9. The children some candy after dinner. 

10. Mr. Miller to stay in the hospital for two weeks after he had 
an operation. 

11. I the number of students in the room. 

12. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson us to come to their house last 
Sunday. 

13. Last Sunday we the Johnsons. 

14. I the letter before I put it in the envelope. 

15. Kim for the bus at the comer of 5th Avenue and Main 
Street. 

16. The boy the numbers on 
the chalkboard in arithmetic class yesterday. 

:, I 
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EXERCISE 11-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Practice pronouncing -ed. 

Example: walk to the front of the room 
STUDENT A: (Student A walks to the front of the room.) 
TEACHER: What did ( . . . ) do? 
STUDENT B: She/He walked to the front of the room, 
TEACHER: What did you do? 
STUDENT A: I walked to the front of the room. 

1. smile 
2. laugh 
3. cough 
4. sneeze 
5. shave (pantomime) 
6. erase the board 
7. sign your name 
8. open the door 
9. dose the door 

10. ask a question 

1 1. wash your hands (pantomime) 
12. touch the floor 
13. point at the door 
14. fold a piece of paper 
15. count your fmgers 
16. push (something in the mom) 
17. pull (something in the room) 
18. yawn 
19. pick up your pen 
20. add two and two on the board 

Rule 2: 

Rule 3: 

Rule 4: 

Rule 5: 

Rule 6: 

END OFVhRB + -EDFORM 

END OF VERB: A CONSONANT + -e + ADD -d 
smile smiled 
erase erased 

ON6 VOWEL + ONE CONSONANT* + DOUBLE THE CONSONANT, ADD -ed 
stop st@f=d 
rub rubbed 

TWO VO'WELS + ONE CONSONANT + ADD -ed; DO NOT DOUBLE THE CONSONANT 

rain rained 
need needed 

TWO CONSONANTS + ADD -ed; DO NOT DOUBLE THE CONSONANT 

count counted 
help helped 

CONSONANT + -y + CHANGE -y TO -i, ADD -ed 
studied 

C W  carried 

VOWEL + -y + ADD -ed; DO NOT CHANGE -y TO -i 
play played 

enjoy enjoyed 

*wcEmoNs: Do not double x (fix + -od =fixed). Do not double w (snow + -sd = s m e d ) .  
NOTE: For two-syllable verbs that end in a vowel and a consonant (e.g., visit, open), see Chart 5-8. 
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EXERCISE 12: Give the -ed and ing forms of these words.* 

-ED 

counted 1. count 

2. stop 

3. smile 

4, rain 

5. help 

6. dream 

7, clap 

8. erase 

9. rub 

10. yawn 

-1 1. study 

12, stay 

13. worry 

14. enjoy 

EXERCISE 13: Use the correct form of the words in the list to complete the sentences. 

carry 
clap 
cry 
enjoy 
jail 

l' finish 
learn 
rub 
smile 

1. I my homework at nine last nigf Lt. 

2. We some new vocabulary yesterday. 

3. I the soup before dinner last night. It was delicious. 

4. Linda for the bus at the comer yesterday. 

5. The bus at the comer. It was on time. 

*See Chart 5-8 for the spelling of -kg forms. 



6. We the play at the theater last night. It was very good. 

7. At the theater last night, the audience when the play 
was over. 

8. Ann her suitcases to the bus station yesterday. They 
weren't heavy. 

9. The baby her eyes because she was sleepy. 

10. I home and watched a sad movie on TV last night. I 

at the end of the movie. 

1 1. Mike his examination last week. His grade was "F." 

12. Jane at the children. She was happy to see them. 

EXERCISE 14: Write the correct spelling of the -ed form. Then write the correct pronuncia- 
tion of the -ed form: It/, /dl, or /ad/. 

1. wait 

2. spell 

3. kiss 

4. plan 

5. join 

6. hope 

7. drop 

8. add 

9. point 

10. pat 

11. shout 

12. reply 

13, play 

14. touch 

15. end 

-ED FORM 

wa~ted 

spelled 

kissed 

PRONUNCIATION 

wait + /ad/ 

spell + /d/ 

kiss + / t /  

plan + 
join + 
hope + 
drop + 
add + 
point + 
pat + 
shout + 
reply + 
play + 

touch + 
end + 
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You may not know the meanings of the following words. Figure out the spelling and 
pronunciation of the -ed forms even if you don't know the meanings of the words. 

16. mop 

17. droop 

18. cope 

19. rant 

20. date 

21, heat 

22. bat 

23. trick 

24. fool 

25. reward 

26. grab 

27. dance 

28. paste 

29. earn 

30. grin 

31. mend 

mop 

droop 

cope 

rant 

date 

heat 

bat 

trick 

fool 

reward + 
grab + 
dance + 
paste + 
earn + 

grin + 
mend + 

5-8 SPELLING OF -ED AND -1NG: TWO-SYLLABLE VERBS 

VERB SPEAKING STRESS Some verbs have two syuables. m (a): visit has 
(a ) visit VIS . it two syllables: vis + it. In the word miit, the 
(b) admit ad.MIT stress is on the fust syllable. In (b): the mess 

is on the second syllable in the word admit. 

VERB STRESS -ED FORM -m FORM For two-syllable verbs that end in a vowel and a 
(c )  visit VIS .it visited visiting consonant: 
(d) open 0 .pen opened opening The consonant is not doubled if the stress 

is on the fmt syllable, as in (c) and (d). 
(e )  admit ad. MIT admitted admitting The consonant is doubled if the stress is on 
( f )  occur oc. CUR occurred occur*inp the second syllable, as in (e) and (0. 
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EXERCISE 15: Write the -ed and -ing forms of the given VERBS. 

VERB 

1. answer 

2. prefer 

3. happen 

4. visit 

5. permit 

6. listen 

7. offer 

8. occur 

9. open 

10. enter 

11. refer 

12. begin 

STRESS 

AN swer* 

pre FER 

HAP. pen 

VIS . it 
per. MIT 

LIS ten** 

OF fer 

oc . CUR 
0. pen 

EN . ter 

re. FER 

be - GIN 

-ED FORM 

answered 

-ING FORM 

answering 

EXERCISE 16: Complete the sentences with the VERBS in the list. Use the -ed forms. Use 
each verb only one time. 

admit listen 
(/ answer permit 

h a w  visit 

1. The teacher answered a question for me in class. 

2. Yesterday I my aunt and uncle at their home. 

3. We to some music after dinner last night. 

4. It was okay for the children to have some candy after lunch. Mrs. King 

them to have a little candy. 

5. I the window because the room was hot. 

*The "w" is not pronounced in answer. 
**The "t" is not pronounced in listen. 

***The verb begin does not have an -ed form. Its past form is irregular: began. 
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6. A car accident at the corner of 5th Street and Main 
yesterday. 

7. A bicycle accident on Forest Avenue yesterday. 

8. My friend poured a glass of water and held it toward me. She asked me if I wanted it. 

She me a glass of water. 

9. A man unlocked the gate and the sports fans into the 
stadium. 

EXERCISE 17-ORAL/WRITTEN (BOOKS CLOSED): This is a spelling test. Give the -ed 
form of each word. 

1. stop 6. rain 11. carry 16. occur 
2. wait 7, permit 12. open 17. stay 
3. study 8. listen 13. fold 18. help 
4. smile 9 ,  rub 14. offer 19. drop 
5. enjoy 10. visit 15. happen 20. count 

EXERCISE 1%: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. Use the SIMPLE PRESENT, 
PRESENT  PROGRESS^, or SIMPLE PAST. Pay attention to spelling and pronunciation. 

1. I walked to school yesterday. 

2. I (sit) am sit tit79 in class right now. 

3. I usually (go) 00 to bed at eleven o'clock every night. 

4. Sally Bn'nish) her homework at ten o'clock last night. 
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5. I (study) at the library yesterday. 

6. I (study) English every day. 

7. I am in class right now. I (study) English. 

8. I need an umbrella because it (rain) right now. 

9. It (min) yesterday morning. 

10. My roommate (help) me with my homework last night. 

1 1. We can go outside now. The rain (stqpl a few 
minutes ago. 

12. The children are in the park. They (plug baseball. 

13. I (PW soccer last week. 

14. Yesterday morning I (brush) my teeth, (wash) 

my face, and (shave) 

15. Ann is in her living room right now. She (euatchJ 
television. 

16. Ann usually (watch) TV in the evening. 

17. She (watch) a good program on TV last night. 

18. We (do) an exercise in class right now. We (use) 

verb tenses in sentences. 

19. I (arriw) in this city a month ago. 

20. Matt (listen) to music every morning while he's 
getting ready to go to school. 

21. A: Where's Matt? 
B: He's in his room? 

A: What (do, he) ? 
. , 

B: He (listen) to music. . , " .' . - 
22. A: (you, listen) to the news every day? 

B: Yes. I (like) to know about events in the world. 

I usually (listen) to the news on TV before I go 

. .,. to sleep at night, but last night I (listen) to the 
news on the radio. 
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5-9 THE SIMPLE PAST: IRREGULAR VERB5 

Some verbs do not have -ed forms. The past form is irregular. 

PRESENT PAST 

come - came 
do - did 
eat - ate 
get -got  
go - went 

have - had 
w t  -put 
see - saw 
sit - sat 

sloep - slept 
stand - stqod 
&re -wrote 

(a)  I come to class every day. 
(b) I c a m  to class yesterday. 

( c )  I do my homework every day. 
(d) I did my homework yesterday. 

( e) AM eats breakfast every morning. 
( f ) Ann ate breakfast yesterday morning. 

EXERCISE 19-ORAL: Change the sentences to the past. 

1. Tom gets some mail every day. 
Tom got some mail yesterday. 

2. They go downtown every day. 
3. We have lunch every day. 
4. I see my friends every day. 
5. Hamid sits in the front row every day. 
6. I sleep for eight hours every night. 
7. The students stand in line at the cafeteria. 
8. I write a letter to my parents every week. 
9. Wai-Leng comes to class late every day. 

10. We do exercises in class every day. 
11. I eat breakfast every morning. 
12. I get up at seven every day. 
13. Robert puts his books in his briefcase every day. 

W EXERCISE 20-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Change the sentences to the past. 

Example: I come to class every day. 
Response: I came to class yesterday. 

1. I eat lunch every day. 
2. I see you every day. 
3. I sit in class every day. 
4. I write a letter every day. 
5. I do my homework every day. 
6. I have breakfast every day. 

7. 1 go downtown every day. 
8. 1 get up at eight every day. 
9. I stand at the bus stop every day. 

10. I sleep for eight hours every night. 
11. I come to school every day. 
12. I put my pen in my pocket every day. 



EXERCISE 21 : Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. Use SWLE PRESENT, 
PRESENT PROGRESSIVE, or SWLE PAST. Pay attention to spelling and pronunciation. 

1. I (get) Q O t  up at eight o'clock yesterday morning. 

2 .  Mary (talk) to John on the phone last night. 

3. Mary (talk) to John on the phone right now. 

4. Mary (talk) to John on the phone every day. 

5. Jim and I (eat) lunch at the cafeteria two hours ago. 

6. We (eat) lunch at the cafeteria every day. 

7. I (go) to bed early last night. 

8. My roommate @udy) Spanish last year. 

9. Sue (write) a letter to her parents yesterday. 

10. Sue (write) a letter to her parents every week. 

11. Sue is in her room right now. She at her desk. 

12. Maria (do) her homework last night. 

13. Yesterday I (see) Furniko at the library. 

14. I (have) a dream last night. I (dream) 

about my friends. I (s led for eight hours. 

15. A strange thing (happen) to me yesterday. I couldn't 
remember my own telephone number. 

16. My wife (come) home around five every day. 

17. Yesterday she (come) home at 5:15. 

18. Our teacher (stand) in the middle of the room right now. 

19. Our teacher (stand) in the front of the room yesterday. 

20. Tom (put) the butter in the refrigerator yesterday. 

21. He (put) the milk in the refrigerator every day. 

22. Pablo usually (sit) in the back of the room, but yesterday 

he (sit) in the front row. Today he (be) 

absent. He (be) absent two days ago too. 



5- 10 THE SIMPLE PAST: NEGATIV 

S b w n ~ C  + DID + NOT + MAIN VERB 

(a) I did not walk to school yesterday. 
(b) YOU did not walk to school yesterday. 

i 1 (c) Tom did not eat lunch yesterday. he + did not + main verb* 
(d) They did not come to class yesterday. it (simple form) 

we 
they 

(e) INCORRECT: I did not walked to school yesterday. Notice that the simple form of the 
(f) INCORRECT: Tom did not au lunch yesterday. main verb is used with did not. 

(g) I didn't walk to school yesterday. Negative conwaction: 
01) Tom didn't eat lunch yesterday. did + not = didn't 

* E X C ~ O N :  did is NOT uaed when the main verb is be. See Charts 5-2 and 5-3 
INCORRECT: Joe didn't be here yesterday. 

CORRECT: Joe warn't here yesterday. 

EXERCISE 22- ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Use "I don't. . . evsry day" and "I didn't. . . 
yesterdcry." 

Example: walk to school 
Response: I don't walk to school every day. I didn't walk to school yesterday. 

1. eat breakfast 
2. watch T V  
3. go shopping 
4. read the newspaper 

5 ,  study 9. do my homework 
6 ,  go to the library 10. shave 
7. visit my friends 
8. see ( . . . ) 

EXERCISE 23-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Practice present and past negatives. 
STLTDENT A: Use I don't and I didn't. Use an appropriate past time expression 

with didn't. 
STUDENT B: Report what Student A said. Use shelhe doesn't and then shelhe 

, 1 1 ,  didn't with an appropriate past time expression. 

Example: walk to school every morning 
STUDENT A: I don't walk to school every morning. I didn't walk to school yesterday 

morning. 
TEACHER: Tell me about (Student A). 
STUDENT B: Sheme doesn't walk to school every morning. She/He didn't walk to school 

. I yesterday morning. 

1. eat breakfast every morning 6. dream in English every night 
2. watch TV every night 7. visit my aunt and uncle every year 
3. talk to ( . . . ) every day 8. write to my parents every week 
4. play soccer every afternoon 9. read the newspaper every morning 
5 .  study grammar every evening 10. pay all of my bills every month 



EXERCISE 24: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. Use SIMPLE PRESENT, 
SIMPLE PAST, or PRESENT PROGRESSIVE. 

1. I (go, not) to a movie last night. I (stay) 

staved home. 

2. Mike (come, not) doesn't come to class every day. 

3. I (finish, not) my homework last night. I (go) 

to bed early, 

4. Jane (stand, not) up right now. She (sit) 

down. 

" I  . ' i ,  5. It (mdn, not) right now. The rain (stop) 

,... . 
a few minutes ago. 

6. The weather (be, not) cold today, but it fie) 
cold yesterday. ' ' , '  

7. Tina and I (go, not) shopping yesterday. We (go) 

' 7 . ; ,  . - 3  : . . 
8. I (go) to a movie last night, but I (enjqv, not) 

it. It (be, not) very good. 

9. I (write) a letter to my girlfriend yesterday, but I (write, not) 
( . _  I 

a letter to her last week. 

10. Sue (read) a magazine right now. She (watch, not) 

m. 
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1 1. My husband (come, not) home for dinner lasr 
night. 

12. The children (go) to bed a half an hour ago. They (sleep) 

now. 

13. We (be) late for the movie last night. The movie (start) 

at seven, but we (arrive, not) 
until seven-fifteen. 

14. Olga (ask) Hamid a question a few minutes ago, but he 

(answer, not) her question. 

15. Toshi is a busy student. He usually (eat, not) 

lunch because he (hate, not) enough time 
between classes. 

16. He (eat) lunch the day before yesterday, but he (eat, not) 

lunch yesterday. 

DID + SUEJBCI MAIN VEt SHORT ANSWER + (LONG ANSWER) 

(a)  Did Mary walk to school? + Yes, she did. (She walked to school.) 
+ No, she didn't. (She didn't walk to school.) 

(b) Did you come to class? + Yes, I did. (I came to class.) 
+ No, I didn't. (I didn't come to class.) 

EXERCISE 25: Make questions. Give short answers. 

I. A: Did ,mu walk downtown yesterday? 

B: Yes,. / did. (I walked downtown yesterday.) 

2. A: Did it rain last week? 

B: NO. it didn't. (It didn't rain last week.) 

B: (I ate lunch at the cafeteria.) 



4. A: 

B: (Mr. Kwan didn't go out of town last week.) 

5. A: 

B: (I had a cup of tea this morning.) 

6. A: 

B : (Benito and I went to a party last night.) 

7. A: 

B: (Olga studied English in high school.) 

8. A: 

B : (Yoko and Ali didn't do their homework last night.) 

9. A: 

B: (I saw Gina at dinner last night.) 

10. A: 

B : (I didn't dream in English last night.) 

EXERCISE 26: Complete the sentences with was, were, or did. 

1. I did not go to work yesterday. I WQS sick, so I stayed home 
from the office. 

2. Tom not in his office yesterday. He not go to work. 

3. A: Mr. Chan in his office yesterday? 
B: Yes. 

A: you see him about your problem? 

B: Yes. He answered all my questions. He very helpful. 

4. A: you at the meeting yesterday? 
B: What meeting? 

A: you forget about the meeting? 
B: I guess so. What meeting? 
A: The meeting with the president of the company about employee benefits. 

B: Oh. Now I remember. No, I not there. you? 
A: Yes. I can tell you all about it. 
B: Thanks. 
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5. A: Where you yesterday? 

B: I at the zoo. 

A: you enjoy it? 

B: Yes, but the weather very hot. I tried to stay out of the sun. Most 

of the animals in their houses or in the shade. The sun 

too hot for them, too. They not want to be 
outside in the hot sun. 

EXERCISE 27: Make questions. Give short answers. 

1. A: W e r ~  -ht ? 

B: No,. I wosn . 't (I wasn't at home last night.) 

A: Did to a movi~7 

B: Y P ~  / did. (I went to a movie.) 

2. A: 

B: (It isn't cold today.) 

3. A: 

B: (I come to class every day.) 

4. A: 

B : (Roberto was absent yesterday.) 

5 .  A: 

B: (Roberto stayed home yesterday.) 

6. A: 

B: (I don't watch television every day.) 

7. A: 

B : (Mohammed isn't in class today.) 

A: 

B: (He was here yesterday.) 

A: 

B: (He came to class the day before yesterday.) 

A: 

B: (He usually comes to class every day.) 



(I live in an aparnnent.) 

(I don't have a roommate.) 

(I don't want a roommate.) 

(I had a roommate last year.) It didn't work out. 

(He was dmcult to live with.) 
What did he do? 
He never picked up his dirty clothes. He never washed his dirty dishes. He was 
always late with his share of the rent. L ,  I. 

(I asked him to keep the aparnnent clean.) He always 
agreed, but he never did it. 

(I was glad when he left.) I like living alone. 

EXERCISE 28-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask a classmate a question about her/his 
activities this morning. 

Example: walk to school 
STUDENT A: Did YOU wak to school this morning? 

, STUDENT B: Yes, I did. OR: No, I didn't. 

, ( 1. get up at seven 7. smoke a cigarette 
2. eat breakfast 8. go shopping 
3. study English 9. have a cup of coffee 
4. walk to class 10. watch TV 
5 ,  talkto( ...) 11. l i s ten t~ therad io~  ,, 

6. see ( . . . ) 12. read a newspaper 



EXERCISE 29-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask questions about the present and the past. 

Example: walk to school 
STUDENT A: DO you walk to school every day? 
STUDENT B: Yes, I do. OR: No, I don't. 
STUDENT A: Did YOU walk to school this morning? 
STUDENT B: Yes, I did. OR: No, I didn't. 

1. go downtown 
2. dream in color 
3. talk to ( . . . ) on the phone 
4. come to (grammar) class 
5. sing in the shower 
6. eat at least two pieces of fresh fruit 
7. think about your family 
8. cook your own dinner 

9. wear (an article of clothingl 
10. laugh out loud at least two times 
1 1. speak (name of a language) 
12. go to (name of a place in this city) 
13. read at least one book 
14. go swimming 
15. go shopping 

EXERCISE 30-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Review of irregular verbs. Answer all the 
questions "yes." Give both a short answer and a long answer. 

Example: Did you come to class today? 
Response: Yes, I did. I came to class today. 

1. Did you eat dinner last night? 
2. Did ( . . . ) come to class today? 
3. Did you get a letter yesterday? 
4. Did ( . . . ) go shopping yesterday? 
5. Did ( . . . ) do hisher homework last night? 
6. Did you sleep well last night? 
7. Did you have a cup of coffee this morning? 
8. Did ( . . . ) go to a movie last night? 
9. Did ( . . . ) sit in that chair yesterday? 

10. Did you write a letter yesterday.? 
1 1. (EN a student to stand up.) Did ( . . . ) stand up? (EN himlher to sit down.) Did ( 

sit down? 
12. Did ( . . . ) put hisher books on hisher desk this (morning / afttrnoon / ewening)? 

bring - brought drive - drove run - rcm 
buy - bought read - read* teach - taught 

catch - caught ride-m& think - thought 
drink - drank 

I 
*The past form of read is pronounced the same as the color red. 
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EXERCISE 31-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Practice using irregular verbs. 

Example: teach-taught 
TEACHER: teach, taught. I teach class every day. I taught class yesterday. What did I 

do yesterday? 
STUDENTS: teach, taught. You taught class. 

1 .  bring-brought I bring my book to class every day. I brought my book to class 
yesterday. What did I do yesterday? 

2 .  buy-bought I buy books at the bookstore. I bought a book yesterday. What 
did I do yesterday? 

3 .  teach-taught I teach class every day. I taught class yesterday. What did I do 
yesterday? 

4 .  catch-caught I catch the bus every day. I caught the bus yesterday. What did I 
do yesterday? 

5 .  think-thought I often think about my family. I thought about my family 
yesterday. What did I do yesterday? 

. REVIEW: What did I bring to class yesterday? What did you bring yesterday? 
What did I buy yesterday? What did you buy yesterday? 
Did you teach class yesterday? Who did? 
Did I walk to class yesterday or did I catch the bus? 
What did I think about yesterday? What did you think about yesterday? 

7 .  run-ran Sometimes I'm late for class, so I run. Yesterday I was late, so I 
ran. What did I do yesterday? 

8.  read-read I like to read books. I read every day. Yesterday I read a book. 
What did I do yesterday? What did you read yesterday? 

9.  drink-drank I usually drink a cup of coffee in the morning. I drank a cup of 
coffee this morning. What did I do this morning? Did you 
drink a cup of coffee this morning? 

10. drive-drove I usually drive my car to school. I drove my car to school this 
morning. What did I do this morning? Who has a car? Did 
you drive to school this morning? 

1 1 .  ride-rode Sometimes I ride the bus to school. I rode the bus yesterday 
morning. What did I do yesterday morning? Who rode the bus 
to school this morning? . . y .  

12. REVIEW: I was late for class yesterday morning, so what did I do? 
What did I read yesterday? What did you read yesterday? 
Did you read a newspaper this morning? 
What did I drink this morning? What did you drink this morning? 
I have a car. Did I drive to school this morning? Did you? 
Did you ride the bus to school this morning? 

EXERCISE 32: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. 

1. A: Why are you out of breath? 
, 

B: I (run) to class because I was late. 
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2.  A: (Ms. Carter, teach) class 
yesterday? 

B: No, she didn't. Mr. Adams (teach) our class. 

3. A: I (ride) the bus to school yesterday. How did you 
get to school? 

B: I (drive) my car. 

4. A: Did you decide to change schools? 

B: I (think) about it, but then I decided to stay here. 

5 .  A: (you, go) shopping yesterday? 

B: Yes. I (buy) a new pair of shoes. 

6 .  A: (you, study) last night? 

B: No, I didn't. I was tired. I (read) a magazine and then 
: - !  

(go) to bed early. , , i 
. . . 

, : r l :  , . :# m. :: 
7. A: Do you like milk? 

B: No. I (drink) , ! .  
milk when I (be) a child, 

I but I don't like milk now. 

,: i, ., . 8. A: Did you leave your dictionary at home? . , , , . I . , . .  

,; , hi<- 
B: No. I (bring) it to class with me. 

I,,: 
9. A: Did you enjoy your fishing trip? .. ! ., .<, ' .  

: I - !  L, 

B: I had a wonderful time! I (catch) a 
I , '  i . . , ~ ,A . '. 

' , . I  : , I . :  

EXERCISE 33: Complete the sentences. Use the verbs in parentheses. 

lot c ~f fish. 

1. Ann and I (go) to the bookstore yesterday. I (buy) 

some stationery and a T-shirt. 

2. I had to go downtown yesterday. I (catch) the bus in front 

of my apartment and (ride) to Grand Avenue. Then I 

(get O ?  the bus and transferred to another one. It 0 

a long trip. 

3. Sue (eat) popcorn and (drink) a 

cola at the movie theater last night. I (eat, not) 
I'm on a diet. 
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4. Maria (ask) the teacher a question in class yesterday. The 

teacher (think) about the question for a few minutes and 
then said, "I don't know." 

5. I (want) (goJ to the basketball 

game last night, but I (stay) home because I had to study. 

6. Last night I (read) an article in the newspaper. It (be) 

about the snowstorm in Moscow. 

7. YesterdayYoko (teach) us how to say "thank you" in 

Japanese. Kim (teach) us how to say "I love you" in 
Korean. 

8. When Ben and I (go) to the department store yesterday, I 

., . c (buy) some new socks. Ben (buy, not) anything. 

9. Rita (pass, not) the test yesterday. She 

Last summer we (drive) to Colorado for our vacation. We 

(visit) a national park, where we (camp) 

in our tent for a week. We (goj fishing one morning. I 

(catch) a ,., . .  .; .,,. i., <,, .-.;+<. ~ ; . l . ~ ; . \ , ~ : . - '  

very big fish, but my husband 

(catch, not) 

anything. We (enjoy) 

cooking and eating the fish for dinner. 

It (be) delicious. 

I like fresh fish. 
:I' b . . 

. ,  ; 
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1 1. I almost (hawe) an accident yesterday. A dog (run) 

into the street in front of my car. I (~k& 

on my brakes and just (miss) the dog. 

12. Yesterday I lplay) ball with my little boy. He (catch) 

the ball most of the time, but sometimes he (drop) 

it. 

W EXERCISE 34-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask and answer questions using the SIMPLE 

PAST. 

STUDENT A: Ask a classmate a question. Use the given verb. Use the past tense. 
STUDENT B: Answer the question. Give both a short answer and a long answer. 

Example: drink 
STUDENT A: Did you drink a cup of coffee this morning? 
STUDENT B: Yes, I did. I drank a cup of coffee this morning. OR: No, I didn't. I didn't 

drink a cup of coffee this morning. 

1. eat 7. drink 13. walk 
2. buy 8. read 14. watch 

;? 3. getup 9. drive 15. listen to 
4. have 10. sleep 16. see 
5. go 11. go 17. think about 
6. study 12. talk to 18. rain 

W EXERCISE 35-WRITIEN: Use the expressions in the list below to write sentences about 
yourself. When did you do these things in the past? Use the SIMPLE PAST tense and 
past time expressions (yesterday, two days ago, last week, etc.) in all of your sentences. 

Example: go downtown with (someone) 
Response: I went downtown with Marco two days ago. 

1 arrive in (this city) 
2 .  write a letter to (someone) 
3. eat at a restaurant 
4. go to bed early 
5. buy (something) 
6. go to bed late . . 
7. get up early 
8. be late for class 
9. have a cold 

10. be in elementary school 
1 1. drink a cup of tea 

12. talk to (someone) on the phone 
13. go shopping 
14. study English 
15. read a newspaper 
16. go on a picnic 
17. go to a party 
18. play (soccer, a pinball machine, etc.) 
19. see (someone or something) 
20. think about (someone or something) 
21, do my homework 
22. be born 



5-13 THE SIMPLE PAST: USING WHERE, WHEN, WHAT TIME, A N D  WHk 

(a)  Did you go downtown? + Yes, I did. / No, I didn't. 
(b)  Where did you go? + Downtown. 

(c)  Did you nm because you were late? + Yes, I did. 1 No, I didn't. 
(d) Wlty did you run? + Because I waa late. 

Dtd Ann come at six? . , 
( f )  When ] did Ann come? 

What time 

+ Yes, she did. / No, she didn't. 
+ Atsix. 

COMPARE: 

(g) What time did Ann come? + At six. 
+ Seven o'clock. 
+ Around 9:30. 

(h) w e n  did AM come? + Atsix. 
+ Friday. 
+ June 15th. 
+ Last week. 
+ Three days ago. 

What time usually asks 
specifically for time on a clock. 

-- 

The answer to when can be vari- 
ous expressions of time. 

EXERCISE 36: Make questions. Use where, when, what time, or why. 

I. A: Where did vou oo yesterdav? 
B: To the zoo. ( I  went to the zoo yesterday.) 

2. k. 
B: Last month. (Jason arrived in Canada last month.) 

3. A: 
B: At 7:OS. (My plane arrived at 7:05.) 

4. A: 
B: Because I was tired. ( I  stayed home last night because I was tired.) 

5. A: 
B: At the library. (I studied at the library last night.) 

6. A: 
B: Because it's dark in here. ( I  turned on the light because it's dark in here.) 

7. A: 
B: To Greece. (Sara went to Greece for her vacation.) 

8. A: 
B: Around midnight. ( I  finished my homework around midnight.) 
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9. A: 
B: Five weeks ago. (I came to this city five weeks ago.) 

10. A: 
B: Because Tony made a funny face. (I laughed because Tony made a funny face.) 

11. A: 
B: At Emerhoff's Shoe Store. (I got my sandals at Emerhoff's Shoe Store.) 

12. A: 
B: Upstairs. (Kate is upstairs.) 

13. A: 
B: In the dormitory. (Ben lives in the dormitory.) I .) , ,! 

14. A: 
B: To the park. (I went to the park yesterday afternoon.) 

15. A: 
B: Because he's sick. (Bobby is in bed because he's sick.) 

16. k. 
B: Because he was sick. (Bobby stayed home because he was sick.) 

17. A: 
B: 7:20. m e  movie starts at 7:20.) 

B: Two days ago. (Sara got back from Brazil two days ago.) 
.&X. ;,: .,: : '5 

19. A: 
B: Because she wanted to talk to Joe. (Tina called because she wanted to talk to 

. ... , > l  J. . :  ' ) y  Joe.) - -- - .., ~~ .... ii I 

( I . .  . . , :  ,. : r 

20. A: 
B: Because he wants big muscles. (Jim lifts weights because he wants big muscles.) 



EXERCISE 37-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Make questions. Use question words. 

Example: I got up at 7:30. 
Response: WhenlWhat time did you get up? 

1. I went to the zoo. 
2. Iwent to the zoo yesterday. 
3. I went to the zoo yesterday because I wanted to see the animals. 
4. ( . . . ) went to the park. 
5. ( . . . ) went to the park yesterday. 
6. ( . . . ) went to the park yesterday because the weather was nice. 
7. I am in class. 
8. I came to class (an hour) ago. 
9. ( . . . ) is in class. 

10. ( . . . ) came to class (an hour) ago. 
11. ( . . . ) studied at the library last night. 
12. ( . . . ) f ~ s h e d  hisher homework around midnight. 
13. ( . . . ) went to bed at 730  last night. 
14. ( . . . ) went to bed early because heishe was tired. 
15. ( . . . ) went to the park. 
16. ( . . . ) went to the park yesterday. 
17. ( . . . ) went to the park yesterday because helshe wanted to jog. 
18. ( . . . ) is absent today because helshe is sick. 
19. ( . . . ) is at home. 
20. ( . . . ) stayed home because helshe is sick. 

EXERCISE 38: Complete the dialogues with questions that begin with why didn't 

Why d ? 
, . 

idn't vou come to class 2 . .  c-: ! $ . . '  
1. A: 

B: Because I was sick. 

2. A: 
B: Because I didn't have enough time. 

3. A: 
B: Because I forgot your phone number. 

4. A: 
B: Because I had a headache. 

5. A: 
B: Because I wasn't hungry. r , I , >  I ,  

6. A: 
B: Because I didn't want to. 
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EXERCISE 39: Use your own words to complete the dialogues with questions that begin with 
why, when, w h a t  time, and where. 

I. A: Where do you want to go for your vacation? 
B: Hawaii. 

2. A: 
B: Ten o'clock. 

3. A: 
B: Because I was tired. 

4. A: 
B: Last week. 

5 .  A: 
B: South America. 

6 .  A: 
B: Because I forgot. 

7. A: 
B: Downtown. 

8. A: 
B: Several months ago. 

9. A: 
B: At a Chinese restaurant. 

What is used in a question when you want to find out about a thing. Who is used when you want to find 
out about a person. (See Chart 5-15 for questions with who.) I 

(QUESTION + HELPING + SUBJECT + MAIN 
WORD) VERB VERB 

0 V S  v 
( f ) What did Carol buy? 

ANSWER 

( c )  Is Fred holding a book? + Yes, he k. (He's holding a book.) 
(d)  What is Fred holding? + A book. (He's holding a book.) 

I In (f): what is the object of the verb. 

(a)  Did Carol buy a car? + Yes, she did (She bought a car.) 
(b) What did Carol buy? + A car. (She bought a car.) 

s v o 
( e )  Carol bought a car. 
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EXERCISE 40: Make questions. 

1. A: Did vou buv a new tape recorder? 
B: Yes, I did. (I  bought a new tape recorder.) 

2. A: What did you buv? 
B: A new tape recorder. (I bought a new tape recorder.) 

3. A: 
B: Yes, she is. (Mary is carrying a suitcase.) 

4. A: 
B: A suitcase. (Mary is carrying a suitcase.) 

5 .  A: 
B: Yes, I do. (I see that airplane.) 

6 .  A: 
B: An airplane. (I  see an airplane.) 

7. A: 
B: A hamburger. (Bob ate a hamburger for lunch.) 

8. A: 
B: Yes, he did. (Bob ate a hamburger for lunch.) 

9. A: 
B: A sandwich. (Bob usually eats a sandwich for lunch.) 

10. A: 
B: No, he doesn't. (Bob doesn't like salads.) 

EXERCISE 41: Make questions. 

I. A: What did lohn talk about? 
B: His country. (John talked about his country.) 

2. A: Didlohn talk about his countrv? 
B: Yes, he did. (John talked about his country.) 

3. A: 
B: A bird. (I'm looking at a bird.) 

4. A: 
B: Yes, I am. (I'm looking at that bird.) 

5. A: 
B: Yes, I am. (I'm interested in science.) 



6. A: 
B: Science. (I'm interested in science.) 

7. A: 
B: Nothing in particular. (I'm thinking about nothing in particular.) 

8. A: 
B: English grammar. (I dreamed about English grammar last night.) 

9. A: 
B: The map on the wall. (The teacher is pointing at the map on the wall.) 

10. A: 
B: No, I'm not. (I'm not afraid of snakes.) Are you? 

. , a:",":?$;,'; 

EXERCISE 42-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask a classmate a question. Use what and either 
a past or present verb. . . 7 ,. , ,  . .\,;,: ~ ,.. .~ ,. p . . 

, , . . 
; I  

Example: eat 
STUDENT A: What did you eat --. for breakfast this morning? /What do - ~- you usually eat for 

dinner? I etc. ,,,. . . : :  ,, ; ' 

STUDBNT A: free response) 

1. eat 6. be interested in 
2. wear 7. be afraid of 
3. look at 8. dream about 
4. study 9. have 
5. think about 10. need to buy 
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i-15 QUESTIONS WITH WHO 

QUESTION ANSWER 

(a ) What did they see? -t A boat. (They saw a boat.) 

(b) Who did they see? -t Jim. (They saw Jim J 

( C)  Who did they see? -t Jim. (They saw Jim.) 

(d) Whom did they see? -t Jim. (They saw Jim.) 

0 0 

(e)  Whofm) did they see? + Jim. (Thty saw Jim.) 

S S 

( f )  Who came? + Mary. (Mary came.) 

(g) Who lives there? + Ed. (Ed lives there.) 

(h) Who saw Jim? + Ann. (Ann saw Jim.) 

What is used to ask questions about 
things. 
Who is used to ask questions about 
people. 

(c) and (d) have the same meaning. 
Whom is used in formal English as the 
object of a verb or a preposition. 
In (c): who, not whom, is usually used 
in everyday English. 
In (d): whom is used in very formal 
English. Whom is rarely used in 
everyday spoken English. 

In (e): whofm) is the object of the verb. 
Usual question word order (question w a d  
+ helping verb + subject + main verb) is 
used. 

In (0, (g), and (h): who is the subject of 
the question. Usual question word order 
is NOT used. When who is the subject of 
a question, do NOT use &us, &, or did. 
Do NOT change the verb in any way: the 
verb form in the question is the same as 
the verb form in the answer. 
INCORRBCT: Who did come? 

- 
EXERCISE 43: Make questions. , , 

1. A: 
B: Mary. (I saw Mary at the party.) 

2. A: 
B: Mary. (Mary came to the party.) 

3. A: 
B: John. (John lives in that house.) 

i 
4. A: 

B: John. ( I  called John.) 

5 .  A: 
B: My aunt and uncle. (I visited my aunt and uncle.) 
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6. A: 
B: My cousin. (My cousin visited me.) 

7. A: 
B: Bob. (Bob helped Ann.) 

8. A: 
B: Ann. (Bob helped Ann.) 

9. A: 
B: Yes, he did. (Bob helped Ann.) 

10. A: , . %!I , 

B: No, I'm not. (I'm not confused.) 

EXERCISE 44: Make questions. 

1. A: 
B: Ken. (I saw Ken.) 

2. A: 
B: Ken. (I talked to Ken.) 

3. A: 
B: Nancy. (I visited Nancy.) 

4. A: 
B: Mary. (I'm thinking about Mary.) 

5. A: 
B: Yuko. (Yuko called.) 

6. A: 
B: Aimed. (Ahrned answered the question.) -.. 

7. A: 
B: Mr. Lee. (Mr. Lee taught the English class.) 

8. A: 
B: Carlos. (Carlos helped me.) 

9. A: 
B. Gina. (I helped Gina.) 

10. A: 
B: My brother. (My brother carried my suitcase.) . , :  



EXERCISE 45: Make questions. Use any appropriate question word: where, when, what 
time, why, who, what. 

1. A: 
B: To the zoo. (Ann went to the zoo.) 

2. A: 
B: Yesterday. (Ann went to the zoo yesterday.) 

3. A: 
B: Ann. (Ann went to the zoo yesterday.) 

4. A: 
B: Ali. (I saw Ali.) 

5. A: 
B: At the zoo. (I saw Ali at the zoo.) 

6. A: 
B: Yesterday. (I saw Ali at the zoo yesterday.) 

7. A: 
B: Because the weather was nice. (I went to the zoo yesterday because the weather 

was nice.) 

8. A: 
B: Dr. Jones. (I talked to Dr. Jones.) 

9. A: 
B: Dr. Jones. (Dr. Jones called.) 

10. A: 
B: Yesterday afternoon. (Dr. Jones called yesterday aftemoon.) 

11. A: 
B: At home. (I was at home yesterday afternoon.) 

12. A: 
B: In an apartment. (I'm living in an apartment.) 

B: Grammar. (The teacher is talking about grammar.) 

14. A: 
B: A frog. (Annie has a frog in her pocket.) 
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r (a)  What does "pretty" mean? (a) and (b) have the same meaning. 

( b )  What ia the meaning of "pretty"? INCORRECT: What means "pretty"? 
I 

EXERCISE 46: Ask a classmate for the meaning of the following words: 

1. muggy 
2. awful 
3. quiet 
4. century 
5 ,  finish 

6. listen 
7. supermarket 
8. crowd 
9. lend 

10, murder 

1 1. discover 16. forest 
12. simple 17. possess 
13, empty 18. invite 
14. enjoy 19. modem 
15. ill 20. pretty difficult 

EXERCISE 47: Make questions. Use your own words. 

1. A: 
B: Yesterday. 

2. A: 
B: My brother. 

3. A: 
B: A new pair of sandals. 

5. A: 
B: At Rossini's Restaurant. 

6. A: 
B: This afternoon. 

7 .  A: 
B: In an apartment. 

8. A: 
B: My roommate. 

9. A: 
B: Because I wanted to. 

10. A: 
B: Ann. 



11. A: 
B: A bird. 

EXERCISE 48-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Make questions that would produce the 
following answers. 

'i 

Exnmple: At 7 o'clock. 
Response: When did you get up this morning? / What time does the movie start? / etc. 

1. In an apartment. 
2. Yesterday. 
3. It means "wonderful." 
4. (.. .).  
5. At seven-thirty. 
6. A shirt. 
7. A hamburger. 
8. No. 
9. Because I wanted to. 

10. Grammar. 

11. Yes. 
12. Nothing. 
13. In the dormitory. ~ L 

14. Because I was tired. 
15. ( . . . ) .  
16. At nine o'clock. 
17. A new pair of shoes. 
18. On (name of a street in this city). 
19. In (name of this statelpmince). 
20. Last night. 

break - broke 
& - f i w  

hear -heard 
leave - k& 

meet - met sing - sang 
pay -paid speak - spoke 
rin# - rang take - took 
send - sent waka up - woke up 

EXERCISE 49-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Practice using IRREGULAR VERBS. 

Example: break-broke 
TEACHER: break, broke. Sometimes a person breaks an arm or a leg. I broke my arm 

five years ago. What happened five years ago? 
S ~ E N T S :  break, broke. You broke your arm. 
TEACHER: (to Student A) Did you ever break a bone? 
STUDENT A: Yes. I broke my leg ten years ago. 

1. fly-flew Sometimes I fly home in an airplane. I flew home in an airplane last 
month. What did I do last month? When did you fly to this city? 

2.  heat-heard I hear buds singing every morning. I heard birds singing yesterday. 
What did I do yesterday? What did you hear when you woke up this 
morning? 

3. pay-paid I pay the rent every month. I paid the rent last month. What did I do 
last month? Did you pay your rent last month? 
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4 .  send-sent 

5 .  haw-left 

6 .  meet-met 

7. take-wok 

I send my mother a gift every year on her birthday. I sent my mother a 
gift last year on her birthday. What did I do last year? When did you 
send a gift to someone? 

I leave for school at 8:00 every morning. I left for school yesterday at 
8:00 A.M. What did I do at 8:00 A.M. yesterday? What time did you 
leave for class this morning? 

I meet new people every week. Yesterday I met ( . . . )'s friend. What did 
I do yesterday? Do you know ( . . . )? When did you meet himher? 

I take my younger brother to the movies every month. I took my younger 
brother to the movies last month. What did I do last month? Who 
has a younger brother or sister? Where and when did you take 
himher someplace? 

8. wake-woke I usually wake up at six. This morning I woke up at six-thirty. What time 
did I wake up this morning? What time did you wake up this morning? 

9.  speak-spoke I speak to many students every day. Before class today, I spoke to ( . . . ). 
Who did I speak to? Who did you speak to before class today? 

10. ring-rang The phone in our apartment rings a lot. This morning it rang at six- 
thirty and woke me up. What happened at six-thirty this morning? 
Who had a telephone call this morning? What time did the phone ring? 

1 1. sing-sang I sing in the shower every morning. I sang in the shower yesterday. What 
did I do yesterday? Do you ever sing? When was the last time? 

12. break-broke Sometimes I break things. This morning I dropped a glass on the floor 
and it broke. What happened this morning? When did you break 
something? 

EXERCISE 50: Complete the sentences. Use the correct form of the words'in the list. 

break meet sing 
fir pay speak 
hear ring take 
leave send wake 

1. A: What happened to your fmger? 

B: I it in a soccer game. 

2. A: Who did you talk to at the director's ofice? 

B: I to the secretary. 

3. A: When did Jessica leave for Europe? 

B: She for Europe five days ago. 

4. A: Did you write Ted a letter? 

B: No, but I him a postcard. 



5. A: Do you know Meg Adams? 

B: Yes. I her a couple of weeks ago. 

6. A: Why did you call the police? 

B: Because1 a burglar! 

7. A: Where did you go yesterday? 

B: I the children to the zoo. 

8. A: What time did you get up this morning? 
B: 6:15. 
A: Why did you get up so early? 

B: The telephone 

9. A: Did you enjoy the party? 

B: Yes, I had a good time. We songs and.danced. It was fun. 

10. A: You look sleepy. 

B: I am. I up before dawn this morning and couldn't get 
back to sleep. 

1 1. A: Did you give the painter a check? 

B: No. I him in cash. 

12. A: A bird into our apartment yesterday through an open 
window. 

B: Really? What did you do? 
A: I caught it and took it outside. 
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5-18 BEFORE AND AFTER IN TIME CLAUSES 

S v 
(a) I ate breakfast. = a main clause 

S v 
(b) bqforo I went to class = a time clause 

S v 
( c )  I I ate breakfast I I b4fore I went to class. I 

main clause time clause 

S v 
(dl  I B4fore I went lo class, I I I ate breakfast. [ 

time clause main clauae 

( e )  I We took a walk I I qPsr wefinished our work. I 
main clause time clause 

( f )  I &%r wefinished our work, I I we took a walk. I 
time clause main clause 

(g) We took a walk I afer the movie. I 
prep. phrase 

(h) I had a cup of coffee I before class. I 
prep, phrase 

A clause is a group of words that has a subject 
and a verb. 

A main clause is a complete sentence. Example 
(a) is a complete sentence. Example @) is an 
incomplete sentence. It must be connected to a 
main clause, as in (c) and (d). 

A time clause can begin with before or qffor: 
befare+s+v=atimeclause 
qPer + s + v = a time clause 

A time clause can follow a main dause, as in 
(c) and (e). A time clause &I come in front of 
a main clause, as in (d) and (0. There is no 
difference in meaning between (c) and (d) or 
between (e) and (0. 

Before and qfler don't always introduce a 
time clause. They are also used as prepositions 
followed by a noun object, as in (g) and (h). 
See Charts 1-7 and 4-1 for information about 
prepositional phrases. 

EXERCISE 5 1 : Find the main clauses and the time clauses. 

1. Before I ate the banana, I peeled it. 
+ main clause = Ipeeled it 
+ time clause = before I ate the banana 

2. We arrived at the airport before the plane landed. 

3. 1 went to a movie after I finished my homework. 

4. After the children got home from school, they watchedTV.* 

5. Before I moved to this city, I lived at home with my parents. 

*NOTE: When a time clause comes before the main clause, a comma is used between the two clauses. A 
comma is not used when the time clause comes after the main clause. 



EXERCISE 52: Add a capital letter and period to the complete sentences. Write "Inc." to 
mean "incomplete" if the group of words is a time clause and not a complete 
sentence. 

1. we went home + W d  went home. 

2.  after we left my uncle's house + Inc. 
. - .  - .  , 

3. we went home after we left my uncle's house , .  . .. . 7 

+ W& went home qfter we left my uncle's house. . . . <  , # j  
. '. A 

4. before we ate our picnic lunch 

5. we went to the zoo 

6. we went to the zoo before we ate our picnic lunch 

7. the children played games after they did their work 

8. the children played games 

9. after they did their work 

10. the lions killed a zebra 

11. after the lions killed a zebra 

12. they ate it 

13, after the lions killed a zebra, they ate it 

- r 
1- ' 

EXERCISE 53: Combine the two ideas into one sentence by using before and qftor to 
introduce time clauses. 

Example: I put on my coat. I went outside. 
+ Before I went outside, Iput on my coat. - 

Iput  on my wat  before I went outside. 
After Iput on my coat, I went outside. I 

, I went outside after Iput on my coat. 
1 ,4 
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1.  She ate breakfast. She went to work. 

2. He did his homework. He went to bed. 

3. We bought tickets. We entered the theater. 



EXERCISE 54: Use the given words to write sentences of your own. Use the SJMPLE PAST. 

Exampla: after I 
Written: I went to college after I graduated from high school. 

After I finished dinner, I watched TV. 
Etc. 

1. before I came here 
2. after I got home last night 
3. I went . . . before I 

4. after we 
5. before they 
6. Mr. . . . after he 

COMPARE: 
( C )  When did the min stop? = a question 
(d) when the min stopped = a time clause 

( a )  When the rain stopped, we took a walk. OR: 
We took a walk when the rain stopped. 

(b) When Tom was a child, he lived with his aunt. OR: 
Tom lived with his aunt when he was a child. 

When is also used to introduce questions.* A 
question is a complete sentence, as in (c). A 
time clause is not a complete sentence. 

When can introduce a time clause. 
when + s + v = a time clause 

In (a): when the rain stoaped is a time clause. 
In (b): Notice that the noun (Tom) comes 
before the pronoun (he). 

-- 

*See Charts 2-12 and 5-13 for information about using when in questions. 

EXERCISE 55: Choose the best completion. Then change the position of the time clause. 

Example: When the phone rang, 
+ When the phone rang, I answered it.* 

I answered the phone when it rang. 

1. When the phone rang, 
2. When I was in Japan, 
3. Maria bought some new shoes 
4. I took a lot of photographs 
5. When a stranger grabbed Ann's arm, 
6. Jim was a wrestler 
7. When the rain stopped, 
8. The antique vase broke 

A. she screamed. 
B. when I dropped it. 
C. I closed my umbrella. 
D. when he was in high school. 

r /  E. I answered it. 
E when she went shopping 

yesterday. 
G. I stayed in a hotel in Tokyo. 
H. when I was in Hawaii. 

*NOTE: If a sentence with a when-clause talks about two actions, the action in the when-clause happens 
fust. In the sentence When the phone rang, I answered it: first the phone rang, and then I answered it. 
Not logically possible: When I answered the phone, it rang. 
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EXERCISE 56: Add a capital letter and a question mark to complete the sentences. Write 
"Inc." to mean "Incomplete" if the group of words is a time clause and not a question. 

1. when did Jim arrive + W edhen did Jim arrive? 

2. when Jim arrived + Inc. 

3. when you were a child 

4. when were you in Iran 

5. when did the movie end 

6. when the movie ended 

7, when Mr. Wang arrived at the airport 

8, when Khalid and Bakir went to a restaurant on First Street yesterday 

9. when I was a high school student 
p, ' . 

10. when does the museum open 

EXERCISE 57: Use the given words and your own words to create sentences. Don't change 
the order of the words. 

,: < , ,  i j  1. Whendid .... 4. When were . . . . 
2. WhenI. . . .  5. Whenthe. . . .  
3. I . .  .when. . . . 6. The. .  . when. . . 

EXERCISE 58-REVIEW: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. 

(1) Yesterday (be) a terrible day. Everything ko) 

(2) wrong. First, I (oversleepj 

(3) My alarm clock (ring, not) . I (wake) 

(4) up when I Fear) 

(5) some noise outside my window. 

(6) It was 9:15. I (get) 

(7) 1 (run) to class, but 

(8) I (be) late. The teacher 



(be) upset. After my classes in the morning, 

I (gd to the cafeteria for lunch. I (hawe) 

an embarrassing accident at the cafeteria. I accidentally 

( d w )  my tray of food. Some of the dishes (break) 

. When I (drop) the tray, 

everyone in the cafeteria (look) 

(goJ back to the cafeteria line and 

(get/ a second tray of food. I (pay) 

for my lunch again. After I (sit) 

down at a table in the comer by 

myself, I (eat) my sandwich and 

(drink) a cup of tea. 

After lunch, I (go) outside. I (sit) 

under a aee  near the classroom building. I (see) a friend. I 

(23) (4) to him. He 

(24) ooin) me on the grass. 

(25) We (talk) about our 

(26) classes and (relax) 

Everything was fme. But when I (stand) 

(27) UP, I (st& 

(28) in a hole and (break) 

(29) my ardde. 

My friend (drive) me to 

the hospital. We (go) 

emergency ward. After the doctor (take) 

X-rays of my ankle, he 

a cast on it. I 
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(pay) my bill. Then we (leave) 

the hospital. My friend (take) me home and @elpi 

me up the stairs to my apartment. 

When we (get) to the door of my apartment, I (look) 

for my key. I (look) in my 

purse and in my pockets. There was no key. I (ring) 

the doorbell. I (think) 

that my roommate might be 

at home, but she (be, not) . So I (sit) 

down on the floor outside my apartm 

and (wait) for my roommate to get 

home. 

Finally, my roommate (come) home and I (geu 

into the apartment. I (eat) 

dinner quickly and (go) to bed. I (sleep) 

for ten hours. I hope today is a better day than yesterday! 

EXERCISE 59-ORAL: The person in the story in Exercise 58 is named Sara. Form small 
groups and tell the story of Sara's day. The first person in the group should say a few 
things about Sara's day. The next person should continue the story. And then the 
next. Pay special attention to the past form of the verbs. 

Glance at your book if you need to remember the story, but don't look at your 
book when you are speaking. 

. . . ...- 
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Example: 
STUDENT A: Sara had a terrible day yesterday. Everything went wrong for her. 
STUDENT B: Yes, she had a terrible day. First she overslept and miss class. 
STUDENT C: Missed. She missed class. 
STUDENT B: Right. She missed class. 
STUDENT C: She missed class because her alarm clock didn't rang. 
STUDENT D: Didn't ring, not rang. 
STUDENT C: Right! Her alarm clock didn't ring. 
STUDENT D: She woke up when she heard some noise outside her window at 915. She 

got dressed quickly and run to class. 
STUDENT A: Excuse me, but I think you should say that she got dressed quickly and . . . . 

EXERCISE 60-WRIlTEN: Write the story of Sara's day. Don't look at your textbook. Write 
from memory. 

EXERCISE 61-WRITEN: Choose one of the topics and write a composition about past 
events. Use time expressions Cfirst, next, then, a t .  . . oklock, later, after, before, when, 
etc.) to show the order of the activities. 

Topic I :  Write about your activities yesterday, from the time you got up to the time you 
went to bed. 

Topic 2: Write about one of the best days in your life. What happened? 
Topic 3: Write about one of the worst days in your life. What happened? 

EXERCISE 62-WRIlTEN: Interview someone you know about hislher activities yesterday 
morning, yesterday afternoon, and last night. Then use this information to write a 
composition. Use time expressions Cfirst, next, then, a t .  . . o'clock, later, after, before, 
when, etc.) to show the order of the activities. 

EXERCISE 63-REVIEW: Give the past form of the verbs. 

1. visit 

2. fly 

3. go 

4. worry 

5. speak 

6. ride 

7. stand 

8. nun 

9. hear 

visited 

flew 

10. pay 

11. catch 

12. happen 

13. listen 

14. plan 

15. rain 

16. bring 

17. take 

18. write 
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19. break 25. ring 

20. stop 26. meet 

21. hope 27. leave 

22. sing 28. occur 

23. think 29. teach 

24. drive 30. read 

EXERCISE 64-REVIEW: Ask and answer questions using the SIMPLE PAST. Use the given 
verbs. 

STUDENT A: Make up any question that includes the given verb. Use the SIMPLE PAST 
STUDENT B: Answer the question. Give a short answer and a long answer. ~ . 

Example: speak 
STUDENT A: Did you speak to Mr. Lee yesterday? 
STUDENT B: Yes, I did. I spoke to him yesterday. 

Example: f k s h  
STUDENT A: What time did you finish your homework last night? 
STUDENT B: Around nine o'clock. I fkshed my homework around nine o'clock. 

Switch roles. 
1. drink 5. fly 9. see 13. buy . 
2. eat 6. talk 10. sleep 14. send 
3. study 7. wakeup 11. work 15. watch ( I , , .  

4. take 8. come 12. have 16. read 

EXERCISE 65- REVIEW. Correct the mistakes in the following. 

1. Did you went downtown yesterday? 

2. Yesterday I speak to Ken before he leaves his office and goes home. 

3. I heared a good joke last night. 

4. When Pablo finished his work. 

5. I visitted my relatives in New York City last month 

6. Where you did go yesterday afternoon? 

7. Ms. Wah was flew from Singapore to Tokyo last week. 

8. When I see my friend yesterday, he didn't spoke to me. 



9. Why Mustafa didn't came to class last week? 

10. Where were you bought those shoes? I like them. 

1 1. Mr. Adam teached our class last week. 

12. 1 writed a letter last night. . 
13. Who you wrote a letter to? 

14. Who did open the door? Jack openned it. --- .- - - 

EXERCISE 66-REVIEW: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. Use the 
SIMPLE PRESENT, PRESENT PROGRESSIVE, or SIMPLE PAST. The sentence may require 
STATEMENT, NEGATIVE, Or QUESTION FORMS. 

1. Tom (walk) walks to work almost every day. 

2. I can see Tom from my window. He's on the street below. He (walk) 

to work right now. 

3. (Tm, walk) to work every day? 

4 .  (you, walk) to work every day? 

5. I usually take the bus to work, but yesterday I (walk) to my 
office. 

6. On my way to work yesterday, I (see) an accident. 

7. Alex (see, not) the accident. 

8. (you, see) the accident yesterday? 

9. Tom (d, not) to work when the weather is cold. He 

10. I (walk, not) - to work in cold weather either. 
- .- 

EXERCISE 67-REVIEW: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. 

(1) Yesterday Fish (be) in the river. He (see) 

Bear on the bank of the river. Here is their conversation. 



BEAR: Good morning, Fish. 

FISH: Good morning, Bear. How (you, be) today? 

BEAR: 1 (do) fine, thank you. And you? 

FISH: Fine, thanks. 

BEAR: ( ~ O U ,  would like) to get out of the river and (sit) 

with me? I (need) someone to talk to. 

FISH: I (need, noQ to get out of the river for us to talk. 

We can talk just the way we are now. 

BEAR: Hmmrn. 

n s ~ :  Wait! What (you, do) ? 

BEAR: I (get) in the river to join you. 

FISH: Stop! This (be) my river! I (trust, not) 

you. What (you, want) ? 

BEAR: Nothing. Just a little conversation. I (want) to tell you about 

my problems. I (here) a bad day yesterday. 



FISH: Oh? What happened? 

(13) BEAR: While I was walking through the woods, I (see) a beehive. I 

!14) ( h i  honey. So I (stop) at the 

beehive. When I (reach) 

(15) inside to get 

some honey, a great big bee (come) 

(16) up behind 

me and stung* my ear. The sting 

very painful. 

FISH: I (believe, not) you. Bees can't hurt bears. I 

(believe, not) your story about a great big bee. 

All bees (be) the same size, and they (be, not) big. 

BEAR: But it (be) true! Here. Come a little closer and look at 

my ear. I'll show you where the big bee stung it. 

FISH: Okay. Where (it, be) ? Where (the bee, sting) 

you? 

B m :  Right here. See? 

FISH: Stop! What (you, do) ? Let go of me! Why 

(yo% hold) me? 

*Stung is the past form of the verb sting, which means "to cause sharp pain." 



BEAR: I (hold) you because I'm going to eat you for dinner. 

PISH: Oh no! You (trick) me! Your story about the great big bee 

never ( h a ~ e n )  ! 

BEAR: That's right. I (get) in the river because I (want) 

(catch) you for dinner. And I 

did. I (catch) you for dinner. 

FISH: Watch out! Behind you! Oh no! Oh no! It's a very, very big bee. It's huge! It 

(look) really angry! 

BEAR: I (believe, not) you! 

PISH: But it (be) m e !  A great big bee (come) 

toward you. It's going to attack you and sting you! 

BEAR: What? Were?  I 'ee, not) a big bee! Oh no, Fish, you 

are getting away from me. Oh no! I (drop) you! Come 

back! Come back! 

FISH: Ha! I (fool) you too, Bear. Now you mu$ 

dinner in another place. 

BEAR: Yes, you (tn'ck) me too. We (teach) 

each other a good lesson today: Don't believe everything you hear. 

FISH: p a &  you,ior teaching me that lesson. Now I will live a long and happy life. 
, > 4 



(39) BEAR: Yes, we (learn) a good lesson today, and that's good. But 

(40) I (be) still hungry. Hmmm. I (have) 

(41) a gold tooth in my mouth. (you, would like) to 

come closer and look at it? 
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Expressing Future Timc 

am going to go downtown tomorrow. Begoing to expresses (talks about) the 
(b) Sue isgoing to be here tomorrow afternoon. future. 
( c ) We are going to come to dass tomorrow morning. FORM: mn 

+ going + infinitive* 
are 

(d)  I'm not going to go downtown tomorrow. NEGATIVB: be + not +going to 
( e )  Ann isn't going to study tonight. I 
( f ) "Are you going to come to dass tomorrow?" 

"No, I'm not." 

(g)  "Is Jim going to be at the meeting tomorrow?" 
"Yes, he is." 

(h)  "What time are you going to eat dinner tonight?" 
"Around six." 

QvESTION: be + subject + going to 
A form of be is used in the short answer to a 
yeslno question with be going to, as in (f) 
and (g). (See Chart 1-9 for information 
about short answers with be.) 

I I I 
*Intitive = to + the simple form of a verb (to come, togo, m see, m study, etc.). 

EXERCISE 1-ORAL: Some activities are listed on the next page. Which of these activities 
are you going to do tomorrow? Which ones are you not going to do tomorrow? Pair 
up with a classmate. 
STUDENT A: Your book is open. Ask a question. Use 'Mre you going to . . . 

tomorrow?" 
STUDENT B: Your book is closed. Answer the question. Give both a short answer and 

a long answer. Use "Pm going to .  . . tomorrow" or "I'm not going 
to . . . tomoruow" in the long answer. 



Example: go downtown 
STUDENT A: Are you going to go downtown tomorrow? 
STUDENT B: Yes, I am. I'm going to go downtown tomorrow. OR: 

No, I'm not J'p not going to go downtown tomorrow. : 
. :  

P' . ,.~ . ..~ 
.+ & . ~ :  ,> $; ~ :-., 

, . - ,  , ,  
. . 

," " .,,- % ,  

.-G.. 18- , ' ., :-> ,.,, Switch roles. ;.+Y.- 

1. get up before eight o'clock 1 1. get up early 
2, come to class . s 12, get up late 
3. stay home all day 13. walk to school . .; 

: 4 ,  eat lunch :~ ..4y.. . 14, study grammar . . 
, d * .A$&;$,: ,c 5 ,  eat lunch (so*6&r'i,'- . " : *e*A- L 15. get some physical exercise 

6. get a haircut 16. eat dinner 
7. watch TV in the evening 17. eat dinner alone 
8. do something interesting in 18. listen to music after dinner 

:- the evening . . 19. go shopping 
-. 9, go to bed early , . . , \ 

.: 20. do something interesting 
.,, 10. gom bed late * - and unusual 

3 

EXERCISE 2-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Answer the questions. ' . . >  

l ~ t  

Example: tomorrow? 
TO STUDENT A: What are you going to do tomorrow? 

STUDENT A: I'm going to (go shopping). 
TO STUDENT B: What is ( . . . ) going to do tomorrow? 

STUDENT B: Hels/She's going to go shopping. 

What are you going to do: 
1. tomorrow? 6. at 9:00 tomorrow morning? 
2. tomorrow morning? 7. at noon tomorrow? 
3. tomorrow afternoon? 8. at 5:00 tomorrow afternoon? 
4. tomorrow night? 9. around 6:30 tomorrow evening? 
5. at 7:00 tomorrow morning? 10. after 8:00 tomorrow night? 

EXERCISE 3: Complete the sentences. Use be going to + the following expressions (or your 
own words). 

call the landlord d go to the bookstore see a dentist 
call the police go to an Italian restaurant stay in bed today 
get something to eat lie down and rest for a while take a long walk in the park 
go to the beach look it up in my dictionary take it to the post office 
go to bed major in psychology take them to the laundromat 

.! . . t  

1. I need to buy a book. I a r n g a u g ~ v  to thbookstore 

2. It's midnight now. I'm sleepy. I 
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3. Sue is hungry. She 

4. My clothes are dirty. I 

5. I have a toothache. My wisdom tooth hurts. I 

6. I'm writing a composition. I don't know how to spell a word. I 

7. George has to mail a package. He 

8. Rosa lives in an apartment. There's a problem with the plumbing. She 

9. Sue and I want to go swimming. We 

10. I have a headache. I 

1 1. It's late at night. I hear a burglar! I 

12. I want to be a psychologist. When I go to the university, I 

13. I feel terrible. I think I'm getting the flu. I 

14. Ivan and Natasha want to go out to eat. They 

15. It's a nice day today. Mary and I 



1 EXERCISE 4-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Listen to the common activities that are 
described. Picture these activities in your mind. Use be going to to tell what you 
think your classmates are going to do. 

Example: ( . . . ) is carrying hisher textbooks and notebooks. He/She is walking 
toward the library. What is ( . . . ) going to do? 

Response: ( . . . ) is going to study at the library. 

1. ( . . . ) is standing next to the chalkboard. He/She is picking up a piece of chalk. 
What is ( . . . ) going to do? 

2. ( . . . ) has some letters in hisher hand. He/She is walking toward the post office. 
What is ( . . . ) going to do? 

3. ( . . . ) is standing by a telephone. He/She is looking in the telephone book for 
( . . . )'s name. What is ( . . . ) going to do? 

4. ( . . . ) put some water on the stove to boil. She got a cup and saucer out of the 
cupboard and some tea. What is ( . . . ) going to do? 

5 .  ( . . . ) is putting on hisper coat. He/She is walking toward the door. What is ( . . . , 
going to do? 

6 .  ( . . . ) has a basket full of dirty clothes. He/She is walking toward a laundromat. 
What is ( . . . ) going to do? 

7.  ( . . . ) bought some meat and vegetables at the market. He/She is holding a bag of 
rice. He/She just turned on the stove. What is ( . . . ) going to do? 

8. ( . . . ) and ( . . . ) are wallring into (name of a local restaurant). It's seven o'clock in the 
evening. What are ( . . . ) and ( . . . ) going to do? 

9. ( . . . ) gave ( . . . ) a diamond engagement ring. What are ( . . . ) and ( . . . ) going 
to do? 

10. ( . . . ) and ( . . . ) have airplane tickets. They're putting clothes in their suitcases. 
Their clothes include swimming suits and sandals. What are ( . . . ) and ( . . . ) going 
to do? 

1 EXERCISE 5-ORAL: Ask a classmate a question. Use be going to. 

Example: when / go downtown 
STUDENT A: When are you going to go downtown? 
STUDENT B: Tomorrow afternoon. I In a couple of days. 1 I don't know. 1 etc. 

1. where / go after class today 
2. what time / get home tonight 
3. when / eat dinner 
4. where / eat dinner 
5 .  what time / go to bed tonight 
6. what time / get up tomorrow morning 
7. where /be tomorrow morning 
8. when / see your family again 
9. where / live next year 

10. when / get married 



EXERCISE 6-ORAL: Answer the questions. Use be going to. 

Example: You want to buy some tea. What are you going to do? What is ( . . 
going to do and why? 

To STUDENT A: YOU want to buy some tea. What are you going to do? 
STUDENT A: I'm going to go to the grocery store. 

To STUDENT B: What is (Student A) going to do and why? 
STUDENT B: He/She's going to go to the grocery store because helshe wants to buy 

some tea. 

1. You have a toothache. What are you 7. You want to go swimming. 
going to do? What is ( . . . ) 8. You want to go fishing. 
going to do and why? 9. You want to buy a new coat. 

2. You need to mail a package. Where 10. You're hungry. 
are you going to go? Where is 1 1. You have a headache. 
( . . . ) going to go and why? 

12. It's a nice day today. 
3. Your clothes are dirty. 

13. You need to cash a check. 
4. It's midnight. You're sleepy. 

14. You want some (pizza) for dinner. 
5. It's late at night. You hear a burglar. 
6. You need to buy some groceries. 

15. You're reading a book. You don't 
know the meaning of a word. 

PAST puTuRE PAST: It rained yesterday. 
mmrrc~: It's going to rain tomorrow. 

yesterday t o m m w  

yesterday morning tommow morning PAST: 1 was in class yesterday morning. 
yesterday afternoon tomowow ajiemon FUTURE: I'm going to be in class tomorrow 
yesterday evening tomowow evening morning. 
last night tomorrow night 

last week next week PAST: Mary went downtown last week. 
last month next month NTORE: Mary is going to go downtown next 
last year next year week. 
last weekend next w a k e d  
last spring next spring PAST: Bob graduated from high school Iaat 
last summer next summer wring. 
last fall next fall m n m ~ :  Ann is going to graduate from high school 
last winter next winter next spring. 
last Monday, etc. next Monday, eetc. 

. . . minutes ago in .  . . minutes (from now) 

. . . hours ago in .  . . hours (from now) 

. . . days ago in . . . days (from now) 

. . . weeks ago in .  . . weeks (from now) 

. . . months ago in .  . . months (from now) 

. . . years ago i n .  . .years (from now) 

PAST: Ifinished my homeworkfive minutes 
ago. 

FUTURE: Pablo is going wfinish his homework in 
five minutes. 



EXERCISE 7: Complete the sentences. Use yesterday, hat, t o m o m ,  or next: -. - :i * -, 

I .  I went swimming yesterday morning. 

2. Ken is going to go to the beach tOmOrrOW morning. 

3. I'm going to take a trip week. 
! . /  

4. Alice went to Miami week for a short vacation. 

5. We had a test in class afternoon. 

6 .  afternoon we're going to go on a picnic. 
" 

7. My sister is going to arrive Tbesday. .: 

8. Sam bought a used car Friday. 

8 .  l -' 
9. My brother is going to enter the university fall. 

! r : ~ i ~  I ,,'lo, spring I took a trip to San Francisco. 
ciLvl 

1 1. Ann is going to fly to London month. 

"13. I'm going to study at the library night. 

14. night I watched TV. 

15. evening I'm going to go to a baseball game. 

3' .. 16. Matt was at the laundromat evening. 
,.~ 

I . '  .l YWblT  



W EXERCISE 8: Complete the sentences. Use the given time expression with ago or in. 

1. ten minutes Class is going to end in ten ttuutgs.  

ten minutes a9o. 2 .  ten minutes Ann's class ended 

3. an hour The post office isn't open. It closed 

4. an hour Jack is going to call us 

5 .  two more months I'm studying abroad now, but I'm going to be back home 

6. two months My wife and I took a aip to Morocco 

7 .  a minute Karen left 

8, halfan hour I'm going to meet David at the coffee shop 

9.  one more week The new highway is going to open 

10. a yea7 : ' ,  - *I1, I was living in Korea 
,, 3 ' ,  

EXERCISE 9: Complete the sentences. Use yesterday, last, torno-, next, in, or ago. 

1. I went to the zoo lUSt week. 

2. Yolanda went to the zoo a week 

3. Peter Nelson is going to go to the zoo Saturday. 

4. We're going to go to the zoo two more days. 

5. My children went to the zoo morning. 
t i  ,,. . 

6. My cousin is going to go to the zoo afternoon. 

7. Kim Yang-Don graduated from Sogang University spring. 

> 8. I'm going to take a vacation in Canada summer. 

9. We're going to have company for dinner night. 

10. We had company for dinner three days 

11. We're going to have dinner at our friends' house two days. 

12. evening we're going to go to a concert. 

13. Friday I went to a party. 

14. morning the students took a test. 



15. I took a test two days 

16. The students are going to have another test Thursday. 

17. Are you going to be home afternoon around three? 

18. My little sister arrived here month. 

19. She is going to leave two weeks. 

20. year Yuko is going to be a freshman in college. 

6-3 USING A COUPLE OF OR A FEWWITH AGO (PAST) AND IN (FUTURI 

(d) I saw Carlos a couple  ofmonths ago. 
(e )  He's going to return to Mexico in a couple  qf 

months. 

(a )  Sam arrived here o n e  (OR: a) year ago. 
(b) Jack is going to be here in fwo minutes. 
(c )  I talked to Ann three  days ago. 

( f ) I got a letter from Gina a f e w  weeks ago. 
(g) I got a letter to see Gina in a f e w  weeks. 

.. . - . -...--.- -- -1 ---. -;ed in time expressions with 
ago and in. 

A c o u p k  o f  and a f e w  are also commonly 
used. A couple  of means "two." A couple of 
months ago = two months ago. 
A few means "a small number, not a large 
number." A few weeks ago = three, four, or five 
weeks ago. 

(h) I began college last year. I'm going to graduate 
in fwo more years. My sister is almost 
f ~ s h e d  with her education. She's going to 
graduate in afow m o r e  months. She's going 
to graduate in three m o r e  months. 

Frequently the word m o r e  is used in future time 
expressions that begin with in. 

EXERCISE 10: Complete the sentences, using information from your own life. Use the words 
in italics. Use ago or in. Use numbers (one, two, three, ten, sixteen, etc.) or the 
expressions a coup& of or ajew. 

1 .  days We studied Chapter s a couole of davs aao/three davs aao/etc. 

2 .  days We're going to finish this chapter ln a few more davs / 

in three or four day5 / etc. 

3 .  hours I ate breakfast 

4. hours I'm going to eat lunch/dinner 

5 .  minutes We finished Exercise 9 



6 .  minutes This class is going to end 

7. years I was born 

8. years My parents got married 

9 .  years I got/am going to get married 

I arrived in this city , and I'm 
months 

going to leave this city 

EXERCISE I 1 : Complete the sentences. Use your own words. Write about your life. For 
example, what did you do a few days ago? What are you going to do in a few days? 

1. a few days ago. 

2. in a few days from now). 

3. in a few more minutes. 

4. three hours ago. 

5. in four more hours. 

6. a couple of days ago. 

7. in a couple of months from now). 

8. a few minutes ago. 

9. many years ago. 

10. in a couple of minutes f i m  now). 

6-4 USING TODAY, TONIGHT, AND THIS + MORNING, AFTERNO01 
EVENING. WEEK MONTH VF4R 

PRESENT 

Right now it's 10 A.M. We are in our English class. 
(a)  We are studying English this morning. 

PAST 

FUTURE 

Right now it's 10 A.M. Nancy left home at ~ R M .  

to go downtown. She isn't at home right now. 
(b) Nancy went downtown this morning. 

Right now it's 10 A.M. Class ends at 11 A.M. Affer 
class today, I'm going to go to the post office. 

( c) I'm going to go to the post office this morning. 

tonight 
this morning 
this afternoon 
this evening 
this week 
this weekend 
this month 
this year 

These words 
can express 

) present, past, or 
future time. 
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W EXERCISE 12: Answer the questions. Use your own words. 

1. What is something you did earlier this year? 
. . - I came this year. 

2. What is something you are doing this year? 

I* I am st~dvwgbghsh this year. 

3. What is something you are going to do this year? 

+ I am aoina - to  visit mv relatives in Cairo this year. 
! , I  . ,  , , , , : , i" I I .r.. i 71. 

I . r  :. 4. What is something you did earlier today? . i l  I :..rli. '..z., I ' I  

! ,  . i:!. { ..' . + I  today. 

5. What is something you are doing today, right now? 
7 .  :. .,wX c, !,," 

+ I today. 
.::;lii:t.q . 

6. What is something you are going to do later today? 
. ' : : : G  c.fl;. .rI . i,;i 

-t I today. , r 1  

7. What is something you did earlier this morning / afternoon / evening? 
) .  , I  

-+ I this 

8. What is something you are going to do later this morning / afternoon / evening? 

+ I this 

W R C l S E  13: Comolete the sentences. Discuss the different VERB TENSES that are possible. 
.* 

& - 3  - 
' r 1. 

ii ' F  
today. 

% 3 

2. this morning. 

3. this afternoon. 

/Ill 1 
4. this evening. 

'I' 5. tonight. 
i '-' 

f i l  , 6. this week. 

7. this month. 

8. this year. 



EXERCISE 14-ORAL: In groups of three, ask classmates questions about future activities. 
STUDENT A: Begin your question with "When are you going to . . . P 

x' 
STUDENT B: Answer Student A's question. 
STUDENT A: Ask Student C a question that begins with "When is (. . .) going to... 2" 
STUDENT C: Answer in a complete sentence. 

Example: go downtown 
, STUDENT A: When are you going to go downtown? 

STUDENT B: This weekend. (Tomorrow morning. / In a couple of days. / Etc.) 
r IU. , STUDENT A: When is ( . . . ) going to go downtown? 

STUDENT C: He/She is going to go downtown this weekend. 

1. study at the library 9. call ( . . . ) on the phone 
2. go shopping 10. go to (name of restaurant) for dinner 
3. go to (name of a class) . .. . 1 1, see your family again . i . 1  
4. have dinner 12. quit smoking 
5. do your grammar hom~work 

r n  B i  . ,  
13. buy a car 

6. get married .,: : I '  . , 14. see ( . . . ) 
7. go on a picnic 15. go to (name of a place in this city) 
8. visit (name of a place in this city) 16. take a vacation 

' ( I  

. . .  

EXERCISE 15-ORAL: In pairs, ask a classmate a question. Use the given words in your 
question. 

Example: tomorrow morning 
STUDENT A: Are you going to come to class tomorrow morning? 
STUDENT B: Yes, I am, OR: No, I'm not. r .*\ 

Erampk: yesterday morning 
STUDENT A: Did YOU eat breakfast yesterday morning? 
STUDENT B: Yes, I did. OR: No, I didn't. 

I, .. , .  . . , I  
, . , .  

Switch roles. , . 
; , -1 ? .. 

1. last night 10. last week I' . 
. . .r>,,. , . .; '~ 

11. thisweek 2. tomorrow night 
3. tonight 

. i l  I 
12. yesterday morning 

. . 4. tomorrow afternoon 13. tomorrow morning 
5. yesterday afternoon 14. this morning 
6. this afternoon " 15, later today , 1 )  

7. last Friday ' 16. a couple of hours ago ,, 1 . ' 

8. next Friday 17. in a couple of hours from nwu) 
9. next week 18. this evening 
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STATEMENT ( a )  Mike w i l l p  to the library tomorrow. 
(b) Mike is going to go to the library tomorrow. 

( C) INCORRECT: Mike will goes there. 

(d) INCORRECT: Mike wilb go there. 

(e)  INCORRECT: Mike will to go there. 

( f )  Iwillcome. - - I'll come. 
You will come. - - You'll come. 
She will come. - - She'll come. 
He will come. - - He'll come. 
It will come. - - It'll come. 
We will come - - We'll come. 
They will come. - - They'll come. 

(g) Bob will not be here tomorrow. 
(h) Bob won't be here tomorrow. 

(a) and @) have basically the 
same meaning. 

The simple form of a verb follows 
d. In (c): goes is NOT correct. 

There is never a final -s on will 
for future time. 

Will is not followed by an 
infintive with to. 

Will is connacted to 'N with 
subject pronouns.* These 
contractions are common in 
both speaking and writing. 

Negative connaction: 
will + not = won't 

Will is also often contracted with nouns in speaking (but not in writing). 
WRITTEN: Tom will be here at ten. 
SPOKEN: "Tom'll" be here af ten. 

EXERCISE 16-ORAL: Change the sentences by using wiU to express future time. 

1. I'm going to arrive around six tomorrow. 
+ I'll arrive aamnd six tomormw. 

2. Fred isn't going to come to our party. 
3. He's going to be out of town next week. 
4. Sue is going to be in class tomorrow. 
5. She has a cold, but she isn't going to stay home. 
6. Jack and Peggy are going to meet us at the movie theater. 
7. They're going to be there at 7:15. 
8. Tina is going to stay home and watch TV tonight.* 
9. This is an important letter. I'm going to send this letter by express mail. 

*When two verbs are connected by an4 the helping verbs begoing to and will are usually not 
repeated. For example: 

I'm going to lock the doors and- cum out the lighrs. 
I'll lock the doors and 4 turn out the lights. 
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10. My parents are going to stay at a hotel in Honolulu. 
11. Hurry up, or we're going to be late for the concert. 
12. I'm not going to be at home this evening. 
13. I'm going to wash the dishes and clean the kitchen after dinner. 
14. Be careful with those scissors! You're going to hurt yourself! 

ASKING QUESTIONS V 

QVeS'llON ANSWER 

(Q~ESTION + W L L  + SUBJ6CT + MAIN VERB 

WORD) 

( a )  Will Tom c m  tomorrow? + Yes, he will.* 
No, he won't. 

(b) Will you be at home tonight? -t Yes, I win.* 
No, I won't. 

( c )  When will Ann arrive? + Next Saturday. 
( d )  What time will the phne arriue? -t Three-thirty. 
( e )  Where wilI you be tonight? + At hmno. 

Siom: will is not contracted with a pronoun in a short answer. See Chart 1-9 for information about the use of 
contractions in short answers. 

H EXERCISE 17: Make questions. 

1. A: Will you be at ho t t~%~~torow night? 

B: Yes, / will. (I'll be at home tomorrow night.) 

2. A: 1 
B: NO, she won t. I (Ann won't be in class tomorrow.) 
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3. A: Whm will you see Mr. Pong 7 

B: Tomorrow afternoon. (I'll see Mr. Pong tomorrow afternoon.) 

4. A: 

B: Yes, (The plane will be on time.) 

5 .  A: 

B: Yes, (Dinner will be ready in a few minutes.) 

6. A: 

B: In a few minutes. (Dinner will be ready in a few minutes.) 

7. A: 

B: Next year. (I'll graduate next year.) 

B: At the community college. (Mary will go to school at the community college next 
year.) - . . .  ., *,..-, 

, . .  ,.. 
.;,;:x ., 

, , ,  . 9. A: 

B: No, (Jane and Mark won't be at the party.) 

10. A: 

4 
B: Yes, (Mike will arrive in Chicago next week.) 

" 11. A: 
Y 1 < .  . ., 
:,. ;u B: In Chicago. (Mike will be in Chicago next week.) 

ui ; 
12. A: 

'I '74,~ - 

. B: No, (I won't be home early tonight.) 

13. A: 

B: In a few mhutes. (Dr. Smith will be back in a few minutes.) 

14. A: 

B: Yes, (I'll be ready to leave at 8: 15.) 

A: Are you sure? - 

. I 3  



- 
6-7 VERB SUMMARY: PRESENT. PAST. A N D  FUTUR 

SIMPLE 

PRES6NT 

PRESENT 

PROGRESSIVE 

smLE 
PAST 

BE GOING TO 

STATEMENT I NEGATIVE I QUESTION 

I eat lunch every day. 
He eat8 lunch every day. 

I am eatinp an apple right 
now. 

She is eating an apple. 
They are eating apples. 

I don't eat breakfast. Do you eat breakfast? 

She isn't eating a pear. I Is he eating a banana? 
They aren't eating pears. Are they eatinp bananas? 

He ate lunch yesterday. 

I am going to eat lunch at 
noon. 

She isgoing to eat lunch 
at noon. 

They are going to eat 
lunch at noon. 

He didn't eat breakfast. 

I 'm not going to eat 
breakfast tomorrow. 

She isn't going to eat 
breakfast tomorrow. 

They aren't going to eat ' breakfast tomorrow. 

Did you eat breakfast? 

Am Igoing to see you 
tomorrow? 

la  she going to eat lunch 
tomorrow? 

Are they going to eat 
lunch tomorrow? 

He will eat lunch He won't eat breakfast Will he eat lunch 
tomorrow. t o m o m .  tomorrow? 

EXERCISE IGVERB REVIEW: Complete the sentences with the verbs in parentheses. 
. . .  

1.  Right now, Anita (sit) IS  srttlna at her desk. 
. , 

2. She (do, not) homework. She (write) 

a letter to her parents. 

I?' , ill. 8 

. . , I  . ' I  , - .  
I :  . .; 

.. . ,. . 
. , .  ' ." 

. $ ', $ < , ~ 8  ' .. ., .A,. 

. 3 . .  ' 4 

i .'. , . . .  . . . . '  5 

7 ,  .. ' 
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3. She (write) to her parents every week. 

4. She (write, not) a letter every day. 

5. Her parents (expect, not) to get a letter every day. 

6. Last night Anita (write) a letter to her brother. Then she 

(start) to write a letter to her sister. 

7. While Anita was writing a letter to her sister last night, her phone (ring) 

. It (be) her sister! 

8. Anita finish, not) the letter to her sister last night. 

After she (talk) to her sister, she (go) 

to bed. 

9. Tomorrow she (write) a letter to her cousin in Brazil. 

lo. Anita (write, not) a letter to her parents tomorrow. 

1 1.  (you, write) a letter to someone every day? 

12. (you, write) a letter to someone yesterday? 

13. (you, write) a letter to someone tomorrow? 

lERB SUMMARY: F( 

I I STATEMENT I NEGATIVE I QU@STlON 

I a m  from Korea. 
He is from Egypt. 
They are from Venezuela. 

I am not from Jordan. 
She h ' t  from China. 
They aren't from Italy. 

Am I in the right room? 
Is she from Greece? 
Are they from Kenya? 

SIMPLE 

PAST 

Ann was late yesterday. 
They were late yesterday. 

I a m  poing to be late. 
She is going to be late. 
They are going to be late. 

She w m ' t  on time. 
They w m ' t  on time. 

I'm not going to be on time. 
She isn'tgoitlg to be on time. 
They aren't going to be on 

time. 

Was she in class? 
Were they in class? 

Am I going to be late? 
Is she going to be late? 
Are they going to be late 

tomorrow? 

He will be at home 
tomorrow. 

He won't be at work 
tomorrow. 

Will he be at work next 
week? 



EXERCISE 19-REVIEW OF BE Complete the sentences with the VEMS in parentheses. 

1 .  I (be) in class right now. I (be, not) 

here yesterday. I (be) absent 

yesterday. (you, be) in class yesterday? (Carwn,  be) 

here yesterday? 

2. Carmen and I (be) absent from class yesterday. We 

(be, not) here. 

3. My friends (be) at Fatima's apartment tomorrow 

evening. I (be) there too. (you, be) 

there? (Yuko, be) there? 

4. A whale (be, not) a fish. It (be) a 

mammal. Dolphins (be, not) fish either. They 

(be) mammals. 

- 
EXERCISE 20-VERB REVIEW: Complete the sentences with the verbs in parentheses. Give 

short answers to questions where necessary. 

1.  A: (you, have) Do .YOU have a bicycle? 

B: Yes, I (do) do . I (ride) ride it to work 
every day. 

2. A: (you, walk) to work yesterday? 

B: No, I . I (ride) my bicycle. 

3. A: (you, know) Mr. Park? 

B: Yes, I ., 
A: Where (you, meet) . him? 

B: I (meet) him at a dinner party at my uncle's house. 



4. A: What time (you, get up) every day? 
B: Between six and seven. 

A: What time (you, get up) tomorrow? 
B: Six-thirty. 

5. A: Where (you, study, usually) ? 
B: Inmy room. 

A: (YO% go) to the library to study sometimes? 

B: No. I (like, not) to study at the library, 

6 .  A: (you, be) in class tomorrow? 

B: Yes, I . But I (be, not) in class 
the day after tomorrow. 

7. A: . (Yuko, call) you last night? 

B: Yes, she . We (talk) for a few minutes. 

A: (she, tell) you about her brother? 

' ' B: No, she . She (say, not) 
anything about her brother. Why? 

A: Her brother (be) in an accident. 
- . ... - . . .~ B: That's too bad. What happened? ..-.. - 

' I  I , 
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A: A dog (run) in front of his bicycle. Her brother (want, not) 

to hit the dog. When he (@y) 

to avoid the dog, his bike (run) into a truck. It was an 
unfortunate accident. 

B: (he, be) in the hospital now? 

A: No, he . He &) at home. 

8. A: (whales, breathe) air? 

B: Yes, they 

A: (a whale, haw) %. lungs? 

B: Yes, it 

1 A: (a whale, be) a fish? 

B: No, it It&?) a mammal. 

A: It (be) a TV show about 1 1 
, . 

.?~ 

, - .  . - ~ .  . the future. It (be) a 
, , science fiction show. (you, like) : I 

t i  +., . 

9. A: (you, watch) Star Trek on TV last night? 
1 .-- B: What's Star Trek? 

- 
science fiction? 

B; Yes, I . I (read) 
1, 

science fiction books 

* often. When (Star Trek, be) 
on TV again? 

A: Next week, on Thursday at nine o'clock. 
. ,.. 

B: I (try) to watch it. I might like it. &t ("mkfi mean) 

.'" ,.' ,*: . .- . .. . . ' ! ,  A: "Trek" (mean) a long and difficult journey. 
6 , .  / 

- L -, . *  , B: What ('fjourney/ mean) ? 
, . 

: A: "Journey" (mean) that you travel from one place to another 
place. Star %k is the story of people who travel in outer space among the stars. 
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EXERCISE 21 -REVIEW (ORAL/WRITTEN): The name of the person in the pictures is Alex. 
What is he doing? Why? Make u p  probable reasons. Give three different 
descriptions of his activities according to the given directions. 

1. D E S C ~ O N  #I: Assume the pictures show things that Alex is doing right now 
and/or does every day. Use the pictures to describe some of Alex's activities, using 
present tenses. 

2. D E S C ~ T I O N  #2: Assume the pictures show things that Alex is going to do 
tomorrow. Describe these activities. 

3. DESCRIPTION #3: Assume the pictures show things that Alex did yesterday. Describe 
these activities. 
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PRESENT 

(a )  What do you do every day? + I work every day. 
( (b) What are you doing right now? + I'm studying English. 

What + a form of do 
is used to ask about 
activities. 

I :: What did you do yesterday? + I went to school yesterday. I 
m 
(d) What are you going to do tomorrow? + I'm going to go downtown tomorrow. 
(e)  What will we do if it rains tomorrow? + We'N stay home if it rains tomorrow. 

EXERCISE 22: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. 

1. A: What (you, do) do vou do every Friday? 

B: I (come) come to class. 

2. A: What (you, do) last Friday? 

B: I (come) to class. 

3 .  A: What (you, do) next Friday? 

B: I (come) to class. 

4. A: What (you, do) yesterday evening? 

B: I (watch) TV. 

5. A: What (you, do) every evening? 

B: I (watch) TV. 

6. A: What (you, do) tomorrow evening? 

B: I (watch) TV 

7. A: What (you, do) right now? 

B: I (do) a grammar exercise. 

8. A: What (Maria, do) every morning? 

B: She (go) to work. 



9. A: What (the students, do) right now? 

B: They ( w k )  on this exericse. 

.:j 10. A: What (they, do) in class tomorrow? 

B: They (take) a test. 

11. A: What (Boris, do) last night? 

B: He (go) to a movie. 

12. A: What (the teacher, do) every day at the beginning 
of class? 

B: She (put) her books on her desk, ( h k )  

at the class, and (say) , "Good morning." 

EXERCISE 23-ORAL: Ask a classmate a question. Use What + a form of do with the 
given time expression. 

Example: yesterday 
STUDENT A: What did you do yesterday? 
STUDENT B: ($w response) 

1. last night 
2. every day 
3. right now 
4. tomorrow 
5. yesterday afternoon 
6. tomorrow morning 
7. every morning 

Switch roles. 
8.  right now 
9. last Saturday 

10. next Saturday 
1 1, this morning 
12. this afternoon 
13. tonight ' ' ' 
14. next week 



( a )  It may rain tomorroev. May + werb (simple form) expresses a possibility in the 
(b) Anita may be at home now. future, as in (a), or a present possibility, as in @). 

(c)  It mkht ruin t o m m w .  Might has the same meaning as may. (a) and (c)  have the 
(d) Anita mipht be at home now. same meaning. 

(e )  Tom will be at the meeting tomorrow. In (e): The speaker uses wiN because he feels sure about 
Tom's presence at the meeting tomorrow. 

( f )  Ms. Lee maylntspht be at the meeting In (f): The speaker uses mqy/migbt to say, "I don't know 
tomorrow. if Ms. Lee will be at the meeting, but it is possible." 

(g) Ms. Lee maylntspht not be at the Negative form: maylrnkht + not 
meeting tomorrow. NOTE: (0 and (g) have essentially the same meaning: Ms. 

Lee may or may not be at the meehhg tomorrow. 

(h) INCORRECT: MS. Lee mqy win be at May and mkht are not used with rufll. 
the meeting tomorrow. .@ . 

INCORRECT: MS. Lee might will be at 
the meeting tomorrow. r 

EXERCISE 24: Complete the sentences. Use wiU or won't if you're sure. Use rnaylmkht 
if you're not sure. 

1. I be in class next Monday. * :: 
+ I will be in  class next Monday.  = You're sure. I 

+ I will not (won't) be i n  class next Monday.  = You're sure. 
+ I mqylmight be i n  class next Monday  (or Imayhipkt not be in class next 

Monday).  = It's possible, but you're not sure. 

2. I eat breakfast tomorrow morning. 

3. 1 be in class tomorrow. 

4. I get a letter from a friend of mine tomorrow. 

5. I watch TV for a little while after dinner tonight. 

6. We have a grammar test in class tomorrow. 

7. I eat dinner at a restaurant tonight. 

8. It be cloudy tomorrow. 

9. The sun rise tomorrow morning. 

10. I choose a career in music after I f d s h  school. 
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1 1. There be another earthquake in Japan in the next 
few months. 

12. The population of the earth continue to grow. 

13. Cities become more and more crowded. 

14. We communicate with beings from outer space 
before the end of the 21st century. 

15. Do you think we communicate with other beings 
through music? 

H EXERCISE 2SWRITTEN: Complete the sentences. Write about your activities tomorrow. 
Use be going to and maylmight. 

. ,  1. I'm going to get up at . . . tomorrow 6. At .  . . o'clock. . . . 
morning. . 1 '  . , . . .  7. Then. .. . 

2. Then. .  . . 8. After that . . . . 
3. After that. . . . 9. Next. . . . 
4. Around . . . o'clock. . . . 10. Then at . . . o'clock. 
5. Later. . . . 

EXERCISE 26-WRITTEN: Complete the sentences. Write about your activities yesterday. 

1. I got up at . . . yesterday morning. 
2. I . .  . and. . . . 
3. Then I. . . . 
4. I didn't . . . because . . . . 
5. Later. . . . 
6. Around. . . o'clock. . . . 
7. Then. . . . 

8. After that..  . . 
9. At. . . o'clock. . . . 

10. I didn't . . . because 
11. A t . .  . I . .  . . 
12. . . . after that. 
13. Thena t . .  . . 



I- 1 1 MAYBE (ONE WORD) vs. MAY BE (TWO WORDS) 

(a)  "Will Abdullah be in class tomorrow?" 
"I don't know. Maybe. Maybe Abdullah 
will be in class tomorrow, and maybe 
he won't." 

(b) I Maybe1 I Abdullah I I will be ( here. 
adverb subject verb 

( c )  I Abdullah I ( may be I here tomorrow. 
subject verb 

The adverb maybe (one word) means 
"possibly ." 

Maybe comes in front of a subject and verb. I 
May be (two words) is used as the verb of a 
sentence. 

EXERCISE 27: Find the sentences where maybe is used as an adverb and where may is used 
as part of the verb. 

1. Maybe it will rain tomorrow. + maybe = an adverb 

2. It may rain tomorrow. -r may rain = a wrb; may ti part of the wrb 

3 .  We may go to the art museum tomorrow. 

4. Maybe Ann would like to go to the museum with us. 

5. She may like to go to art museums. 

6 .  It's cold and cloudy today. It may be cold and cloudy tomorrow. Maybe the weather 
will be warm and sunny this weekend. 

EXERCISE 28: Use muybe or maylmight. 

1. A: Is David going to come to the party? 

B: I don't know. Mavbe 

2. A: What are you going to do tomorrow? 

B: I don't know. I mav/might go swimming. 

3. A: What are you going to do tomorrow? 

B: I don't have any plans. I'll go swimming. 

4. A: Where is Robert? 

B: I don't know. He be at his office. 

5. A: Where is Robert? 

B: I don't know. he's at his office. 
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6. A: Are Kate and Steve going to get married? 

B: . Who knows? 

7. A: Are you going to move to Portland or to Seattle? 

B: I don't know. I move to San Francisco. 

8. A: Where are you planning to go on your vacation? 

B: we'll go to Mexico. We haven't decided yet. We 

go to Florida. 

9. A: Is Amanda married? 

B: Hrnmm. I'm not sure. she is, and 

she isn't. 

10. A: Do you think it will rain tomorrow? 

B: I have no idea. . . it will, and it 
1 .  won't. 

11. A: Are you going to study English next semester? 

B: . Are you? 

12. A: I'd like to have a pet. 

B: Oh? What kind of pet would you like to get? 

A: Oh, I don't know. I haven't decided yet. I'll get a 

canary. Or I'll get a snake. I'm not sure. I 

get a frog. Or I get a turtle. 

B: What's wrong with a cat or dog? 

EXERCISE 29: Complete the sentences with muybe or mqy be. 

1. A: I may be a little late tonight. 
B: That's okay. I won't worry about you. 

2. A: Will you be here by seven o'clock? 

B: It's hard to say. Maybe I'll be a little late. 

3. A: It cold tomorrow. 
B: That's okay. Let's go to the beach anyway. 



4. A: Will the plane be on time? 

B: I think so, but it a few minutes late. 

5. A: Do you want to go to the park tomorrow? 
B: Sure. That sounds like fun. 

A: Let's talk to Carlos too. he would like to go with us. 

6. A: Where's Mr. Chu? 

B: Look in Room 506 down the hall. I think he there. 

A: No, he's not there. I just looked in Room 506. 

B: he's in Room 508. 

A 
I I . ~. , ; . " . . 

, . " *. ,L<"'!...,. ',, ' !  7 . ,  ,,, 
EXERCISE ~o-oR~(BO&S CLOSED): Answer the question by using I donat know + 

maybe or maylmight. 
/ 1% 

Example: What are you going to do tonight? 
Response: I don't know. Maybe I'll watch TV. / I may watch TV. I I might watch TV. 

1. What are you going to do tonight? 
2. What are you going to do tomorrow? 
3. What are you going to do after class today? 
4. What are you going to do this weekend? 
5. What are you going to do this evening? 
6. Who is going to go shopping tomorrow? What are you going to buy? 
7. Who is going to go out to eat tonight? Where are you going to go? 
8. Who is going to get married? When? 
9. Who is going to watch TV tonight? What are you going to watch? 

10. Who is absent today? Where is he/she? 
1 1. Is it going to rain tomorrow? What is the weather going to be like tomorrowi 
12. Who is planning to go on a vacation? Where are you going to go? 
13. Who wants to have a pet? What kind of pet are you going to get? 

EXERCISE 31 -ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Use the given information to make guesses. 
Include maylmight and maybe in some of your guesses. 

Example: ( . . . ) is absent today. Why? Do you have any possible explanations? 
+ He/She may be sick. HelShe might be out of town today. Maybe helshe 

is late today and will come soon. 

1. What is ( . . . ) going to do after class today? 
2. ( . . . ) said, "I have very exciting plans for this weekend." What is helshe going to do 

this weekend? 
3. ( . . . ) has an airplane ticket in his pocket. I saw it. Do you know where he/she is 

going to go? 



4. ( . . . ) said, "I don't like it here in this city." Why doesn't ( . . . ) like it here? Do you 
have any idea? 

5 .  ( . . . ) doesn't like it here. What is helshe going to do? 
6. ( . . . ) has something very special in hisher pocket, but helshe won't show anyone 

what it is. What do you suppose is in histher pocket? 
7. Can you think of some good things that may happen to you this year? 
8. What are some good things that might happen to ( . . . ) this year or next year? 
9. Can you think of some bad things that might happen in this world this year or next? 

10. What are some good things that may happen in the world this year? 
1 1. What new inventions do you think we may have in the future to make our lives easier? 

(a) Befme Ann goes to work tomorrow, 
she will eat breakfast. 

(b) INCORRECT: Before Ann willgo to 
work tomorrow, ssh will eat breakfast. 
INCORRECT: Bejme Ann is going to go to 
work tomorrow, she will eat breakfast. 

(c)  I'm going to f ~ s h  my homework after I 
eat dinner tonight. 

(d) When Igo to New Ymk next week, I'm 
going to stay at the Hilton Hotel. 

*See Chart 5-18 for information about time clauses. 

In (a): Before Ann goes w work tomorrow is a funue 
time clause.* 
A future time clause uses the SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE, 
not will or be going to. 

In (c): after I eat dinner tonight = a future time clause. 

In (d): When Igo to New Ymk next week = a future 
time clause. 

EXERCISE 32: Find the time clauses. 

1. When we go to the park tomorrow, we're going to go to the zoo. 
+ When we go to the park tomorrow = a time clause 

2. After I get home tonight, I'm going to make an overseas call to my parents. 

3. Mr. Kim will finish his report before he leaves the office today. 

4. I'll get some fresh fruit when I go to the market tomorrow. 

5. Before I go to bed tonight, I'm going to write a letter to my brother. 

6. I'm going to look for a job at a computer company after I graduate next year. 



EXERCISE 33: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. 

1. Before I (go) a0 to bed tonight, I (watch) 

am going to watch/will watch my favorite show on TV. 

2. I (buy) a new coat when I (go) 
shopping tomorrow. 

3. After I (finish) my homework this evening, I (take) 

a walk. 

4. When I (see) Eduardo tomorrow, I (ask) 
him to join us for dinner this weekend. 

5. When I (go) to Ausaalia next month, I (meet) 

my Aunt Emily for the fust time. 

6 .  Mrs. Polanski (change) her clothes before she (work) 

in her garden this afternoon. 



EXERCISE 34-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Give complete answers to the questions. Use 
time clauses. 

Example: Who's going to go shopping later today? What are you going to do after you 
go shopping? 

TEACHER: Who's going to go shopping later today? 
STUDENT A: (Student A raises hislher hand.) 
TEACHER: What are you going to do after you go shopping? 
STUDENT A: After I go shopping, I'm going to go home. OR: 

i'm going to go home after I go shopping. 
TEACHER: What is ( . . . ) going to do after heishe goes shopping? 
STUDENT B: After ( . . . ) goes shopping, heishe is going to go home. OR: 

( . . . ) is going to go home after heishe goes shopping. 

1. Who's going to study tonight? What are you going to do after you study tonight? 
2. Who else is going to study tonight? What are you going to do before you study? 
3. Who's going to watch TV tonight? What are you going to do before you watch TV? 
4. Who's going to watch TV tonight? What are you going to do after you watch TV? 
5. Who's going to go shopping tomorrow? What are you going to buy when you go 

shopping tomorrow? 
6. ( . . . ), what are you going to do tonight? What are you going to do before you . . . ? 

What are you going to do after you . . . tonight? 
7. ( . . . ), what are you going to do tomorrow? What are you going to do before you 

. . . tomorrow? What are you going to do after you . . . tomorrow? 
8. Who's going out of town soon? Where are you going? What are you going to do 

when you go to (name of place)? 
9. Who's going to eat dinner tonight? What are you going to do before you eat dinner? 

What are you going to do after you eat dinner? What are you going to have when you 
eat dinner? 

10. ( . . . ), what time are you going to get home today? What are you going to do before 
you get home? What are you going to do when you get home? What are you going 
to do after you get home? ,:, a 

a) 1 Jfit mdm tomorrow,l I we will stay home. I 
I @clause ' main clause 

An if-clause begins with $and has a subject 
and a verb. I . . 

(b) I We will stay home 1 I $it rains tommnw. 1 I An if-clause can come before or after a main 
main clause if-clause clause. 
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( c )  w i t  r a h  tomorrow, we won't go on a picnic. 

(d) I'm going to buy a new car next year $1 have 
enough money. w I  don't have enough money for a 
new car next year, I'm going to buy a used car. 

The SIMPLE PRESENT (not wiU or be going to) 
is used in an if-clause to express future time. 



EXERCISE 35: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. 

1. If Ali (be) i3 in class tomorrow, I (ask) 

am going to/wd/ ask him to join us for coffee after class. 

2. If the weather (be) nice tomorrow, I (go) 

to Central Park with my friends. 

3 .  I (stay, not) home tomorrow if the weather (be) 

nice. 

4. If I (feet, not) well tomorrow, I (go, not) 

to work. 

5. Masako (stay) in bed tomorrow if she (feel, not) 

well. 

6. I (stay) with my aunt and uncle if I (go) 

to Miami next week. 

7. If my friends (be) busy tomorrow, I (go) 

to a movie by myself. 

8. If we (continue) to pollute the land and oceans with poisons 

and waste, future generations (suffm) 



EXERCISE 36-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): In pairs, ask and answer questions. 
STUDENT A: Your book is open. Ask a question that begins with "What are you 

going to do.  . . ?" 
STUDENT B: Your book is closed. Answer the question. Include the if-clause in your 

answer. 

Example: . . . if the weather is nice tomorrow? 
STUDENT A: What are you going to do if the weather is nice tomorrow? 
STUDENT B: If the weather is nice tomorrow, I'm going to sit outside in the sun. OR: 

I'm going to sit outside in the sun if the weather is nice tomorrow. 

1. . . . if the weather is cold tomorrow? 
2. . . . if the weather is hot tomorrow? 
3. . . . if you don't understand a question that I ask you? 
4. . . . if class is canceled tomorrow? 
5. . . . if you don't feel well tomorrow? 
6 .  . . . if you go to (name oja place in this city) tomorrow? 

Switch roles. 
7 .  . . . if it rains tonight? 
8. . . . if you're hungry after class today? 
9. . . . if you go to (name of a place in this city) tomorrow? 

10. . . . if you don't study tonight? 
1 1. . . . if you lose your grammar book? 
12. . . . if someone steals your (name oja thing: bicycle, wallet, etc.)? 

EXERCISE 37: Pair up with a classmate. 
STUDENT A: FiU out the calendar with your activities for next week. (If you don't 

have many planned activities, invent some interesting ones.) Then give 
the calendar to Student B. 

STUDENT B: In writing, describe Student A's activities next week. Try to include 
some time clauses beginning with when, after, and before. Ask 
Student A questions about the activities on hisher calendar to get more 
information or clarification. 

Example: (Student A is Ali.) 
Student B intervieevs Studmt A about his 
calendar and then writes: On Sunday, Ali is 
going to play tennis with Talal early in the 
morning. They're going to play on the tennis 
courts here at this school. After they play 
tennis, they're going to have breakfast. In the 
afternoon, Ali is going to meet Ivan at Cozy's. 
Cozy's is a cafe. They're going to have a 
sandwich and a cup of coffee before they go to 
the soccer game at Memorial Stadium. Ali will 
study in the evening before he watches TV and 
goes to bed. ,.. 
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Fill out this calendar with your activities for next week. 

MONDAY 

TUESDAY 

WEDNESDAY 

THURSDAY 

FRIDAY 

SATURDAY 

(b)  HABITUAL 

PRESENT 

(d)  HABIrUAL 

PRESENT 

After Anngets to work today, she (a) expresses a specific activity in the future. Thm 
is going to have a cup of coffee. SIMPLE PRESENT is used in the time clause. Be 

loing to is used in the main clause. 
After Ann gets to work (every day: $) expresses habitual activities, so the SIMPLE 

she always has a cup of coffee. 'RESENT is used in both the time clause and the I main clause. 

If it *aim tomorrow, I amgoing (c) expresses a specific activity in the future. The 
to wear my raincoat to school. SWE PRESENT is used in the if-clause. Be going to 

is used in the main clause. 
[fit rains, I wear my raincoat. (d) expresses habitual activities, so the SIMPLE 

PRESENT is used in both the if-clause and the main 
clause. 



H EXERCISE 38: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. 

1. When I (go) to Miami, I (stay, usually) 
with my aunt and uncle. 

2. When I (go) to Miami next week, I (stay) 
with my aunt and uncle. 

3. Before I (go) to class today, I (haw) a cup 
of tea. 

4. Before I (go) to class, I (haw, usually) 
a cup of tea. 

5. I'm often tired in the evening after a long day at work. If I (be) tired 

in the evening, I (stay, usuallyl home and (go) 

to bed early. 

6 .  I f  I (be) tired this evening, I (stay) 

, - home and (go) to bed early. A 

7. After I (get) home in the evening, I (sit, usually) ' . 

in my favorite chair and (read) the newspaper. 

8. After I (get) home tonight, I (sit) 

in my favorite chair and (read) the newspaper. 

9. We (go) swimming tomorrow if the weather (be) 

10. My friends and I (like) to go swimming if the weather (be) 
>in:,.&&:: -,,> ? '  , ..,,.,. - ip- J i . c 

P. 
..i. . warm. 

, . . 11. People (yawn, often) and (stretch) 
3'; ' 

when they (wake) UP. 

12. I (buy) some stamps when I (go) 
to the post office this afternoon. 

13. Before the teacher (walk) into the room every day, there (be) 
. ~. 

.? i. ><!.\ a lot of noise in the classroom. , 



14. When I (go) to mwan  next month, I (skay) 

with my friend Mr. Chu. After I (leave) Taiwan, I (go) 

to Hong Kong. 

15. Ms. Wah (go) to Hong Kong often. When she (be) 

there, she (like) to take the ferry across 
, <  , 

, the bay, but sometimes she (take) the subway under the bay. 

EXERCISE 39-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Answer the questions in complete sentences. 

1. What do you do when you get up in the morning? 
2. What are you going to do when you get up tomorrow morning? 
3. What do you usually do before you go to bed? 
4. What are you going to do before you go to bed tonight? 
5. What are you going to do after you eat dinner tonight? , , , . .. 6. What do you usually do after you eat dinner? 
7. What do you like to do if the weather is nice? 
8. What are you going to do if the weather is nice tomorrow? 

EXERCISE a Complete the sentences with your own words. 

1. Before I go to bed tonight, . . . . 
2. Before I go to bed, I usually . . . . 
3. I'm going to . . . tomorrow after I . . . . 
4. When I go to . . . , I'm going to . . . . 
5. When I go to . . . , I always . . . . 
6. If the weather . . . tomorrow, I . . :, . 
7. I will visit . . . when I . . . . 
8. I'll . . . if I . . . . 
9. If the weather . . . tomorrow, . . . you going to . . . ? 

10. Are you going to .  . . before you. . . ? 
11. Do you . . . before you . . . ? 
12. After I . . . tonight, I . . . . 

EXERCISE 41 -REVIEW (ORAL/WRIlTEN): Pretend that you are going to start a self- 
improvement plan for this coming year. What are some things you are going to 
dolwill do to improve yourself and your life this year? For example: I wiU stop 
smoking. I am going to get more exercise. Etc. 

EXPRESSING FUTURE TIME W 2 H  



' W EXERCISE 42-REVIEW (ORAVWRITTEN): What is going to happen in the lives of your 
classmates in the next 50 years? Make predictions about your classmates' futures. 
For example: Heidi is going w becmne a famous research scientist. AS will have a happy 
marriage and lots of children. Carlos will live in a quiet place and write poetry. Etc. 

W EXERCISE 43-REVIEW (ORAVWRITIEN): In the mail, you find a letter from a bank. In 
the envelope is a gift of a lot of money. (As a class, decide on the amount of money in 
the gift.) You can keep the money if you follow the directions in the letter. There are 
six different versions of the letter. Choose one (or more) of the letters and describe 
what you are going to do. 

L m R  #1: 

LKl-rER #2: 

LEl-rER #3: 

LEl-rER #4: 
LEl-rER #5: 

LETTER #6: 

You have to spend the money on a wonderful vacation. What are you going 
to do? 
You have to spend the money to help other people. What are you going to 
do? 
You have to spend the money to improve your school or place of work. 
What are you going to do? 
You have to spend the money on your family. What are you going to do? 
You have to spend the money to make the world a better place. What are 
you going to do? 
You have to spend the money to improve your country. What are you going 
to do? 

beman - began say - said tsU - told 
find - found sell - sold tear-tore 
lose - lost steal - stob wear - wore 

haw - hung 

EXERCISE 44-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Practice using the IRREGULAR VERBS in the 
above list. 

1. began-began Our class begins at (9:OO) every day. Class began at (9:OO this 
morning). When did class begin (this morning)? 

+ It began at (9:OO). 
2. lose-lost 

3. fin&found 

Sometimes I lose things. Yesterday I lost my keys. What did I do 
yesterday? 

Sometimes I lose things. And then I find them. Yesterday I lost my 
keys, but then I found them in my jacket pocket. What did I do 
yesterday? 
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4 .  tear-tore If we make a mistake when we write a check, we tear the check up. 
Yesterday I made a mistake when I wrote a check, so I tore it up 
and wrote a new check. What did I do yesterday? 

5 .  sel&sold People sell things that they don't need anymore. ( . . . ) has a new 
bicycle, so he/she sold hisher old bicycle. What did ( . . . ) do? 

6 .  hanehung I like to hang pictures on my walls. This morning I hung a new 
picture in my bedroom. What did I do this morning? 

7 .  tell-told The kindergarten teacher likes to tell stories to her students. 
Yesterday she told a story about a little red train. What did the 
teacher do yesterday? 

8, weal-wore I wear a sweater to class every evening. Last night I wore a jacket as 
well. What did I wear last night? 

9. steal-stole Thieves steal money and other valuables. Last month a thief stole my 
aunt's pearl necklace. What did a thief do last month? 

10. say-said People usually say "hello" when they answer a phone. When ( . . . ) 
answered hisher phone this morning, helshe said "hello." What 

u did ( . . . ) do this morning? 

EXERCISE 6: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. 

begin 

hang steal wear 
lose 

1. A: Did you go to the park yesterday? 

B: No. We stayed home because it to rain. 

2. A: Susie is in aouble. 
B: Why? 

. s <  L o . A: She a lie. Her mom and dad are upset. 

3. A: Where did you get that pretty shell? 

B: I it on the beach. 

4. A: May I please have your homework? 

B: I don't have it. I it. 
A: You what!? 
B: I can't fmd it anywhere. 

5 .  A: Where's my coat? 

B: 1 it up in the closet for you. 



6. A: What happened to your sleeve? 

B: I it on a nail. ~ , F I  

A: That's too bad. 

7. A: Do you s9U, have your bicycle? 

B: No. I 1 :  it because I 
needed some extra money. 

8. A: It's hot in here. 
i . ,  ,... .: B: Excuse me? What did you say? 

A: I , "It's hot in here." 

9. A: Why did you take the bus to work this morning? Why didn't you drivet 

B: Because somebody my car last night. 
A: Did you call the police? 
B: Of course I did. 

10. A: Did you wear your blue jeans to the job interview? .SL !:><::>~.:: :: 

B: Of course not! I a suit. 

1 EXERCISE 46: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. Use any appropriate 
verb form. 

1. A: h u ,  be) at home tomorrow morning around ten? 

B: No. I (be) out. ,I 

2. A. I (lose) my sunglasses yesterday. - 
B: Where? !I , 

A: I (think) that I (leaw) them on a table 
at the restaurant. 

3. A: How are you getting along? 

B: F i e .  I'm making a lot of friends, and my English (improve) 

4. A: Sometimes children tell little lies. You talked to Annie. (she, tell) 

the truth, or (she, tell) a lie? 

B: She ( ~ 1 1 )  the truth. She's honest. 

5 .  A: (you, write) a letter to George yesterday? 

B: Yes, I did. I (send) him a letter yesterday. 



6. A: May I see the classified section of the newspaper? 
B: Sure. Here it is. 

A: Thanks. I (want) ( h k )  at the want ads. I 

- 

APTS., UNFURN. 

2 BR. 4 725/mo. Lake St. 
Near bus. All utils, incl. 
No pets. 361- 3663. eves. 

I (go) to my cousin's house. I (see) 

Jean there and (talk) to her for a while. And I (meet) 

my cousin's neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Bell. They're nice 
people. I like them. 

What are you going to do tonight? (ym, study) ? 

No. I don't think so. I'm tired. I think I (watch) 

TV for a while, or maybe I (listen) to some 

music. Or I might read a novel. But I (want, not, study) 

tonight. 

(YOU, dd your homework last night? 

No. I (be) too tired. I (go) to bed early 

and (sleep) for nine hours. 

Good morning. 
Excuse me? 

1 (say) , "Good morning." 

Oh! Good morning! I'm sorry. I (understand, not) 
you at fust. 



11. A: What did you do yesterday? 

B: Well, I (wake up) around nine and (go) 

shopping. While I was downtown, someone (steal) 

my purse. I (a&) a taxi home. When 

I (get) out of the taxi, I (tear) mY 

blouse. I (borroeu) some money from my roommate to 
pay the taxi driver. 

A: Did anything good happen to you yesterday? 

B: Hrnmm. Let me think. Oh yes. I (lose) my grammar book, 

but I find) it later. 

M O R E  IRRE 

cost -cost 
cut -cut 

M e t  -forpol 
give -gave 

hit - hit spend - spent 
hurt - hurt understand - understood 
lend - h t  

make - made 

EXERCISE 47-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Practice using the IRREGULAR VERBS in the 
above list. 

1. wst-cost I bought a hat yesterday. I paid (twenty dollars) for it. It cost (twenty 
dollars). What did I buy yesterday? How much did it cost? 

+ You bought a hat. It wst  (twenty dolkzrs). 

2. give-gaue 

3. &-made 

4. cut-cut 

5. hurt-hurt 

6. l end-h t  

7 .  forget-forgot 

8. spend-spent 
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People give gifts when someone has a birthday. Last week, ( . . . ) had 
a birthday. I gave him/her (something). What did I do? 

I make good chocolate cake. Last week I made a cake for ( . . . )'s 
birthday. What did I do last week? 

( . . . ) cuts vegetables when helshe makes a salad. Two nights ago, 
while helshe was making a salad, he /she cut his/her finger with the 
knife. What happened two nights ago? 

When I have a headache, my head hurts. Yesterday I had a headache. 
My head hurt yesterday. How did my head feel yesterday? How 
does your head feel when you have a headache? 

I lend money to my friends if they need it. Yesterday I lent (a certain 
amount of money) to ( . . . ). What did I do? 

Sometimes I forget my wallet. Last night, I forgot it at a restaurant. 
What did I do last night? 

I usually spend Saturdays with my parents. Last Saturday, I spent the 
day with my friends instead. What did I do last Saturday? 



9. shut-shut I shut the garage door every night at 10:00 P.M. 1 shut it early last 
night. What did I do last night? 

10. understand- I always understand ( . . . ) when he/she speaks. HeIShe just 
understood said something and I understood it. What just happened? 

1 1. hit-hit ( . . . ) lives in an apartment. His/Her neighbors are very noisy. 
When they make too much noise, ( . . . ) hits the wall with hisher 
hand. Last night helshe couldn't get to sleep because of the noise, 
so helshe hit the wall with hisher hand. What did ( . . . ) do last 
night? What does he/she usually do when hisher neighbors make 
too much noise? 

EXERCISE 48: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. 

1. A: How much (a new uzr, cost) ? 

B: It (cost) a lot! New cars are expensive. 

2. A: Did you get a ticket for the rock concert? . , (  

B: Yes, and it was really expensive! It (cost) ffw'dollars. 

3. A: Where's your dictionary? 

B: I (give) it to Robert. 

4. A: I had a car accident yesterday morning. 
B: What happened? 

A: I (hit) a telephone pole. 

5. A: May I have your homework, please? 

B: I'm sorry, but I don't have it. I forget) it. 

A: You forget) it!? 

6. A: Did you eat breakfast? 

B: Yeah. I (make) some scrarnmea eggs and toast for myseh. 

7. Jack (put) on his clothes every morning. 

8. Jack (put) on his clothes this morning after he got up. 

9. A: Did you enjoy going into the city to see a show? 

B: Yes, but I (spend) a lot of money. I can't afford to do 
that very often. 

10. A: May I see your dictionary? 

B: I don't have it. I (lend) it to George. 



1 1. A: Is that knife sharp? 

B: It's very sharp. It (cut) anything easily. 

12. A: I went to a barber this morning. He (cut) my hair too short. 
B: It looks fine. 

EXERCISE 49-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Give the past form. Spell the past form. Make 
sentences using the past form. 

Example: come 
Response: came 

1. come 
2. eat 
3. stand 
4. understand 
5. drink 

ni. .I 
6. break 
7. hear 
8. lose 
9. find 
lo. begin 
11. put 
12. shut 
13. hang 
14. tell 
15. tear 
16. get 
17, wakeup 
18. steal 

C-A-M-E . . . I came to class this morning. 
':> ;.,i:' . 

19. meet 
20. speak 
21. take 
22. wear 
23. write 
24. fly 
25. leave 
26. pay 
27. cost 
28. spend 
29. sell 
30. buy 
31. ring 
32. make 
33, do 
34. say 
35, catch 
36. send 

37, forget 
38. drive 
39. ride 
40. run 
41, go 
42. see 
43. sit 
44, cut 
45. hit 
46. sing 
47. bring 
48. read 
49. teach 
50. think 
51. have 
52. sleep 
53. give 
54. lend 

H EXERCISE 50-REVIEW: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. Use any 
appropriate verb form. . . 

l.A:I(cut) - class tomorrow. 
B: Why? 
A: Why not? 
B: That's not a very good reason. , ' 

2. A: How did you gb here? 

B: I (take) a plane. I (fly) here from 
Bangkok. 

: I .  



3. A: How do you usually get to class? 

B: I (w&, usuaUy) , but sometimes I (take) 

the bus. 

4. A: Where (you, meet) your wife? 

B: I (meet) her at a party ten years ago. 

5. A: Did you see that? 
B: What? 

A: The man in the red shirt (hit) the man in the blue shirt. 
B: Really? 

6. A: Were you late for the movie? 

B: No. The movie (begin) at 7:30, and we (get) 
to the theater at 7:26. 1 :  

7. A: What time (the moerie, begin) last 
night? 

d l  B: 7:30. 

A: (you, be) late? I, 1 )I 
. , , , ; 

B: No. We (make) it in time. 

8. A: Do you hear that noise? 
B: What noise? 

A: (you, listen) ? 

9. A: Where's your homework? 

B: I (lose) it. 
A: Oh? 

.- 

B: I (forget) it. , ,~ I : .." 
A: Oh? , , , , : .(I 

. ., , . 
B: I (give) it to Roberto to give to you, but he (lose) 

, , . . t  '2 

B: Someone (steal) it. 
A: Oh? 

B: Well, actually I (have, not) enough time to 
Gnish it last night. 

A: I see. 



10. A: Where's my book! Someone (steal) it! 

*. B: Take it easy. Your book (be) right here 
A: Oh. 

11. A: (you, stay) here during vacation 
next week? 

B: No. I (take) a m p  to Miami. I (visit) 

my aunt and uncle. 

A: How long (you, be) away? 
B: About five days. 

12. A: Why (yo% wear) a cast on your 
foot? 

B: I (break) my ankle. 
A: How? 

B: I (step) in a hole while I was running in the park. 

13. A: ( y o y  euant, go) to the zoo this 
afternoon? 

B: I'd like to go, but I can't because I have to study. 
A: That's too bad. 

B: (YOU, $0) to the zoo? 

A: Yes. The weather is perfect, and I (want) (get) 

outside and (enjuy) it. 

14. A: (you, see) Randy yesterday? 

B: No, but I (speak) to him on the phone. He (call) 

me yesterday evening. 
A: Is he okay? 
B: Yes. He still has a cold, but he's feeling much better. 
A: That's good. 

15. A: Is Carol here? 

B: No, she (be, not) . She (leave) a few 
minutes ago. 

A. (she, be) back soon? 
B: Ithink so. ., . 

7 ,  : n' I $d, ,: . . 

A: Where (she, go) ? I .  ' 

, J 

B: She (go) to the drugstore. 
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EXERCISE 51-REVIEW: Choose the correct completions. 

1. "Are you going to go to the baseball game tomorrow afternoon?" 

"I don't know. I 9, 

A. will B. am going to C. maybe D. might 

2. "Are Jane and Eric going to be at the meeting?" 

"No, they're too busy. They be there." 
A. don't B. won't C. will 

3. "Are you going to go to the market today?" 

"No. I went there Friday." 
A. yesterday B. next C. last 

D. may 

D. ago 

4. "When are you going to go to the bank?" 

"I'll go there before I to the post office tomorrow morning." 
A. will go B. go C. went D. am going 

5. "Why is the teacher late today?" 

"I don't know. he slept late." 
A. May B. Did C. Maybe D. Was 

6. "Do you like to go to New York City?" 

"Yes. When I'm in New York, I always new things to do and places to 
go." 

A. found B. fmd C. will find D. am finding 

7. "Is Ken going to talk to us this afternoon about our plans for tomorrow?" 

"No. He'll us this evening." 
A. calls B. calling C. call D. called 

8. " are you going to do after class today?" 
"I'm going to go home." 

A. When B. Where C. What D. What time 

9. "Where Ivonne live before she moved into her new apartment?" 
"She lived in a dormitory at the university." 

A. did B. does C. is D. was 

10. "What time Olga and Boris going to arrive?" 
"Six." 

A. is B. do C. will D. are 



EXERCISE 52-REVIEW (ERROR ANALYSIS): Correct the errors in the sentences. 

1. Is Ivan will go to work tomorrow? 

2. When you will call me? 

3. Wi Tom to meet us for dinner tomorrow? 

4. We went to a movie yesterday night. 

5. If it will be cold tomorrow morning, my car won't start. 

6. We maybe late for the concert tonight. 

7. Did you found your keys? 

8. What time you are going to come tomorrow? 

9. My sister is going to meet me at the airport. My brother won't to be there. 

10. Fatima will call us tonight when she will arrive home safely. 

11. Mr. Wong will sells his business and retires next year. 

12. Do you will be in Venezuela next year? 

13. Emily may will be at the party. 

14. I'm going to return home in a couple of month. 

15. When I'll see you tomorrow, I'll return your book to you. 

16. I saw Jim three day ago. 1, 

17. I may to don't be in class tomorrow. 

18. Ahrned puts his books on his desk when he walked into his apartment. 

19. A thief stoled my bicycle. 

20. I'll see my parents when I will return home for a visit next July. 
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EXERCISE 53-REVIEW: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. Use any 
appropriate verb form. 

Peter and Rachel are brother and sister. Right now their parents (be) 

abroad on a trip, so they (stay) with their grandmother. They 

(like) to stay with her. She (make, always) 

wonde&l food for them. And she (tell) them stories every night befoe they 

(go) to bed. 

Before Peter and Rachel (go) co bed last night, they (ask) 

Grandma w tell them a stoly. She (agree) . The 

children (put) on their pajamas, (brush) their teeth, and 

(sit) with their gmndmother in her big chair w listen w a stmy. 

GRANDMA: That's good. Sit here beside me and get comfortable. 

CHILDREN: What (you, tell) us about tonight, 

Grandma? 

GRANDMA: Before I (begin) the story, I (give) 

each of you a kiss on the forehead because I love you very much. 

CHILDREN: We (he) you, too, Grandma. 



(1 3) GRANDMA: Tonight I (telo you a story about Rabbit and 

Eagle. Ready? 

CHILDREN: Yes! 

GRANDMA: Rabbit had light gray fur and a white tail. He lived with his family in a hole 

(14) in a big, grassy field. Rabbit (be) afraid of many things, but he 

(15) (be) especially afraid of Eagle. Eagle liked to eat rabbits for dinner. 

(16) One day while Rabbit was eating grass in the field, he Eagle in 

(17) the sky above him. Rabbit (be) very afraid and (run) 

(18) home to his hole as fast as he could. Rabbit (stay) in his hole day 

(19) after day because he (be) afraid to go outside. He (get) 

(20) very hungry, but still he (stay) in his hole. Finally, he (find) 

(21) the courage to go outside because he (need) 

(22) (eat) 

(23) Carefully and slowly, he but)  his little pink nose outside the 

(24) hole. He (smell, not) any dangerous animals. 

(25) And he (see, not) Eagle anywhere, so he Fop) 

(26) out and (find) some delicious new 

(27) grass to eat. While he was eating the grass, he bee) a shadow on the 

(28'1 field and (look) up. It was Eagle! Rabbit said, "Please don't eat 

me, Eagle! Please don't eat me, Eagle!" 



On this sunny afternoon, Eagle was on her way home to her nest when she 

Fear) a faint sound below her. "What is that sound?" Eagle said 

to herself. She looked around, but she 'ee, not) 

anything. She (decide) to ignore the sound and go home. 

She was tired and (want) (rest) in 

her nest. 

Then below her, Rabbit (say) again in a very loud voice, 

"Please don't eat me, Eagle! Please don't eat me, Eagle." This time Eagle Fear) 

(34) Rabbit clearly. Eagle (spot) Rabbit in 

the field, (flyj down, and (pick) Rabbit 

up in her talons. 

"Thank you, Rabbit," said Eagle. "I was hungry and (know, not) 

where I could find my dinner. It's a good thing 

you called to me." Then Eagle (eat) Rabbit for dinner. 

There's a lesson to learn from this story, children. If you (be) 

afraid and expect bad things to happen, bad things will happen. The opposite is also 

true. If you (expecv good things to happen, good things will happen. 

(you, understand) ? Now it's time for bed. 



~ R E N :  Please tell us another story! 

GRANDMA: Not tonight. I'm tired. After I (have) a warm drink, I 

(go) to bed. All of us need (get) a 

good night's sleep. Tomorrow (be) a busy day. 

CHILDREN: What (we, do) tomorrow? 

GRANDMA: After we (haw) breakfast, we (go) 

to the zoo at Woodland Park. When we (be) at the zoo, we 

!:. . i lots of wonderful animals. Then in the afternoon 

we (see) a play at the Children's Theater. But before we 

(see) the play, we (have) 

a picnic lunch in the park. 

CHILDREN: Wow! We (have) a wonderful day tomorrow! 

GRANDMA: NOW off to bed! Goodnight, Rachel and Peter. Sleep tight.* 

CHILDREN: Goodnight, Grandma. Thank you for the story! 

*"Sleep tight" means ''sleep well; have a good night's sleep." 
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7-1 USING CAN 

(a)  I have some money. I can buy a book. 
(b) We have time and money. We cango to a movie. 
(c )  Tom is saong. He can lip the heavy box. 

(d) CORRECT: Yuko can #peak English. 

(e) INCORRBCT: Yuko can to speak English. 

( f ) INCORRECT: Yuko can speak English. 

(g) Alice can not come. 
Alice cannot come. 
Alice can't come. 

Can expresses ability and possibility. 

The simple form of the main verb follows 
can. In (d): speak is the main verb. I 
An infinitive with to does NOT follow can. 
In (e): w speak is incorrect. 

The main verb never has a fmal -s. 
In (f): speaks is incorrect. 

NEGATNE: 
can + not = can not OR: cannot 

CONTRACTION: 
can + not = can't 

EXERCISE 1-ORAL: Make sentences from the given words. Use can or can't. 

Example: A bud \ sing Example: A horse \ sing 
Response: A bird can sing. Response: A horse can't sing. 

1. Abud \ f ly  8. A deaf person \ hear 
2. A cow \ fly 9. A blind person \ see 
3. A child \ drive a car 10. An elephant \ swim 
4. An adult \ drive a car 1 1. An elephant \ climb aees 
5. A newborn baby \ walk 12. A cat \ climb trees 
6. A fish \ breathe air 13. A boat \ float on water 
7. A fish \ swim 14. A rock \ float on water 



EXERCISE 2-ORAL: Make sentences about yourself using I can or I can't. 

Example: speak Chinese 
Response: I can speak Chinese. OR: I can't speak Chinese. 

1. whistle 
2, ride a bicycle 
3. touch my ear with my elbow 
4. play the piano* 
5. play the guitar 
6. lift a piano 
7. drive a stick-shift car 
8. fix a flat tire 

swim 
float on water 
ski 
do arithmetic 
make a paper airplane 
sew a button on a shirt 
eat with chopsticks 
wiggle my ears 

7-2 USING CAN: QUESTIOP 

I ANSWER I 
( a )  Can you speak Arabic? + Yes, Ican. 

+ No, I can't. 
(b) Can Marge come to the party? + Yes, she can. 

+ No, she can't. 

can I &Y a hammer? + At a hardware store. 
can you help me? + Tomormw afiemoon. 

EXERCISE 3: Make yes/no questions. Give short answers. 

1. A: Can lean speak English? 

B: Yes. she can. (Jean can speak English.) 

2. A: Can vou speak French? 

B: NO. I can't. (I can't speak French.) 

3. A: 

B: (Jim can't play the piano.) 

4. A: 

B : (I can whistle.) 

*In expressions withplay, ihe is usually used with musical inshuments: play the pinno, play theguitar, play the 
uiolin, etc. 



B : (I can go shopping with you this afternoon.) 

6. A: 

B: (Carmen can't ride a bicycle.) 

7 .  A: 

B: (Elephants can swim.) 

8. A: 

B : (The students can finish this exercise quickly.) 

B: 
(I can stand on my head.) 

B : 
(The doctor can see you tomorrow.) 

B: 
(We can't have pets in the dormitory.) 

EXERCISE 4-ORAL: Pair up with a classmate. 
STUDENT A: Your book is open. Ask a question. Use "Can you . . . ?" 
STUDENT B: Your book is closed. Answer the question. 

. . '.. * 

Example: speak Arabic 
STUDENT A: Can you speak Arabic? 
STUDENT B: Yes, I can. OR: No, I can't. 

1. ride a bicycle 
2. ride a motorcycle 
3. ride a horse 
4. play the piano 
5. play the guitar 
6. touch the ceiling of this room 
7. cook (a nationality) food 
8 .  sing 
9. whistle 

10. float on water 

Switch roles. 
1 1 .  spell Mississippi 
12. see the back of ( . . . )'s head 
13. count to five in (a language) 
14. stand on your head 
15. touch your knee with your nose 
16. touch your ear with your elbow 
17, play the violin 
18. drive a stick-shift car 

' I 
19. fix a flat tire 
20. ski 1 . '  



EXERCISE $-ORAL: Pair up with a classmate. 
STUDENT A: Your book is open. Ask a question. Use "Whew can I .  . . F  
STUDENT B: Your book is closed. Answer the question. 

Example: buy a notebook 
STUDENT A: Where can I buy a notebook? 
STUDENT B. At the bookstore. /At (name of a local store). I Etc. 

1. buy a camera 
2. get a dozen eggs 
3. buy a window fan 
4, get a good dinner 
5. go swimming 
6. play tennis 
7. catch a bus 
8. mail a package 

Switch roles. 
9. buy a diamond ring 

10. buy a hammer 
1 1. see a zebra 
12. get a newspaper 
13. find an encyclopedia 
14. get a taxi 
15. get a sandwich 
16. cash a check 

-- 

(a) Icanswim. (a) and @) have basically the same meaning. Know how to 
(b) I know how to d m .  expresses ability. 
(c )  Can you cook? (c) and (d) have basically the same meaning. 
(d) Do you know how to cook? 

EXERCISE 6-ORAL: Pair up with a classmate. 
STUDENT A: Your book is open. Ask a question. Use know how to in your question. 
STUDENT B: Your book is closed. Answer the question. 

Example: swim 
S m E N T  A: DO YOU know how to swim? 
STUDENT B: Yes, I do, OR: No, I don't. 

7 .  ! 1 , . :  .. , . 
, . ,  Switch roles. . , .. , 

1. cook 9. play the guitar 
2, dance 10. get to the airport from here 
3. play the piano 1 1. get to (name of a store) from here 
4. get to the post office from here 12, use a hammer 
5, furaflattire 13. use a screwdriver 
6. drive a stick-shift car 
7. wiggle your ears 
8. sew 

14, count to five in (a language) 
15. add, subtract, multiply, and divide 
16, fmd the square root of nine 



EXERCISE 7-ORAL/WRITTEN: Walk around and talk to your classmates. Ask them ques- 
tions. Find people who have the abilities listed below. Ask them questions about their 
abilities. Write a report of the information you get from your classmates. 

1. play a musical instrument 
2. play a sport 
3. speak three or four languages 
4, cook 
5. sing 
6. sew 
7. fur a car 
8. draw 
9. swim 

10. eat with chopsticks 

; COULD: PI 

I (d) I (cOYh'tm ) to the mivie Uut night. ; had to s ~ d y .  
could + not = couidn't 

could not go I 

(a) I am in Hawaii. I can go to the beach every day. 
(b) I was in Hawaii last month. I couldgo to the beach 

every day when I was there. 

(c  I can't no to the movie todav. I have to smdv. 

could = the past form of can. 

NEGATNE: 

EXERCISE 8: Complete the sentences by using couldn't. Use the expressions in the list or 
your own words. 

( e )  Could you speak English before you came here? 

call you go to the movie 
come to clats light the candles 

fl do my homewo~k listen to music 
get into my car wash his clothes 
go swimming watch TV 

QUESTION: 
could + subject + main verb 

2. I yesterday because I lost your telephone number. 

3. I last night because my TV set is broken. 

4. Tom because he didn't 
have any matches. 



5. The teacher yesterday 
because he was sick. 

6 .  1 last night because my 
radio doesn't work. 

7. Ken because he didn't 
have any laundry soap. 

8. We yesterday because the 
water was too cold. 

9. 1 yesterday because I 
locked all the doors and left the keys inside. 

10. I last night because I had to study. 

EXERCISE 9-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Answer the questions. Use 
,, . .. ., "No, I couldn't . . . because . . . . .L. . 

Example: Did you finish your homework last night? 
Response: No, I couldn't finish my homework because (I had a headache, etc.). 

1. go shopping yesterday 5. go to ( . . . )'s party last night 
2. study last night 6. come to class yesterday 
3. go swimming yesterday 7. go downtown yesterday afternoon 
4. watch T V  last night 8. wash your clothes yesterday 

EXERCISE 10-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): What are some negative results in the given 
situations? Use can't or couldn't. 

Example: There's no chalk in the classroom. 
Response: We can't write on the board. 

Example: There was no chalk in the classroom yesterday. 
Response: The teacher couldn't write on the board. 

1. ( . . . ) has a broken leg. 
2. ( . . . ) had the flu last week. 
3. ( . . . ) has only (a small amount of money) in his pockedin her purse today. 
4. ( . . . ) doesn't know how to use a computer. 
5. Your parents had rules for you when you were a child. 
6. All of you are adults. You are not children. 
7. You didn't know any English last year. 
8. Millions of people in the world live in poverty. 
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EXERCISE 1 1 : Correct the errors in the following sentences. 

1. Could you to drive a car when you were thirteen years old? 

2. If your brother goes to the graduation party, he can meets my sister. 

3. Mr. Lo was born in Hong Kong, but now he lives in Canada. He cannot understand 

spoken English before he moved to Canada, but now he speak and understand 

English very well. 

-. I couldn't opened the door because I didn't have a key. 

5. When Ernesto arrived at the airport last Tbesday, he can't find the right gate. 

6. Please turn up the radio. I can't to hear it. 

USING VERY AND TOO + ADJECTIVE 

... 
( a )  The box is w m y  heuvy, but T ~ L U  Gun Z ~ J L  it. 
(b )  The box is too h m y .  Bob can't lijtit. 

( c ) The coffee is very hot, but I can drink it. 
(d)  The coffee is too hot. I can't drink it. 

-- ~ . .  J!,- ,, . .. 

Very d d  100 come in front of adjectives; heavy and 
hot are adjectives. 

Very and too do NOT have the same meaning. 
In (a): very heavy = It is difficult but possible for 
Tom to Lift the box. 
In @): too heavy = It is impossible for Bob to lift it. 

TOM 

( e )  The coffee is too hot. 
NEGATIVE RESULT: I can't drink it. 

( f ) The weather is too cold. 
NEGATIVE RESULT: We can't go to the beach. 
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In the speaker's mind, the use of too implies a 
negative result. 



4 EXERCISE 12: Complete the sentences. Use the expressions in the list or your own words. 

buy it lift it 
do his homework m c h  the cookie jar 
eat it 
go swimming take a break 

The soup is too hot. I can't 

The diamond ring is too expensive. I can't 

The weather is too cold. We can't 

Peggy is too short. 

She can't 

Ali is too tired. 

He can't 

I am too busy. . ~ .  . '. , , b. ' : , + + , ,,*.> '. 1 ,. 

I can't 

It's too noisy in the dorm at night. 

I can't 

A piano is too heavy. 

I can't 

4 EXERCISE 13: Complete the sentences. Use too. Use ADPCTIVES in the list or your own 
words. 

I cold small I 

1. You can't lift a car. A car is 
t 

2. Jimmy is ten. He can't drive a car. He's 

3. I can't study in the dorm at night. It's 

4. 1 don't want to go to the zoo. The weather is 

<>I - 



5. Ann doesn't want to play tennis this afternoon. She's 

6. I can't buy a new car. A new car is 

7. John has gained weight. He can't wear his old shut. It's 

8. The basketball player can't stand up straight in the subway. He's 

EXERCISE 14: Complete the sentences. Use too or wry.  

1. The tea is very hot, but I can drink it. 

2. The tea is too hot. I can't drink it. 

3. I can't put my dictionary in my pocket. My dictionary is big. 

4. An elephant is big. A mouse is small. 

5. I can't buy a boat because it's expensive. 

6. A sports car is expensive, but Anita can buy one if she wants to. 

7. We went to the Rocky Mountains for our vacation. The mountains are 

beautiful. - - * # -  - 
I J l 

8. 1 can't eat this food because it's salty. 

9. Amanda doesn't like her room in the dorm. She thinks it's small. 

10. 1 lost your dictionary. I'm sorry. I'll buy you a new one. 

1 1. A: Do you like your math course? 

B: Yes. It's difficult, but I enjoy it. 



12. A: Do you like your math course? 

B: No. It's difficult. I don't like it because I can't understand the 
math. 

13. A: It's seven-thirty. Do you want to go to the movie? 

B: We can't. It's late. The movie started at seven. 

14. A: Did you enjoy your d i i e r  last night? 

B: Yes. The food was good! 

15. A: Are you going to buy that dress? 

B: No. It doesn't fit. It's big. 

16. A: Do you think Carol is smart? 

B: Yes, I do. I think she's intelligent. 

17. A: My daughter wants to get married. 

B: What? But she can't! She's young. 

18. A: Can you read that sign across the street? 

B: No, I can't. It's far away. 

ISlNG TOO MANY AND TOO MUCH + NOUN 

My stomach doesn't feel good. 
(a)  I ate too many sandwiches. 
(b)  I ate too much food. 

Too is frequently used with many and much. 
Too many is used in front of count nouns, as in (a). 
Too much is used in front of noncount nouns, as in (b).* 

I I I 

*See Chart 4-6 for more information about count nouns and noncount nouns. 

EXERCISE 15: Complete the sentences. Use too many or too much. Use too many with 
plural COUNT NOUNS. Use too much with NONCOUNT NOUNS. 

1. I can't go to the movie tonight. I have f 00 much homework to do. 

2. Mr. and Mrs. Smith have six cars. They have tOO man,V cars. 

3. Alex is nervous and jumpy. He drinks coffee. 

4. There are students in my chemistry class. I can't 
remember all of their names. 



5. Fred is a commuter. He drives to and from work every day. Yesterday afternoon he 

tried to get home early, but he couldn't because there was 

traffic. There were cars on the highway during 
rush hour. 

6. You use salt on your food. A lor of salt isn't good for you. 

7. It's not possible for a person to have friends. 

8. The restaurant was crowded, so we left. There were 
people at the restaurant. 

9. This food is too hot! I can't eat it. There's pepper in it. 

10. Mike is gaining weight because he eats food. 

1 1. I can't buy this watch. It costs money. 

12. Ann doesn't study because she's always busy. She has 
boyfriends. 

13. I have to study for eight hours every night. My teachers assign 
homework. 

14. I invited three friends to my house for lunch. I made twelve sandwiches for them, but 

they ate only six. I made sandwiches. I made 

food for my guests. 



EXERCISE 16-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Think of possible answers to the questions. 

&ample: You had too much homework last night. What was the result? 
Response: I couldn't finish it. / I didn't get to bed until after midnight. / Etc. 

1. ( . . . ) wants to buy (something), but it costs too much money. What's the result? 

2. ( . . . ) tried to read an article in the newspaper about (a current topic), but there was 
too much vocabulary that he didn't know. What was the result? 

3. ( . . . ) and ( . . . ) wanted to eat at (name of a local restaurant) last night, but there were 
too many people there. What was the result? 

4. ( . . . ) likes to study in peace and quiet. HislHer roommate likes to listen to loud 
music and makes too much noise. What's the result? 

5 .  ( . . . ) wants to (do something) today, but the weather is too (hot / cold / humid / 
cloudy / wet / etc.). What's the result? 

6. ( . . . ) invited ( . . . ) to (do somethingl last night, but ( . . . ) was too busy. He/She had 
too much homework. What was the result? 

7. Sometimes ( . . . ) drinks too much coffee. What's the result? 

8. ( . . . ) wants to climb (name of a mountain), but the mountain is too steep and too 
high. The climb is too difficult for ( . . . ) because helshe is an inexperienced climber. 
What is the result? 

9. ( . . . ) took the bus yesterday. He/She was very tired and needed to sit down, but 
there were too many people on the bus. What was the result? 

10. ( . . . ) made a cup of coffee for ( . . . ), but it was too strong. It tasted bitter. What 
was the result? 

11. At the present rates of population growth, someday there will be too many people on 
earth. What will be the result? 

12. ( . . . )'s apartment is too small for himher and hisher wifehusband (and their 
children). What's the result? 

13. ( . . . ) took a trip to (name of aphce) last month. He/She took six big suitcases. In 
other words, he/she had too many suitcases. What was the result? 



1-7 USING TOO + ADJECTIVE + INFlNlTlVl 

TOO + ADIECTNE + INmNmvE 
(c)  Susie is too young to 80 to school. 
(d) Peggy is too short to reach the cookie jar. 
(e)  Bob is too tired to do his homework. 

(a)  Susie can't go to school because she is too young. 
(b) Susie is too young to go to school. 

EXERCISE 17: Make sentences with the same meaning by using an infinitive after too + 
ADJECTIVE. 

(a) and (b) have the same meaning. 

1. Mr. Cook is old. He can't drive a car anymore. - Mr. Cook is - 1 to drive I a car. 
too t adjective t infinitive 

2. Susie doesn't want to go to the party because she is tired. 

-+ Susie is I I to the party. 
100 + adjedve + infinitive 

3. Robert is short. He can't touch the ceiling. 

+ Robert is the ceiling. 
too + adjective + infitive 

4. I couldn't finish my work because I was sleepy. 

+ I was I my work. 
100 t adjective t intinitive 

5. Jackie is young. She can't get married. 

+ Jackie is too . 
6. Sam didn't want to go to the zoo because he was busy. 

+ Sam . . . .  
7. I'm W. I can't eat another sandwich. 

-+ I . . . .  

8. I don't want to clean up my apartment today. I'm lazy. 

-+ I . . . .  
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7-8 USING TOO + ADJECTIVE + FOR (SOMEONE) + INFINITIVE 

( a )  Bob can't lift the box because it is too heavy. 
(b) The box is too heavy for Bob to l@. 

(a, mi (;, ;lave the same 
meaning. 

TOO + ADJECTIVE + FOR (SOMEONE) + EiFlNITIVE 

(c) The boxis too heayv for Bob to I@. 
(d) The dormis too noisy for to study. 

EXERCISE 18: Make sentences with the same meaning by using too + ADJECTIVE +for 
(someone) + INFINITIVE. 

1. Robert can't touch the ceiling because it's too high. 

+ The ceiling is I too I 
m 

I l A 2 d b k u W .  
t adjective + for (someone) + infnitive 

2. I can't do the homework because it's too difficult. 

+ The homework is u - - . 
zoo + adjective t for (someone) t infinitive 

3. Rosa can't drink this coffee because it's too hot. 

+ This coffee is U I - -. 
m t adjective + for (someone) + infinitive 

4. We can't go to the movie because it's too late. 

+ It's u u - - 
m t adjective + for (someone) + inhitive 

5 .  Ann can't carry that suitcase because it's too heavy. 

+ That suitcase is too . . . . 

6. I can't buy this book because it's too expensive. 

+ This book. . . . 

7. We can't go swimming because the weather is too cold. 

+ 

8. Mrs. Rivers can't swallow the pill. It's too big. 

+ 



EXERCISE 19-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Answer no and explain why in a complete 
sentence that uses too and an INFINITIVE. 

Example: The coffee is too hot. Can you drink it? Can ( . . . ) drink it? 
Response: No. The coffee is too hot (for me) to drink. I think it's also too hot for ( . . . ) 

to drink. 

1.  (This desk /A  piano) is heavy. Can you lift it? Can ( . . . )? 
2. ( . . . )'s shoe is small. Can you wear it? Can ( . . . ) wear it? 
3. ( . . . )'s shoe is big. Can you wear it? Can ( . . . ) wear it? 
4. Who wants to buy his or her own private airplane? How much does one cost? Can 

youbuy one? Can(  . . . )  buyone? 
5. Who is a parent? Has a son or daughter? How old? Can helshe walk/read/go to 

collegelget a joblget married? 
6 .  Antarctica is very, very cold. Do people live there? 
7. There are many, many stars in the universe. Can we see all of them? 
8. An elephant is a large animal. Can an elephant walk through that door? 
9. The Sahara Desert is very dry. Do farmers grow (crops, rice, vegetables) there? 

10. An apple is about the same size as my fist. Can you swallow a whole apple all at 
once? Can anyone swallow a whole apple all at once? 

(a)  Peggy can't go to school. She is too young. (a) and (b) give the same meaning. Notice: 
(b) Peggy can't go to school. She is not old enough. enough follows an adjective. 

( c )  I can't hear the radio. It's not loud enough. 
(d) Bobby can read. He's old enough. 
(e)  We can go swimming. The weather is warm enough. 

ADJECTIVE + ENOUGH 

old enough 
loud enough 

warm enough 
Enough is pronounced "enuf." 

EXERCISE 20: Complete the sentences. Use too or enough. Use the words in parentheses. 

1.  (young, old) Susie can't go to school. She's to0 . She's not 

old enouah 
, a" 

2. (loud, soft) I can't hear the music. It's . It's not 

3. (big, small) Jack is gaining weight. He can't wear his old coat. It's 

. It's not 



4. (short, tall) 

5 .  (cold, hot) 

6 .  (weak, strongl 

7. (sweet, sour) 

i! 

8 .  (old, fresh) 

10. (strong, weak) 

12 .  (comfortable, 
uncomfmtable) 

13. (wide, narrow, 
Inrge, small) 

Cindy can't reach the book on the top shelf. She's 

. She's not 

I don't want to finish my coffee because it's 

It's not 

Ron can't lift the heavy box. He's not 

He's 

I don't want to finish eating this orange. It's 

It's not 

Don't buy that fruit. It's . It's not 

Jimmy is an infant. He can't talk yet. He's not 

He's 

This coffee looks like dirty water. It's . It's 

not . . 

I can put my dictionary in my shirt pocket. My pocket is 

. It's not 

I don't want to sit in that chair. It's 

Anne and Sue can't carry the love 
seat through the door. The door is 

. The door 

isn't . The 

love seat is . The 

love seat isn't 



14. (nuorm, cold) We can go to the beach today. The weather is 

It's not 

EXERCISE 21 -ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Answer the question no and explain why by 
using enough. 

Example: Can you touch the ceiling? 
Response: No, I'm not tall enough to touch the ceiling. I 

1. Can an elephant walk through that door? 
2. Can ten-year-old children go to college? 
3. Can you touch (name of a student who is not close) without standing up? 
4. Can you put your grammar book in your shirt pocket? 
5. Can a dog learn to read? 
6. Can you eat (four hamburgers) right now? 
7. Can you read a book by moonlight? 
8. Can you understand every word an English-speaking TV newscaster says? 
9. Can a turtle win a race with a rabbit? 

10. (Write something in tay small letters on the board.) Can you read these letters? 
11. Can this room hold (two hundred) people? 
12. Can you cut a piece of paper with your fingernail? 

(a) I can't buy this book. I need more money. 
(b) I can't buy this book. I don't have enough m o w .  

( c )  I can't f ~ s h  my work. I need some more time. 
(d) I can't f ~ s h  my work. I don't have enough time. 

. , , 11, 1 '  I 

more = additional. 
enough = sufficient. 

Notice: more comes in front of a noun. 
MORE + NOUN 

more money 
more time 

Notice: enough comes in front of a noun.* 
ENOUGH + NOUN 

enough mow 
enorrgh time 

*Enough may also follow a noun: I &'I have money enough. In everyday English, enough usually comes in front of a noun. 

EXERCISE 22: Complete the sentences. Use your own words. 

1. I can't because I don't have 
enough money. 

2. I can't because I don't have 
enough time. 
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3. I couldn't because I didn't have 
enough money. 

4. I couldn't because I didn't have 
enough time. 

5. I don't want to because I don't 
have enough time. 

6. I would like to , but I can't because 
I don't have enough money. 

EXERCISE 23: Complete the sentences. Use more or enough. Use the words in the list; 
use the plural form if necessary. 

/ bread light time 
desk minute vocabulary 

/ egg sugar 
gQs tea 

1. I'm hungry. I want to make a sandwich, but I can't. There isn't 

enough bread 

2. According to the cake recipe I need three eggs, but I have only one. I need two 

more. . . I  . i'i.., L. - +  

3. Ken isn't finished with his test. He needs ten 

4. I can't go skiing Saturday. I'm too busy. I don't have 

5. My tea isn't sweet enough. I need some 

6. There are fifteen students in the class, but there are only ten desks. We need five 

7. I can't understand the front page of the newspaper because I don't know 

8. It's too dark in here. I can't read my book. There isn't 

9. A: Do we have ? 
B: No. We have to stop at a gas station. 

i 10. A: Would you l i e  ? 
B: Yes, thank you. I'd like one more cup. 



- 1 1 USING ENOUGH + INFINITIVE 

(a)  Peg,, ,a go .iv &ool bcbau.e she is old enough. (a) and (b) have the same meaning. 
ADJECTIVE + ENOUGH + INFINITIVE 

(b) Peggy is old enough togo to school. 

EXERCISE 24: Make sentences with the same meaning by using an INFINITIVE. 

(c)  I can't buy this book because I don't have enough money. 
ENOUGH + NOUN + INFlNlTIVE 

(d) I don't have enouph money to buy this book. 

1. Ken can reach the top shelf because he's tall enough. 
+ Ken is tall enough w reach the top sheK 

(c) and (d) have the same meaning. 

2. I can't finish my work because I don't have enough time. 

3. Mustafa can buy a new car because he has enough money. 

4. Johnny can't get married because he isn't old enough. 

5. Mr. and MIS. Forest can't feed their family because they don't earn enough money. 

6 .  I can eat a horse. I'm hungry enough.* 

7. Sally bought enough food. She can feed an army. 

8. Did you ff ish your homework last night? Did you have enough time? 

9. Can you buy a ticket to the show? Do you have enough money? 

10. I can't understand this article in the newspaper because I don't know enough 
vocabulary. 

*I'm hungry enough to eat a horse is an English idiom. The speaker is saying "I'm very hungry." The speaker 
does not really want to eat a horse. 

Other examples of idioms: 
Iput my foot in  my mouth. = I said somethii  stupid. I said something to the wrong person at the wrong 
time. 
Watch your step. = Be careful. 
It's mining mu and dogs. = It's raining hard. 

Every language has idioms. They are common expressions that have special meanings. 
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I EXERCISE 25: Complete the sentences. Use your own words. 
' .i 

G I  

1. I'm old enough to 

2. I'm strong enough to 

3. I'm not strong enough to 

4. I'm not hungry enough to 

5. I have enough money to 

6. I don't have enough money to 

7. 1 have enough time to 

8. I don't have enough time to 
, , 

9. I know enough English to 

10. I don't know enough English to 

EXERCISE 26-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Answer no and explain why. Use too or 
enough. 

Example: Is the weather perfect today? 
Response: No, it's too cold. I No, it's not warm enough. / Etc. 

1. I have a daughter. She's two years old. Can she go to school? 
2. I'm making a noise (a very soft noise). Can you hear it? 
3. Bobby is fsteen years old. He's in love. He wants to get married. Is that a good 

idea? 
4. Can you put my briefcaselpurseletc. in your pants pocket/handbag/etc.? 
5. Can you understand everything on the front page of a newspaper? 
6 .  Can an elephant sit in that chair? 
7 .  Do you like the weather (in this city) in the winterlsummer? 
8. Did you f h s h  your homework last night? 
9. Do you want to go on a picnic Saturday? 

10. Would you like to eat your lunch on the floor of this room? 
1 1. Can you buy a hotel? 
12. Here's an arithmetic problem. You have three seconds to solve it (without a 

calculator). Multiply 673 by 897. Could you solve it in three seconds? 
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' - 1  2 USING BE ABLE 

( a) I am able to touch my toes. 
( b) I can touch my toes. 

(a) and @) have basically the same 
meaning. 

I -  I ( C) I win be abk to go shopping tomorrow. I (c) and (d) have basically the same 
( d) I can go shopping tomorrow. meaning. I 
( e) I wasn't abk topnieh my homework last night. (e) and (f) have basically the same 
( f )  I coddn'tfinish my homework last night. meaning. 

EXERCISE 27-ORAL: Make sentences with the same meaning by using be able to. 

I can be here tomorrow at ten o'clock. 
+ I'll (I will) be able to be here tomorrow at ten oklock. 
Two students couldn't finish the test. 
+ Ew students weren't able to finish the test. 
Mark is bilingual. He can speak two languages. 
Sue can get her own apartment next year. 
Animals can't speak. 
Can you touch your toes without bending your knees? 
Jack couldn't describe the thief. 
Could you do the homework? 
I couldn't sleep last night because my apartment was too hot. 
My roommate can speak four languages. He's multilingual. 
I'm sorry that I couldn't call you last night. 
I'm sorry, but I can't come to your party llext week. 
Can we take vacations on the moon in the 22nd century? 

1 : , I '  
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EXERCISE 28: Complete the sentences. 

1. I wasn't able to last night because 

2. We'll be able to in the 22nd century. 

3. I'm sorry, but I won't be able to 

4. Birds are able to 

5. My friend is multilingual. She's able to 

6. I'm bilingual. I'm able to 

7. The students weren't able to in class 

yesterday because 

8. Will you be able to tomorrow? 

9. wasn't able to because 

10. isn't able to 

because 

11. won't be able to 

because 

(a)  May Iborrowyourpen? (a), (b), and (c) have the same meaning: I want to borrow 

(b) Could I borrow your pen? your pen. I am askng politely to borrow your pen. 

( c )  Can I bmrow your pen? 

(d) May I p k a s e  borrow your pen? Please is often used in polite questions. 

( e )  Could Ipkase borroev your pen? 
( f ) Can Ipkase borroev your pen? 

'ITTICAL RESPONSES TYPICAL CONVERSATION 

(g) Yes, qfcourse. A: May I p h s e  borrow your pen? 
(h) Of course. B: Yes, of course. Here it is. 
( i )  CertainZy. A: Thank you. I Thanks. 
( j ) Sure. (informal)* 
(k) No problem. (informal)* 

*Informal English is typically used between friends and family members. 
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H EXERCISE 29: Look at the pictures. Complete the dialogues by using May I, Can I, or 
Could I and typical responses. 

- r- l  
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EXERCISE30-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask and answer polite questions using M 9  I, 
Can I, or Could I. 

Example: ( . . . ) has a pencil. You want to borrow it. 
STUDENT A: ( . . . ), may I (please) borrow your pencil? 
STUDENT B: Certainly. Here it is. 
STUDENT A: Thank you. a 

. 4  

1. ( . . . ) has a dictionary. You want to borrow it. C.. .;. - i.,+: ; 
2. ( . . . ) has a pen. You want to use it for a minute. ;. .\-,. 
3. ( . . . ) has an eraser. You want to use it for a minute. C'. . ; , . . 

<.! 
4. ( . . . ) has a pencil sharpener. You want to borrow it. 
5. ( . . . ) has a book. You want to see it. 

q \  
6. ( . . . ) has a dictionary. You want to see it. "1 l i 
7. You are at ( . . . )'s home. You want to use the phone. . - > .  . ~~ 

2 2% .$* . 
8. You are at ( . . . )'s home. You want a glass of water. 

\+ 9. You are at a restaurant. ( . . . ) is a waiterlwaitress. You want to have a cup of coffee. 
,A . lO .  i ( . . . ) is a waiter/waitress. You want to have the check. 

7- 14 POLITE QUESTIONS: COULD YOU AND WOULD YOU 

(a) (fib-=, open ;LC ;UW; (a, -XLU (b) have ~ I A S  D W 1 S  I I I S ~ Y I I ~ :  I want YOU to open the 
( b )  Wouklyou (please) open the door? door. I am politely asking you to open the door. 

TYPICAL RBSPONSES 

( C ) Yw, Qfcourse. 
(dl C u d & .  
( c )  I'd begkrd to. 
( f ) I'd be happy to. 
(g) Sum. (informal) 
(h) No W b h .  (informal) 

TYPICAL CONVERSATION 
. -  ., 

A: Could you please open the door? . . 
'.~.. * .  . '+ $. 

B: Pd be glad to. ,~. . . I 

A: Thank you. I Thanks. . 
I - .._ ~ t 
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EXERCISE 3 1 : Use the given expressions to complete the dialogues. Use Could you or 
Ubuldyou and give typical responses. 

1 .  A: Excuse me, sir. 

B: 

A: 

B: Excuse me? I didn't understand what you said. 
i: . , i  , ,  
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EXERCISE 32-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask and answer polite questions using Could 
you or Would you. 

Example: You want ( . . . ) to open the window. 
STUDENT A: ( . . . ), could YOU (please) open the window? 
STUDENT B :  Certainly. 
STUDENT A: Thank you. 

1. You want ( . . . ) to close the door. 
2. You want ( . . . ) to turn on the light. > 
3. You want ( . . . ) to turn off the light. . 

4. You want ( . . . ) to pass you the salt and pepper. 
5. You want ( . . . ) to hand you that book. 
6. You want ( . . . ) to translate a word for you. 
7. You want ( . . . ) to tell you the time. 
8. You want ( . . . ) to open the window. 
9. You want ( . . . ) to hold your books for a minute. 

10. You want ( . . . ) to lend you (an amount of money). 

EXERCISE 33-ORAL: With a partner, make up a polite question that someone might 
typically ask in each situation. Share your dialogues with the rest of the class. 
STUDENT A: Ask a polite question. 
STUDENT B: Answer the question. 

Example: Situation: professor's office. Student A is a student. Student B is a professor. 
STUDENT A: (Knock, knock). May I come in? 
STUDENT B: Certainly. Come in. How are you today? 
STUDENT A: Fine, thanks. 

OR: 

STUDENT A: Hello, Professor Alvarez. Could I talk to you for a few minutes? I have 
some questions about the last assignment. 

STUDENT B: Of course. Have a seat. 
STUDENT A: Thank you. 

1 .  Situation: a restaurant. Student A is a customer. Student B is a waiaess/waiter. 
2. Situation: a classroom. Student A is a teacher. Student B is a student. 
3. Situation: a kitchen. Student A is a visitor. Student B is at home. 
4. Situation: a clothing store. Student A is the customer. Student B is a salesperson. 
5. Situation: an apartment. Student A and B are roommates. 
6 .  Situation: a car. Student A is a passenger. Student B is the driver. 
7. Situation: an office. Student A is a boss. Student B is an employee. 
8. Situation: a telephone conversation. Student B answers the phone. Student A wants 

to talk to (someone). 



APERATIVE SENTENCES I 

(b) Sit down. 
(c )  Be careful! 

( a )  "Close the door, Jimmy. It's cold outside." 
"Okay, Mom." 

An imperative sentence uses the simple form of a verb 
(close, sit, be, etc.). 

In (a): Close the door is an imperative sentence. The 
sentence means, "Jimmy, I want you to close the door. 
I am telling you to close the door." 

EXERCISE 34: Underline the IMPERATIVE VERBS in the following dialogues. 

(d) Don't open the window. 
( e )  Don't be late. 

( f ) ORDERS: Stop, thief! 
(g) DIRECTIONS: Open your books to page 24. 
(h) ADVICE: Don't worry. 
( i ) REQUESTS: cbse  the d001. 

1. CINDY: We're leaving. 
BETH: &for me! I. -. 
CINDY: H m  up! We'll be late. 
BETH: Okay. Okay. I'm ready. Let's go. 

NEGATIVE: don't + the simple fonn of a verb 

Imperative sentence give orders, directions, and 
advice. With the addition ofplease, as in (i), 
imperative sentences are used to make polite requests. 

2. MICHELLE: Knock, knock.) May I come in? 
PROFESSOR: Certainly. Come in. Please have a seat. 
MICHELLE: Thanks. 
PROFESSOR: HOW can I help you? 
MICHELLE: I need to ask you a question about yesterday's lecture. 
PROFESSOR: Okay. What's the question? 

3. MARY: We need to leave soon. 
NAN: I'm ready. 
MARY: Don't forget your house key. 
NAN: I have it. . + 
MARY: Okay. c.,. ~> 

4. TOM: What's the matter? 
JIM: I have the hiccups. 
TOM: Hold your breath. 
BOB: Drink some water. 
JOE: Breathe into a paper bag. 
KEN: Eat a piece of bread. 
JIM: It's okay. The hiccups are gone. 



5. STUDENT: DO we have any homework for tomorrow? 
TBACHER: Yes. Read pages 24 through 36, and answer the questions on page 37, in 

writing. 
STUDENT: Is that all? 
TEACHER: Yes. 

6. m o :  
ERIC: 

-0: 

7. ANDY: 
MOM: 
ANDY: 
MOM: 
ANDY: 
MOM: 
ANDY: 
MOM: 

ANDY: 

8. m m I :  
MIKE: 
HEIDI: 
MIKE: 
HEIDI: 
MIKE: 
HEIDI: 
MIKE: 

HEIDI: 

How do I get to the post office from here? 
Walk two blocks to 16th Avenue. Then turn right on Forest Street. Go two 
more blocks to Market Street and turn left. The post office is halfway down 
the street on the right-hand side. 
Thanks. 

L , ? .  

Bye, Mom. I'm going over to Billy's house. 
Wait a minute. Did you clean up your room? 
I11 do it later. 
No. Do it now, before you leave. 
Do I have to? 
Yes. 
What do I have to do? 
Hang up your clothes. Make your bed. Put your books back on the shelf. 
Empty the wastepaper basket. Okay? ! (  , _ I -  

Okay. 

Please close the window, Mike. It's a little chilly in here. 
Okay. Is there anything else I can do for you before I leave? 
Could you turn off the light in the kitchen? 
No problem. Anything else? 
Ummm, please hand me the remote control for the TV It's over there. 
Sure. Here. 
Thanks. 
I'll stop by again tomorrow. Take care of yourself. Take good care of that 
broken leg. 
Don't worry. I will. Thanks again. 

I ,  . '  



EXERCISE 35: Write an U~PERATIW SENTENCE in the empty space above the speaker. 
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EXERCISE 36-ORAL: What are some typical IMPERATIVE SENTENCES YOU might hear in the 
given situations? 

Example: ( . . .  ) is your friend. He/She has a headache. What are some typical 
imperative sentences for this situation? 

Responses: Take an aspirin. 
Lie down and close your eyes for a little while. 
Put a cold cloth across your forehead. 
Take a hot bath and relax. 
Etc. 

1. You are the teacher of this class. You are assigning homework for tomorrow. What 
are some typical imperative sentences for this situation? 

2. Your friend ( . . .  ) has the hiccups. What are some typical imperative sentences for 
this situation? 

3. ( . . .  ) is your eight-year-old sonldaughter. HeIShe is walking out the door to go to 
school. What are some typical imperative sentences for this situation? 

4. ( . . .  ) wants to improve hisher health. Tell him/her what to do and what not to do. 
. . .  5.  ( ) is going to cook rice for the fust time tonight. Tell himher how to cook rice. 

s 6 .  ( . . .  ) is going to visit your country for the first time next month. Tell him/her what 
+* 

to do and what to see as a tourist in your country. 

16 U S I N G  TWO, TOO, AND T( 

TWO 

Too 

EXERCISE 37: Complete the sentences. Use two, too, or to. 

( a) I have two children. 

TO 

1. I'd like a cup of coffee. Bob would like a cup tOO . 

Two, too, and to have the same pronunciation. 

In (a): two = a number. 

( b) Timmy is too young. He can't read. 

( c )  Ann saw the movie. I saw the movie too. 

2. I had cups of coffee yesterday. 

In (b): too young = not old enough. 

In (c): too = also. 

( d) I talked to Jim. 

( e) I want to watch television. 

3. I can't drink my coffee. It's hot. The coffee is hot for me 
drink. 

In (d): to = a preposition. 
7 

In (e): to = part of an iditive. 

4. I talked Jim. Jane wants talk rim 

5. I walked school today. Alex walked school today 



6. I'm going take the bus school tomorrow. 

7. Shh. I want listen the news broadcast. 

8. 1 can't study. The music is loud. 

9. The weather is cold for us go the beach. 

10. I have apples. Ken wants have apples 

AORE ABOUT PREPOSITIONS: ATAND IN FOR LOCATIONS - 
( a )  Olga is at home. 

Ivan is at work. 
Yoko is at school. 

(b) Sue is in bed. 
Tom is in class. 
Paul is in jaillprison. 
Mr. Lee is in (the) hospital 

In (a): at is used with home, work, and school. 

In (b): in is used with bed, class, jaillprison, and hospital. 
NOTE: American English = in  the hospital. 

British English = in  hospiml. 

( c ) Ahmed is in the kitchen. 

(d) David is in Mexico City. 

In (c): in is used with rooms: in the kitchen, in the classroom, in 
the hall, in  my bedroom, etc. 

In (d): in is used with cities, states/provinces, counmes, and 
continents: in  Mexico City, in  Flnda, in Italy, in Asia, etc. I 

(e)  A: Where's Ivan? 
B: He isn't here. He's at the bank. 

COMPARE 

( f )  In Picture 2, Ivan is in the bank. 
He is not outside the bank. 

In (e): at is usually used with locations in a city: at the post 
office, at the bank, at the library, at the bookstore, at the park, at 
the theater, at the restaumnt, at the football stadium, etc. 

In (f): A speaker uses in with a building only when it is 
important to say that someone is inside, not outside, the 
building. Usually a speaker uses at with a building. 
in the bank = inside the bank building. 

ENTRANCE 

Ivan is at the bank. Ivan is at the bank. 
Ivan is in (i-do) the bank. 
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EXERCISE 38: Complete the sentences with at or in. In some sentences, both prepositions 
are correct. 

1. A: Is Jennifer here? 

B: No, she's at the bookstore.* 

2. A: Where's Jack? 

B: He's in his room. 
r2 8s 

3. When1 was work yesterday, I had an interesting telephone call. 

4. Poor Anita. She's the hospital again for more surgery. 

5. Mr. Gow wasn't class yesterday. He was home. He wasn't 
feeling well. 

k,.iBt 
6. Last year at this time, Eric was Korea. This year he's Spain. 

7. A: Where's Donna? 

B: She's New York. She's attending a conference. 

8. There's a fue extinguisher the hall. 

9. The children are home this morning. They aren't school. 

10. A: Where's Olga? I was supposed to meet her here at five. 
,.,' L* 

B: She's ,. .'< the library. She's studying for a test. 
A: Oh. Maybe she forgot that she was supposed to meet me here. 

11. A: Where's Robert? 

B: He's the computer room. 

12. A: Where's Fatima? ' ' 

B: She's the supermarket. ,, , I  

13. We ate a good restaurant last night. The food was delicious. 

14. A thief broke the window of a jewelry store and stole some valuable jewelry. The 

police caught him. Now he's jail. He's going to be prison for a 
long time. 

15. Singapore is Asia. 

16. We had a good time the zoo yesterday. . 

I .  j .  . .  . 
*&SO CORRBCX: She's in & booktore, but only if the speDker wants to say that she is inside, not outside, the 
bookstore. U s d y  a speaker usen at with a building to idendfy someone's location. 
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17. There are thirty-seven desks our classroom. 

Where can I get some fresh tomatoes? 

the market on Waterfront Street. 

Here's your hotel key, Ms. Fox. You're Room 609. 
Thank you. Where are the elevators? 

Is Mike up? 

No, he's bed. 
Well, it's time to get up. I'm going to wake him up. Hey, Mike! You can't sleep 
all day! Get up! 
Go away! 

EXERCISE 39-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Complete the sentence "I was. . . yestenfay" 
by using the given word and the correct preposition, at or in. 

Example: work 
Response: I was at work yesterday. 

1. class 7. work 
2. the library 8. Room 206 
3. (name of a city) 9. a hotel 
4. home 10. (name of a continent) 
5. this room 11. ( . .  .)'slivingroom : . I<~ ' . .  

6. the bookstore 12. (name of a buildingj 

EXERCISE 40-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask and answer questions about location. 
STUDENT A: Begin the question with 'Whsrs wero you. . . . ?" 
STUDENT B: Use at or in in the answer. 

Example: yesterday afternoon 
STUDENT A: Where were you yesterday afternoon? 
STUDENT B: I was in class. 

1. at nine o'clock last night 
2. at two o'clock yesterday afternoon 
3. after class yesterday 
4. this morning at six o'clock 
5. six weeks ago 
6. five years ago 
7. on your last vacation 
8. when you were ten years ola 
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EXERCISE 41 -REVIEW: What can or can't the following people/animals/things do? Why 
or why not? Discuss the topics in small groups and report to the rest of the class. 

Example: a tiger 
Responses: A tiger can kill a water buffalo because a tiger is very strong and powerful. 

A tiger can sleep in the shade of a tree all day if it wants to. It doesn't have a 
job, and it doesn't go to school. 

A tiger can't speak (a human language). It's an animal. 
A tiger can communicate with other tigers. Animals can talk to each other in 

their own languages. 

1. the students in this class 
2. small children 
3. a monkey 
4. (name of a classmate) 
5. international students who live in (name of this country) 
6. teenagers 
7. people who live in (name of this cityl 
8. people who are illiterate 
9. money 

10. computers 
11. (name of the teacher of this class) 
12. (name of the leader of this catntry or your country) 

EXERCISE 42-REVIEW: Choose the correct completion. 

1. play a musical instrument? 
A. Do you can B. Can you C. Do you be able to D. Can you to 

2. Jack was sick to go to work yesterday morning. He stayed home. 
A. very B. enough C. too D. too much 

3. I was too sleepy last night. 
A. to studying B. for studying C. to study D. for study 

4. (Knock, knock.) Hello? come in? Thanks. 
A. Could I to B. Will I C. Can I to D. May I 

5. 1 don't know how to the Palace Hotel from here. 
A. do I get B. get C. getting D. to get 

6 .  Gina understand the speaker at the lecture last night. 
A. couldn't B. might not C. isn't able to D. can't 

7. In my life right now, I have problems. I can't solve all of them. 
A. very much B. too many C. too much D. very 

8. 1 can't reach the eraser on my friend's desk. My arms aren't 
A. long enough B. too long C. enough long D. too much long 



9. My uncle can't English. 
A. to speak B. speaking C. speaks D. speak 

10. I'm sorry. I can't hear what you're saying. speak a little louder? 
A. May you B. Could you C. Don't D. Can 

11. An encyclopedia is too difficult 
A. for to read a child C. for a child to read 
B. to read a child D. to for a chid read 

12. Rosa works for a computer company Taipei. 
A. on B, at C. in D, to 

EXERCISE 43-REVIEW: Correct the errors. 

1. My brother wasn't able calling me last night. 

2. Don't to interrupt. It's not polite. 

3. May I please to borrow your dictionary? Thank you. 

4. We will can go to the museum tomorrow afternoon. 

5. We can't count all of the stars in the universe. There are to many. 

6 .  The diamond ring was to buy too expensive for John. 

7. Can you to stand on your head? 

8. My son isn't enough old too go to school. He's only too years old. 

9. I saw a beautiful vase at a store yesterday, but I couldn't bought it. 

10. We have too many homeworks. 

11. Closing the door please. Thank you. 

12. Robert was to tired to go two his class at to o'clock. 



EXERCISE 44-REVIEW: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. Use any - 
appropriate verb form. 

Once upon a time there (be) a mouse named Young Mouse. He lived 
near a river with his family and friends. Every day he and the other mice did the same things. 

They (hunt) for food and (take) care of their 

mouse holes. In the ewening they (listen) to s m k s  around afire. 
Young Mouse especiaNy liked to listen to stories about the Far Away Land. He (dream) 

about the Far Away Land. It sounded wondqful. One day he 

(decide) to go there. 

YOUNG MOUSE: Goodbye, Old Mouse. I'm leaving now. 

OLD MOUSE: Why (you, leave) ? Where 

(yo% go) ? 

YOUNG MOUSE: I (go) to a new and different place. I (go) 

to the Far Away Land. 

OLD MOUSE: Why (you, Want) (go) there? 

YOUNG MOUSE: I (want) (experience) 

all of life. I (need) barn) about everything. 

OLD MOUSE: YOU (can learn) many things if you (stay) 

here with us. Please (stay) here with us. 

YOUNG MOUSE: No, I (can stay, not) here by the 

river for the rest of my life. There (be) too much to learn about in 
the world. I must go to the Far Away Land. 

OLD MOUSE: The nip to the Far Away Land is a long and dangerous journey. You (hawe) 

many problems before you (get) 
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(18) there. You (face) many dangers. 

YOUNG MOUSE: I understand that, but I need to fmd out about the Far Away Land. 

(19) Goodbye, Old Mouse. Goodbye, everyone! I (may see, neerer) 

(20) any of you again, but I (~y) to return from the 
Far Away Land someday. Goodbye! 

So Young Mouse Ieft tofufll his dream ofgoing to the Far Away Land. His first problem 
was the r i w .  At the river, he met a frog. 

(21) MAGIC FROG: Hello, Young Mouse. I'm Magic Frog. (you, have) 
a problem right now? 

(22) YOUNG MOUSE: Yes. How (I, can mss)  this river? 

I (know, not) how to swim. If I I / - A ,  

'(can CWSS, not) 

river, I (be, not) 

able to reach the Far Away Land. 

MAGIC FROG: 1 (he&) 

you to cross the river. I (give) 

4 
the power of my legs so you (can jump) 

across the river. I (give, a h )  
you a new name. Your new name will be Jumping Mouse. 

WMPNG MOUSE: Thank you, Magic Frog. 

MAGIC FROG: YOU are a brave mouse, Jumping Mouse, and you have a good heart. If you 

(lose, not) hope, you (reach) 
the Far Away Land. 

With his poeue&l new kgs, Jumping Mouse jumped across the h r .  He mveledfast for 
many days across a wide gmssland. One day he met a buffalo. The buffalo was lying on the 
ground. 

J U ~ G  MOUSE: Hello, Buffalo. My name is Jumping Mouse. Why (you, lie*) 

(30) on the ground? (you, be) ill? 

*The -in8 form of lie ia spelled lying. 
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BUFFALO: Yes. I (can see, not) . I (drink) 

some poisoned water, and now I @e) 

blind. I (die) soon because I (can find, not) 

food and water without my eyes. 

JUMPING MOUSE: When I started my journey, Magic Frog (give) 
me her powerful legs so I could jump across the river. What (I, can give) 

you to help you? I know! I (give) 

you my sight so you can see to fmd food and water. 

BUFFALO: Are you really going to do that? Jumping Mouse, you are very kind! Ah! Yes, 

I (can see) again. Thank you! But now you 

(can see, not) . How (you, find) 

the Far Away Land? I know. (iumpl 

onto my back. I (&my) 
you across this land to the foot of the mountain. 

JUMPING MOUSE: Thank you, Buffalo. 

So Jumping Mouse found a way to reach the ~nountain. When thw reached the mountain, 
Jumping Mouse and Buffalo parted. 

BUFFALO: I don't live in the mountains, so I (can go, not) 
any farther. 

JUMPING MOUSE: What (I, doj ? I (have) 

powerful legs, but I can't see. 



BUFFALO: (keep) your hope alive. You find) 
a way to reach the Far Away Land. 

Jumping Mouse was veery afraid. He didn't know what to do. Suddenly he heard a wolf: 

JUMPING MOUSE: Hello? Wolf! I (can see, not) You, 

but I (can hear) you. 

WOLF: Yes, Jumping Mouse. I'm here, but I (can help, not) 

you because I ( d k y  

JUMPING MOUSE: What's wrong? Why (you, die) ? 

WOLF: I (lose) my sense of smell many weeks ago, so now I 

(can find, not) food. I (starve) 

to death. 

JUMPING MOUSE: Oh, Wolf, I (can help) YOU. I ( ~ v e )  

you my ability to smell. 

WOLF: Oh, thank you, Jumping Mouse. Yes, I (can smell) 
again. Now I'll be able to find food. That is a wonderful gift! How (I, can help) 

JUMPING MOUSE: I (@) to get to the Far Away Land. 

I (need) (gd to the top of the mountain. 

WOLF: (come) over here. I (put) 

you on my back and (take) you to the top of the mountain. 

*The -ing form of die is spelled dying. 



So WoIfcarried Jumping Mouse to the top of the mountain. But then Wolf left. Jumping 

(62) Mouse was all alone. He (can see, not) 

(63) and he (can smell, not) , but he still had powerful legs. 

(64) He almost (lose) hope. Then suddenly, he (hear) Magic Frog. 

(65) JUMPING MOUSE: IS that you, Magic Frog? Please (help) me. I'm 
all alone and afraid. 

(66) MAGIC FROG: (q not) .Jumping Mouse. You have a 

(67) generous, open heart. You (be, not) selfish. You help 
others. Your unselfishness caused you suffering during your journey, but you 

(lose, never) hope. Now you are in the Far 

(69) Away Land. (jump) ,Jumping Mouse. (use) 
your powerful legs to jump high in the air. Jump! Jump! 

Jumping Mouse jumped as high as he could, up, up, up. 
He reached his arms out to his sides and started to fly. 
He felt strong and powe&l. 

-. .u.*l- 

' , . . - JUMPING MOUSE: I can fly! I can fly! I (fly) . - 
~. ~ 

_ ., .; 
. . . -~ I..(:. . . (70) ! 

MAGIC FROG: Jumping Mouse, I am going to give you a new name. Now 
your name is Eagle! . .- . . -- 

9 

So Jumping Mouse became the powerful Eagle andfuIfi11ed his dream of reaching the Far 
Away Land and experiem'ng all that l$e has to offer. * 

T h i s  fable is based on a Native American story and has been adapted from 1% Swy ofJumping Mouse by 
John Steptoe; 0 Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Books, 1984. 
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EXERCISE 05: In groups of six, create a play using the story of Jumping Mouse. There will 
be five characters in your play: Jumping Mouse, Old Mouse, Magic Frog, Buffalo, 
and Wolf. In addition, one person in the group will be the narrator. The narrator will 
tell the parts of the story that are in italics in Exercise 44. Rehearse your play in your 
group, and then present the play to the rest of the class. 

7-18 MORE IRREGULAR VERB: 

blow - blew 
draw - drew 
fd -fen 
fssl -felt 

m w - m  

keep -kept 
know - know 
swim - swam 
throw - threw 

win - won 

EXERCISE 46-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Practice using the IRREGULAR VERBS in the 
above list. 

Example: fd-fell Rain falls. Leaves fall. Sometimes people fall. Yesterday I fell down. 
I hurt my knee. How did I hurt my knee yesterday? 

Response: You fell (down). r 

1. blow-blew The sun shines. Rain falls. Wind blows. Last week we had a storm. 
It rained hard, and the wind blew hard. Tell me about the storm last 
week. 

2. dm-drew I draw once a week in art class. Last week I drew a portrait of myself. 
What did I do in art class last week? 

3. feel-felt You can feel an object. You can also feel an emotion or a sensation. 
Sometimes I feel sleepy in class. I felt tired all day yesterday. How 

"did I feel yesterday? How did you feel yesterday? 
4. fall-fell Sometimes I fall down. Yesterday I fell down. I felt bad when I fell 

down. What happened to me yesterday? 
5. grow-grew Trees grow. Flowers grow. Vegetables grow. Usually I grow 

vegetables in my garden, but last year I grew only flowers. What did 
I grow in my garden last year? 

1 I8 
6. keep-kept Now I keep my money in (name of a local bank). Last year I kept my 

money in (name of another local bank). Where did I keep my money 
last year? 

7. know-knew ( . . . ) knows a lot about English grammar. On the grammar test last 
week, she knew all the answers. What did ( . . . ) know last week? 

8. swim-sewm I swim in (name of a lake, sea, ocean, or local swimming pool) every 
summer. I swam in (name of a lake, sea, ocean, or local swimming 
pool) last summer. What did I do last summer? 



9. throw-thrm I can hand you this (piece of chalk) or I can throw it to you. I just 
threw this (piece of chalk) to ( . . . ). What did I just do? 

10. win-won You can win a game or lose a game. Last weekend ( m e  of a local spmu 
team) won a gamelrnatch against (name of another team). How did 
(name of the local spmzs team) do last weekend? Did they win or lose? 

EXERCISE 47: Complete the sentences. Use the past form of the verbs in the list. 

1. A: Did you enjoy your tennis game with Jackie? 

B: Yes, but I lost. Jackie 

2. A: How did you break your leg? 

B: I down on the ive ~n the sidewalk. 

3. A: Ouch! 
B: What's the matter? 

A: I my finger. 
B: How? 
A: I pinched it in the door. 

4. A: Did you give the box of candy to your girlfriend? 

B: No, I didn't. I it and ate it myself. 

5. A. That's a nice picture. 

B: I agree. Anna it. She's a good artist. 

6. A: Did you have a garden when you lived at home? 

B: Yes. I vegetables and flowers. 

7. A: Did you f ~ s h  the test? 

B: No. I didn't have enough time. I all of the answers but I 
ran out of time. 

8. A: Did you have fun at the beach? 

B: Lots of fun. We sunbathed and in the ocean. 



I burned my finger. 
Did you put ice on it? 

No. I on it. 

What's the matter? You sound like you have a frog in your 
throat. 

I think I'm catching a cold. I 
yesterday, but I don't feel very good today. 

How did you break the window, Tommy? 

Well, I a ball to Annie, but I 
missed Annie and hit the window instead. 

EXERCISE 48: Complete the sentences. Use the past form of the verbs in the list. 

begin fly make take 
break ffrow meet tell 
catch know sing throw 
cost leave spend wear 
fall lose steal win 

1. When I went to the airport yesterday, I a taxi. 

2. I my winter jacket yesterday because the weather was cola. 

3. Tom bought a new tie. It a lot because it was a hand-painted 
silk tie. 

4. Laurie doesn't feel good. She a cold a couple of days ago. 

5. Leo could read the story easily. The words in the story weren't new for him. He 

the vocabulary in the story. 

6. I know Ronald Sawyer. I him at a party a couple of weeks ago. 

7. My hometown is Arnes, Iowa. I up there. 

8. I dropped my book. It to the floor. 

9. Ken couldn't get into his apartment because he his keys. 

10. We a lot of money at the restaurant last night. The food was 
good, but expensive. 

1 1. The baseball player the ball to the catcher, 



I wrote a check yesterday. I a mistake on the check, so I 
tore it up and wrote another one. 

Someone my bicycle, so I called the police. 

Maggie didn't tell a lie. She the truth. 

IS. Rick his arm when he fell on the ice. 

16. We were late for the movie. It at 7:00, but we didn't get 
. thereuntJ7:lS. 

, ,. 

', "-;, 517. We songs at the party last night and had a good &e. 
1.i 

18. I to Chicago last week. The plane was only five 
minutes late. 

19. My plane at 6:03 and arrived at 8:45. 

20. We played a soccer game yesterday. The other team . We 
lost. 



W EXERCISE 1 : How are these words usually used, as N O ~ S  or  ADJECTIVES? Use each word in 
a sentence. 

1. busy 
+ I'm too busy to go to 

2. computer , ADJ 
+ Computers are machmes. 

3. tall NOUN ADJ 

4. apartment NOUN AD) 

5. Tom NOUN AD) 

6. intelligent  om AD) 

7. hand NOUN AD) 

8. good NOUN AD) 

9. monkey NOUN AD) 

10. young NOUN ADJ 

1 1. music NOUN ADJ 

12. expensive NOUN AD) 

13. grammar NOUN AD) 

8-1 MODIFYING NOUNS WITH ADJECTIVES AND NOUNS 

ADJECTIVE + NOUN Adjectives can modify nouns, L- 1. <a). See Chart 
(a )  I bought an axpensive book. 4-2 for a list of common adjectives. 

NOUN + NOUN Nouns can modify other nouns. In @): gmmmar 
(b) I bought a grmnmcrr book is a noun that is used as an adjective to modify 

another noun (book). 
I NOUN f NOUN 

( c )  He works at a shoe store. 
(d) WCORRECT: He works at a shoes store. 

A noun that is used as an adjective is always in its 
singular form. In (c): the store sells shoes, but it is 
called a shoe (singular form) store. 

~ w c m  + NOUN + NOUN Both an adjective and a noun can modify a noun; 
( e )  I bought an axpdve grammar book. the adjective comes ht,  the noun second. 

I ( f ) INCORRECT: I bought a gmmmar expensive book. I 



EXERCISE 2: Find the ADJECTIVES and identify the nouns they modify. 

4 1. I drank some h a  tea. 

2. My grandmother is a wise woman. 

3. English is not my native language. 

4. The busy waitress poured coffee into the empty cup. 

5. A young man carried the heavy suitcase for Furniko. 

6. I sat in an uncomfortable chair at the restaurant. 

7. There is international news on the front page of the newspaper. 

8. My uncle is a wonderful man. 

EXERCISE 3: Find the NOUNS USED AS ADJECTIVES and identify the nouns they modify. 

f l  
1. We sat at the kitchen table. 

2. I bought some new CDs at the music store. 

3. We met Jack at the miin station. 

4. Vegetable soup is nutritious. 

5. The movie theater is next to the furniture store. 

6. The waiter handed us a lunch menu. 

7. The traffic light was red, so we stopped. 

8. Ms. Bell gave me her business card. 

EXERCISE 4: Complete the sentences. Use the information in the fust part of the sentence. 
Use A NOUN THAT MODIFIES ANOTHER NOUN in the completion. 

1. Vases that are used for flowers are called flower vases. 

2. A cup that is used for coffee is called a coffee CUD. 

3. A story that appears in a newspaper is called 

Rooms in hotels are called 

Soup that is made of beans is called 

6. A worker in an office is called 

7. A room that contains computers is called 

8. Seats on airplanes are called 

9. A bench that is found in a park is called 

10. A tag that gives the price of something is called 
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EXERCISE 5: Which noun in the list can be used with all three of the nouns used as 
modifiers? For example, in the frst  sentence below, the completion can be a 
university educatwn, a high school education, and a college education. 

oficial 
/ education program store 

tickets 
number room 

university 
1. Jane has a education. 

furniture 
i. we went to a {shoe ] 

clothing 

history 
3. 1 too" "2ce] 

horse 
4. we watched a (;a;t 1 

government 
5. I e d  to a { c ) school 

vegetable 
6 Mom made some (bean 1 

chicken 

7. He told me about a television 
z u t  er 1 

8. We took alan 
airplane 

9. I couldn't find my 3 )  
telephone 

10. What is your 
license plate 



1 1. We bought some (2::::t] 
airplane 

hospital 
2 .  We i t  Sue h her ( h o t  ) 

dormitory 

EXERCISE 6: Each item lists two NOUNS and one ADJECTIVE. Put them in the correct order. 

1 .  homework The teacher gave us a /o-m~nt. 
long 
assignment 

2. program I watched a 
good 
telarision 

3. road 
mountain 
dangerous 

We drove on a 

4 .  automobile Janet was in a ... , 
bad 
acniient 

5 .  arh'cle I read an 
magazine 
interesting 

6 .  delicious Mrs. Green made some 
vegetable 
soup 

7. card My sister gave me a 
funny 
bitthday 

8. nam People don't like to sit in 
seats 

. . .<: 



WORD ORDER ADJECTIVE: 

(b)  INCORRECT: a red large car 

( c )  a beautffulyoung woman 
(d)  a beautfful red car 
( e )  a beautfful Greek island 

( f ) OPINION AD]ECTNES 

dangerous favorite imponant 
d#kult  good inmstihg 
dirty hatW SmW 
expensive honest wondet$l 

In (a): two adjectives (large and red) modify a 
noun (carJ. Adjectives follow a particular orda. In 
(a), an adjective describing .she (large) comes 
before color (red) . 
The adjective beautiful expresses an opinion. 
Opinion adjectives usually come before all other 
adjectives. 
In (c): opinion precedes age. 
In (d): opinion precedes color. 
In (e): opinion precedes nationality. 

There are many opinion adjectives. The words in 
(f) are examples of common opinion adjectives. 

OPINION 

beautiful 
dsliclous 
kind 

USUAL WORD ORDER OP ADJECTIVES 

(4) (9 (6) 
COLOR NATION& MAIBRUL 

red Greek metal 
blue Chinese glass 
b h h  Mexican plastic 

(g) some delicious Meuican food 
(h)  a anallglrras vase 
( i ) a kind old Chinese man 

A noun is usually modified by only one or two 
adjectives, although sometimes there are three. 

*NO=: Adjectives that describe nationality are capitalized: Korean, Venezuelan, Saudi Arabian, etc. 

( i  wa: r a beautiful small old bmwn Greek metal win 

.. ,7,,1, 

EXERCISE 7: Put the italicized words in the correct order. 

It is very rare to fmd a long list of adjectives in 
front of a noun. 

1 .  glass a tall g b ~ 5  vase 
tall 

2.  delicious some food 
Thai ' 

3. red 
smaN 

some tomatoes 



4 .  old 
big 
bmwn 

5 .  narrow 
dirt 

6 .  young 
serious 

7. long 
black 
beautiful 

some COWS 

a road 

d woman 

hair 

8. Chinese a/an work of art 
famous 

I i .  old 

9, leather 
bmwn 
thin 

A belt 

10. wonderful a/an story 
old 
Native American 

EXERCISE 8: Complete the sentences with words from the list below. 

Asian d cotton polite 
brick important 
Canadian leather unhappy 
coffee 

1. Jack is wearing a white cOtton shirt. 

2. Hong Kong is an important city. 

3. I'm wearing some comfortable old shoes. 
. I . . ,  

4. Tommy was alan little boy when he broke his 
favorite toy. 

5. Ann has alan wool blanket on her bed. 

6. Our dorm is a tall red building. 

7. The computer is a/an modern invention. 



8. My nephew has good manners. He is always a/an 
young man, especially to his elders. 

9. Jack always carries a large blue cup with him. 

10. Ice hockey is a popular sport. 

EXERCISE 9: Add ADJECTIVES or NOUNS USED AS ADJECTIVES to the sentences below. 

1. We had some hot food. 

2. My dog, Rover, is alan old dog. 

3. We bought a blue blanket. 

4. Alice has gold earrings. 

5. Tom has short hair. 

6. Mr. Lee is alan young man. 

7. Jack lives in a large brick house. 

8. I bought a big suitcase. 

9. Sally picked a/an red flower. 

10. Ali wore an old shirt to the picnic. 
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EXERCISE 10-ERROR ANALYSIS: Many, but not all, of the following sentences contain 
mistakes in the word order of modifiers. Find and correct the mistakes. Make 
changes in the use of a and an as necessary. 

on old wood 
1. Ms. Lane has .Ilrnnrl desk in her office. 

2. She put the flowers in a blue glass vase. (no change) 
L: ,, r... 

* I .  - . %  

3. The Great Wall is a Chinese landmark famous. :. , '  

"1 . ... 
I i 

4. I read a newspaper article interesting this morning. 

5. Spiro gave me a wonderful small black Greek box as a birthday present. 

6. Alice reached down and put her hand in the mountain cold stream. 

7. Pizza is my favorite food Italian. 

8. There was a beautiful flower arrangement on the kitchen table. 

9. Jack usually wears brown old comfortable shoes leather. 

10. Gnats are black tiny insects. 

1 1. I used a box brown cardboard to mail a gift to my sister. 

12. Tony has a noisy electric fan in his bedroom window. 

13. James is a middle-aged handsome man with brown short hair. 
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EXERCISE I 1 -ORAL: Practice modifying nouns. 
STUDENT A: Your book is open. Say the words in each item. Don't let your ' " 

intonation drop because Student B is going to finish the phrase. 
STUDENT B: Your book is closed. Complete Student A's phrase with a noun. 

Respond as quickly as you can with the fust noun that comes to mind. 

Example: adark. .  . 
STUDENTA: a dark 
STUDENT B: night (room, building, day, cloud, etc.) 

Example: some ripe . . . 
STUDENT A: some ripe 
STUDENTB: SOUP 
STUDENT A: some ripe soup?? I don't think soup can be called ripe. 
STUDENT B: Okay. How about "some ripe fruit"? OR: "some ripe bananas"! 
STUDENT A: That's good. Some ripe fruit or some ripe bananas. 

1. a kitchen. . . 11. a birthday.. . ..- A .  .- ,g 
': .. % 

2. a busy ... . 12. a computer . . . -.& 

I I 
. . 

3. apublic. . . 13. a baby. . . . .$ 
. / .I . .. 1 

4. a true. . . 14. asoft . .  . 
' I '  

I ,p: +, ;; , i. 
5. some expensive . . . I : . , , 15. an easy . . . . .. -. . , 

6. an interesting old . . . 16. a government. . . . -,. . 
<', i 1 

7. an airplane . . . 17. some hot. . . - .%. . . , ~, .; 
". :F, , 

i 
. . 

A .  8. a dangerous . . . , /,, 18. a flower. . . . . 
: < .  ' I 

9. a beautiful Korean . . . .. *. 19. a bright. . . i f  
1/11 ' 

10. some delicious Mexican . . . 
8 ,  

V 

- I 

Switch roles. %' 

2 1. a telephone . . . 
22. a fast. . . 
23. some comfortable. . . 
24. a foreign . . . 
25'. a famous Italian . . . 
26. a bus. . . 
27. a history . . . 
28. a rubber bicycle 

29. a hospital 

30. a movie 

20. some small round. . . *, 

i'.. -7 

3 1. some great old 

32. a television 

33. a very deep 

34. an office . . . 
3.5. a gray wool. . . 
36. an afternoon . . . 
37. an empty. . . 
38. a wonderful South American. . . 
39. a bedroom. . . 
40. a science 
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- ,  - " 

(b) Mike ate most of his food. 

( c )  Susie ate some of her food. 

- - -  

all of = 100% 
most of = a large part, but not all 
some of = a small or medium part 

( a )  Rita ate all of  the food on her olate. All of, most of, and some of express quantities. 

v[{,';$; i,:, 
I, \.;k.,!,4d 
I.. 5%. L 

(d) Matt ate almost all qf his food. 
( e )  INCORRECT: Matt ate almost of his food. 

EXERCISE 12: Complete the sentences with (almost) all of, most oJ or some oJ; 

all of = 100% 
almost all of = 95%99% 
Almost is used with aN; all cannot be omitted. 

1.2,4,6,8: Allof these numbers are even. 

2. 1, 3, 5,  7: these numbers are odd. 

3. 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9: these numbers are odd. 

4. 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8: these numbers are odd. 

5 .  1, 3,4, 5,7,9: these numbers are odd. 
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6 .  the birds in Picture A are flying. 

7. the birds in Picture B are flying. 

8. the birds in Picture C are flying. 

9. the birds in Picture D are flying. 

W W  

PICTURE A 

w - v  
PICTURE C 

PICTURE B 

PICTURE D 

d . . .  . .  
10. 

. .. 
the students in this class have dark hair. 

x 11. the students in this class are using pens rather 
than pencils to do this exercise. 

12. the students in this class wear glasses. 

13. the students in this class can speak English. 
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8-4 EXPRESSIONS OF QUANTIW SUBJECT-VERB . . .  ,. AGREEMENT , . . . ~  . ,  .. , 

( a )  AN of my work rs ~mshed. 
(b) All of myfr ionds  are kind. 
( c )  Some of my homework is finished. 
(d) Some of myfr iends  are coming to 

my birthday party. 

In (a,. uJ of+  sulrlul.r ~ioun 7 mlugular verb. 
In (b): aN of+ plural noun + plural verb. 
In (c): some of+ singular noun + singular verb. 
In (d): some of+ plural noun + plural verb. 

When a subject includes an expression of quantity, 
the verb agrees with the noun that immediately follows & 

COMMON EXPRESSIONS OF QUANTITY 

all of most of W f o f  
almost all of a lot of some of 

EXERCISE 13: Choose the correct VERB. 

1. All of that money is mine. 
(is \ are) 

2. All of the windows open. 
(is \ ere) 

3. We saw one movie. Some of the movie interesting. 
(was \were) 

4. We saw five movies. Some of the movies interesting. 
(was \were) . , 

5. Half of the glasses empty, 
. - (is \ are) 

* . 
3 and half of the glasses full. 

(is \ are) 

6. Half of the glass 

empty. 
(is \ am) 

I . .  ) _  r ' ,  

Pessimist Optimist 

$1 A ' 
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7. A lot of those words new to me. 
(is \ are) 

8. A lot of that vocabulary new to me. 
(is \ are) 

9. Almost all of the air in the city polluted. 
(is \ are) 

10. Almost all of the oceans in the world polluted. 
(is \ are) 

1 1. Most of the students on time. 
(arrives \ arrive) 

12. Most of our mail in the morning. 
(anives \ arrive) 

ONE OF + PLURAL NOUN 

(a)  Sam is one of myfriends. 

I (b) INCORRECT: Sam is one of myfriend. 

One ofis followed by a specific plural noun, 
as in (a). 
It is INCORRECT to follow one ofwith a singular 
noun, as in (b). 

ONE OF + PL. NOUN + SNG. VBRB When one of + a plural noun is the subject of a 
(c )  Oneof myfrienda is sentence, it is followed by a singular verb, as in 

(d) INCORRECT: One of my fn'endS are here. (c): ONE OF + PLURAL NOUN + SNGULAR VERB. 

(e) None ofthe snrdents was late. In (e): Not one of the students was late. 

( f )  None ofthe students were late. none sf= not one of 
. . - > ,  The verb following none of+ aplural noun can be 

singular, as in (e), or plural, as in (f). Both are 
correct.* 

*In very formal English, a sinBulpr verb is used after MM of+ a plum1 noun: N m  ofthe students WM la&. In everyday 
English, both singular and plural verbs are used. 

EXERCISE 14: Make sentences from the given words and phrases. 

1. One of my \ teacher \ be \ (name of a teacher) 

One o f m v e r s  is W p e z .  

2.  (name of a studend \ be \ one of my \ classmate 
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3. one of my \ book \ be \ red 

4. one of my \ book \ have \ a green cover 

5 .  (name of a place) \ be \ one of my favorite \ place \ in the world 

6. one of the \ student \ in my class \ always come \ late 

7 .  (name o fa  person) \ be \ one of my best \ friend 

8. one of my \ friend \ live \ in (name of a place) 

9, (title of a TVprogram) \ be \ one of the best \ program \ on TV 

10. (name of a person) \ be \ one of the most famous \ people* \ in the world 

1 1. one of my biggest \ problem \ be \ my inability to understand spoken English 

12. (name o f a  newspaper) \ be \ one of the \ leading newspaper \ in (name of a city) 

13. none of the \ student \ in my class \ speak \ (name of a language) 

14. none of the \ furniture \ in this room \ be \ soft and comfortable 

*People is a plural noun even though it does not have a final -a. 



EXERCISE 15: Complete the sentences with your own words. 

1. One of my favorite is 

2. is one of the most interesting in the world. 

3. Oneofthe in my is 

4. is one of my best 

5. Oneof 

6. None of 

EXERCISE 16: Choose the correct VERB. 

1. My grammar book is red. 
(is \ are) 

2. Some of my books on my desk. 
(is \ ate) 

3. One of my books . ,. ,- blue and green. 
(is \ ate) 

4. My favorite colors 
(is \ are) 

5. Sue's favorite color 
(is \ ate) 

6. One of my favorite colors 
(is \ are) 

7. My best friends in Brazil. 
(lives \ live) 

8. One of my best friends 
(lives \live) 

9. Some of the students in my class lap-top computers. 
(has \ have) 

10. One of the students in Pablo's class a mustache. 
(has \have) 

1 1. None of these letters for you. 
(is \ are) 

12. None of this mail for you. 
(is \ are) 
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EXERCISE 17: Complete the sentences with is or are. 

1. Some of the children's toys We broken. 

2. Most of my classmates always on time for class. 

3. One of my classmates , always late. 

4. All of my friends kind people. 

5. One of my friends Sam Brown. 

6. Most of the rivers in the world polluted. 

7. Some of the Pacific Ocean badly polluted. 

8. Most of this page white. 

9. Most of the pages in this book full of grammar exercises. 

10. One of the pages in this book the title page. , 
t .IJ, - 

EXERCISE 18-0RAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Answer the questions in complete sentences. 
Use any expression of quantity (all of, most of, some of, a lot of, one of, three of, 
etc.). 

Example: How many of the people in this room are wearing shoes? 
$ Response: All of the people in this room are wearing shoes. 

: :&.&ample: How many of us are wearing blue jeans? 
Response: Some of us are wearing blue jeans. 

, , ,  <, ' 2  ; 

1. How many people in this room have (short) hair? 
2. How many of the students in this class have red grammar books? 
3. How many of us are sitdng down? , ..(, 
4. How many of your classmates are from (name of a country)? 
5 .  How many of the people in this room can speak (English)? 
6. How many of the women in this room are wearing earrings? How many of the men? 
7. What is one of your favorite TV programs? 
8. How many of the people in this city are friendly? : . 1 . 

9. Who is one of the most famous people in the world? 
10. How many of the married women in your country work outside the home? 



+--.-- - ..... :.. ~ ~. 
. . .  .>.: '..<> ,.,>.,. :\..:>?.. :: : .. 

8-6 USING EVERY . .. . . 
- \ .  . . . .  . . . . .., . . . . . . ::. ..:::.:: ,.: 

.,.> ...;,. ,<:.:.: .:.: . .:. :.:; .., ,. .:::. . . ~ .. ,.:- .1 . ~. . ~ ~ 

(a)  Ev-., .tu&nt ha8 a book. (a)  an^ ,-, LrVr mentially the 
(b) All of the students have books. In (a): a e r y  + ningular noun + singular verb. 

I 

( e )  Everyone has a book. I (e) and (f) have the same meaning. 

(c)  INCORRECT: Ewqy of the students 
has a book. 

(d) INCORRECT: Ewqy students hawe books. 

( f )  Everybody ha. a book. Everyone and aerybo& are followed by a singular 
verb. I 

Evsry is not immediately followed by of. 
Ewty  is immediately followed by a ahpuler noun, 
NOT a plllrd noun. 

I (h) Ewtything 18 okay. 

I 

In (h): svsything is followed by a s h g u h  verb. 

(g) 1 looked at svsytlring in the museum. 

EXERCISE 19: Choose the correct completion. 

In (g): everything = each thing. 

1. All ofthe book5 on this desk are mine. 
(book \ books) (is \ are) 

2. Every on this desk mine. 
(book \ books) (is \ are) 

3. Allofthe here today. 
(student \ students) (is \ are) 

4. Every here today. 
(student \ students) (is \ are) 

5. Every at my college tests regularly. 
(teacher \ teachers) (gives \ give) 

6. All of the at my college a lot of tests. 
(teacher \ teachers) (gives \ give) 

7. Every in my country bedtime stories. 
(child \ children) (likes \ like) 

8. All of the in my counay that story. 
(child \ children) (knows \ know) 

9. All of the in this class studying English. 
(person \people) (is \ are) 

10. Everyone in this class to learn English. 
(wants \ want) 
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11. all of the in this class speak English well? 
(Does \Do) (student \ students) 

12. every in the world like to listen to music? 
(Does \Do) (person \people) 

13. all of the in the world enjoy dancing? 
(Does \ Do) (person \ people) 

14. everybody in the world have enough to eat? 
(Does \Do) 

15. Every in Sweden a good transportation system. 
(city \ cities) (has \ have) 

EXERCISE 2eERROR ANALYSIS: Find and correct the errors. 

1. I work hard every days. 

2. I live in an apartment with one of my friend. 

3. We saw a pretty flowers garden in the park. 

4. Almost of the students are in class today. 

5. Every people in my class are studying English. 

6. AU of the cities in North America has traffic problems. 

7. One of my books are green. 

8. Nadia drives a blue small car. 

9. Istanbul is one of my favorite city in the world. 

10. Every of students in the class have a grammar book. 

11. The work will take a long time. We can't f d s h  every things today. 

12. Everybody in the world want peace. 
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SINGULAR POSSESSIVE 
NOUN NOUN 

(a)  M y  friend has a car. f&nd @end's 
M y  friend's car is blue. 

(b) The student has a book. student student's 
The scudsnt's bwk is red. 

PLURAL POSSESSIVE 
NOUN FORM 

( c )  The students have books. students students' 
The students' books are red. 

(d) M y  friends have a car. f&ndi f*iends' 
MyfriendP' caris blue. 

To show that a person possesses 
something, add an apostrophe (') and -s to 
a singular noun. 
POSSESSIVE NOUN, SINGULAR 

noun + apostrophe (') + -8 

- 

Add an apostrophe (') at the end of a 
plural noun (after the -a). 

POSSESSIVE NOUN, PLURAL 

noun + -a + apostrophe (') 

EXERCISE 21: Add APOSTROPHES to the ross~ssm NOUNS. 

jim's 
1. J i m  A last name is Smith 

2. Bobs cat likes to sleep on the sofa. 

3. My teachers names are Ms. Rice and Mr. Molina. 

4. My mothers first name is Marika. 

5. My parents telephone number is 555-9876. 

6. My Unde George is my fathers brother. 

7. Nicole is a girls name. 

8. Erica and Heidi are girls names. 

9. Do you l i e  Toms shirt? 

10. Do you know Anitas brother? 

1 1. The teacher collected the students test papers at the end of the period. 
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12. Alexs friends visited him last night. 

13. How long is an elephants trunk? 

14. A monkeys hand looks like a human hand. 

15. Monkeys hands haw thumbs. 

EXERCISE 22: Complete the sentences. Use your classmates' names. 

1. hair is short and straight. 

2. grammar book is on her desk. 

3. last name is . 
4. I don't know address. 

5. eyes are gray. I I 

6. shirt is blue. 
. ! I  .. 

7. briefcase is on the floor. 

8. I need to borrow dictionary. 

9. Do you like mustache? ':a ' ' 
10. Do you know wife? 



EXERCISE 23-WRITTEN: Write sentences about things your classmates possess. 

Example: Kim's book is on his desk. Anna's purse is brown. Pablo's shirt is green. 

EXERCISE 24: Complete the sentences. 

1. My husband's brother is my brother-in-law. 

2. My father's is my uncle. 

3. My mother's is my grandmother. 

4. My sister's are my nieces and nephews. 

5 .  My aunt's is my mother. 

6. My wife's is my mother-in-law. 

7. My brother's is my sister-in-law. 

8. My father's and 
are my grandparents. 

9. My niece is my brother's 

10. My nephew is my sister's i 2 

8-8 POSSESSIVE: IRREGULAR PLURAL NOUN: 

( a )  The c h i l h ' s  tcJ, ;: on the floor. 

(b) The store sells men's doclong. 

( c )  That store sells women's clothing. 

(d) I like to how about other 
@eopkSs lives. 

. . . . .  
Irregular ---- -.---.- ,-.. ildren, mn, w m  -.., r..r.-, - -. I 

irregular plural possessive form. The apostrophe (') cornea 
the fmal -8. 

REGULAR PLURAL POSSESSIVE NOUN: 
the students' books 

IRREGULAR PLURAL POSSESSIVE NOUN: 
the women's books 

I 'I 

EXERCISE 25: Complete the sentences with the correct possessive form of the NOUNS in italics. 

1 .  children That store sells ch/l& s I books. 

2 .  girl Mary is a name. 

3, girk Mary and Sue are names. 

4. women Mary and Sue are names. 
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5 .  uncle 

6 .  person 

7 .  people 

8 .  students 

9 .  brother 

10. brothers 

1 1 .  wife 

12. dog 

13. dogs 

14. men 

15. man, woman 

16. children 

Robert is living at his , house. 

A biography is the story of a life. 

Biographies are the stories of lives. 

lives are busy. 

Do you know my wife? 

Do you know my wives? 

MY parents live in California. 

MY name is Fido. 

MY names are Fido and Rover. 

Are Jim and Tom names? 

Chris can be a nickname or a 

nickname. 

Our school is near our house. .. . 

EXERCISE 26: Add apposnophes and final -s as necessary to make Gosses&e nouns. 

,.. . 
Paul's 

.::. 1. Someone stole Paul ,, bicycle. *, $ ~... 
.a,: . 1 

- . 2. Do youknow Yuko roommate? 
LL !,,L ;,,, 

. .- . ', , 3. Does that store sell women clothes? 

4. My roommate desk is always a mess. 

5. What is your parent new address? 

6. I have my father nose.* 

7. Where is Rosa apartment? 

8. I can't remember all of my classmate names. 

~..~*Zhaw my father's nose = My nose looks like my father's nose; I inherited the shape of my nose from my 
father. 



9. It's important to respect other people opinions. 

10. My husband sister is visiting us this week. 

11. Excuse me. Where is the men room? 

12. That store sells children toys. 

8-9 POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS: MINE, YOURS, HIS, HERS, OURS, THEIR 

(a)  This book belongs to me. 
It is my book. 
It is mine. 

(b) That book belongs to you. 
It is your book. 
It is yours. 

POSSESSIVE POSSESSIVE 
ADJECTIVE PRONOUN 

my mine 
your yours 
her hers 
his his 
our ours 
their theirs 

A possessive adjective is used in front of a 
noun: my book. 

A possessive pronoun is used alone, without 
a noun following it: 
That book is mine. 

INCORRHCT: That is mine book. 

EXERCISE 27: Complete the sentences. Use OBJECT PRONOUNS, POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES, and 
POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS. 

1. I own this book. 4. She owns this pen. 

This book belongs to me . This pen belongs to 

This is my book. This is pen. 

This bookis mine . This pen is 

2. They own these books. 5 .  He owns that pen. 

These books belong to That pen belongs to 

These are books. That is pen. 

These books are That pen is 

3. You own that book. 6. W own those books. 

That book belongs to Those books belong to 

That is book. Those are books. 

That book is Those books are 
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EXERCISE 28: Complete the sentences. Use the cqrrect possessive form of the words in italics. 

1. I a. This bookbag is mine . 
Sue b. That bookbag is / 

c. My bookbag is red. 

she d. /-/US is green. 

2. we 

they 

we 

they 

3. Tom 

Mary 

he 

she 

4. I 

YOU 

I 

a. These books are 

b. Those books are 

books are on the table. i , , ,  : .,.:a l 

C. 
. .  , 

d. are on the desk. 

.I 

a. This raincoat is 

b. That raincoat is 

c. is light brown. 

d. islightblue. j , : :  . . , 
- - . ,~  ... . . ,. 1.3 ., 

a. This notebook is 
r . '  

b. That one is 

c. has name on it. 

d. has name on it. 

5. Jim a. ., L , apartment is on Pine Street, . 
we b. is on Main Sweet, . r 8  

he c. apartment has three rooms. 

we d. has four rooms. I ,). , , 

, . ,;, ,. .j: 

6. I a. This is pen. 
' , .  ,r,7v<.j ,,:,! ; 

you b. That one is 

I c. is in pocket. 

you d. is on desk. 



7. we 

they 

we 

they 

8.  Ann 

Paul 

she 

he 

. t - . - - ,  

a. car is a Chevrolet. 

b. is a Volkswagen. 

c. gets 17 miles to the gallon. 

d. car gets 30 miles to the gallon. 

a. These books are 

b. Those are I I  . 
c. are on desk. 

d. are on desk. 

, 1, 

EXERCISE 29: Choose the correct completion. ,,.- , 

. I  . 
2. Please give this dictionary to Olga. It's 

(her \ hers) 

3. A: Don't forget hat. Here. ! ,,:! 

(YOU \ yours) 
. :I,.,.; - .  j t i  

B: NO, that's not hat. is green. 
(my \ mine) (MY \ Mine) 

4. A: Please take this wood carving as a gift from me. Here. It's 
(your \ yours) 

B: Thank you. You're very thoughtful. 

5. A: Isn't that the Smiths' car? That one over there. The blue one. 

B: No, that's not car is dark blue. 
(their \theirs) (Their \ Theirs) 

6. A: Jim and I really like new apartment. It has lots of 
'C (our\ ours) 

I -. 
space. How do/you like ? 

(your \ yours) 

B: is small, but it's comfortable. 
(Our \ o w  .. - .- :I 

,,,? .-... - '  

., I 
7. A: Excuse me. Is this umbrella? 

(your \ yours) 

B: I don't have an umbrella. Ask Ken. Perhaps it is 
(him \ his) 
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8. A: When do classes begin? 
(your \ yours) 

B: September second. How about ? When do 
(your \ yours) 

A: begin August twenty-ninth. 
(MY \ m e )  

9. A: Maria, spaghetti sauce is delicious! 
(your\ yours) 

B: Thank you, but it's not as good as 
(your \ yours) 

A: Oh, no. is much better! It tastes just as good as Anna's. 
(Your \ Yours) 

B: Do you like Anna's spaghetti sauce? I think is too salty. 
(her\ hers) 

A: Maybe. husband makes good spaghetti sauce too. 
(MY\ m e )  

is thick and rich. 
(His \ He) 

B: In truth, making spaghetti sauce is easy, but everyone's sauce is just a little different. 

YOUR SPAGHETll SAUCE 
IS DELICIOUS, MARIA. 



8- 10 QUESTIONS WITH WHOS 

(a, w'hose book is this? + Mine. 
+ It's mine. 
+ Ips my book. 

(b) Whose books are these? + Rita's. 
+ They're Rita's. 
+ They're Rita's books 

Whose asks about possession. 

Whose is often used with a noun (e.g., 
whose book), as in (a) and (b). 

( C )  Whose is this? (The speaker is pointing to a book.) Whose can be used without a noun if 
(d) Whose are these? (The speaker is pointing to some books.) the meaning is clear, as in (c) and (d). 

EXERCISE 30: Choose the correct completion. 

1. Whose watch is this 
(is \ are) (this \ these) 

2. Whose glasses ? 
(is \ are) (that \ those) 

3. Whose keys ? 
(is \ are) (this \ these) 

4. Whose hat ? 
(is \ are) (that \ those) 

5. Whose shoes ? 
(is \ are) (that \ those) 

6. Whose handbag ? 
(is \ are) (this \ these) 
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EXERCISE 31: Point to or touch something in the classroom that belongs to someone and ask 
a question with whose. 

Example: (Student A points to or touches a grammar book.) 
STUDENT A: Whose book is this? 
STUDENT B: It's mine. I Mine. / It's my book. 
STUDENT A: Whose book is that? 
STUDENT B: It's PO'S. / PO'S. / It's PO'S book. 

(a )  I'm happy. (INCORRECT: I ' m  happy.) 
She's happy. 
We're happy. 

(b)  Tom's happy. I .. 
: ..A 

! 

( c )  That's my notebook. 

(d)  Thsre's a book on the table. 
There're some books on the tab1 

( e )  What's this? 
Where's Anna? 

( f )  Who's that? -r It's Mike 
Wkose is that? -r It's M 

( h )  Tina isn't here. 

( i ) Tom's hair is brown. 
( j ) My parents' house is white. 
(k)  This pen belongs to Ann. It is hers. 
( 1 ) INCORRECT: It is her's. 

(m) It's sunny today. 
(n)  I'm s ~ d y i n g  about India. I'm 

interested in its history. 
(0) INCORRECT: I'm intsrested in it's histoy. 

USES OF THE APOSTROPHE 
With contractions of pronouns and am, is, and are. 
See Chaa 1-4. 

With contractions of nouns and is. 
In (b), Tom's = Tom is. * 
With the contraction of t/aat and is. 

* With the contractions of there and islare. 

With contractions of some question words and is. 

COMPARB 

In (0: Who's = who is. 
In (g): Whose = a question word that asks about 
possession. It has NO apostrophe. 

With negative contractions: h ' t ,  aren't, wasn't, 
weren't, doeant, don't, won't, can't. 

With possessive nouns, as in (i) and (j). See Charts 8-7 
and 8-8. 

Apostrophes are NOT used with possessive pronouns. In 
(1): hers with an apostrophe (her's) is NEVER correct. 

COMPARE: In (m): it's = it is. 
In (n): its = a possessive adjective: its histoy = India's 
histoy. A possessive adjective has NO apostrophe. 

*Nouns are regularly contracted with i. in spoken English. In written English, contractions of a noun and i. (e.g., Tom's 
happy) are found in i n f o d  English (for example, in a letter to a friend), but not in formal English (for exmple, an 
academic paper). In general, verb contractions (I'm, you're, isn't, there's, arc.) are found in informal English, but are not used 
in very formal English. 



EXERCISE 32: Add apostrophes where necessary. 

1. Thats Anns book. -r That's Ann's book. 

2. That book is hers. + (no change) 

3. JiKD car is small. 

4. Jims in New York this week. 

5. Hes visiting his brother. 

6. Im a little hungry this morning. 

7. Tonys my neighbor. 

8. Tonys apamnent is next to mine. 

9. Whos that woman? 

10. Shes Bobs wife. 

11. Whose book is that? 

12. Is it yours? 
., 

14. Wheres your dictionary? 

15. Amy wont go to the movie with us. She doesnt have enough money. 

16. Paris is a popular tourist destination. Its most famous attraction is the E ie l  Tower. 

Its most famous building is the Louvre Museum. Its also famous for its night life. 

EXERCISE 33: Add apostrophes where necessary. 

Yoko's 
1. Yokos A last name is Yakaxnoto. 

2. Yokos a student in my English class. 

3. Pablo is a student. Hes in my class. His last name is Alvarez. 



4. Pablos full name is Pablo Alvarez. 

5. Youre a student. Your name is Ali. 

6. Im a student. I am in Mr. Lees English class. 

7. Mary and Anita have purses. Marys purse is black. Anitas purse is brown. 

8. Marys in class today. Anitas at home. 

9. Whose books are these? This book is mine. Thats yours. 

10. Whats wrong? Whats happening? Whos that man? Wheres he going? 

1 1. Im looking at a book. Its a grammar book. Its cover is red. Its on my desk. Its 

open. Its title is Basic English Grammar. 

12. Theres a b i d  in the tree. Its black and red. Its chest is red. Its wings, tail, and back 

are black. Its simng on a branch. 

13. People admire the tiger for its beauty and strength. Its a magnificent animal. 

Unfortunately, its survival as a species is in doubt. Its an endangered species. 

Therere very few tigers in the world today. 



UMMAR JSES OF NOUN: 

(a )  I B i d  I fly. I 
subiect verb 

NOUN USED AS: 

subjects of a sentence, as in (a). 

NOUN 
(b) I Ken I opened I the door. I 

subject verb object 

NOUN 
( c )  I Birds I fly I in I the sky. 1 

subject verb prep. object of prep. 

NOUN + NOUN I ( r )  I don? like winter weathn I modifiers of other nouns, as in (e). 

objects of a verb, as in (b). 

objects of a preposition, as in (c). 

NOUN 

(d) I Yoko I is I astudonf I 
subject be noun complement 

noun complements* afier be, as in (d). 

EXERCISE 34: Write the  sentences that fit the grammatical descriptions. Circle the  NOUNS. 

NOUN + NOUN 

( f )  I like Jim's hut. 

A kangaroo is an animal. 
M y  wallet is in my pocket. 

possessives, as in (0. 

I MY- I is in 
subject be Prep. object-. 

*A cmplement is a word that a sentence or a thought. 

subject be noun complement 

Jason works in an offke. 
Karen held the baby in her arms. 
Restaurants serve food. ., i 

" " ' i .  (,, . 1 
*-u. .-L-, ;:1;:" . . ..>' 

& , .  

subject verb object 

subject verb PEP. object of prep. 

subject verb object Prep. object of prep. 
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f, Korea is in Asia.' -I .. 
g. Korea is a peninsula. 

% . a  

6. I I 
subject be P ~ P .  object of prep. 

7. 1 
subject be noun complement 

h. Children play with toys. 
i. Monkeys eat fruit. 
j. Jack tied a string around the package. 

8. 1 
subject verb object 

9. 1 
subject verb Prep. object of prep. 

10. 1 
subject verb object Prep. object of prep. 



. . ., .. . . ., . *-- '-y. 

B-13 CONNECTED NOUNS: NOUN + AND/OR+ NOUN :$$& 

NOUN + and + NOUN 

(a)  IBfrds and aity~iana 1 fly. I 
aubiect verb 

NOUN + and + NOUN 

(b) I Ken I o~ened l the door and the window. I 
aubject verb obim 

NOUN + NOUN + and + NOLJN 

(c)  I I I have labcwk,a~sn, and a m m 9 . I  
subjubien verb object 

- 

NOUN + M + NOUN 

(d) I'd like some coffee or some tea. 

And can connect two or more nouns. 
In (a): the subject = two nouns. 
In (b): the object = two nouns. 
In (c): the object = three nouns. 
Three (or more) nouns are separated by 
commas, as in (c). Two nouns, as in (a) and 
(b), are NOT separated by commas. 

Or can also connect two nouns, as in (d). 

EXERCISE 35: Find the CONNECTBD NOUNS and discuss how they are used. 

1. You bought apples and bananas. 
+ apples and bananas = connected nouns, used as the object of the wrb '%oughtn 

2.  I bought apples, bananas, and oranges. 

3. Jack and Olga bought bananas. 

4. Julia wants apples or bananas. 

5. Julia is at the market with Jack and Olga. 

6. Tennis and golf are popular sports. 

7. Tokyo has excellent museums and libraries. 

8. A tree has a trunk, branches, leaves, and roots. 

9. Automobiles, trains, and trucks are kinds of vehicles. 

10. I'll have some soup or a sandwich for lunch. 
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EXERCISE 36: Add commas where necessary. 

1. Ants bees and mosquitoes are insects. 
+ Ants, bees, and mosquitoes are insects.* 

2. Ants and bees are insects. (w change) 

3. Bears tigers and elephants are animals. 

4. Bears and tigers are animals. 

5. I bought some rice fruit and vegetables at the market. 

6. I bought some rice and fruit at the market. 

7. The three countries in North America are Canada the United States and Mexico. 

8. 1 read a lot of newspapers and magazines. 

9. 1 had some soup and a sandwich for lunch. 

10. Shelley had some soup a salad and a sandwich for lunch. 

1 1. My favorite things in life are sunny days music good friends and books. 

12. What do birds butterflies and airplanes have in common? 

EXERCISE 37: Find the NOUNS. Discuss how they are used. 

1. A turtle is a reptile. 
+ turtle = a noun, used as the subject of the sentence. 
-t reptile = a noun, used as a complement after 'cbe." 

2. A nuzle has a hard shell. 

3. A turtle pulls its head, legs, and tail into its shell. 

4. Some turtles spend almost all of their lives in water. 

5. Some turtles live on land for their entire lives. 

6. Turtles don't have teeth, but they have powerful jaws. 

*In a series of connected nouns, the comma immediately before and is optional 
ALSO CORRECT: Anu, bees and mosquitoes are insects. 



7. Turtles bury their eggs in sand or mud. 

8. Baby turtles face many dangers. 

9. Birds and fish eat baby turtles. 

10. Some green sea turtles live for 100 years. 

1 1. Turtles face many dangers from people. 

12. People destroy turtles' natural homes. 

13. People replace beaches, forests, and other natural areas with towns and farms. 

14. People poison natural areas with pollution. 

15. Many species of turtles face extinction. 
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AD.rEcm + NOUN 
( a )  I bought some beautjM Jlowers. 

Adjectives describe nouns; they Ciivs U ~ U I ~ I ~ U U ~ I  

about nouns. See Chart 4-2 for a list of common 
adjectives. 
Adjectives can come in front of nouns, as in (a). 

I BE + ADJBCTIVE 

(b) The flowers were beautiful. 

LINKING VERB f ADJECTIVE 

(c)  The flowers looked beautiful. 
(d) The flowers amelled good. 
(e l  I feel ~ o o d .  
( f )  Candy tcutes sweet. 
(g) That book sounds interesting. 

Adjectives can foUow be, as in @). The adjective 
describes the subject of the sentence. See Chart 1-6. I 
Adjectives can foUow a few other verbs. These verbs 
are called "linking verbs." The adjective describes 
the subject of the sentence. 
Common linking verbs are: 

look, smell, feel, taste, and sound. 

EXERCISE 38: Find the ADJECTNES and discuss ways adjectives are used. 

1. The sun is bright today. 
+ bright = an adjective. It follows "be" and describes the subject of the sentence, "sun?' 

2. I drank some cold water. 

3. My dog's nose is cold. 

:. 4. Ice feels cold. ';. - 
vi 

5. This exercise looks easy. 

6. Our teacher gives easy tests. 

7. English grammar is easy. 

8. Lemons taste sour. 

9. What's the matter? You look unhappy. 

10. I'm sad. 

1 1. Who is your favorite author? 

12. What's the matter? You sound angry. 

13. Ummm. These flowers smell wonderful! 

14. That chair looks soft and comfortable. 

15. Mr. White is a good history teacher. 



EXERCISE 39-ORAL: Practice using linking verbs. 

PARTI: Do any of the following ADJECTIVES describe how you feel today? 
1. good I 5. sleepy 9, happy 
2, fine 6. tired 10, calm 
3. terrible 7. lazy 11. sick 
4. terrific 8. nervous 12. old 

PART II: Name things that . . . 
13. taste good 17. taste sour 
14. taste terrible 18. smellgood 
15. taste delicious 19. smell bad 
16. taste sweet 20. smell wonderful 

PART III: Name something in this room that looks 
21. clean 25. expensive 
22. dirty 26. comfortable 
23. new 27. messy 
24. old 28. familiar 

EXERCISE 40-ORAL: Describe how your classmates look. 
STUDENT A: Choose one of the emotions listed below. Show that emotion through 

expressions on your face and through your actions. Don't tell anyone 
which emotion you're trying to show. 

STUDENT B: Describe how Student A looks. Use the linking verb look and an 
adjective. 

1. angry 5. busy 
2. sad / unhappy 6. comfortable 
3. happy 7. surprised 
4. tired /sleepy 8. nervous 

EXERCISE 41: Use any possible completions for the following sentences. Use the words in 
the list or your own words. 

easy good l terrific / won&l /great interesting 
hard / d$icult terrible I awful tired l slewy 

1. Rosa told me about a new book. I want to read it. It sounds lnterestln~ / 
. . aood / terrific . - 

2. Karen learned how to make paper flowers. She told me how to do it. It sounds 



3. There's a new play at the community theater. I read a review of it in the newspaper. I'd 

like to see it. It sounds 

4. Professor Wildon is going to lecture on the problems of overpopulation tomorrow 

evening. I think I'll go. It sounds 

5. Chris explained how to fix a flat tire. I think I can do it. It sounds 

6. Shelley didn't finish her dinner because it didn't taste 

7. What's for dinner? Something smells . Urnrnrn! What 
is it? 

8. Amy didn't get any sleep last night because she studied all night for a test. Today she 

looks 

9. Yrnmmm! This dessert tastes . What is it? 

10. A: What's the matter? Do you feel okay? 

B: No. I feel . I think I'm getting a cold. 

11. A: Do you like my new dress, darling? 

B: You look , honey. 

12. A: Pyew!* Something smells ! Do you smell it too? 
B: I sure do. It's the garbage in the alley. 

EXERCISE 42: Work in pairs or small groups. In a given time limit (e.g., fifteen seconds, thirty 
seconds, a minute), think of as many ADJECTIVES or NOUNS USED AS ADJECTIVES aS YOU 

can that can be used to describe the nouns. Make a list. 
.. . , . 

Example: car 
Response: big, little, fast, slow, comfortable, small, large, old, new, used, noisy, quiet, 

foreign, electric, antique, police, etc. 

1. weather 
2. animal 
3. food 
4. movie 

5. country 
6. person 
7. river 
8. student 

*@ew is sometimes said "p.u." Both Pyew and p.u. mean that something smells very bad 
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i -  15 SUMMARY: PERSONAL PRONOUNS 

I 
SUBJECT OBJECT POSSESSIVE POSSESSIVE 
PRONOUNS PRONOUNS PRONOUNS ADJeCTICZS 

I tne mine my name(s) 
YOU You yours your name(s) 
she her hers her name(s) 
he him his his name(s) 
it it its nam(s) 

us 

YOU 
them 

ours our name(s) 
yours your mame(s) 
theirs their name(s) 

( a )  We saw an accident. 
(b) Anna saw it too. 
( C)  I have my pen. Sue has hers. 
(d)  Her pen is blue. 

Personal pronouns are used as: 
subjects, as in (a); 
objects, as in (b); 
OR to show possession, as in (c) and (d). 

( e )  I have a book. It is on my desk. Use a singular pronoun to refer to a singular 
h/ noun. In (e): book and it are both singular. 

( f )  I have some Use a plural pronoun to refer to a plural noun. 
In (f): books and they are both plural. 

EXERCISE 43: PRONOUN review. Find and correct the errors in pronoun u s a g e .  

Dear Heidi, 

Everything is going fine. I like &new apartment very much. I t s  large and 

comfortable. I like me roommate too. Him name is  Alberto. You will meet them 

when your visit I next month. His from Colombia. His studying English too. Were 

classmates. We were classmates last semester too. 

We share the rent and the utility bills, but us don't share the telephone bill. 

He pays for his's calls and my pay for my. He's telephone bill i s  very high because 

he has a girlfriend in Colombia. He calls she often. Sometimes her calls he. Them 

talk on the phone a lot. 

Ours neighbors are Mr. and Mrs. Black. Their very nice. We talk to it often. 

Ours apartment is next to their. Theirs have a three-year-old* daughter. Shes 

really cute. Hers name is  Joy. Them also have a cat. Its black and white. I t s  eyes 

*NOTE: When a person's age is used as an adjective in front of a noun, the word year is singular (NOT 
plural) and hyphens (-) are used: a threeyearold daughter. 

W C O R R ~ ~ :  They have a three years old daughter. 
CORRECT: They have a three-yewold daughter. OR: Their daughrer is three years old. 
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(12) are yellow. Its name is Whiskers. Its a friendly cat. Sometimes they're cat leaves a 

(13) dead mouse outside ours door. 

(14) I'am lookinglforward to you're visit. 
Love, Carl 

I (d)  DIRECT OBJECT A direct object answers the question What? 
What did you write? + A letter. 

( a )  I wrote I a letter I I to Alex. I 
direct object INDIRECT object 

(a )  Iwrote I Alex I I aletter. I 
INDIRECT object direct object 

( c ) I N C O ~ C T :  I wmte to A k x  a letter. 

. . .. 
Some verbs are f-1- .. _- -,two cL;--:s: a L--. 
object and an indirect object. 

(a) and @) have the same meaning. 
The preposition to is NOT used when the indirect 
object is first and the direct object is second. 

EXERCISE 44: Use the given words to complete the grammar descriptions. 

1. my pen \ Heidi \ I g a v e  

( e )  INDIRECT OBJECT 

Who(m) did you write a letter to? -+ Alex. 

( f ) -Did you write these letters to Alex? 
-Yes, I did. I wrote them to him. 

(g) INCORRECT: I wmk? him thm. 

I..:.' a. I aave mv pen to Heidi. 
' , ' -. i. ,i"ssubject and verb d i r k  object INDIRECT object 

An indirect object answers the queshon Who(m)? 

When the direct object is a pronoun (e.g., them), it 
must precede the indirect object, as in (f). 

b. I I gave rdr mv pen. 1 . . 
subject and verb I N D I m T  object direct object 

2. I wrote \ Kim \ a letter 

VERBS FOLLOWED BY INDIRECT OBjECTS INTRODUCED BY TO 
give send 
hand show 
knd tell 
pass writs 

a. 
subject and verb direct object INDIRECT object 

b. [ 
subject and verb m o m  object direct object 
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3. Jack handed \ a book \ Hiroki 

a. 
subject and verb direct object INDIRECT object 

b. I 
subject and verb INDIRECT object direct object 

4. Stacy \ I  passed \ the salt 

a. 
subject and verb direct object INDIRECT object 

b. I 1 
subject and verb INDIRECT object direct object 

5. I lent \ my car \ Tom 

a. 
subject and verb direct object INDIRECT object 

b. I I 
subject and verb INDIRECT object direct object 

6. Alice \ a postcard \ I sent 

a. 
subject and verb direct object INDIRECT object 

b. I 
subject and verb INDIR~CT object direct object 

I. Ann told \ a story \ us 

a. 
subject and verb direct object INDIRECT object 

b. I 
subject and verb INDIRECT object direct object 

8. us \ a picture \Jack showed 

a. 
aubject and verb direct object INDIRECT object 

b. I 
subject and verb INDIRECT object direct object 
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EXERCISE 45-ORAL: Change the position of the INDIRECT OBJECT in the following 
sentences. Be sure to omit to. 

1. I gave my pen to Alex. 
-t Igave Alex my pen. 

2.  Please hand that book to me. 
3. Rosa wrote a letter to her brother. 
4. I gave a birthday present to Ahmed. 
5. Please tell a story to us. 
6 .  Did you send a package to your parents? 
7. Mr. Hong showed a photograph of his wife to me. 
8. Would you lend your camera to me? 

EXERCISE &-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Change the position of the INDIRECT OBJECT. 

Example: You gave your book to ( . . . ). What did you do? 
Response: I gave ( . . . ) my book. 

1. You gave your pen to ( . . . ). 
2. You wrote a letter to ( . . . ). 
3. You sent a package to ( . . . ). 
4. You told a funny story to ( . . . ). 
5. You showed a photograph to ( . . . ). 
6. You sent a check to the telephone company. 
7. You passed your dictionary to ( . . . ). 
8. You handed your notebook to ( . . . ). 
9. You lent (an amount of money) to ( . . . ). 

W EXERCISE 47-ORAL: Complete the sentences using the words in italics. 

1 .  a letter, my sister I wrote . . . yesterday. 
+ I wrote a letter to my sister yesterday. 
+ I wrote my sister a letter yesterday. 

2.  my parenu, a telegram 
3, some candy, her children 
4 .  hercar, me 
5 ,  the class, a joke 
6 ,  a letter, the newspaper 
7, the scissors, John 
8. me, the soy sauce 
9 .  Liz, a picture 

10. the students, some good advice 

I sent. . . two days ago. 
Mrs. Kelly gave . . . after dinner. 
Sue is going to lend . . . tomorrow. 
Sam told . . . yesterday. 
I'm going to write . . . . 
Did you hand. . . ? 
Could you please pass . . . ? 
Mr. Schwara showed. . . of his baby daughter. 
Yesterday the teacher gave . . . . 



EXERCISE 48-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Perform the action. Answer the question. 

Example: Give your book to ( . . . ). What did you do? 
Response: I gave my book to ( . . . ). OR: I gave ( . . . ) my book. 

1. Pass your dictionary to ( . . . ). 
2. Please hand me your pedpencil. 
3. Lend ( . . . ) some money. 
4. Tell ( . . . ) your name. 
5 .  Please pass my pen to ( . . . ). 
6 .  Give ( . . . ) some good advice. 
7. Show ( . . . ) a picture. 
8. Write ( . . . ) a note and pass it to himher. 
9. Give ( . . . ) a gift. 

10. Please hand that piece of chalk to me. 

) Bob opened I the door I for Mary. 1 
direct obi. mmcT obi. 

(b) Sue answered I a question 1 for me. 1 
direct obi . INDIRECT obj. 

(c) INCORRECT: Sue answered me a question. 
( d )  INCORRECT: Ken upened Anita the dwr .  

VERBS FOLLOWED BY INDIRECT OBJECTS WITH FOR 

answer He answered a questionfor me. 
cash The teller cashed a checkfor me. 
fix Can youfix my carfor me? 
Open Mr. Smith opened the door for his u$e. 
pronounce I pronounced the word for the students. 
translate I translated a letterfor my brother. 

/CAN YOU FIX j 
IT FOR ME? 

With some verbs, for is used with the 
indirect object. With these verbs, the 
indirect object follows the direct object. 
For is not omined. The position of the 
indirect object is not changed. 

- - 
Notice in the examples: All of the 
sentences give the idea that someone is 
helping another person. 



H EXERCISE 49: Complete the sentences by addingfor or to. 

1. The teacher answered a question me. 

2. I opened the door my mother. 

3. My roommate translated a newspaper story me. 

4. Fred gave some candy his girlfriend. 

5. The teller cashed a check me. 

6. The mechanic fixed my car me. 

7. Mrs. Baker handed the baby her husband. 

8. The teacher pronounced "bat" and "but" the students. 

9. Our landlord fixed the air conditioner us. 

10. Could you please answer a question me? 

11. My hands are wet. Could you please open this jar of pickles me? 

H EXERCISE 50-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask and answer questions. 
STUDENT A: Use 'Could you pkase . . . for me?" 
STUDENT B: h w e r  the question. 

Example: open the window 
STUDENT A: Could you please open the window for me? 
STUDENT B: Certainly. I I'd be happy to. / Sure. 

1. answer a question : . 
2. translate a word . . 

. . 

3. pronounce a word w;. 
>!!. 

4. cash a check 
5. fix (name of something) 
6 .  open the door 



EXERCISE 51-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Ask and answer questions. 
STUDENT A: Ask a question using 'Could you @kase . . . ?" Use m e ,  to me, orfar 

m e  in your question. 
STUDENT B: Answer the question. 

Example: pass the butter 
STUDENT A: Could you please pass me the butterlpass the butter to me? 
STUDENT B: Certainly. / I'd be happy to. / Sure. 

1. pass the salt 6. pronounce this word 
2. hand a napkin 7. open the door 
3. pass the salt and pepper 8. lend your dictionary 
4. answer a question 9. give (name of something in the classroom) 
5. translate this paragraph 10. fix (name of something) 

JDIRECT OBJECTS WITH BUY. GET. MAh 

(a  ) Tina bought a giftfir ur. 
(b) Tina bought us a gifi. 
(c )  I got a new toy& my son. 
(d) Igot my son a new toy. 
(e) Tom made lunchfor his w*. 
( f ) Tom made his wife lunch. 

With the verbs buy, get, and make, two patterns are 
possible: 

/or introduces the indirect object, OR 

the indirect objea precedes the direct object. 

H EXERCISE 52-ORAL: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. 

1. I bought. . . (Jim, a new hat) 
-* I bought a new hat for Jim. 
-* I bought Jim a new hat. 

2. Jack got . . . (a stuffed animal, his daughtmj 

3. I bought . . . (some gluves, Robert) 

4. I made. . . (Mike, a cake) 

5. Carmen got . . . (a new television set, her parents) 

6. Eric bought. . . (a necklace, his mother) 

7 .  Oscar made . . . (his guests, dinner) 

8. Heidi bought . . . (a nice birthday gift, her brother) 

9. Could you please get . . . (a g h s  of water, me) 
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8-19 INDIRECT OBJECTS WITH EXPLAIN AND INTRODUCE 

W EXERCISE 53-ORAL: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. 

(a)  The teacher explained the grammar to us. 
(b) Anna introduced her sister to me. 
( C )  INCORRECT: She exphined U S  the grammar. 
( d )  INCORRECT: Anna introduced me her sister. 

1. Elizabeth explained . . . (me, the problem) 
+ Elizabeth explained the problem to me. 

With the verbs explain and introduce: 
to is used with the indirect object, and 
the indirect object always follows the direct 
object. 

2. The professor explained . . . (the students, the chemistly formula) 
3. Tina introduced . . . (her son, me) 
4. Mr. Schwartz explained . . . (the doctor, his problem) 
5. Could you please translate . . . (me, this sentence) 

; . 6. Could you please explain . . . (me, this sentence) 
7.  Fred told . . . (me, his ideas) 
8. I explained . . . (my husband, Fred's ideas) 

i .i 

EXERCISE 54: Add the word(s) in parentheses. If necessary, add to or for. 

1 .  (Bob) I wrote a letter. 
+ I wmte Bob a letter. OR: I wrote a letter to Bob.* 

2. (my cousin) I sent a postcard. 

3. (me) The teacher answered a question. 

4. (his girlfiend) Jim opened the car door. 

5. (the bride andgroom) Ann Miller gave a nice wedding present. 

6. (the class) The teacher pronounced the new vocabulary words. 

7.  (us) The teacher explained the meaning of the word. 

8. (my mommate) I translated the title of a book. 

9. (me) My friend answered the phone because my hands were full. 
%&. 

10. (the University of Texas) I sent an application. 

*I wmre a letter for Bob is possible, but it has a special meaning: It gives the idea that I helped Bob. (For 
example: Bob broke his hand. He can't write. He wanted to write a letter. I helped him by writing the letter.) 
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11. (his wif)  Ron fixed the sewing machine. 

12. (us) Don told a funny joke at the party. 

13. (me) Jane explained her problems. 

14. (me) My father wrote a letter. 

15. (the teacher) Samir showed a picture of his family. I4 
16. (my friend) I bought a gift. 

EXERCISE 55-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Answer the questions in complete sentences. 

Example: It's ( . . . )'s birthday next week. What are you going to give her/him? 
[Followup: What is (Student A) going to do?] 

STUDENT A: A box of candy. 
TEACHER: What is (Student A) going to do? 
STUDENT B: Sheme's going to give ( . . . ) a box of candy for herhis birthday. OR 

Sheme's going to give a box of candy to ( . . . ) for herhis birthday. 

1. ( . . . ) is getting married next month. What are you going to give her/him? 
[Followup: What is (Student A) going to do?] 

2. Take something out of your pocket or purse and hand it to ( . . . ). 
[What did (Student A) do?] 

3. Please explain the location of your country to ( . . . ). 
[What did (Student A) explain?] 

4. ( . . . ), ask ( . . . ) a question. ( . . . ), answer the question for herihim. 
[What did (Student A) do and (Student B) do?] 

5. ( . . . ) needs some money desperately to pay he rbs  rent so she  won't get kicked out 
of herihis apartment. How much money will you lend herihim? 
[What is (Student A) going to do?] 

6. Hide a small item in your hand. Show it to ( . . . ), but don't show it to ( . . . , 
[What did (Student A) do?] 

7. Say a word in your native language and then translate it into English for ( . . . ). 
[What did (Student A) do?] 

8. Teach ( . . . ) how to say a word in your native language. Pronounce it for ( . . . ) 
several times. [What did (Student A) do?] 

9. Get a piece of chalk for ( . . . ). [What did (Student A) do?] 

10. Make a paper airplane for ( . . . ). [What did (Student A) do?] 



EXERCISE 56-WRITTEN: Write complete sentences by adding DIRECT OBJECTS and 
INDIRECT OBJECTS. 

1. I wrote yesterday. 

2. I sent last week. 

3. Please pass 

4. The taxi driver opened 

6. Could you please pronounce ? 

7. Could you please lend ? 

8. ( . . . ) translated 

9. Could you please answer ? 

10. My friend explained 

11. I bought 

12. Could you please get ? 

EXERCISE 57-REVIEW: Choose the correct completion. 

1. This newspaper is yours. That newspaper is 
A. our B, ours C. our's D. ours' 

2. The teacher gave a test paper to every in the class. 
A. student B. students C. of student D. of students 

3. Rosa is a woman. 
A, beautiful Mexican young C. Mexican beautiful young 
B, beautiful young Mexican D. young beautiful Mexican 

the students in our class have dark hair. 
A. All most of C. Almost 
B. Almost of D. Almost all of 

5. I handed 
A. to the teacher my book 
B. my book to the teacher 

6. I had some soup for lunch. 
A. vegetable good 
B. good vegetables 

C. my book the teacher 
D. my book for the teacher 

C. vegetables good 
D. good vegetable 
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7. Jack inuoduced me to one 
A. friends B. of his friend C. of his friends D. his friends 

8. My name is Emesto. 
A. father B. fathers 

9. Ahrned pronounced 
A. for me his name 
B. me his name 

10. books are these? 
A. Who's B. Whose 

C. fathers' D. father's 

C. his name to me 
D. his name for me 

C. Who D. Who are 

EXERCISE 58-ERROR ANALYSIS: Find and correct the mistakes. 

1. I bought an airplane's ticket. Was expensive. 

2. Some of those book's is mine. 

3. Hiroki is a japanese businessman. 

4. Theres an old big tree in our backyard. 

5. Did you give to Jim my message? 

6. The cat licked it's paw. 

7. Everybody want to be happy. 

8. One of the building on Main Street is the post office. 

9. Whose that woman? 

10. What are those peoples names? 

1 1. Is the bedroom's window open? 

12. Mr. and Mrs. Swan like their's apartment. Its large and comfortable. 

13. I walk in the park every days. 

14. Who's book is this? 

15. I'am studying English. 

16. Tina her last name Miller. 
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17. Please explain me this sentence. 

18. My roommate desks are always messy. 

19. Could you pronounce me this word? 

20. I know the name's of almost of the students' in my class. 

EXERCISE 59-REVIEW: Play this game in small groups. Think of a NOUN. Describe this 
noun to your group by giving clues. Don't mention the noun. The group will guess 
the noun you're thinking of. 

Examples: 
STUDENT A: I'm thinking of a kind of plant. It's small and colorful. It smells good. 
GROUP: A flower! 

STUDENT B: I'm thinking of a person. She has short black hair. She's wearing a blue 
sweater and a black skirt today. 

GROUP: That's too easy! Yoko! 

STUDENT C: I'm thinking of a very big cat. It's a wild animal. 
GROUP: A lion! 
STUDENT C: NO. It's orange and black. It lives in Asia. It has stripes. 
GROUP: A tiger! 

EXERCISE 60-REVIEW: Bring to class an object from your country. In a small group, 
describe your object and tell your classmates about it: What is it? How is it used? 
Why is it special? Answer questions from the group. 

When all of the groups f ~ s h  discussing the objects, all of the objects should be 
brought to the center of the room. 

STUDENT A: Choose one of the objects. Ask questions about it. Find out who it 
belongs to and what it is. (The owner of the object should NOT speak. 
People from the owner's group will give Student A the necessary 
information.) 

STUDENT B: Choose another one of the objects and ask questions. 
STUDENT C: Etc. 

After all of the objects have been discussed, choose five of them to write about. 
Write a short paragraph on each object. What is it? What does it look like? Whose is 
it? What's it for? Why is it special? Why is it interesting to you? Etc. 





4. A: I've lost touch with some of our childhood friends. What happened to Greg 
Jones? 

B: He (become) a doctor. 
A: What happened to Sandy Peterson? 

B: She (become) a lawyer. 

5 .  I offered the child a red lollipop or a green lollipop. He (choose) 
the red one. 

6. Doug is a new father. He felt very happy when he (hold) his 
baby for the fust time. 

7. Nancy and Tom saved money. They didn't buy a bookcase for their new apartment. 

They (build) one. 

8. We saw a strong man at the circus. He (bend) an iron bar. 

9. A: Why did the children fight? 

B: They (fight) 
because both of them wanted the 
same toy. 

10. Diane is a computer programmer. 

Yesterday she (feed) 
information into the computer. 

EXERCISE 63: Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs from the given list. 

hide 
hold 

J shake , , ., , . 

1. When my dog got out of the lake, it shook itself. Dogs always 

become build 
bend feed 
bite fight 

shake themselves when they're wet. 

2. Many counaies in the world in World War 11. 

3. Sometimes snakes people. My cousin Jake died after a 

poisonous snake him. 

4. My daughter a table in her woodworking class in high 
school. 
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5. When Kathy dropped her pen, Sam over and picked it up for her. 

6. The baby is sleeping peacefully. She's not hungry. Her mother 
her before she put her in bed. 

7. Mike stole a spoon from the restaurant. He it in his pocket 
before he walked out of the restaurant. 

8. David is a Canadian citizen. Maria was born in Puerto Rico, but when she married 

David, she a Canadian citizen too. 

Example: Did you write a lener yesterday? 
Response: Yes, I did. I wrote a lener yesterday. 

1. Did you fly to (this city)? 
2. Did you drink a cup of tea this morning? 

, 

3. Did you come to class yesterday? 
4. Did you go downtown yesterday? 
5. Did you eat breakfast this morning? 
6. Did you lend some money to ( . . . )?  
7. Did you lose your pen yesterday? Did you find it? 
8. Did you give your dictionary to ( . . . )? 
9. Did you throw your book to ( . . . )? ( . . . ), did you catch it? 

10. Did someone steal your wallet? Did you get it back? 
11. Did you wake up at seven this morning? 
12. Did you get up at seven this morning? 
13. Did the wind blow yesterday? 
14. Did you shut the door? 
15. Did class begin at ( . . . )?  
16. Did you say hello to ( . . . )? 
17. Did you tell ( . . . ) to sit down? ( . . . ), did you sit down? 
18. Did you hear my last question? 
19. Did you teach your daughterlson to count to ten? 
20. Did you bring your books to class today? 
2 1. Did you forget your books? 
22. Did you see ( . . . ) yesterday? 
23. Did you meet ( . . . )'s wife? 
24. Did you leave your sunglasses at the restaurant? 
25. Did you read the newspaper this morning? 
26. Did you go shopping yesterday? 
27. Did you drive your car to school today? 
28. Did you ride a horse to school today? 
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29. Did a barber cut your hair? 
30. Did you run to class this morning? 
3 1. Did your pen cost (an amount of money)? 
32. Did you understand my question? 
33. Did you come to class yesterday? 
34. Did you make a mistake? 
35. Did you take the bus to school today? 
36. Did you write a letter yesterday? Did you send it? 
37. Did the telephone ring? 
38. Did you break your arm? 
39. Did you shake your head? 
40. Did you draw a picture? 
41. Did you bend your elbow? 
42. Did you win a million dollars? 
43. Did you feel good yesterday? 
44. Did you feed the birds at the park? 
45. Did you bite your finger? 
46. Did you hurt your finger? 
47. Did you hold ( . . . )'s hand? 
48. Did you build a bookcase? 
49. Did you stand at the bus stop? 
50. Did you sing in the shower this morning? 
5 1. Did you grow up in (counhy)? 
52. Did you become an adult? 
53. Did (name of a sports team) win yesterday? 
54. Did you fall down yesterday? 
55. Did you think about me yesterday? 
56. Did you fight yesterday? 
57. Which pen do you want? Did you choose this one? 
58. Did you hide your money under your mattress? 
59. Did your car hit a telephone pole yesterday? 
60. Did you put your books under your desk? 
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I A and B are the same. I C and D are similnr. I E and F are different. 1 

- 1  COMPARISONS: USING THE SAME (AS), SIMILAR (TO), AN 

-- I A is the same as B .  I C is similar to D.  I Eisd$ferentf*omF. I 

THE SAME (AS) 

EXERCISE I -ORAL: Which of the pictures are the same, similar, or different? 

1. Are Pictures A and B the same? 

2. Are Pictures A and C the same? 

3. Are Pictures A and C similar? 

4. Are Pictures A and C different? 

5. Are Pictures C and D similar? 

6. Are Pictures C and D different? 

SU~ILAR (TO) 
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EXERCISE 2: Complete the sentences. Use the same (as), similar (to), and d#went 
( h m )  in your completions. 

I. A is the same as E 
. . 

2. D andE are slml/ar OR: are different * 

5. B andD 

6. C and D 

7. AandF 

8. F and G 

9. F G. 

10. G A and F, but 

EXERCISE 3-ERROR ANALYSIS: Find and correct the mistakes. 

1. A rectangle is similar a square. 

2. Pablo and Rita come from same country. 

3. Girls and boys are differents. Girls are different to boys. 

4. My cousin is the same age with my brother. 

5. Dogs are similar with wolves. 

6. Jim and I started to speak at same time. 

*Similar gives the idea that two things are the same in some ways (e.g., both D and E have four edges) but 
different in other ways (e.g., D is a rectangle and E is a square). 
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W EXERCISE 4: Answer the questions. 

1. Which of the figures are the same? 

2. Is there at least one figure that is different from all the rest? 

3. How many triangles are there in figure I ?  (answer: Sewn.) 

4. How many triangles are there in figure 2? 

5. How many triangles are there in figure 6? ; ' :" , 

W EXERCISE 5-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Practice using the same (as), similar (to), and 
digsrent (from). 

. /  ' I  I Example: Look at ( . . . )'s clothes and ( . . . )'s clothes. What is different about the 
clothes they are wearing today? 

Response: Their shoes are different. Mr. Lopez is wearing running shoes, and Mr. Gow 
is wearing sandals. 

1. Look around the room. Name things that are the same. . TI N 2. Look around the mom. Name things that are similar but not the same. ' "' ' 
'. 1 3. Find two pens that are the same length. Find two pieces of paper that are the same 

size. Find two notebooks that are different sizes. 
4. Find two people in the class who are wearing (earrings). Are their (earrings) the 

same, similar, or different? 
5. Who in the class has a (notebook, briefcase, bookbag) that is similar to yours? Does 

anyone have a (notebook, briefcase, bookbag) that is the same as yours? 
6. Do any of the people in this room have the same hairstyle? Name two people who 

have similar hairstyles. 
7. Whose shirt is the same color as yours today? Name some things in this room that 

are the same color. Name things that are similar colors. 
8. Do any of the people in this room come from the same country? Who? Name two 

people who come from different countries. 
9. Name an animal that is similar to a tiger. Name a bird that is similar to a duck. 

10. Are Egypt and Italy on the same continent? Egypt and Algeria? Thailand and 
Korea? Mexico and Brazil? 



9-2 COMPARISONS: USING LIKE AND ALlKi 

You h;-:: ; ballpoint pen with blue ink. 
I have a ballpoint pen with blue ink. 

( a )  Your pen is like my pen. 
(b) Your pen and my pen are alike. 
( c )  Our pens are alike. 

like . ..... . ..I 

alike = similar 
Like and alike have the same meaning, but the 
sentence patterns are different: 
This + be + like + that. 
This and that + be t dike. 

EXERCISE 6: Complete the sentences with like and alike. 

1. You and I have similar books. In other words, your book is like 

mine. our books are alike 

2. Mr. Chang and I have similar coats. In other words, Mr. Chang's coat is 

mine. Our coats are 

3. Ken and Sue have similar cars. In other words, their cars are 

4. You and I have similar hats. In other words, your hat is mine. 
I., , 

5. A town is a city in some ways. 

6. A foot and a hand are in some ways, but different in other ways. 

7. A dormitory and an apartment building are in many ways. 

8. A motorcyle is a bicycle in some ways. 

EXERCISE 7-ORAL: Make sentences with like. Compare the things in Column A with the 
things in Column B. Discuss how the two things you are comparing are similar. 

Example: A pencil is like a pen in some ways. They are both writing instruments. 

COLUMN A 

an alley 
a bus 
a bush 
a cup 
a hill 
honey 

. , . a monkey's hand 
an orange 

(/ a pencil 
a sea 
a sofa 
a sports jacket 

COLUMN B 

a glass 
a human hand 
a lemon 
a chair 
a mountain 
an ocean 

/ a pen 
a street 
sugar 
a suit coat 
a taxi 
a tree 



Mary is 25 years old. 
John is 20 years old. 

(a )  Mary is older than John. 

(b) Health is more important than money. 

(c )  INCORRECT: M a y  i s  more old than John. 
(d) I N C O R R E ~ :  Health is importantm than 

money. 

When we use adjectives (e.g., OM, important) to 
compare two people or two things, the adjectives 
have special forms: 
In (a): we add -er to an adjective, OR 

In (b): we use more in front of an adjective. 
The use of -er or mmo is called the COMPARATl 

FORM. 

Notice in the examples: than follows the compar- 
ative form: oMer than, more important than. 

ADJECTIVE COMPARATIVE 

ADJECTIVES WITH old older 
ONE S- cheap cheaper 

big bigger 

I ADJECTIVES THAT P"ettU prettier 
END IN -Y funnior 

Add -er to one-syllable adjectives. 

Spelling note: if an adjective ends in 
one vowel and one consonant, dou- 
ble the consonant: birbrgger, 
fat-fattm, thiwthinnm, hot-hotter. 

If an adjective ends in y ,  change 
the -y to i and add -er. 

ADJECTIVES WlTH famom more famous 
TWO OR MORE importmat more important 
SYLLABLES interssting more intorastinp 

Use more in front of adjectives rhat 
have two or more syllables (except 
adjectives that end in -y). 

IRRBGuLAR good 
COMPARATIVE 
FORMS 

bad 
far 

better 
WOrW 
fartherlfirther 

The comparative forms ofgood, 
bad, and far are irregular. 

EXERCISE 8: Write the comparative forms for the following ADJECTIVES. 

1. old older than 

2. small 

3. big 

4. important 

5. easy 

6. difficult 

7. long 

8. heavy 

9. sweet 

10. expensive 

11. hot 

12. cheap 

13. good 

14. bad 

15, far 

16. lazy 
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EXERCISE 9: Complete the sentences. Use the COMPARATIVE form of the words in italics. 

1 .  comfortable This chair is more comfortable than that chair. 

2 .  large Your apartment is mine. 

3. warm It's today yesterday. 

4. dark ,.* . Tom's mustache is Don's. 

5 .  imponant Love is money. 

6 .  lazy I'm my roommate. 
r.1 

7. tall My brother is I am.* 

8 .  heavy Iron is wood. 

9. d~ficult My physics course is my math course. 

10. good Nadia's English is her husband's. 

11. lrmg The Nile River is the Mississippi. 

12. intelligent A dog is a chicken. 

13. good '.-(:. i:: -My wife's cooking is mine. 
, / ,' 

14. bad ,:; ;,-.:. . M y  cooking is my wife's. 

15. short , My little finger is my middle finger. 
, , ', ! 

16. pretty This dress is that one. 

17. far Your apartment is from school 

mine. , . 2 

18. stmng A horse is a person. 

19. curb Ken's hair is mine. 

20. beautiful A rose is a weed. 

*Formal written English: My brother is caller than I (am). 
Informal spoken English: My brother u taller than me. 
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H EXERCISE 10: Complete the sentences. Use the COMPARAT~VE form of the words in italics. 

1 .  good The weather today is it was yesterday. 

2. bad The weather yesterday was it is today. 

3. funny This story is that story. 

4. interesting This book is that book. 

5. smart Joe is his brother. 

6. famous A movie star is I am. 

7. wide A highway is an alley. 

8. desp The Pacific Ocean is the Mediterranean Sea. 

9. confising This story is that story. 

10. hot Thailand is Korea. 

11. thin A giraffe's neck is an elephant's neck. 

12, far My house is from downtown 

your house is. 

13. good Reading a good book is watching television. 

14. easy My English class is my history class. 

15. newous 



EXERCISE 1 I -ORAL: Compare the following. Use the ADJECTIVE in parentheses. Use 
more or -er. 

Example: A mouse is smaller than an elephant. 

1. a mouse 
an elephant 
(small) 

2. my old shoes 
my new shoes 
(comfortable) 

3. your hair 
my hair 
(dark) 

4. my arm 
your arm 
gong) 

5. biology 9. this book 
chemistry that one 
(interesting) (Pod)  

6. I 10, the weather here 
my brother the weather in my hometown 
(thin) lbad) 

7,  myhair 
her hair 
(rnrIv) 

8. her hair 
his hair 
(straight) 

1 1. this chapter 
Chapter 8 
(easy) 

12. Japanese grammar 
English grammar 
(d~ficult) 

1 EXERCISE 12-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Practice comparative forms. 
A. Put several different books in a central place. Compare one to another, using the 

given adjectives. 

Example: big 
Response: This book is bigger than that booklthat one. 

1. large 5. difficult 9. expensive 
2. interesting 6. easy 10. cheap 

: . , 3. small 7. good 11. thick 
. , 
. 4. heavy 8. bad 12. important 

B. The following adjectives describe a man named Bob. A man named Jack does not 
have the same qualities. Draw pictures of Bob and Jack on the board. Compare 

z- 
Bob to Jack. 

Example: tall 
Response: Bob is taller than Jack. 

1. tall 
2. strong 
3. lazy 
4. intelligent 

5. young 9. friendly* 
6 .  happy 10. responsible 
7. kind 11. famous 
8. generous 12. busy 

T h e  comparative offriendly has two possible forms: friendlier than or rnorejhkdly than. 



EXERCISE 13: Complete the sentences. Use the COMPARATIVE form of the words in the list 
(or your own words). 

big easy important 
bright expensive intelligent 
cheap fast large 
cold high small 
comfortabh hot sweet 

I. ~n elephant is biaaer that? / laraer than a mouse. 

2. A lemon is sour. An orange is a lemon. 

3. The weather today is it was yesterday. 

4. A diamond costs a lot of money. A diamond is 
a ruby. 

5. 1 can afford a radio, but not a TV set. A radio is .- r 

a TV set. 

6. An airplane moves quickly. An airplane is an automobile. 

7. A lake is an ocean. 

8. A person can think logically. A person is an animal. 

9. Hills are low. Mountains are hills. 

10. The sun gives off a lot of light. The sun is the moon. 

Texas is a large state, but Alaska is 

Texas. 

Sometimes my feet hurt when I wear % 

high heels. Bedroom slippers are 

shoes with high heels. 

Arithmetic isn't difficult. Arithmetic is 

Good health is 
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EXERCISE 14-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Compare the following. 

Example: an elephant to a mouse 
Response: An elephant is bigger than a mouse / more intelligent than a mouse, etc. 

1, an orange to a lemon 
2, a lake to an ocean 
3. good health to money 
4, a radio to a TV set 
5. an airplane to an automobile 
6. (Alaska) to (Texas) 
7, a person to an animal 
8. the sun to the moon 
9. a mountain to a hill 

10. arithmetic to algebra 
11. a diamond to a ruby 

12, bedroom slippers to high heels 
13. a child to an adult 
14, a horse to a person 
15, the Nile River to the Mississippi River 
16, your little fmger to your ring fmger 
17. love to money 
18, your hair to ( . . . )'s hair 
19, food in (your country) to 

food in (another country/ 
20. the weather today to the 

weather yesterday 

EXERCISE 15-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Make sentences by using -er/more with these 
ADJECTIVES. 

Example: large 
Response: Canada is larger than Mexico. /My feet are larger than yours. / etc. 

1. tall 
2. important 
3. cold 
4. curly 
5. expensive 
6. long 
7. easy 
8. comfortable 
9. old 

10. strong 

11, small 
12. intelligent 
13. big 
14, heavy 
15. cheap 
16. sweet 
17. high 
18. interesting 
19. good 
20. bad 

EXERCISE 16: Write a sentence by using -er/more with an ADJECTIVE in the list in Exercise 
15 above. Tear the sentence into pieces, with one word or phrase on each piece. Give 
the pieces to a classmate who will reassemble your sentence. Repeat this exercise 
several times, using a different adjective for each new sentence you write. 



9-4 USING AS AS; USING LES! 

John is 21 years old. 
Mary is 21 years old. 

(a )  JohnisasoldasMary. 

(b) This watch is as expensive as that watch. 

Fred is 20 years old. 
Jean is 21 years old. 

( c ) Fred i a ' t  as old as Jean. 
(d) Fred is younpsv h n  Jean. 

(e) This book h ' t  as exponaive as that book. 
( f )  This book w cheaper than that book. 

(g) This book h ' t  as expensive as that book. 
(h) This book is less expensive than that book. 

Notice the pattern: as + adjective + as 

In (a): Their ages are the same. 

In (b): The price of the watches is the same. 

(c) and (d) have the same meaning. 

(e) and (f) have the same meaning. 

(g) and (h) have the same meaning. Lass is the 
opposite of more. Less is used with adjectives that 
have two or more syllables (except most adjectives 
that end in -y). Lss. is usually not used with one- 
syllable adjectives or adjectives that end in -y. 

INCORRECT: Fred is less old than Jean. 
CORRECT: Fred isn't as old as Jean. 

Fred is younger than Jean. 

EXERCISE 17: Complete the following sentences by using as . . . as and the ADJECTIVE in italics. 

1 .  tau 

2 .  sweet 

3 .  big 

4. friendly 

5 .  dark 

6 .  cold 

7. pretty 

8 .  azpemive 

Mary is as tall a5 her brother. 

A lemon isn't an orange. 

A donkey isn't a horse. 

People in this city are the people 
in my hometown. 

Paul's hair isn't his brother's. 

The weather isn't 
, . ' I  

today 

yesterday. 

This dress is that one. 

A pencil isn't a pen. 
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EXERCISE 18: Make sentences with the same meaning by using loss, if possible. 

1. This book isn't as expensive as that book. 
+ This book is less expensive than that book. 

2. Bob isn't as old as Jim. + (no change) 

3. Arithmetic isn't as difficult as algebra. 

4. Arithmetic isn't as hard as algebra. 

5. This chair isn't as comfortable as that chair. 

6. This box isn't as heavy as that box. 

7. A h i  isn't as high as a mountain. 
5 .. 

8. Swimming isn't as dangerous as boxing. 
i. 

9. I'm not as tall as my brother. 

10. This letter isn't as important as that letter. 

EXERCISE 19: Make sentences with the same meaning by using as . . . as with the 
ADJECTIVE in parentheses. 

1. Bob is younger than Sally. (old) 
+ Bob isn't as old as Sally. 

2. This book is less expensive than that one. (expensive) 
+ This book isn't as expensive as that one. 

3. I'm shorter than my sister. (tall) 

4. This exercise is more difficult than the last one. (easy) 

5. My new shoes are less comfortable than my old shoes. (comfortable) 

6. My little finger is shorter than my index fmger. @on& 

7. A radio is less expensive than a TV set. (expensive) 

8. This book is worse than that book. (good) 



9. My apartment is smaller than yours. (big) 

10. In my opinion, chemistry is less interesting than psychology. (interesting) 

EXERCISE 20: Make sentences with the same meaning by using as. . . as. 
1. This room is smaller than that room. 

+ Thh room isn't as big as that room. 

2.  An animal is less intelligent than a human being. 

3. Soda pop is less expensive than fruit juice. 

4. The Mississippi River is shorter than the Nile River. 

5. Tom's pronunciation is worse than Sue's. 

6 .  Algebra is more difficult than arithmetic. 

7. Money is less important than good health. 

8. American coffee is weaker than Turkish coffee. 

9. A wooden chair is less comfortable than a sofa. 

10. A van is smaller than a bus. 
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EXERCISE 21 -ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Work in pairs. Practice making comparisons. 
STUDENT A: Your book is open. 
STUDENT B: Your book is closed. Respond in complete sentences. 

Example: Name something that is sweeter than an apple. 
STUDENT A: What's sweeter than an apple? / Can you name something that is sweeter 

than an apple? I Name something that is sweeter than an apple. 
STUDENT B: Candy is sweeter than an apple. 

1. Name a country that is larger than Mexico. 
2. Name a planet that is closer to or farther away from the sun than the earth. 
3. Name someone in the class who isn't as old as (I am, you are). 
4. Name an animal that is more dangerous than a zebra. 
5. Name an animal that is as dangerous as a wild tiger. 
6. Name a bird that is larger than a chicken. 
7. Name something that is more expensive than a diamond ring. 
8. Name something that is less expensive than (an object in this room). 
9.  Name someone who is more famous than (name of a famous person). 

Switch roles. 
10. Name something that is more interesting than (name of afield of study). 
11. Name something that is less important than good health. 
12. Name a place that is as far away from here as (name of a place). 
13. Name an ocean that is smaller than the Pacific Ocean. 
14. Name an animal that is monger than a horse. 
15. Name an animal that isn't as strong as a horse. 
16. Name a game that is, in your opinion, more exciting than (name of a sport). 
17. Name a sport that is less popular internationally than (name of a sport). 
18. Name a place that is more beautiful than this city. 

EXERWE 22: Complete the f~llowing with your own words. .- A. . 

, 1. I'm taller 
,. - 

, .&& 2. I'm not as old 

C * 3. A monkey isn't as big 
tl 

4. American food isn't as good 

5. An ocean is deeper and wider 

6. An apple is less expensive 

7. It's warmer / colder today 

8. 'a hair isn't as curly 

9. A hill isn't as high 



10. A dog is less intelligent but more intelligent 

11. 's hair is darker 

12. A hotel room is less comfortable 

13. Moonlight isn't as bright 

14. Money is less important 

15. English grammar isn't as diffcult 

16. Earth is closer to the sun 

17. Venezuela isn't as far south 

18. Tokyo isn't as far north 

19. People in are friendlier 

20. Children are less powerful 

1-5 USING BU1 

EXERCISE 23: Complete the following sentences by using ADJECTIVES. 
!' I1 

1. An orange is sweet, but a lemon is $ O M  

2. The weather is hot today, but it was yesterday. 

3. These dishes are clean, but those dishes are 

4. This suitcase is heavy, but that suitcase is 

5. My hair is light, but my brother's hair is 

6. These shoes are uncomfortable, but those shoes are 

7. Linda is tall, but her sister is 

8. This street is narrow, but that street is 

, - i  John is rich, but Mary is poor. But gives the idea that "This is the opposite of that" 
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A COW usually precedes but. 



9. This exercise is easy, but that exercise is 

10. My old apartment is big, but my new apartment is 

1 1. This food is good, but that food is 

12. A chicken is stupid, but a human being is 

13. Smoke is visible, but clean air is 

14. This answer is right, but that answer is 

15. This towel is dry, but that towel is 

16. This cup is full, but that cup is 

17. This street is noisy, but that sueet is 

18. This picture is ugly, but that picture is 

19. This sentence is confusing, but that sentence is 

20. This car is safe, but that car is 

21. A kitten is weak, but a horse is 

22. This watch is expensive, but that watch is 

23. Tom is hard-working, but his brother is 

24. My apartment is messy, but Bob's apartment is always 

25. A pillow is soft, but a rock is 



9-6 USING VERBS AFTER BUT 

NEGATNE VERB + 
Mary isn't rich, 
Boxes aren't round, 
Po w m ' t  in class, 
Sam doesn't study, 
They don't like cats, 
Maria didn't come, 
Animals can't talk, 
Ivan won't be there, 

but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 

John is rich, 
Balls are round, 
I was in class, 
Sue studks hard, 
We like movies, 
Alex came, 
People can talk, 
Olga will be there, 

but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 
but 

AFmRMATlVE VERB + but + NEGATIVE VERB 

Mary isn't. 
boxes aren't. 
Po wasn't. 
Sam abem't. 
they don't. 
Maria didn't. 
animals can't. 
Ivan won't. 

+ AFFlRMATIVEVERB 

John is. 
balls are. 
I was. 
Sue does. 
we do. 
Alex did. 
people can. 
Olga will. 

Often the verb phrase fouowing but is 
shortened, as in the examples. 

EXERCISE 24: Complete each sentence with an appropriate VERB, aff i iat ive or negative. 

1. Sara is at home, but her husband isn't 

2. Hiroki isn't at home, but his wife 

3. Beds are comfortable, but park benches 

4. I wasn't at home last night, but my roommate 

5. Kim was in class yesterday, but Anna and Linda 

6. Jack wants to go to the zoo, but Barbara 

7. I don't want to go to the movie, but my friends 

8. Pablo went to the party, but Steve 

9. Ahmed can speak French, but I 

10. Amanda will be at the meeting, but Helen 

11. I was at home yesterday, but my roommate 

12. This shirt is clean, but that one 

13. These shoes aren't comfortable, but those shoes 

14. I like strong coffee, but Karen 
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15. Mike doesn't write clearly, but Ted 

16. I ate breakfast this morning, but my roommate 

17. Carol has a car, but Jerry 

18. Jerry doesn't have a car, but Carol 

19. Ron was at the party, but his wife 

20. Ron went to the party, but his wife 

21. Ellen can speak Spanish, but her husband 

22. Boris can't speak Spanish, but his wife 

23. I won't be at home tonight, but Sue 

24. Ken will be in class tomorrow, but Chris 

25. Amy won't be here tomorrow, but Alice 

EXERCISE 25-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Practice using but. . . . 
Example: Who in the class was at home last night? Who wasn't at home last night? 
TEACHER: Who was at home last night? 
STJDENT A: 1 Was. 
TEACHER: Who wasn't at home last night? 
STUDHNT B: I wasn't at home last night. 
TEACHER: Summarize, using but. 
STUDENT C: (Ali) was at home last night, but (Kim) wasn't. 

1. Who wears glasses? Who doesn't wear glasses? 
2. Who is married? Who isn't married? 
3. Who didn't watch TV last night? Who watched TV last night? 
4. Who will be in class tomorrow? Who won't be in class tomorrow? 
5. Who has a car? Who doesn't have a car? 
6. Who studied last night? Who didn't study last night? 
7. Who can play (a musical instrument)? Who can't play (that musical instrument)? 
8. Who is hungry right now? Who isn't hungry right now? 
9. Who lives in an aparment? Who lives in a house or in a dorm? 

10. Who doesn't drink coffee? Who drinks coffee? 
1 1. Who won't be at home tonight? Who will be at home tonight? 
12. Who was in class yesterday? Who wasn't in class yesterday? 
13. Who can't speak (a language)? Who can speak (a language)? 
14. Who didn't stay home last night? Who stayed home last night? 
15. Who has (a mustache)? Who doesn't have (a mustache)? 



EXERCISE 26: Picture A and Picture B are not the same. There are many differences 
between A and B. Can you find all of the differences? 
Example: There's a wooden chair in Picnw A, but there isn't a chair in B. 

EXERCISE 27-ERROR ANALYSIS: Find and correct the mistakes. 

1. My cousin is the same tall as my brother. 

2. A blue whale is more large from an elephant. 

3. A dog is less small as a wolf. 

4. Your handwriting is more better than mine. 

5. Robert and Maria aren't same age. Robert is more young than Maria. 

6. A lake isn't as deep than an ocean. 
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EXERCISE 28-WRITTEN: Write about one or more of the following topics. 

1. Write about this city. Compare it to your hometown. 
2. Write about your present residence. Compare it to a past residence. For example, 

compare your new apartment to your old apartment. 
3. Write about two members of your family. Compare them. 
4. Write about two animals. Compare them. 
5. Write about two counmes. Compare them. 

CHECKLIST OF WORDS USED IN COMPARISONS 
the same (as) like -erlmore 
similar (w) alike less 
different from) as...as 

but 

(a)  COMPARATIVE: 
My thumb is shorter than my index finger. 

(b) SUPERLATIVE: 

My hand has five fingers. My thumb is 
the shortest (finger) of all. 

ADJEcnveS THAT pre t th    than^ the prettiest (ofd& 
END IN -Y ecuior ( h n )  the easiest (ofall) I 

The comparative (-erlmore) compares two things 
or people. 
The superlative (-erlmost) compares three or 
more things or people. 

ADJECTIVES WITH 
ONE SYLLABLE 

ADJECcnVE 

old 
brig 

ADWXNES WITH 
TWO OR MORE 
SYLLABLES 

IRREGULAR 
FORMS 

COMPARATIVE 

older (than) 
aiaa8). ( t W  

Wh=l=w 
kpOr&UZt 

SUPERLATIVE 

the oldeat (ofallj 
the &gat (ofall) 

8 4  
bad 
far 

more expemiwe (than) 
more hpOrratlt (than) 

the mart erporrst'w (of dj 
the most important (ofdlj 

bet* (than) 
(than) 

farthorljurthor ithan) 

the bast (ofall) 
the worst (ofall) 
the farthestfirthsst (ofall) 



EXERCISE 29: Write the comparative and superlafive ,. forms of the following ADJECTIVES. 

COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE 

lonaer (than) the lo y e s  t (of all) 1. long 

2. small 

3. heavy 

4. comfortable 

5. hard 

6 .  difficult 

7. easy 

8. hot* 

9. cheap 

10. interesting 

11. pretty 

12. strong 

13. good 

14. bad 

15. far 

EXERCISE 30: Complete the sentences. Use the correct form of the ADJECTIVES in italics. 

The /urges t city in Canada is Toronto. 

The Nile is river in the world. 

3. interesting I'm taking four classes. My history class is 

of all. 

4. high Mt. McKinley in Alaska is 
mountain in North America. 

The Sears Tower is building in 
Chicago. 

*Spelling note: If an adjective ends in one vowel and one consonant, double the consonant to form the 
superlative: big-biggest, jat-fanest, thin-thinnest, hot-hottest. 
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6. big 

7. short 

8, far 

9. beautiful 

10. bad 

1 1. good 

12, comfortable 

13. fast 

14. good 

15, karge 

16. small 

17. expensive 

18. easy 

19. important 

20, famous 

Lake Superior is lake in North 
America. 

February is month of the year. 

Pluto is planet from the sun. 

In my opinion, Seattle is 
city in the United States. 

In my opinion, Harry's Steak House is 
restaurant in the city. 

In my opinion, the Doghouse Cafe has 
food in the city. 

Ken is sitting in chair in the 
room. 

way to travel is by airplane. 

When you feel depressed, laughter is 
medicine. 

Asia is continent in the world. 

Australia is continent in the world. 

Sally ordered food on the 
menu for dinner last night. 

Taking a taxi is way to get to the 
airport. 

I think good health is 
thing in life. 

The Gateway Arch is 
landmark in St. Louis, Missouri. 



EXERCISE 31: Make at least four statements of COMPARISON about each group of pictures. 

A. COMPARE THE SIZES OF THE THREE BALLS. 

n - '  .a 

1. The golf ball is Smaller than the baseball. 

2. The soccer ball is the baseball. 

3. The soccer ball is of all. 

4. The baseball isn't as the soccer ball. 

' ? 4hEifi ,.I $ 6  
B. COMPARE THE AGES OF THE CHILDREN. 

61 

TOMMY HELEN ANN 
(3 years old) (6 years old) (8 years old) 

5. Annis Helen. 

6. Tommy is Helen and Ann. 

7. Ann is of all. 

8. Helen isn't as Ann. 
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COMPARE THE HEIGHTS OF THE THREE WOMEN. 

LINDA KAREN 

9. is the tallest 

10. is the shortest. 

11. is taller than but 

shorter than : . ,  

12. isn't as tall as 

D. COMPARE THE STRENGTH OF THE THREE MEN. 

MIKE JOE DON 



E. COMPARE THE PRICES OF THE THREE VEHICLES. 

F. COMPARE HOW GOOD THE THREE TEST PAPERS ARE. 



G. COMPARE HOW INTERESTING (TO YOU) THE THREE BOOKS LOOK. 

EXERCISE 32: Complete the sentences. Use the correct form (comparative or superlative) of 
the ADJECTIVES in italics. 

1 .  long The Yangae River is .- - ' ''. 
the 

Mississippi River. 

The Nile is river in the world. 

3. large The Caribbean Sea is the 
Mediterranean Sea. - 

< \  , 
',$." -' 

The Caribbean Sea is 4, large ; .I , sea in the 
I ' :, world. 

L ,  - + , .,+' 
5 .  high - . .: Mt. Everest is . '1 , 

mountain in the 
l* xi,. world. . . ! ( .=.. 

-..- , . .._ . * L  i 

6 .  high ---. Mt. Everest is Mt. McKinley. 

7. bag 

8. small 

Africa is North America. 

Europe is South America. 
. - .- 

9. l a v e  Asia is continent in the world. 
..... ~. .- - -. 

10. bag Canada is the United States in -- area. . 

_ 1 1 .  h v e .  .- - .. Indonesia is Japan in population. 



12. good 

13. good 

14. contfortable 

16. bad 

Fruit is for your health 

The student cafeteria has mast 
beef sandwiches in the city. 

I have a pair of boots, a pair of sandals, and a pair of running 

shoes. The sandals are 

the boots, but the running shoes are 

This exercise is ' that one. This is 

one of exercises in the book. 

There are over 800 million people in the world who don't get to 

eat. With few exceptions, poverty and hunger are 
in mal areas than in cities and towns. 

ONE OF + SUPERLATIVE 'LURAL NOUN I 
(a)  The Amazon is one of the lonport rivers 

in the world. 
(b) A Rolls Royce is one 4 t h .  most 

-vo cam in the world. 
(c )  Alice is one ofthe m t  inteU&mt 

p.ol,k in our class. 

The superlative often follows one 4. 
Notice the pattern: 
one elf+ superlative + plural narn 

See Chart 8-5 for more information about one 4. 

EXERCISE 33: Make sentences about the following. Use o m  of + superlative + plural noun. 

. J i O !  I,.! 4J ,J! l?;< S , L I 

a high mountain in the world 
-t Mt. McKinley is one of the highest mountains in the world. 
a pretty park in (this city) 0-36 3 
+ Forest Park is one of the prettiest parks in St. Louis. , , 

, , 
a tall person in our class d u t ~  ,,.!J t,, ,7;,.> Z: G I : ' , ~  ,: 

+ Tala1 is one of the &tpeqk*in , ., ,~ puri%!: I , ,  . , , I 

a big city in the world . , : :  - :  , : . , w . L .  

. ,  . * .  ! j > fi 0 .  1 i . f  
*PeopZs ia usually used instead of pcmons in the plural. 
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8. a good restaurant in (this city) 

9. a famous landmark in the world 

:. r . 10. an important event in the history of the world 

EXERCISE 34-WRIllEN: Make sentences using one of + superlatibe + plum1 noun. 

Example: a big city in Canada . I Y- I 

Written: Montreal is one of the biggest cities in Canada. 

1. a big city in Asia 

2. a large state in the US 

+, j '  . 3. a beautiful city in the world . 

. . 
. 1 .a f'r .< ,.. .,.... , , .  

4. a friendly person in our class ' 
. . . ..; i;,, 2,- 

.I;_ 

5. a good place to visit in the world ,j,  ,,, >.:, , ;. , , , .. 
6. a famous person in the world LW! . 1: 

7. an important thing in life . . . . - .  ~ .. . 

" .  
10. a tall building in (this city) 

11. a dangerous sport in the world 
, 

, .,, . ,;,,p '., .;-, i :,; i -  ; . I  i d  . :&E 321fJEV? ' 

1. How many brothers and sisters do you have? Are you the oldest? 
2. Who is one of the most famous movie stars in the world? 
3. In your opinion, what is the most exciting sport? 
4. What is one of the most interesting experiences in your life? 
5. In your opinion, what is the most beautiful place in the world? : .? 
6. What is one of the most important inventions in the modern world? 
7. What is one of the worst experiences of your life? I: rrwmq rtin u T' 

8. What are the best things in life? 
9. What was the happiest day of your life - or one of the happiest days of your life? 

10. Who are the most important people in your life today? -- --- 
n w ~ i  n tdg~n&. 



EXERCISE 36: Take this quiz. If you don't know an answer, guess. After you take the quiz, 
form small groups to discuss the answers. You can figure out the correct answers by 
looking at the Table of Statistics on page 410. , ,,F -I. '  1.  

. . 
- . .  . . ... I : ;  1 6  4: i i  

PART I . P. 

; ! ... 12111 , 

1. What is the longest river in the world? 
A. the~angtze- -' . , I d . .  , +,L,+,.~!~,, z: 

B. the Amazon . B y  ..! 
C. theNile .r tt 
D. the Mississippi 

2. Is the Amazon River longer than the Mississippi River? 
A. yes -; vLp+ 
B. no W I J  ;. b r.1 . : , 7 . 4  -:!I gj .$;:r.$! .'? 

7 .I- 
3. Is the Yangtze River longer than the Mississippi River? 

3 .H 
A. yes 
B. no 

'4 m.-~ (.; !,& ! 1 . : I  

4. Is the Yangtze River as long as the Nile River? . .zi - A. yes 
(HI .li 

B. no 

, 

PACIFIC 

PACIFIC 
OCEAN 

OCEAN 

CARIBBEAN SEA 2 fKu. 

ANTARCTICA d 
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, < 

7. Is the South China Sea the smallest of the three seas listed 4 ,,fi. 
A. yes n:)ssmP, sdr .ti 
B, no 4ffW 3d~! ,.3 

I A .iI 

A. the Atlantic Ocean 
B. the Indian Ocean mwM f l s d 1 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1  w ~ i H , ~ , . ~ i i > , ' ?  a & d  .E  
C. the Pacific Ocean ? <  .A 

mc .8 
- '' , 9. Is the Indian Ocean larger than the Atlantic Ocean? 
.. . A, yes Y.&f 3fft e l  .C  
& , '  
-. . 73: . B . n o  

w .H 

PART IV 
10. Below is a list of the continents in the world. List them in order according to size, 

from the largest to the smallest. ,,- mt WJ. iqr:!i.*~zi.:f~: 9m .u 



PART V 
1 1. Which of the following cities is the largest in population in the world? 

A. New York City, U.S.A. 
B. Seoul, Korea W i i h i t a i  n , r  -:is! 
C. Mexico City, M&co .: ,~Io: ,? tQ,t i?%113 HQ& l r l l  

:.;I;,,, ,I., r D. Tokyo, Japan ~1y.1154 I~:,$E~IW;*! *%J. 

mviR .J 
en*< 12. Is the population of Sao Paulo, Brazil, larger than the pd$&on of New York City, 

U.S.A.? 
A. yes 
B. no 

13. Is the population of Sao Paulo, Brazil, larger than the population of S d ,  Korea? 
A. yes 
B. no 

I. What is the largest city in North America? 
A. Mexico City 
B. New York City 

B. Brazil 
'IF*: ,tm; 9 1 . 5  r,t mb&:'+q ~ lumm~qql .  - 

, ~ ~ ~ ~ d  .+u,~, . . , t i G  !,.,*I ..,,, C! <,,, , .w,. U,,I . ,*.:. = I .,,,.. A - x ' ~ ~  ,$>.L\ * m  
20. Which of the following pvo countries is smaller in population&vd c,w, 

A. Egypt 
B. Japan 
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TABLE OF STATISTICS 
. . ., . . .. . . . 

PART I . / : ,  . + I _ '  # ,  , .  

RNER LENGTH, . j . . , j ; Z  
the Amazon River 3,915 miles , . . ,,  ' ,;'/ 
the Mississippi River 2,348 miles , ., . !. , ,vG' r i 
the Nile River 4,145 miles 
the Yangtze River ,*, ,. , 3,900 miles ., , , - ? -  

, : . 8 ,  . I >: .. 
PART II ..-, i. .' j 

SEA S U E  1 :i 

the Caribbean Sea 970,000 square miles i 
the Mediterranean Sea 969,000 square miles 
the South China Sea 895,000 square miles .> . , , J, 
PART III 
OCEAN 
Atlantic Ocean 
Indian Ocean 
Pacific Ocean 

PART N 

;$'. . ' ~  
,'. 

SIZE AVERAGE DEPTH 
33,420,000 square feet 11,730 feet 
28,350,500 square feet 12,598 feet 
64,186,300 square feet Ij! 925 feet , ,v;% .fl 

CONTlNENT 
Africa 
Antarctica 
Asia 
Australia 
Europe 
North America 
South America 

SIZE 
11,707,000 square miles 
5,500,000 square miles 

17,129,000 square miles T~ 1 '1 Y,k,>i 

2,942,000 square miles ,.; i7-t ' ;  fl.)l~t?? ? 
4,057,000 square miles & j n ~ 3  .A 
9,363,000 square miles y:;i: 1 :: 
6,886,000 square miles , ,., . : 3ii: * ... 

PART VI 
i( 

COUNTRY AREA c, jn~% i h 1 i . 7  POPULA~ON* 
Brazil 3,286,470 sq mi I80 million 
Canada 3,851,809 sq mi unr 29 don 
China . . 3,691,000 sq mi 1,250 million ** 
Egypt j : 386,650 sq mi ;i.?";olkl'i :.dl : 6 5  million 
India 1,269,339 sq mi 960 d o n  
Indonesia 788,430 sq mi ? 205million 
Japan 145,740 sq mi 128 million 
the United States , 3,615,123 sqmi . , . . 268million 

Approximate population in the year 2000. 
** 1,250 million is said as "one billion, two hundred fifty million." (It can also be said us "one thousand, 

two hundred end fifty million" in old-fashioned Bridsh English.) 
, . . 
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adjective ADJECTIVE 

(A)  h i s  a ca&l driver. camful 
.11r , , : .  7 , 1 : ; ,  3': I . .,. .: -. slow 

adverb 
(b) Ann drives ca+lly. e~ 

adjective 
( c )  Johnisa fat driver. I 

adverb 
(d)  John drives fat. 

hard 
early 
hte 

ADVERB 

camfully 
slowly 

easily 

fa& 
hard 
earbt 
hte 

An adjective describes a noun. In 
(a): ca+l describes driver. 
An adverb describes the action of 
a verb. In (b): camfully 
describes driwes. 
Most adverbs are formed by 
adding -1. to an adjective. 

The adjective form and the 
adverb form are the same for 
fast, hard, early, late. 

adjective Well is the adverb form of 
( e )  Linda is a good writer. .- 

adverb 
( f )  Linda writes d l .  , . 
*Wen can also be used as an adjective to mean "not sick." Paul u ~ s  sick larr week, but ~o he's weU. ! i 

EXERCISE 37: Complete the sentences by using the ADIECTIW or ADVERB in italics. 
, 3  ,in,>> C ! 

My hometown is small and a ~ i e  t 1.  quiet, quietly 

. - 2. quiet, quietly 

J - 6  3. clear, clearly 

4. clear, clearly 

5. careless, carelessly 

6. careless, carelessly 

7. easy, e m &  

8. easy, easily 

9 od, well 

10. good, we-. 

- - p--yj  
i 

Mr. Wilson whispered. He spoke ~ ~ i e t k  

Anna pronounces every word 

We like to go boating in weather. 

Boris makes a lot of mistakes when he writes. He's a 

writer. 

Boris writes 

The teacher asked an question. 

I answered the teacher's question 

You speak English very 

Your English is very 
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MERCISE38: Complete the sentences by using the correct form (ADJKTIVH or ADVERB) of 
the word in italics. L ,  

A ,_.A , i E  1 . .  . . ," . , .  . , 
. ~ .. 

*I$ 
3. correct 

.. . - . .- 5 .  quick 

I Y 6. fast 
'A! 

7, neat 

8.  neat 

9, hard 

. i lo. hard 

12, slow 
.a 

13. canless 
-- 

14. quick 

15 early .--___A- 

17, good 

. ~ .  

Do you drive ? , L  

i :. :i 
Carmen gave the answer to thi  question. 

She answered the question 

Mike is a reader. '' : ':" 
Mike reads . . 

..I 131Ull 

Mike reads .. )IU\ t . . , , , ; ; !  i 

Barbara has handwriting. It is easy 
to read what she writes. .,..,I ,#,: : ! .  

, ,  , 
..~ ~. . 

Barbara writes 
?!)>U 

I study 5% r i : I  ,.?, 

W<b,8 
The studenta took a tist. , n i l  i 1 , 

.. . 
Roberto answered the question 

Karen and Fumiko walked through the park 

I made some mistakes in my last 
composition. 

We were in a hurry, so we afe lunch 

Last night we had dinner,,. , 8  r. because we 
had to leave for the theater at 6:OO. 

We had an dinner last night. 

Jake has poor eyesight. He can't see - 

without 
his glasses. - !:," S, +[I ,:J :,,,.P,I:.,;. 

-. 
David is kind, generous; L.. 1 21 

and thoughtful. He is a 

, person. 
i r q e  r 



: I  19. loud I speak when I talk to my grandfather 
because he has trouble hearing. 

20. s@ clear Kim speaks English , . and 
--- , ! : A , :  .- i A!.> !, ,.:,.,!,, 1 : I  . Z 

I I ,  I , ', / 1, good Did you sleep last night? 
,, , 1 : t A  , I. 

2. fast Anita is a learner. - . , E ;. n1.a 

a rn:.%r. ,a,+. -I 
3. quick She learns everything yr 

- 6 .  easy -- 
T O ~  7. hard 

I .. -- . ..-8. clear 

9, late 

11, hard 

12. hard . (hi42 ; 5 

14, easy 
czwb) 

15. quiet 
.%lo 

-- 19. good 

Ahmed walks too . I can't keep up with him. 

Please speak . The children are asleep. 

This is an exercise. 

It rained psterday. ITN I.%Y > 

-0 , A ' 
Our teacher explains everything 

Spiro came to class yesterday. 

The plane arrived at the airport . . ?.>. - .  -, 
. ,  . . . . . .  

Ms. Chan is a worker. 

She works. 

I paid my telephone bill 

Ron lifted the heavy box . He's very strong. 

Olga entered the classroom because 
she was late for class. - - - - -)...I 

Mike talh too 
J ,  1 r 7 - 1 . .  I ~ J  

, I can't understand him. 

Shelley is an person. I trust her completely. 

She speaks 

I didn't understand the teacher's explanation very 

We had a .  time at the party last night. 
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21. good Linda speaks , but she doesn't write 

22. fluent Nadia speaks French 

COMPARATIVE 

( a )  Kimspeaksmorefhrsnt& -ht& 
than Ali (does). slowly 

(b) Anna speaks the totfhrsntlv mom ~ i c k b r  
of&. 

(c)  Mike worked ha+ than harder 
Sam (did). fas* 

(d) Sue worked the hmdart of &. earlier 
lo* 

I W E R L A ~  Use more and most with 
he totp-t& adverbs that end in -Iy.* 
!he t o t  slow& 
!he t o t  quick& 

Use -er and -est with 
the fastest irregular adverbs: hard, 
the emlisat fast, early, late. 

EXERCISE 40: Complete the sentences by using the correct form (COMPARATIVE or . ,  
SWERLATTVE) of the ADVERBS in italics. . I I . ! I : 

( e ) Rosa writes better tlurn I do. 
( f )  Kim writes the best ofall. 

Karen got home later than Alice (did). 

2 .  quickly I f ~ s h e d  my work Tom (did). 

*Exception: early-earl&-earliest. 
.d, ..i ; :  .., j u b w m ;  _ --- .,.:.:, .v 

better 

+ ; i ' W P  Y W  
3. beautifully Gina sings Susan (does). 

mm3d - 
4. beautifully Ann sings of all. 

Rid L>'41*1: 5 .  hard My sister works I (do). 

.:lsnqmw r 6 .  hard My brother works of all. 

the best 

7. carefully My husband drives I (do). 

Bettsr and best are forms 
of the adverb well. 

-. .- 
8 .  early We arrived at the party 

the Smiths (did). 

9 .  early h e  Wilsons arrived at the party - of all. 



; I  k :.lo. well You can write I (can). 

7 ~ . .  1 - 11. weU Ken can write of all. 

! i , +  12. clearly Anita pronounces her words Tina (does). 

13. fast I work Jim (does). 

.I 14. fast Toshi finished his work of all. 

15. h d l y  Ali speaks Yoko (does.) 
Wdim 

16. fluently Sue speaks Spanish I (do). 

- 17. fluently Ted speaks Spanish of all. 

18. slawly A snail moves a crab (does). 
.. .- -. ..: : -:j ..2,,~:L,,< .?q ~>:m;- Y L ; . ~  .dl 

- 
.e>cri- hr.,?,:, rerr  ~. . .- ... 

~ .-.-- 

, ~ . .  

- :d~~m11m 5:il , . ! , - -1' . . i ~ i !  XP h n 4  %a ' < ~ L . I ;  i 'rt~nk i:& I s> 
2 -l..-O: - $0 i $31. :, I;' , , u-Miriup liu +r,.w yo? gtztnil I'nhd I i? 

itr i r o  Ulw $.n r(rilan3 &.arp nx, oic ,  f , 2 

EXERCISE 41: Use the correct form (ADJECTIVE 01 ADVERB, COMPARATIVE or SUPERLATNE) 

I 
, g f  the words in italics. 

i.4 rmw& 

.*I. careful Karen drives more C Q T ~ ~ U / ~ V  than her brother does. 

2.  beauttjkl A tiger is a goat. 

3. neat Paul's apartment is 

.3si;u4. ,t Peter's apartment is of all. 

,k5. neat You write - 

- "__. . -6. neat Ann writes . of all. 

, -7. heavy This suitcase is that one. 

-- 8 .  clear This author explains her ideas - that author. 



I ,  1 9. good 

- 

10. good 

1 1. good 

12. hard 

13. hard 

14. long 

15. late - 
is-- 
16. clear 

17. sharp 

18. areistic 

19, s h  

20. dangerous 

I like rock music classical music. 

My daughter can sing of all. 

Sue studies Fred. 

Jean studies of all. 

Almost universally, wives work 
hours than their husbands because women take primary responsibility 
for household chores and child-rearing. 

Robert usually goes to bed 
his roommate. 

. --". - a > - m v  111.1re I 'A,& .8 1 
Anna pronounces her words 
of all the students in the .- class, 

/ -  

- -  , 
.~ -- . .  ,-. 

A razor is usually :. A L- II a kitchen knife. 

My son my daughter. 

I eat my husband does. 

4 motorcycle is a bicycle. 

a) Bob doesn't study as hard as his brother (does). Notice the pattern in the examples: 
b) I didn't f ~ s h  my work as M Sue (did). as+&+as 
c)  Yoko can speak English as wen as Tony (can). . . 

d) I'm working a s / ~ t  as I can. Notice the palterns in the examples: 
e ) I'm working os-t M possible. or + &rb + as is frequently followed by 

f )  Alex came as quick& as he could. i1_YQ!-r? - svbjset + canldd  or by pauibk. 
g) Alex came as quierk& M podble.  

EXERCISE 42: Complete the sentences. Compare John to your classmates or yourself. 

1. John is lazy. He doesn't work as hard CIS YOko(doed. / CIS 1 (do). 

2. John is a reckless driver. He doesn't drive as carefully 

?(to I ~ I  -- 3. I can't read John's handwriting. He doesn't write as neatly 

r E(em 4. John goes to bed late. He doesn't go to bed as early 
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5. John was the last person to finish the test. He didn't f d s h  it as quickly 

6. John speaks softly. He doesn't speak as loudly 
88 3ms 

7. John is never in a hurry. He takes his time. He doesn't walk as fast 

8. John is an insomniac. He doesn't sleep as well 

9. John rarely studies. He doesn't study as hard 

EXERCISE 43-ORAL: Chadge the sentences by using as . . . as +possible or canlcould. 

Example: Please come early. +.I > , l !~  p L ~ ; ~ i ;  I i I, ,k.~, xlr Q 
. . 

Response: Please come as early as possible. 1 Please come as early as you can. 

Example: ( . . . ) walked fast. 

' 3'r 
Response: Surasuk walked as fast as possible. 1 Surasuk walked as fast as he could. 

- 1. Please come quickly. 10. I write to my parents often. 
2. ( . . . ) came quickly. b ,,;, .,,, 11. ( .  ..)isworkingfast. 
3. Please write neatly. 12. Please give me your homework soon. 
4. I opened the door quietly. 13. I'll get home early. 
5. Please come soon. 14. ( . . . ) answered the question well. 
6. ( . . . ) came soon. 15. I'll call you soon. 
7. Pronounce each word clearly. 16. ( . . . ) goes swimming often. 
8. Do you study hard? 17. Please f ~ s h  the test soon. 
9. When ( . . . ) saw a mean dog, 18. I'll pay my telephone bill soon. 

helshe ran home fast. 

: ;  1 1 L :  ! 3 L 

EXERCISE 44-REVIEW: Choose the correct completion. 

1. Alionis a tiger. 
A. similar B. similar with C. similar from ,omD.  simjlar to 

2. Lions and tigers are 
A. the same B. similar ' C. similar to I" ' t 6 T ~  Y D, the same as 

3. Good health is one of in a person's life. >if:! ,: , r s h o t n  A .x 
A. best thing C. the best things 
B. the best thing D, best things !I". P 

4. There were many chairs in the room. I sat in chair. 
A. the comfortablest C. most comfortable 3'1 ' ' 1  
B. the most comfortable D. more comfortable 
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5 .  Jane's story was' Jack's story. 
A. funnier than C. more funnier than 
B. funny than D. more funny 

. I ,  ~.~:., -.-- - - 6. My last name is my cousin's. 
A. same B. same from C. same as .; :, .I; ,',,< ,. ,., D. the same as 

* -. - ~ * - -  \ . .  . 

7. Ilive away from school than you do. , . 
.. . - ~  A...-- A. far B. farther c. morefar I i ? ! '  D. farthest 

---- - - 8. Ali speaks than Hamid. ..:, , rrr,.,. '. 

A. more clearly C. more clear 

.BI~tlf) naa tr~ s B. clearlier . 4 :  . .:j :;-: . I ! ,  
D. more clearer +.Wu ~ l ;  3:,!::;9jy . 

9. The weather in Canada the weather in Mexico. ! ! , , .,b, .( 
I. 

. .a&; A. islesshotthan ,Irii., , .. . C. ishotter !,,,,., ii .,$..,.. . , . ,  . 
B. isn't as hot as D. isn't hot. 

, . $ . .  r : 
10. Robert works hard every day, but his brother ---- -. .--- ~. .. . ~ . .. ..:.. .:% " A. is B. isn't C. does D. doesn't 

1. Your pen is alike mine. 

4. Soccer balls are different with basketballs. 
: ) :'y?.:\;394& >Li:37?;<3 '. 

5. Soccer is one of most popular sports in the world. 
i I i . I 

" d m  6. Green sea turtles live more long from elephants. , . i  2 .A 

SS %ski3!  3 7. My grade on the test was worst from yours. You got a more better grade. 

8. A monkey is intelligenter than a turtle. . . .- +., ; . . , / .  .,.. . . . , 1 , d i J  ? 

!,W!, . ,<; !'<. 

9. Africa isn't as large than Asia. . , I ; : ; .  .;:: ..,u > I  

, : , , , . .~". 
,1.1:1 . I  

10. Pedro speaks English more fluent than Ernesto. . .  . . . . i: 
, - r ,  

11. The exploding human population is the most great threat to all forms of life on earth. 

12. The Mongol Empire was the bigger land empire in the entire history of the world. 
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- 
I XERCSE &-ORAL REVIEW (BOOKS CLOSED): Pair up with a  classmate.^,:: - - 

": ? . I  

STUDENT A: Your book is open. . ,.g~.- ..I-.: ". . i 
#.. . , .  . y STUDENT B: Your book is closed. Respond in complete sentences. , . _ ._ .  x i , ?  ., ,. c. . s 

<,,,',,,: , : ~ . %  : 
:. ,"<&p$ 

=. . 

~ $ ~ 

1. What's the longest river in the world? 
2. What's the biggest continent? What's the s 
3. What country has the largest population? 
4. Is a square the same as a rectangle? 
5. Name a country that is farther south than Mexico. 

. . , ;. 6. Name an animal that is similar to a horse. 

. " .~ 
. 7. Name a place that is noisier than a library.' ~. ~ 

8. Is a dormitory like an apartment building? How are they different? How are they 
similar? 

9. Is ( . . . )'s grammar book different from yours? 
10. What is one of the most famous landmarks in the world? 

Switch roles. 
11. Is the population of Seoul, Korea, larger or smaller than the population of Sao Paulo, 

Brazil? . . 
i i q ,  i r :  , ., . 

12. Is the Atlantic Ocean deeper than the Indian Ocean? trrc:th .iLL.! n.uc..: : , 
13. What's the smallest continent in the world? 
14. Name two students in this class who speak the same native language. Do they come 

from the same country? 
15. Look at ( . . . ) and ( . . . ). How are they different? 
16. Is a lake like a river? How are they different? How are they similar? 
17. Name an insect that is smaller than a bee. 
18. Name a city that is farther north than Rome, Italy. 
19. What is the most popular sport in your country? 
20. What is one of the most important inventions in the modem world? Why is it more 

H EXERCISE 47-REVIEW: Write about or talk about things and people in this room. Orally 
or in writing, compare things and people you see in the classroom right now. Look at 

-,zg this thmg and that thing, and then compare them 1 .nok at this person and that per- 
son, and then compare them. 

H EXERCISE 48-REVIEW. Write about one or more of the following topics. 

1. Write about your family. Compare the members of your family. Include yourself in 
the comparisons. (Who is younger than you? Who is the youngest of all? Etc.) 

2. Write about your childhood friends when you were ten years old. Compare them. 
Include yourself in the comparisons. (Who could run faster than you? Who could 
run the fastest of all? Etc.) 

3. What are your three favorite places in the world? Why? Compare them. -- 4. What are the roles of health, money, and love in your life? Compare them. 



a) ~y'clothes  are dirty. I should waah them. 
(b) Tom is sleepy. He shouldgo to bed. 
(c )  You're sick. You should see a doctor. 

USING SHOULD 

Should means "Thin is a goo_d.idea. This is good 
advice." d m 7 8  

4 i ':GALI?&;;I'I ' J - ~ M :  xm;e  3a.1 *X:X 

You 

(e )  You akauld not I.aw your grammar book 
at home. You need it in class. 

( f )  You shouldn't &awe your grammar book 
at home. 

Should is followed by the simple form of a verb. 

CONTRACTION: should + not = shouldn't 

EXERCISE 1 : ~ofi~l&e~fi&-&fitenc& &gin the se'fiiences iiiith." mu a h &  ." Use 
the expressions in the list or your own words. 

B: You should go to the post office. 
I::., . . -  . . 



2. A: I'm sleepy. ,. , ., <, . ,~ 

3. A: I need to cash a check. 

.. A: I have a t o o t h a c h e e i & p C -  
- ,  

r3. 

5. A: flunking a my courses at school. - 
'.,g$\ - 

B: 

6. A: The plumbing in my apartment doesn't work. 
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10. We cross a street at an intersection. We 

jaywalk. 

1 1. When you go to New York City, you see a play on Broadway. 

12. You walk alone on city streets after midnight. It's dangerous. 

13. When you go to Bangkok, you visit the Floating Market. 

14. When you go to a football game, you throw things on 

EXERCISE 3-ORAL: In groups of four, give advice using should and shouldn't. 

Xr 
Student A should request advice fust, then Student B, etc. 

1. STUDENT A: English is not my native language. What advice can you give me about 
good ways to learn English? 

2. STUDENT B: I am a teenager. What advice can you give me about being a good 
person and living a happy life? 

3. STUDENT C: I am a newcomer. What advice can you give me about going to this 
school and living in this city? 

4. STUDENT D: I have a job interview tomorrow. What advice can you give me about 
going to a job interview? 

EXERCISE 4-WRITIEN: Write about your hometown. Use a separate piece of paper. 

I'm a tourist. I'm going to visit your hometown. Is your hometown a good place for a 
tourist to visit? Why? What should I do when I'm there? Where should I go? What 
should I see? What shouldn't I do? Are there places I shouldn't visit? Will I enjoy my 
visit? Write a composition in which you tell me (a tourist) about your hometown. 



SING LET'S I 
( a )  Bob: What should we do tonight? 

Ann: Let'sgo to a movie. 
Bob: Okay. 

(b) Sue: I'm tired. 
Don: I'm tired, too. Let's take a break. 
Sue: That's a good idea! 

~ - 

Let's (do something) = I have c. oubbestion for yo, ,,.J 
me. (let's = let us) 
In (a): Let's go tn a movie = I  think we shouldgo w a 
movie. Do you want to go W a m i e ?  

- 2 . , .  1 :;, +, ;.;,Jgj.' 

EXERCISE 5: Complete the dialogues. Use kt's. Use the expressions in the list or your own 
words. , . ' 1  . % \ ~ W L A  

~ ~p 

eat go to a seafood restaw.pnt 
get a cup of coffee go to the zoo . . :I&:;-: /l . 
go dancing t/ leave at &-thirty 
go to Florkh walk ,IP,, : ,,.: 3:) 

go to a movie .. . 

1. A: What time should we leave for the airport? "''i-'9m0" ''h or lmw .P 

3. A: Where do vou want to go for dinner toninht? 

. . A: The weather is beautiful today. - 
B: Okay. Great! 

5. A: I'm bored. 
B: I can't. I have to study. 

6. A: Should we take the bus downtown or walk downtown? 

B: It's a nice day. 

7. A: Dinner's ready! The food's on the table! a / : i( , 
B: Great! - I'm starving! 
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--- 8.- A: Where should we go Saturday night? . . . .s , , -. . -*: 

B: 
A: Good idea! 

PIltr mu.<, 

9. A: We have an hour between classes. 
n 1 A .  . B: Okay. That sounds like a good idea. . ( s w  rl 

?mLT IT!'! 

L m !  , I  L .I: : 

EXERCISE 6 0 R A L :  Pair up with a classmate. Practice using kt's. . , , :., ..,c, ! 

STUDENT A: Your book is open. Say the words in the book. 
STUDENT B: Your book is closed. Use kt% in your response. 
STUDENT A: Respond to Student B's suggestion. -. ,%..- ,%.. 

c I , :Z 35!-h:iX.:  

Exampb: It's a beautiful day today. What should we do? ,'I, f J ?  ' 

STUDENT A: It's a beautiful day today. What should we do? 
STUDENT B: Let's go to Woodland Park Zoo. 
STUDENT A: Great! What a good idea! Let's go! 

1. What time should we go out to dinner tonight? - 2. When should we go to (name of a place)? 
3. What should we do this evening? 
4. I want to do something fun tomorrow. I 

- .- 
Switch roles. 
5. What should we do tomorrow? It's a holiday, and we don't have to go to class. 
6. I'm bored. Think of something we can do. 
7. My plane leaves at six. What time should we leave for the airport? 
8. It's (name of a ckzssmate)'s birthday tomorrow. Should we do something special for -- himiher? 

I (c )  Jack nee& to s ~ d y  for his test.--- Have + ikfznitive has a special meaning: it 
(d) Jack has to for his test. expresses the same idea as need. . I 

- 
(a) People need to eat food. 
(b) People have to eat food. 

I (e) Ihadtosht&lastnigh. I FAST FORM: had + infinitive. . I 

(a) and (b) have basically the same meaning. 
(c) and (d) have basically the same meaning. 

( f ) Do you have to leave now? 
(g) What time dow Jim have to leave? 
(h) Why did they haw to leave yesterday? 

QuESnON FORM: do, dow, or did is used in 
questions with have to. 

r ~ t r U  :A .? 

( i ) I don't haw to study tonight. 
( j ) The concert was free. We didn't have 

to buy tickets. 

NEGATIVE FORM: do, does, or &d is used with 
haw to in the negative. 



EXERCISE 7-ORAi.: Answer the questions. . . . .. . . , , , t . , - i r r i :  :$* 3i3x3:i:  ' , ,  

i I I i , . i  !>~orV~t.a..~~ 
1. What do you want to do today? 

2. What do you have to do today? d,( , . , ,  ,>T(illL 7 .  , j  , , , , , ; ,$ j 
3.' What do you want to do tomorrow? ~r,n-jh'X/ .u 
4. What do you have to do tomorrow? 
5. What does a student need to do or have to do? . me* d\ 

52 9. W h m d o  you have to go today? Why? ,135 .I~Y-I ($W t. C 

10. Where do you want to go tomorrow? Why? - - -* 11. What did you have to do yesterday? Why? 
12. Did you have responsibilities at home when you were a child? What did you have to 

-- do? 
1 1. If you're driving a car and the traftic light turns red, what do you have to do? 
12. What do you have to do before you cross a busy street? 

f ,nr+i?-x 
13. Do you have to learn English? Why? b-A 8 

" 14. Who has a job? What are some of the things you have to do when you're at work? 
15. What kind of job did you have in the past? What did you have to do when you had 

that jobPJ b d  xm 

EXERCISE 8-ORAL (WOKS CLOSED): Use h a w  tolhaa to. Use hcmme. 

Exampk: go downtown / buy some new shoes 
STUDENT A: I have to go downtown because I have to buy some new shoes. 
TEACHER: Why does (Student A) have to go downtown? 
STUD* B: '(Student A) has to go downtown because helshe has to buy some new shoes. 

, , .  , 

1. go to the drugstore / buy some toothpaste ' , .  ., . ; ? : . , I  : . . 

2. go to the grocery store / get some milk iydW 

3. go shopping / get a new coat ;... ,.rn ,-At) >WKJ& :A 
4. go to the post office / mail a package 

, ,. .. 
5, stay home tonight study grammar ,., 1 .uw.; m i 3  16dW :A .i 

6. go to the hospital / visit a friend rnb'~, sm.11 ti .J 14 i .-BITIT :8 

7. go to the bank I cash a check '.kn&.moT) .A  2 
8. go downtown I go to theimmigration office +,!I t d ,  ~ r l  &f :H 
9. go to the bookstore / buy a notebook 

10. go to (name ofa s t o n  in the city) I buy (a articular thing at that store) A .B 
.uot>a .Cll.' 7 ,  MI& ,211 ....YLif'j3 nr9,,= 
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EXERCISE 9: Complete the sentences. Use the words in parentheses. Use a form' of 
hap/have + infinitive in all the completions. 

. ,Alt, 
.:, . . ,! ;j ~. 

1. A: Jack can't join us for dinner tonight., 
B: Why not? . i  '>; lf ., 8 i!: : . # !  .,, ,.: . 

' : . .;, < i  , !  ;,. , ! .-,;r.u ,,- 
A: (he, work) lie has to work , .  . . I . .  

B: (he, work) Does he have to  work tomorrow night too? If he doesn't, 
~ ,Q ! ,  

maybe we should postpone the dinner until then. ':''I .. .. t ind 
2. A: Why (you, go) to the library later tonight? 

B: (I, find) some information for my research 
paper. 

Y J i  

3. A: It's almost four-thirty. What time (Sue, leme for) 
the airport? 

B: Around five. (she, be) at the airport at six-fifteen. 

4. A: Why did you go to the bookstore after class yesterday? . ?eel c~d''7J .''[ , >>..: ...- 

B: ( I ,  buy) some colored pencils. 

A: Oh? Why (you, buy) colored pencils? 
B: I need them for some drawings I plan to do for my botany class. s--:q?A: . 

iii ..! ' ,. ,(tr,k.,f-?~ 
A: Because (I, get) e and fresh fruit. 

..-tadrwyn: s ? ~ % j c .  I 1  I %XI ; I  I .. 

6. A: Kate didn't come to the movie with us last night. . , ,r,, ,,!? ,,% 
B: Why? 

? I , ! i 

A: Because (she, study) for a test. 

7. A: What time (you, be) at the dentist's office? 
B: Three. I have a three o'clock appointment. ,s!,, ,, ,, , 3 f i ~  ,,,? o2 

. ., !a- fi$Fr&.&ment? 
8 .  A: (Tm, find) 

B: Yes, he does. He can't stay in his present apartment. 

9.  A: (Yoko, not, take) another . '.". \""* ". 
English course. Her English is very good. 

B: (you, take) another English course? 
A: Yes, I do. I need to study more English. 



10. A: Was Steve at home yesterday evening? ; , . . J-  .. i r !  ,.I ,,;+ ;.:; 

* , .= *--, B: No. (he, stayj late at the office. 

B: Why? 

(a )  People need food. People have to eat food. 
(b) People need food. People must eat food. 

(a) and (b) have the same meaning: 
must eat = have to eat 

(d) You must not be late for work if you 
want to keep your job. 

(e )  You don't have to go to the movie 
with us if you don't want to. 

-~~p 

Must is followed by the simple form of a verb. 

INCORRECT: He must works. ,,Jc,L ;< , 

INCORRECT: He must to work. 

must not = Don't do this! You don't have a choice. 

don't have to = It's not necessary, but you have a 
choice. 

Compare the foUowing examples. Notice the difference between should and muat. 

..--ST 

SO-G IS VERY IMPORTANT. 
SohWIWNG IS NECESSARY. YOU DO NOT 
HAVE A CHOICE. 

( f )  I muat study tonight. I'm going to take 
a very important test tomorrow. 

(h) You must take an English course. You 
cannot graduate without it. 

( j ) Johnny, this is your mother speaking. You 
must eat your vegetables. You can't leave 
the table until you eat your vegetables. 

SHOULD 

SOMETHING IS A GOOD IDEA, BUT YOU HAVE A 

CHOICE. ; 7 , .  . , u tu, a u  

(g) I should ah& tonight. I have some 
homework to do, but I'm tired. I'U study 
tomorrow night. I'm going to go to bed now. 

( i ) You should t ~ k e  an English course. It will 
help you. 

(k) Johnny, you should eat your vegetables. 
They're good for you. You'U grow up to be 
strong and healthy. 
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EXERCISE 10: Complete the sentences. Use must. Use the expressions in the list. 

cbse the door behind you pay an income tax 
go to medical school read English newspapers and magazines 

(/ have a driver's license speak English outside of c h s  every day 
have a libmry card stop 
have a passport study harder 
listen to English on the radio and TV talk w myself in English 
make new f i n d s  wha speak English take one pill awry six hours 

1. According to the law,* a driver must have a drrver's ilcense. 

2. If a traffic light is red, a car 

3. If you want to check a book out of the library, you 

.d?w r I*, - 
4. Nancy has a job in Chicago. She earns a good salary. According to the law, she 

.. I .  

5. 1 failed the last two tests in my biology class. According to my professor, I .i 

7. If you want to become a doctor, you 
- - 

8. John's doctor gave him a prescription. According to 

the directions on the bottle, John 

fin 94112-38 

9. J i i y  ! It's cold outside. When you come inside, you 
h h m  o q  L a W  
every 8 r  hours 

uun bS4 John Srn~th 
a - 4 ~  ;I a 

10. I want to improve my English. According to my teacher, I 

frrceording w tha kaw = the law says. 
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1. When must you have a passport? 
'" 2. If you live in an apartment, what is one thing you must do and one thing you must 

not do? 
3. Name one thing a driver must do and one thing a driver must not do. 

Of 
4. If you are on an airplane, what is one thing you must do and one thing you must not 

ti qleifrr do? 
: 5. Name something you must have a ticket for. Name something you don't have to have 

a ticket for. 
: i o  ~ t % l  m .wc,y rLIvv .I!.,, .. : i !  ::,{ .: ,,. :., . ? ; o  ;<ri;; i ; . '  , +,;:r,:~:,; ,,;. L , . ~ ~ ! ; ~ !  ., 

EXERCISE 12: Choose the correct completion. 

1. If you want to keep your job, you be late for work. It is necessary for you 
to be on time. 

A. must not B. don't have to C, doesn't have to --- 
I 'ia ~mi 2. My office is close enough to my apartment for me to walk to work. I take 

a bus. I only take a bus @bad weather. 
I A. must not3 a,rr HG>LI.,I B. don't have to C. doesn't have to 

,bW?- 4- -- ., 
3. Some schools require schoolchildren to wear uniforms to school, but my children's 

?hw ir rrr 
school doesn't require uniforms. My children wear uniforms to school. 

A, must not B. don't have to C. doesn't have to 

9. Jimmy, it is very important to be careful with matches! You ' play with 
&itches. 

A. must not B. don't have to C. doesn't have to 
. . - . -- . -,-. , - . . --... . 



5. Jack is twenty-four, but he still lives with his parents. That saves him a lot of money. 

For example, he pay rent or buy his own food. 
I, i r 8  A. must not B. don't have to C. doesn't have to 

6. The water in that river is badly polluted. You drink it. 
A. must not 

l i 

~ - 

B. don't have to C. doesn't have to - 
7. If you have a credit card, you pay for a purchase in cash. You can charge it. 

' ,G Y .F* A. must not B. don't have to C. doesn't have to 

8. When an airplane is taking off, you have to be in your seat with your seat belt on. 

You stand up and walk around when an airplane is taking off. 
A. must not B. don't have to C. doesn't have to 

10-5 MODAL AUXILIARIES 

.2?!: 

( a )  Anita 

. . .. ..'< i 

can 
couldn't 
mrry 
might 
must 
should 
will 

1 go to class. 
1 

An auxiliary is a helping verb. It comes in front of 
the simple form of a main verb. 
The following helping verbs are called "modal 
auxiliaries": can, could, may, might, must, 
should, will, would. 
They are followed by the simple form of a verb 
(without to). 

2. We have to pay ent on the first of the month. 

3. Could you please open the window? Thanks. 

4. 1 wasn't able visit my friends yesterday because I was busy. 

is able to 
(b) Anita { 22 to } go to class. 

5. You shouldn't drink twenty cups of coffee a day. 

Expressions that are similar to modal auxiliaries 
are: be able to, be going to, have to. 

- .u',.X' ,.IJ -----I 
6. Will you be at the meeting tomorrow. - P' 

EXERCISE 13: Add to where necessary. If to is not necessary, write "X." 

1. My sister can X play the guitar very well. 

7. Does everyone have be at the meeting? 

8. You must not miss the meeting. It's important. 
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. . . , , , 9. Jennifer might not be there tomorrow. , . : $.,<,: , . ,~ ,,, 

;- . 
10. May I use your telephone? 

1 1. We couldn't go to the concert last night because we didn't have tickets. 

12. Can you play a musical instrument? 

13. What time are you going arrive? 

14. It may be too cold for us to go swimming tomorrow. 

10-6 SUMMARY CHART: MODAL AUXILIARIES AND SIMILAR EXPRESSlOl 

AUXILURY* MEANING EXAMPLE 

(A)  can ability I can sing. 

polite question Can you please help me? 
1 I 

. . *  . . I -  ,, ' 

(b) could past ability .: ,\ ..ii, , , , , . I couldn't go to class yesterday. 
I 

&to n79i 
polite question Could you please help me? 

(c)  may possibiity It may rain tomorrow. 

polite question May I help you? 

1 possibility I I t  might rain tomorrow. I 
1 (e)  m t  1 necessity I You must have a passport. I 
I (f) should 1 advisability I You should see a doctor. 

( future happening I My sister wiU meet us at the airport. I 

1 I wmti'r able u, attend the meeting. I 

I I 

I Tina is going to meet us at the airport. ( 

(h) would 

I I haw to study tonight. I 
I ( I )  hadto 

v 1 . 1  .i , 1 J  I 

polite question 

I past necessity 

Would you please open the door? 

I I had to study last night too. 

*See the following charts for more information: can, Charts 7-1 and 7-2; could, Chart 7-4; mqy and might, Chart 6-10; 
muat, Chart 10-4; ahwld, Chart 10-1; will, Chaw 6-56-6, and 6-10; would, Chart 7-14; be able to, Chart 7-12; be 
going to, Chart 6-1; has/haw/W to, Chart 10-3. 
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EXERCISE 14-ORAL: In small groups, give responses to the following. Each person in the 
group should give a different response. - ' *tLJ ', 

. . Example: Name something you had to do yesterday. 
<fl. . , 

'STUDENT A: I had to go to class. ' I 'XI . i  ; 

S-IWDENT B: I had to go to the post office to buy some stamps. 
;?,I< r;l-,) 2 , 

STUDENT C: I had to study for a test. 
STUDENTD: Etc. !=:.' I ' 1  

1. Name something you can do. i - ....... ~ L ' L - I  1 1  

2. Name something you couldn't do yesterday. 
3. Name something you may do tomorrow, 
4 .  Name something you might do tomorrow. 
5 .  Name something you must do this week. ., .* a . i~ 

6. Name something you haw to do today. .'$.pr 
7. Name something you don't have w do today. 8?$ :&" 

"..b. 

8. Name something you should do this evening. 

,~ . . . . . . . . .  9. Name something you will do this evening. 
10. Name something you are going to do this week. 

' . . 11. Name something you weren't abk to do when you were a child. 

I 12. Name something you had to do when you were a child. 
i - .. . . - ~  13. You want to borrow something from a classmate. Ask a polite question with could. 
I .14. You want a classmate to do something for you. Ask a polite question with would. 
I _ _ _ _ _  

'' 15. A classmate has something that you want. Ask a polite question with may. 
I . '  

1~ . -. 16. Name something that may happen in the world in the next ten years. 
17. Name something that (probably) won't happen in the world in the next ten years. 

I. . 18. Name some things that this school should do or shouldn't do to make the school a 
better   lace for students. 

~~. F. n I1 , ! 
........ 

~~ - <  - "  ' ' .  .-. 
...... -.....'. .... , ..*7 

: ' - r- 
EXERCISE IS-ERROR ANALYSIS: Find and correct the mistakes in the following. 

/ l V l r I E  ~!Vb&' , 

. . . . . . . . .  -,- -- ....- .. 
1. Would you please to help me? 

1 1 1 ,  I !  ! I  ! ha f 2 ., 

. ......... : .. . 

3. Ken should writes us a letter. 01 B\& sd :: ; 

I 
: 1 . ~ ' x m  

I 
ol sun6 a4 ' I ' 

5. Susie! You must not to play with matches! . . . . . .  . - , . . . . .  -- - . . . . . . .  
I 

' 5  : 
6. May you please hand me that book? . . .  -. . 
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-,. .<:: 7. Ann couldn't answered my question.. . 
r, +,.' 
: * . .A 

. , .  8. Shelley can't goes to the concert tomorrow. . ~ ~ 

m c 
2: ' gru 9. Let's to pb to a movie tonight. 

IV* v! ILSPJ*~ >i~t.&I .iXwf~ 31 I; ,/:(XI %i . ,.., .,.,.. .... '. ..--:, : .,,! ,i , ;  i c  ! K 

EXERCISE 16-REVIEW OF VERBS: Choose the correct completion. 

- *'  5. Fatirna . ~ 

to her sister on the phonc 'yestay Z"Y' 

A. spoke B. can speak =ow W. speaks 
,. ! J ni aniwia m-.JU 3.71 

- - .--. A 6. I my rent last month. . . ... .. , . . ~  ~ - ,, . 

L A. Illight pay 
B. willpay C. paid 

i -~==- 
7. Shh. Ken on the phone right now. 1 .: C, + ,, 1 

A. talks B. can talk ' .--C, is talking 

8 I want to go to a movie tonight, but I - home and study. ] (S A. should stay B. stayed C. stay . . 
9. We 

A, will going . will can go 

10. I 
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THE PRESENT PROGRESSIVE AND THE PAST PROGRESSIVE 

PRESWT PROGRESS~Y~ (right now) 

(a )  It's 10:OO now. Boris ia sitting in class. 

PAST PROGRHSSIVE (in progress yesterday) 

The present progressive describes an activity in 
progress right now, at the moment of speaking. See 
Chart 3-1. 
In (a): Right now it is 10:OO. Boris began to sit 
before 10:OO. Sitfing is in progress at 10:OO. 

The past progressive describes an advity in progress 
at a particular time in the past. 

(b)  It was 10:OO. Boris was sitting in class. 

uuy m LI , ' ~vilfI .;, ; , 

PRESENT P R O G R a s s m  FORM: AM, IS, ARE + -NG 

(c )  ltqs 10:oo. I om dmmw in class. 
Boris is sitting in class. 

. , , We are sininp in class. 

Boris is ~mirg in class right now at  ten o'clock. 

In (b): Boris began to sit in class before 10:OO 
yesterday. At 10:OO yesterday, sitting in class was in 
progress. 

The forms of the present progressive and the past 
progressive consist of be + -ing. 
The present progressive uses the present forms of 
be: am, is, and are + -ing. 

PAST PROGRESSIVE FORM: WAS, WERE + -NG 

(d) It was 10:oO. Boris was sitting in class. 
We were sitting in dass. 

Boris was sitting in class yesterday at ten o'clock. 

The past progressive uses the past forms of be: was 
and were + -in& 
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EXERCISE 17: Complete the sentences. Use a form of be + sit. 

1 .  I am sittin9 in class right now. 

was sitting 2. I in class yesterday 

3. You in class right now 

4. You in class yesterday too. 

5. Tony in class right now. 
.--.. . -. . - -- 6. He in class yesterday too. 

in class today. 

10. She 

1 1. Rita and Tony 

- in class yesterday too. 

- in class now. 

i n  class yesterday too. 

- in class today. 

.... . 
EXERCISE 18: Use the words in parentheses to complete the sentences. Discuss the meaning 

of the phrase "in progress." 

1. Paul started to eat dinner at 7:OO. At 7:05, Mary came. Paul (eat) 

when Mary (come) -at 7:05. 
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1 .*.. * 

2. Bobby was at home yiste'iday evening. His favorite program was on television last 

night. It started at 8:00. It ended at 9:OO. At 8:30, his friend Kristin called. When 
,+:I.> ,Gin $,n.; >d?.L 

Kristin (call) at 8:30, Bobby (watchJ 

TV. --- I 
-- -a ,<-s,-> I 

3. Rosa played her guitar for an hour yesterday morning. She started to play her guitar 

- - . - a t  930. She stopped at 10:30. Mike arrived at her apartment at 10:OO. At 10:00, 

: [ ' T  IS---. Rosa Wad her guitar, - - ... - 
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EXERCISE 1-1: Look at the pictures. Use the PAST PROGRESSIVE to desaibe the 

. "*-, activities that were in progress. 
-.- 

Mr. and Mrs. Gold invited several friends to their house for the weekend. A thief stole 
Mrs. Gold's jewelry at midnight on Saturday. What were the guests doing at midnight? 
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10-8 USING WHILE WITH THE PAST PROGRESSIVI 

(a )  'I nr phone rang wh& I eucu ,+ing. OR: while + subje~, "erb = a time clause 
(b) While I was sleeping, the phone rang. While I was sleeping is a time clause. 

A while-clause describes an activity that was in 
progress at the time another activity happened. 

0' , t The verb in a while-clause is often past progressive 
I (e.g., was sle@ing). 

EXERCISE 20-ORAL: Combine the sentences. Use while. 
i ' I ,  

1. I was studying last night. 7- . 
- .- . . . . .  -... "- . . . 

Rita called. 
+ While I was studying last night, Rita called. . .. .- . . 

-. .;., . , , 
+ Rita called while I was studying kist night. . . . I 

,:.; , :@~, ,. . : ,,',' . L 1 

* . ..' 1. 

2. Someone knocked on my apartment door. . ~* - .  , . :.q.:. 
I was eating breakfast yesterday morning. .,,;> -1.g :,. 

. . yL2' ' -  .,. \ , ,  , . . 
, - . -  is ' . - .  , 

3. I was cooking T i e r  yesterday evening. 
I burned my hand. 

4. I was studying last night. 
A mouse suddenly appeared 
on my desk. 

; I  , , ,  

5. Yoko raised her hand. -4 
The teacher was talking. T!jh R_'.: ,, 

A aee  fell on my car. 
I was driving home ze2terdfy 

. I .~?$ .,< ,, 

3 I I-: - . . , ; 

,' .,.I/ 8 ., *- . . 
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( a )  The mouse appeared while I was stud-. OR: 
(b) While I was studying, the mouse appeared. 
(c)  When the mouse ap@eared, I was studying. OR: 
(d) I was studying when the mouse appeared. 

The verb in a while-clause is often past 
progressive, as in (a) and (b). 
The verb in a when-clause is often simple past, 
as in (c) and (d). 



U(ERCi6E 21: Complete the sentences. Use the PAST PROGRESSIVE in the wh&-clauses. 
Use the SIMPLE PAST in the when-clauses. 

, , '  1 

1. while I (wash) Was washing . , , ,; dishes last night, I (get) 

9Ot a phone call from my best friend. 
I ,  . 

2. When my best friend (call) last night, I (wash) 

dishes ..,. , a >..;,. ., . : I )  . . , ;  

, .,:;; > k . . , ' : Y  
3. My friend Jessica (come) while I &iji. 

dinner last night. ; ..~.- . -  

2.J .- . . -. ., .. 
I (eat) - . dinner when m~frien~clfess~ca (come) 

last night. -. 8 . i i  t i  st) '37 
5. Jason (wear) a suit and tie when I (see) 

., - him yesterday. (,. +,:8 .lJ:2 .a 
- A ,  

6. My roommate came home late last night. I (sleep) - 
when she (get) home, G .wa :/. .i. 

38'. &.A -f! 
7. When Gina (call) last night, I (take) 

a bubble bath. 

- . - 
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EXERCISE =-ORAL: Perform and describe actions using while-clauses or wlien-clauses. 
STUDENT A: Perform your action. Use the PRESENT PROGRESSIVE to describe what 

you are doing. Continue to perform the action. 
STUDENT B: Perform your action, then stop. . ,  ! i d  . I  
STUDENT A: After Student B stops, you stop too. 

:c!i> 
1 , '  . ,  ~ . , I  , ,.I: . 

Example: A: erase the board 
B: open the door . I C !  :I w 4  .(I ,I mriW : 

TEACHER: (Student A), what are you doing? 
STUDENT A: I'm erasing the board right now. .~ - 
TEACHER: (Student B), would you please open the door? . . - , a , 

STUDENT B: (Student B opens the door.) 
TEACHER: Thank you. You may both sit down again. (Student C), will you please 

describe the two actions we saw? 
STUDENT C: While (Student A) was erasing the board, (Student B) opened the door. OR: 

(Student A) was erasing the board when (Student B) opened the door. 
I .  ' . ,,. ' ) ' I >  .,. .I - ~ ~ - 

1. A: Write on the board. 
B: Drop a book on the floor. I t w s ~  rtc&[ .? 

. . 2. A: Walk around the room. .. -: . 

. . 
- . , B: Say hello to (Student A). .- .-- ~ 

3. A: Look out the window. 
--i----- B: ?gke (Student A)'s grammar book. .a1 >ma ~ r i  ?ma; s~srnmaoor y M  

4. A: Draw a picture on the board. 
B: Ask (Student A) a question. 

I . J 

(a)  Jane ccrB.d me yesterday. 
(b) I talked to Jane for an hour last night. 
(c) We went to Jack's house last Friday. 
(d) What time did you get up this morning? 

(e) I was stdying when Jane called me 
yesterday. 

( f ) While I was atuc&ing last night, 
Jane called 

le simplo past describes activities or situations that 
oegan and ended at a particular time in the past (e.g., 
yesterday, k t  night). 

The pastproprsruive describes an activity that was in 
progress (was happening) at the time another action 
happened. In (e) and (0: The smdying was in 
progress when Jane called. 

(g) I opmed my umbrella when it &ega~ If both the when-clause and the main clause in a 
to rain. sentence are simple past, it means that the action in the 

wh-clause happened h t  and the action in the main 
d clause happened second. In (g): First, it began to rain; 

:ond, I opened my umbrella. 

COMPARE In (h): Fist, the phone rang; second, I answered it. 
(h) When the phone ram, I answered i In (i): First, the studying was in progress; second, the 
( i ) When the phone rang, I was phone rang. 

aw&'W. I 



EXERCISE 23  Complete the sentences. Use the SIMPLE PAST or the PAST PROGRBSSIVE. 

1 .  I (have) a busy day yesterday. I (go) to 

class in the morning. I (eat) lunch with my brother after class. 

In the afternoon, I (driue) to the airport to pick up my cousin. I 

i\ -., -.: (take) ,. .r . . .  her to a restaurant for dinner. After dinner, we (go) 
!r , .:- 

i. .-,,, . - 
1 . ;:., .fi back to my apartment and (watch) a \ :tJ.2P ' :  

'ip .-, 
*. ! : movie on TV. After the movie, we (talk) for a couple of 

i - m h ;  ,,;.;:t hours before we (go) to bed. ? :.:i..:. .-.,,- + ~. 
' ?- , . . 

q 2. While I (walk) to class yesterday morning, I (see) 

Abdullah. We (say) hello and (walk) 

the rest of the way to school together. 

3. I (eat) lunch with my brother when I suddenly 

(remember) my promise to pick my cousin up at 
the airport. 

4. While I (driee) ' to the airport, I (see) 
an accident. 

. ) '  
5. While my cousin and I (huwe) dinner at the 

restaurant last night, we (see) a friend of mine. I (introduce) 

her to my cousin. 

6. When I (hear) a knock at the door last night, I (w& 

to the door and (open) it. 

7. When I (open) the door, I (see) my brother. I 

(greet) him and (ask) him to come in. 

8. My cousin and I (watch) a movie on TV 

last night when my brother ( m e )  . He (watch) 

the end of the movie with us. 
', , 8 i, ' * I ,  ,l, , n  8 ,  .2. . ~ , :  '.' . , 

! I  i ,;,.I i ,  . , , .  ;:I. !; 

I I - I '  , , 
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EXERCISE 24: Complete the sentences. Use the SIMPLE PAST or the PAST PROGRESSIVE. 

1. Mrs. Reed (turn) on the radio in her car while she (drive) 

home yesterday. She (listen) 

to some music when she suddenly (hear) a siren. 

When she (look) in her rearview mirror, she (see) 

an ambulance behind her. She immediately (pullj her car 

to the side of the road and (wait) for the ambulance to pass. 

2 .  I (have) a strange experience yesterday. I (read) 

my book on the bus when a man (sit) 

down next to me and (hand me some 

money. I (want, not) his money. I (be) 

very confused. I (stand) up and 

(walk) toward the door of the bus. While I (wait) 

for the door to open, the man (offer) 

me some money again. When the door (open) 

I keeti off the bus quickly. I still don't 

know why he was trying to give me money. 



3. A: I (be) at my friends' house last night. While we (eatj 

dinner, their cat (jump) 

on the table. My friends (seem, not) 

to care, but I lost my appetite. 

B: What (you, say) ? 
A: Nothing. 

B: Why (you, ask, not) your friends to get 
their cat off the table? 

, , . .  
i, ., . . i 

A: I (want, not) to beimpolite. 
B: I think your friends were impolite to let their cat sit on the table during dinner. 

.-:. . r s  . . ,:>. ! . . . .. I , . ,. 
, ! [ ; j . .  2 

EXERCISE 25-REVIEW Q&e the be~t'corn~letion. 
j,.; . .,. ,.. . , ,. , , :,. 

1. I was watching TV. I heard a knock on the door. When I heard the knock on the 

door, I it. 
, . , . .. .:. A. open , .  , . , ,  

B. am opening 

- 8 . , . . 
1 ,  .. ' C. opened 

D. was opening ' '' ' ' ' 

2. "When you talk to Jane?" . L 

"Yesterday." ' ? 
A. do B. should C. did b 3 - s~ D. were 

3. I T V  when Gina called last night. We talked for an hour. 
A. watch C. was watching 
B. watched D. am watching 
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4. Mike is in his bedroom right now. He . so we need to be quiet. 
A, is sleeping C. slept 
B. sleeps D. was sleeping 

5. Kate tell us the mnh yesterday. She lied to us. 
A. don't B. doesn't C. didn't 

6. I saw a fish while I in the ocean yesterday. 
A. swim C. were swimming 
B. was swimming D. was swimming 

7. When I heard the phone ring, I it. 
A. answer C. answered 
B. am answering D. was answering 

8. " you go to concerts often?" - 
"Yes. I go at least once a month." 

A. Do B. Did C. Was 

9. While1 dinner last night, I burned my fmger. 
A. cooking B, cook C. was cooking 

10. "Where after work yesterday?" 
A. you went B. youdid go C, did you went 

: ,.P . g,;< &,t *~,, . . . .  I ?. . -. 
' : ; . , ' . ~  < . r. 

, < 

D, wasn't 

D. Were 

D. was cook 

D. did you go 

10-1 1 U S I N G  HAVE BEEN (THE PRESENT PERFECl 

SITUATION: I came to this city on Febmary 1st. It is 
now April 1st. I am still in this city. 
(a) I have been here since Februaiy 1st. 
(b) I have been here for nuo months. 

SITUATION: Kim came to this city on January 1st. 
It is now April 1st. Kim is still in this city. 
(c )  Kim h w  been here since Januaiy. 
(d) Kim h-w beon herehr  three months. 

Have been expresses the idea that a situation 
began in the past and still exists at present. Have 
been is used with since orfor to tell how long 
the situation has existed. (a) and (b) have the 
same meaning. 

Third person singular = h w  been, as in (c) 
and (dl. 

SITUATION: I came to the classroom at nine o'clock. 
I am in the classroom now. It's nine-thirty now. 
(e )  I have been here h c e  nine o'clock. 
( f ) I have been here for 30 minutes. 

SITUATION: Ann lives in another city. She came to 
visit me Monday morning. Now it is Friday 
morning. She is still here. 
(g) Ann has been here ance  Monday. 
(h) Ann has been herefor four days. 

Since is followed by a spec$c time: 
since Februaiy (specific month) 
since nine o'clock (specific clock time) 
since I995 (specific year) 

For is followed by a length of time: 
for two months (number of months) 
for 30 minutes (length of clock time) 
for four days (number of days) 
for three years (number of years) 
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EXERCISE 26: Complete the sentences with since orfor. 

1. I came to this city six months ago. I am still here. I have been in this city 

for six months. 

2. Kim has been in this city since January. 

3. It's now two o'clock. Carmen has been in class one o'clock. 

4. Carmen has been in class an hour. 

5. Erica has been a teacher 1994. 

6. Mr. Gow has been a plumber 20 years. 

7. My parents are visiting me this week. They have been here five 
days. 

8. They have been here last Saturday. 

9. India has been an independent nation 1947. 

10. I have been awake six o'clock this morning. 

1 1. My friend is very ill. She has been in the hospital four days. 

12. I hope the weather gets warmer soon. It's been cold and rainy 
two weeks. 

EXERCISE 27: Complete the following with your own words. 

Exampb: 

a. Today is Monday March 4 . 
b. I came to this city in lanuarv OR: two months aae.  

c. I have been in this city since /U~UWV 

Example: 

a. Today is Monday March 4 . 
b. I came to this city on Friday March 7 OR: three davs aao . 

i i :' ;. c. I have been in this city since Friday OR: March 7 . 
: I> .  . , 

d. I have been in this city for three dav5 ' . I _  : : 

I c r . i  
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1. a. Today is 

b. I came to this city 

c. I have been in this city since 

d. I have been in this city for 

2. a. Today is 

b. * came to this city 

c. has been in this city since 

d. has been in this city for 

3. a. I am in the classroom. The time right now is 

b. The time I entered the classroom today was 

c. I have been in this room since 

d. I have been in rbis room for 

4. a. Our teacher taught her/his first class in herlhis life 

b. Sheme has been a teacher since 

c. Sheme has been a teacher for 

5. a. I started to go to school in (year) . I am still a student. 

b. I have been a student since 

c. I have been a student for 
,. , , .. 

USING SINCE-CL. 

S v 
( a )  I I've been afraid of dogs I I since I was a child. I 

main clause since-clause 

(b) Mr. Lo has been a teacher since hegraduntedfmm college. 

( c )  Sue and I have been friends since we were children. 

Since can be followed by a subject and 
verb. In (a): since I was child = a since- 
clause.* 

Notice in the examples: The verb in the 
main clause is present perfect. The 
verb in the. since-clause is simple past. 

*A sinceclause is a time clause. See Charts 5-18 and 5-19 for more information about time clauses 

*Use the name of a classmate 



EXERCISE 28: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. Use the PRESENT 

PERFECT or the SIMPLE PAST. 

1. Maria got some bad news last week. She (be) has been sad since 

she (get) QO t the bad news. 

2. I started school when I was five years old. I (be) in 

school since I (be) five years old. 

3. Ann's brother arrived a few days ago to visit her. She loves her brother and is happy 

to be with him. She (be) happy since her brother 

(come) 

4. Jack moved to Hong Kong after he graduated from the university. Jim (be) 

in Hong Kong since he (graduate) 

from the university. 

5. The weather was hot and dry for many weeks. Two days ago it rained. The weather 

(be) cool and wet since it (rain) 

two days ago. 

6. Jack broke his leg five days ago. He's in the hospital. He (be) 

in the hospital since he (break) his leg. 
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SIMPLB SIMPLE PAST 
FORM PAST PARnClPLB 

be was, were been 
know knew known 
have had had 
see saw men 
teach taught tcnrPht 
live lived lived 
own o m d  owwd 
work w m M  worked 
touch touched touched 

(a)  I have knaun Tom for five years. 
(b) Sue had had a bad cold for three days. 
(c)  They have liwd here since 1994. 
(d) We have owned our own home since 1989. 

(e)  I've 
Webe 
You've 
W v e  
She's 
He's 
It's 

COMPARE 

( f )  She's been here for two months, 

Form of the present perfect: 
havelhcrs + past pam'n'ple 

Irregular verbs have irregular past participles. (See 
Chart 10- 18 and Appendix 5 for additional lists of 
irregular verbs.) 

The past participle of xegular verbs is the same form 
as the simple past: 

verb + -ed 

Notice in the examples: 
The present perfect is formed by 
have 1 has + past participle. 

Have and has are contracted with subject pronouns 
as shown in the examples. 

In (f): she's = she has 
In (g): she's = she is 

EXERCISE 29: Complete the sentences with the given verbs. Use the PRESENT PBRFFXT. 

1. teach 

2. know 

? 

w 

5 .  have 

6. work 

7. be 

Mr. Jackson is a teacher. He 'S taught biology for twenty years. 

I Mary Adams since I was a child. 

She a good friend for a long time. 

My parents live in a suburb of Mexico City, They 

in the same apartment for twenty-five years. 

Janet and Sam their dog Fido for three years. 

My uncle at the automobile factory for 
seventeen years. 

We in class since nine o'clock this morning. 



8. own Ken is a businessman. He sells car parts. He 
his own business since 1994. 

9. have Mr. Cook's hair started to turn gray when he was forty. He 

gray hair since he was forty years old. 

10. see I several movies since I came to this city. 

EXERCISE 30-ORAL: Complete the sentences with the given verbs and your own words. 
Use the PRESENT PERFECT. 

Example: know I . . . (name of a person) for . . . . 
+ I've known Li Ming for three months. 
+ M y  best friend is Maria Alvarez. I've known her forffteen years. 

1. be 
2. liw 
3, haw 
4. be 
5. know 
6. work 

7. be 
8. teach 
9, live 

10. be 

I . . . in this classroom today since . . . . 
Right now I am living (in an apartment, a dorm, etc.). I . . . there since . . 
I have (name of something you own). I . . . it/them for . . . . 
I . . . in (name of a place) since . . . . 
I . . . (name of a classmate) since . . . . 
(name of someone you know) works at (name of a place). He/She . . . 
there for . . . . 
I . . . awake since . . . . 
Our teacher . . . English since . . . . 
My (name of a family member) . . . (name of a place) for . . . . 
I . . . afraid of .  . . since . . . . 

10-14 USING NEVER WlTH THE PRESENT PERFECT 

I . ) I've never touched an elephant. I Never is frequently used with the present perfect. I 

EXERCISE 31 -ORAL: Use never with the PRESENT PERFECT. 

(b) Anna has never seen the Pacific Ocean. 

Example: Name some places you have never lived. 
STUDENT A: I've never lived in a small town. 
STUDENT B: I've never lived in a dormitory. 
STUDENT C: I've never lived in South America. 
STUDENT D: E ~ c .  

In (a): the speaker is saying, "From the beginning of my 
Life to the present moment, I have never touched an 
elephant. In my entire lifetime, since I was born, I have 
never touched an elevhant." 

1. countries you've never been in 
2. cities you've never lived in 
3. pets you've never had 

4, animals you've never touched 
5 .  things you've never seen 
6. things you've never owned 
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ECT: QUESTIONS AND NEGATIVES 

( a )  Have you lived here for a long time? 
(b) Has Ken been in this class since the beginning 

of the term? 

(c )  I have not (haven't) lived here for a long time. 
(d)  Ken has not (hasn't) been in the class since the 

beginning of the term. 

Question form of the present perfect: 
hawelhas + subject +past participle 

- -- 

Negative form of the present perfect: 
haveihas + not + past participle 

Negative contractions: 
have not = haven't 
has not = hasn't 

EXERCISE 32: Complete the sentences with the PRESENT PERFECT. 

1. (Mr. Jackson, teach) HOS MC lackson tauaht biology for a long time? 

2. Ms. Smith is a new teacher. She (teach, not) hasn't t a~sh t  
biology for a long time. 

3. (you, know) Mary Adams since you were a child? 

4. I met Mary Adams only two months ago. I (know, not) 

her for a long time. I've known her for only a short time. 

5 .  (she, be) a good friend of yours for a long time? 

6.  She (be, not) a friend of mine for a long time. 

7.  (your parents, live) near 
Mexico City for a long time? 

8. I came here only a couple of months ago. I Piw, not) 
here for a long time. 

9. (Janet and Sam, have) 
their dog Fido for a long time? 

10. Pedro got his new bicycle a few months ago. He (haw, not) 

his bicycle for a long time. 

11. (your uncle, work) at the 
automobile factory for a long time? 

12. My aunt has a new job at a candy factory. She (work, not) 
there for a long time. 
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10-16 USING EVER WlTH THE PRESENT PERFEC 

(a) Have you ever been in Hawaii? 
(b) Has Pedro ever had a job (in his lifetime)? 

( c )  A: Have you ever been in London? 
B: Yes, I have. (I have been in London.) 

(d) A: Has Tom ever lived in Chicago? 
B: Yes, he has. (He has lived in Chicago.) 

(e) A: Have you ever been in Korea? 
B: No, I haven't. (I haven't ever been in 

Korea.) 
( f )  A: Has Sue ever lived in Paris? 

B: No, she hasn't. (She hasn't ever lived 
in Paris.) 

(g) I haven't ever been in Korea. 
(h) I've never been in Korea. 
( i ) She hasn't ever lived in Paris. 
( j ) She's never liwed in Paris. 

In (a): ever means "in your lifetime, from the time 
you were born to the present moment." 
Questions with ever frequently use the present 
perfect. 

In a short answer to a yes1110 question with the 
present perfect, the helping verb (have or has) is 
used. 
In (c): Speaker B is saying that he has been in 
London at some time in his lifetime. 

(g) and (h) have the same meaning. 
haven't ever been = have never been 

(i) and ( j )  have the same meaning. 
hasn't ever lived = has never lived 

EXERCISE 33: Answer the questions. Use short answers. 

1. A: (you, be, ever) Have vou ever been in Russia? 

B: NO, I haven't . I (be, never) 've never been in Russia. 

2 .  A: (you, be, ever) in Turkey? 

B: Yes, I . I (be) in Turkey several times. 

3. A: (you, visit, ever) the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City? 

B: No, I . I (visit, never) 
that museum. 

4 .  A: (Sam, be, ever) in Argentina? 

B: No, he . He (be, never) 
in Argentina. 

5. A: (Carmen, be, ever) in Canada? 

B: Yes, she . She (be) there many times. 
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I * ,  0- " .:6. A: (you, have, evw) a serious illness? 
A,  

'.J B: No, I . I (haw, never) 
a serious illness. I've been very lucky. 

7. A: (yoour brother, live, ever) 
in an apartment by himself? 

B: No, he . He still lives with my parents. 
I /  , ' 1 

,, , -..8. A: (you, rolk, ever) to a famous 
person? 

B: No, I . I don't know any famous people. 

9 .  A: (you, see, ever) 

a hummingbird? 

B: Yes, I 

EXERCISE 34-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Answer the questions. Use short answers. 
Several people should answer the same question. 

Example: Have you ever been in (Africa)? 
STUDENT A: NO, I haven't. 
STUDENT B: NO, I haven't. 
STUDENT C: Yes, I have. . .r.: . : , , 

1. Have you ever been in (Egypt)? (Italy)? 
' .  

' '2. Have you ever been to (Indonesia)? (Venezuela)?* I ,.,.*' T !  

3. Have you ever been in (Washington, D.C.)? (Tokyo)? 
4. Have you ever been to (Toronto)? (Istanbul)? 
: 5. Have you ever had a pet? , . . . I  

6. Have you ever had a bicycle? 
'4, ~~- . . , ! T . , t ,  ' 

7. Have you ever had a (kind of car)? , , , .. , .., . .  , 

8. Have you ever had a purple umbrella? 
9. Have you ever lived in an apartment? a dormitory? I :' . 

10. Have you ever lived in a one-room apartment? , , I.::*; 

1 1. Have you ever lived in (name of a city or country)? 
12. Have you ever touched an elephant? a snake? a cow? 
13. Have you ever called ( . . . ) on the phone? : I . , , I , <  )! 

14. Have you ever stayed in a hotel in this city? !:,.,. T f  , 
15. Have you ever watched (name of a program) on TV? 

,, , ,  , ,. ' ; 

16. Have you ever been to (name of apkace in this city)?' ' 
17. Have you ever seen a whale? , , i !  

*Have you ever been in Indonesia and Haw you ever been to Indonesia have the same meaning. 



THE PRESENT PERFECT: QUESTIONS WITH HOW LONG 
- 

you been in h a  LILY? I Guss;on form of ~ L S  perfect: 
B: For five months. haue + subject + part participle 

(b) A: How long has Ali had a mustache? 
B: Since he was twenty-one years old. I 

(c)  A: How long have you known Maria? 
B: Since the beginning of the school term. 

EXERCISE 35: Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. 

I. A: HOW long (YOU, be) have ,mu been at this school? 
B: Since the middle of January. 

2. A: How long (you, know) Shelley? 
B: For three years. 

3. A: How long (Mr. Lake, be) a teacher? 
B: Since he graduated from college in 1990. 

4. A: How long (you, hate) your car? 
B: For a couple of years. 

5. A: How long (your roommate, be) 
. . .  out of town? 

, .  . B: Since Friday. ' I. 

, , P .  : , ,  , 

EXERCISE 36-ORAL: Pair up with a classmate, 

PART I: 
STUDENT A: Ask questions with how long and the PRESENT PERFECT. 
STUDENT B: Answer the questions. 

Example: have a mustache 
STUDENT A: HOW long have you had a mustache? 
STUDENT B: I've had a mustache since I was seventeen years old. 

1. be in (this n'tylcounq) 
2. be in this class 
3. know (name of a classmate) 
4. be a student at (this school) 
5. be in this room today 
6. live at your present address 
7,  have (something Student B owns) 
8. have (something else Student B owns) 
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PART XI: Switch roles. 
STUDENT A: Ask the questions. If the answer is yes, ask for more information, including 

how long. Use the PRESENT PERFECT in the question with how long. If the 
answer is no, think of other similar questions until Student B answers yes. 

STUDENT B: Answer the questions. 

Example: Do you have a pet? 
STUDENT A: DO YOU have a pet? 
STUDENT B: Yes, I do. 
STUDENT A: What kind of pet do you have? 
STUDENTB: Adog. 
STUDENT A: HOW long have you had your dog? 
STUDENT B: She's six years old. I've had her since she was a puppy. I've had her for six 

years. 

Example: Do you have a pet? 
STUDENT A: DO you have a pet? 
STUDENTB: NO. 
STUDENT A: DO your parents have a pet? 
STUDENTB: NO. 
STUDENT A: Does anyone you know have a pet? 
STUDENT B: Yes. My brother does. 
STUDENT A: What kind of pet does he have? 
STUDENT B: A cat. 
STUDENT A: HOW long has he had a cat? 
STUDENT B: For five or six years. 

9. Do you have a pet? (Do your parents? Does anyone you know have a pet?) 
10. Are you a student at (this school)? 
11. Do you live in an apartment? (a dormitory? a house?) 
12. Do you have a roommate? . .. . 

, . , . .  . ' 
13. Do you have a briefcase or a bookbag? (a wallet? a purse?) ' :\ 

14. Do you know (name of a classmate)? 
15.  Do you have a car? (a bicycle? a personal computer? a calculator?) 
16. Are you married? (Is the teacher married? Is anyone in this class married?) 
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10-1 8 PAST PARTICIPLES OF COMMON IRREGULAR VERB 

THE PRINCIPAL PARTS OF SOME COMMON IRREGULAR VERBS 

Simple Simple Past 
Form Past Participle 
& was, were been 
sat ate eaten 

go went gone 
have had had 
know knew known 
lose lost lost 
meet met met 
read read* read* 
see saw seen 
speak spoke spoken 
roke took taken 
teoch taught taught 
tell told rold 
wear wore worn 
write wrote m'tten 

( a )  I have never touched an elephant. 
(b) Has Jim ever atuyed at a hotel in Bangkok? 
( c )  Tom has never eaten Thai food. 
( d )  Have you evergone to a rock concert? 

* The simple past and the past pdciple of the verb read are both pronounced "red" -the same pronunaation as the 
color red. 

The past participles of regular verbs end in -ed. 
Examples: tducheit stayed. 
Irregular verbs have iwegulor past partiaples. 
Examples: eaten, gone. 

EXERCISE 37-ORAL (BOOKS CLOSED): Add the PAST PARTICIPLE. 

Example: eat, ate, . . . ' 7  

Response: eaten * %  

1. eat, ate, . . . 
2. go, went, . . . 
3. have, had, . . . 
4. know, knew, . . . 
5. lose, lost, . . . 
6. meet, met, . . . 
7. read, read, . . . 

8. see, saw, . . . 
9. speak, spoke, . . . 

10. take, took, . . . 
11. tell, told,. . . 
12. wear, wore, . . . 
13. write, wrote, . . . 
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EXERCISE 38: Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in the list. 

PART I: 

go 
lose tell 
meet write 

1. I've never taken a physics class. 

2. Have you ever Maria's sister? 

3. Have you ever the keys to your apartment? 

4. I've never to a rock concert in my whole life. 

5. Have you ever a lie? 

6. Have you ever a poem? 

PART 11: 

7. How long have you Abdul? Have you been friends for a long 
time? 

8. I've never the movie Gone with the Wind. - 
I GONE WITH . ,  . I . 

9. Have you ever the book Gone with the Wind? 

10. Ann has never raw meat. 



1 1. Mr. Cook never dresses casually. He has never blue jeans in 
his life. 

12. Have you ever to your teacher on the phone? 

r ,  

EXERCISE 39-ORAL: Pair up with a classmate. 
STUDENT A: Your book is open. Ask a question beginning with "Haw you ewer. . . 2" 
STUDENT B: Your book is closed. Give a short answer to the question. 

Example: be in (name of a unmtry) 
STUDENT A: Have you ever been in Malaysia? 
STUDENT B: Yes, I have. OR: No, I haven't. 

1. meet (name of a person) 
2. go to (a place in this city) 
3. lose the keys to your front door 
4. be in (name of a building in this city) 
5. read (name of a book) 
6. wear cowboy boots 
7. speak to (name of a classmate) about (something) 
8. eat fish eggs 

. I  9. write a letter to (name of a person) 
10. tell (name of the teacher) about (something) 
1 1. see (name of a movie) 
12. have (name of a kind of food) 

Switch roles. 
13. read (name of a book) 
14. eat (a kind of food) 
15. write a letter to (name of a person) 
16. see (name of a television program) 
17. go to (a place in this city) 
18. have (name of a kind of food) 
19. be in (name of a place at this school) 
20. meet ( m e  of a person) 
21. wear (a kind of clothing) 
22. speak to (name of a teacher) about (something) 
23. lose (name of something Student B has) 
24. tell (name of a classmate) about (something) 

EXERCISE 40-ERROR ANALYSIS: Find and correct the mistakes. 

1. Let's going to a restaurant for dinner tonight. 

2. I've never see a whale. 

3. The phone rang while I was eat dinner last night. 

4. How long you have been a student at this school? 
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5. Ken doesn't has to go to work today 

6. I must to study tonight. I can't going to the movie with you. 

7. I have been in this city since two months. 

8. Why you have to leave now? 

9. You shouldn't to speak loudly in a library. 

10. I've known Olga since I am a child. 

1 1. You don't must be late for work. 

12. Have you ever went to a baseball game? 

13. I am in this class since the beginning of January. 

EXERCISE 41-WRIllEN: Write about your experiences as a member of this class. 
Suggestions of things to write about: 

the frst day of class 
the teacher 
your classmates 
the classroom 
your learning experiences 
the textbook(s) 
a memorable event in this class 
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Vowels = a, e, t, o u. 
Consonants = b, c, d. f. P. h. i. b. I. m, n, p, q, r, S, t, v, 711 Y *L 7 

' is pronounced "zee" in American English and "zed" in British English. 
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one 
two 
three 
four 
five 
six 
seven 
eight , 
nine 1 
ten 
eleven 
twelve 
thirteen 
fourteen 
fifteen 
sixteen 
seventeen 
eighteen 
nineteen 
twenty 
twenty-one 
twenty-two 
twenty-three 
twenty-four 
twenty-five 
twenty-six 
twenty-seven 
twenty-eight 
twenty-nine 
thirty 
forty 
f ~ t y  
sixty 
seventy 
eighty 
ninety 
one hundred 
two hundred 
one thousand 
ten thousand 
one hundred thousand 
one million 

8 . '  I, 

1st first 
2nd second 
3rd third 
4th fourth 
5th fifth 
6th sixth 
7th seventh 
8th eighth 
9th ninth 

10th tenth 
11th eleventh 
12th twelfth 
13th thirteenth 
14th fourteenth 
15th fifteenth 
16th sixteenth 
17th seventeenth 
18th eighteenth 
19th nineteenth 
20th twentieth 
2 1th twenty-first 
22nd twenty-second 
23rd twenty-third 
24th twenty-fourth 
25th twenty-fifth 
26th twenty-sixth 
27th twenty-seventh 
28th twenty-eighth 
29th twenty-ninth 
30th thirtieth 
40th fortieth 
50th fiftieth 
60th sixtieth 
70th seventieth 
80th eightieth 
90th ninetieth 

100th one hundredth 
200th two hundredth 



DAYS MONTHS 
Monday (Mon.) 
Tbesday (Tbes.) 
Wednesday (Wed.) 
Thursday (Thurs.) 
Friday (Fri.) 
Saturday (Sat.) 
Sunday (sun.) 

Using numbers to write the date: 

month/day/year 
10/31/41 = October 31, 1941 
4/15/92 = April 15, 1992 

Saying dates: 

USUAL. WRITTEN FORM 

January 1 
March 2 
May 3 
June 4 
August 5 
October 10 
November 27 

January (Jan.) 
Febmary (Feb.) 
March (Mar.) 
April (AP~.) 
May (May) 
June (June) 
July (July) 
August (Aug.) 
September (Sept.) 
October (act.) 
November (Nov.) 
December (Dec.) 

USUAL. SPOKEN FORM 
January fustlthe fust of January 
March second/the second of March 
May thirdlthe third of May 
June fourthlthe fourth of June 
August fifthlthe f~ of August 
October tenthlthe tenth of October 
November twenty-seventhlthe 

twenty-seventh of November 



ime 

It's nine o'clock. 
It's nine. 

It's nine-oh-five. 
It's five (minutes) after nine. 
It's five (minutes) past nine. 

It's nine-ten. 
It's ten (minutes) after nine. 
It's ten (minutes) past nine. 

It's nine-ffiteen. 
It's a quarter after nine. 
It's a quarter past nine. 

It's nine-thirty. 
It's half past nine. 

It's nine-forty-five. 
It's a quarter to ten. 
It's a quarter of ten. 

It's nine-%. 
It's ten (minutes) to ten. 
It's ten (minutes) of ten. 

It's noon. 
It's midnight. 

A.M. = morning It's nine A.M. 

P.M. = afternoodeveninglnight It's nine P.M. 
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SIMPLE 
FORM 
be 
become 
begin 
bend 
bite 
blow 
break 
bring 
build 
buy 
catch 
choose 
come 
COSt 
cut 
do 
draw 
drink 
drive 
eat 
fall 
feed 
feel 
fwht 
fmd 
fly 
forget 
get 
give 
go 
grow 
hang 
have 
hear 
hide 
hit 
hold 
hurt 

SIMPLE 
PAST 
was, were 
became 
began 
bent 
bit 
blew 
broke 
brought 
built 
bought 
caught 
chose 
came 
COSt 
cut 
did 
drew 
drank 
drove 
ate 
fell 
fed 
felt 
fought 
found 
flew 
forgot 
got 
gave 
went 
grew 
hung 
had 
heard 
hid 
hit 
held 
hurt 

PAST 
PARTICIPLE 
been 
become 
begun 
bent 
bitten 
blown 
broken 
brought 
built 
bought 
caught 
chosen 
come 
cost 
cut 
done 
drawn 
drunk 
driven 
eaten 
fallen 
fed 
felt 
fought 
found 
flown 
forgotten 
gottenlgot 
given 
gone 
grown 
hung 
had 
heard 
hidden 
hit 
held 
hurt 

SIMPLE 
FORM 
keep 
know 
lend 
leave 
lose 
make 
meet 
pay 
Put 
read 
ride 
ring 
run 
say 
see 
sell 
send 
shake 
shut 
sing 
sit 
sleep 
speak 
spend 
stand 
steal 
swim 
take 
teach 
tear 
tell 
think 
throw 
understand 
wake up 
wear 
win 
write 

SIMPLE 
PAST 
kept 
knew 
lent 
left 
lost 
made 
met 
paid 
Put 
read 
rode 
r a w  
ran 
said 
saw 
sold 
sent 
shook 
shut 
sang 
sat 
slept 
spoke 
spent 
stood 
stole 
swam 
took 
taught 
tore 
told 
thought 
threw 
understood 
woke up 
wore 
won 
wrote 

PAST 
PARTICIPLE 
kept 
known 
lent 
left 
lost 
made 
met 
paid 
Put 
read 
ridden 
rung 
run 
said 
seen 
sold 
sent 
shaken 
shut 
sung 
sat 
slept 
spoken 
spent 
stood 
stolen 
Swum 
taken 
taught 
torn 
told 
thought 
thrown 
understood 
woken up 
worn 
won 
written 
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vs. some, 144 
Abk to, 301 
A coup& of, 238 
Adjectives, defmed, 10, 129,325 

vs. adverbs, 41 1 
be + adjective, 10,20, 129 
comparative, 383 
with enough, 295,299 
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possessive (e.g., my, his, our), 27, 347, 363 
superlative, 398,405 
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uses of, 360 
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Ago, 238 
Alike, 382 
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Apostrophe, 352 
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But, 393,395 
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Can, 430-43 1 
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with if; 260, 263 
with when, 440 
with while, 438 
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Comma, 216,357,358fn., 393 
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with adverbs, 414,416 
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but, 393,395 
-er/more, 383 
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less, 389 
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with pronouns, 448 
in questions, 282 
in short answers, 243fn. 
with will, 242 
with would, 100 
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with not, 21,172 
with pronouns, 7,21 
with question words, 32 
in short answers, 21 
with that, 30 
with there, 106 

Could, 430-43 1 
past of can, 285 
in polite questions, 302, 304 
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D 
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Days of the week, A3 
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in questions, 194,209 t b -  

Dzgerent &om), 379 
Direct objects, 364 
Doldoes: 
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in questions, 61,64,66-67,212 
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with nouns, 297 
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Ever, 45 1 
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For, 367,444 
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Full stop, 57fn. 
Future time: 

be going to, 23 1 
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with if; 260,263 
future time words, 235, 

238-239 
will, 242 

G 
Get, 369 
Going to, with be, 231,258,263 



H 
Habitual present, 263 
Havelhas, 26 

in the present perfect, 448 
Have been, 444 
Have tolhas to, 424,430-43 1 
Hear and listen to, 97 
How long, 453 
How manylhow much, 109 
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I, you, he, she, it, we, they, 6-7, 131, 

171-172, 177, 192 
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habitual present with, 263 
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with be able, 301,430-431 
with begoing, 231, 245-246,258, 263, 
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with hawlhm, 424,430-431 
with k n m  haui 284 
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following verbs, 98, 100 
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with be, 67, 173 
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Introduce, 370 
Irregular noun plurals, 139 

possessive form, 345 
Irregular singular verbs (e.g., has, does, goes), 

52,54 

Irregular verbs: . c 

introduction, 52 ' 13 

list, 190, A5 
More Irregular Verbs, 198,2 13, 266, 270, 

321,375 
past participles of, 455 

I s  + noun, 2,6,20-2 1 
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used for time, 72 
used for weather, 74 

K 
Know how to, 284 
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L - s .  ' ,:. 

Last, 235 '~ ,. y, , :~u ' f  

Less, 389 ,r..:r 
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with how, 109 . , 
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Might, 253,430-431 
Mine, yours, his, hers, ours, theirs, 347, 

363 
Modal auxiliaries, 430-43 1 
Months of the year, A3 I 8 
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comparative, 383 
meaning additional, 297 

More Irregular Verbs, 198, 213, 266, 270, 
321,375 
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Most 4f, 334 
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Past participle, 448,455 
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Past time: 
past progressive, 434,438,440 
past time words, 178,235,239 
simple past, 177, 190, 192, 245-246,440, 

446 
with be, 171 
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Plural, defined, 4 
Plural nouns, 4,6, 134, 139 
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in for future, 235, 238 
list of, 16, 1 1 1 
location, l6,2O, 24, 106, 11 1,311 : 
place, 1 1 ljk. 
time, 73,216,235,444 

Present perfect, 444,446,4453451,453 
Present progressive, 84 . ;s ! 

in questions, 89 ... 
vs. simple present, 92 
verbs not used in, 95 - ' 8 .  

. . Present time, 44, 57 , li . 

present continuous/continuous present, 84fn. 
present progressive, 84,89,92,95,245,434 
present time words, 239 
simple present, 44,64,66,92,245-246811 

with be, 4, 8,20-21,24 
in if-clauses, 260 
negative, 57 
in time clauses, 258 

Pronouns, defmed, 6 
contractions with, 448 

. % . !  

fernininelmasculine, 6 
indefinite (e.g., someone, anything), 163-164 
object (e.g., me, them), 131,363 : ,.,! . , 

personal, 363 :.> .. , . 
possessive, 347,363 .I ,. .; 
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subject (e.g., I, they), 6-7, 131, 171-172, 
177,192,363 

Pronunciation: 
-ed, 180, 186 
-sl-es, 49, 5 1, 54 

Punctuation: 
apostrophe, 7,352 
colon, 72fn. 
comma, 216,357,358fn., 393 
full stop, 57fn. 
period, 21 
question mark, 21 

Q 
Quantity, expressions of, 334,336-337 
Question mark, 2 1 
Question words, 32 

how manylhm much, 109 
what, 32,67, 206,212 
what time, 66-67, 203 
when, 66-67, 203,219 
where, 24,64, 67,89,203 
who, 32,206,209 . ,  

wh(m), 209 
why, 89,203 

Questions: t - .  ,. , ,, J 

with be,21,24,61,89, 173 
with be + going to, 231,245-246 
with can, 282 
with could, 302,304 - , . . ~ , ? '  , : .  

with did, 194,209 ' 1 I ! . !  

with doldoes, 61,64,66-67,212 
information, 64 !. , . :, 
polite, 302,304 . .,, ~ L,IGY . 
with there islthere are, 107, 109 
about time, 203 
with will, 243, 245-246 
yeslno, 64 (SEE ALSO Question words, Yeslno 

questions) . .. 
',. . , 

S < . ~ .  ~. , . .  ::I. 

-S/-es: 
plural nouns, 4, 6, 134 
simple present verbs, 44,54 
spelling and pronunciation, 49, 5 1, 54 - 

Same, similar, w e r e n t ,  379 

See, look at, watch, 97 
Short answers, 21, 173, 194,203, 

206,243fn. 
Should, 420,430-43 1 

vs. must, 427 
Similar (to), 379 
Simple past, 171, 177 

irregular verbs, 190, A5 
negative, 172,192 
vs. past progressive, 440 
questions, 173, 194,203 
summary of forms, 245-246 . '  

Simple present, 44, 54 
with be, 4,8,20-21,24 . . . . .  ,, , . 
in if-clauses, 260 :r,..t . .:;,' 
negative, 57 . . .  ; .  ...! i 
w. present progressive, 92 
present time words, 239 
questions, 61,64,66 
summary of forms, 245-246 
in time clauses, 258 

Since, 444,446 
Singular nouns, 134 

defmed, 2 
with pronouns, 6,44 , L .  .. i 

Some, 141 . ) ., , I , , ,  

VS. alan, 144 :r .arb ;-, : , 

vs. any, 161 
S m  of, 334 . . .*,,> 3 .  ..I,', ... 

Someonelsomething, 163 % ., . .S , 
, . 

Spelling: 
-ed, 183, 186 
-ing, 87, 186 
-sles, 49, 51, 54 

Subject, defined, lob., 20 
Subject pronouns, 6-7, 131,171-172,177, 

192,363 
Subject-verb agreement, 336 
Subjects and objects, 127 
Superlatives (-estlmost), 398,405 

. . , , 

T . ... . .  . ( . .  , 

Tenses: 
future, 231,235,238-239,242,258, 

260,263 
past progressive, 434,438,440 
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present con~uouslcontinuou~ 
present, 84fn. 

present perfect, 444,446,448451,453 
present progressive, 84,89,92,245,434 
simple past, 171, 177, 190, 192, 245-246, 

440 
simple present, 44, 57,245-246 

in time clauses, 258 
Than, 383 
The, 156, 160 
The s a m e  as, 379 
There islthere are, 106 

in questions, 107, 109 
Theselthose, 3 1 
Think about and think that, 102 
This morninglqfternoon, etc., 239 
Thislthat, 30 
Time: 

asking questions about, 203 
clauses, 216,219,258, 263,438 
prepositions of, 73,216,235,444 
present,/past/future words, 235,238-239 
using it, 72 
ways of saying, 73, A4 
(SEE ALSO Tenses) 

To, 3 10,364 (SEE ALSO Infinitives) 4 , 

nday, tonight, this morning, etc., 239 
n o ,  287,293-294 
n o  manyltoo much, 290 
n u 0  vs. too vs. to, 3 10 

v 
Verbs: 

after but, 395 
irregular, 266,270,321,375,455, A5 
linking, 360 
modal auxiliaries, 430-43 1 
not used in the present progressive, 95 
tense summary, 245 

forms of be, 246 
transitivelintransitive, 127fn. 
(SEE ALSO Tenses and individual items) 

kry, 287 
Voiced and voiceless sounds, 49, 54, 180 
Vowels, 2fn., 87fn., A1 

W 
Wftuere, 172-1 73 
What, 32,67,206,212 
What + a form of do, 25 1 
What time, 6647,203 
When, 66-67,203,2 19,258 
When-clause, 440 
Where, 24, 64, 67, 89, 203 
While, 438 
Who, 32,206,209 
Who(m), 209 
Whose, 351 
Why, 89,203 
Will, 242-246,430-431 

vs. maylmight, 253 
Ubuld, 430431 

in polite questions, 304 
U b d d  like, 100 

vs. like, 101 

Y 
-Y, words that end in, 4,54, 134 
Yeslno questions, defined, 64 

with be going to, 23 1, 245-246 
with can, 282, 302 
with could, 302, 304 
with did, 194, 209 
with doesldo, 61, 64 
with islare, 21 

present progressive, 84, 89, 95 
with may, 302 
there + be, 107 
with waslwere, 173 
with will, 243,245-246 
with would, 304 
with would like, 100 

Yesterday, last, ago, 178 
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